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PREFACE

The second half of the nineteenth century and the fii'st two
decades of the twentieth are likely to be characterized by a
mathematical historian of the future as the age of specialists.

It IS to be expected that a specialist^ conditioned in microscopic
habits of thought, should set up barriers and overlook the vitaliz-

ing influence on mathematics of the real world about him. The
present age might well turn out to be the period of transition that
will dissipate the notion that the mathematics tinged with reality

is an inferior type of intellectual endeavor. (Must one call to

mind Euler, James and Daniel Bernoulli, Lagrange, Cauchy, or

Poincare?) Indeed, signs that the period of transition has
already set in can be seen in the upsurge of interest in physical

mathematics in America and, even more strikingly, in Russia.

This is a book on the mathematical theory of elasticity, and as

such it is not concerned with the world of abstraction. The
theory of elasticity, in its broad aspects, deals with a study of

the behavior of those substances which possess the property of

recovering their size and shape when the forces producing defor-

mations are removed. This elastic property is possessed to some
extent by aU solid bodies, and the prime concern of the mathe-
matical theory of elasticity is to reduce to calculations the stresses

and strains in an elastic body subjected to the action of a system
of prescribed external forces.

The first three chapters of this book, despite their brevity, con-

tain a comprehensive treatment of the underlying theory of the

mechanics of deformable media. Compactness and, it is hoped,

clarity are achieved in part by the use of tensor notation. This

is a departure from the practice commonly followed in books on
applied mathematics (with the exception of treatises on rela-

tivity), but no apology need be made for it. The increasing use

of tensor calculus in research literature in elasticity, especially

in the theory of shells, makes it mandatory to master this elegant

and powerful shorthand. The insistence on tensor notation,

however, is not carried too far. In specific applications of the
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theory (such aa those contained in Ch^ps. IV and V), where the

economy of thought achieved by tensor symbolism is in some

doubt, it is dropped in favor of the customary scalar notation.

Thus, a reader familiar with the bases of the theory may proceed

directly to Chap. IV and not be hampered by the lack of familiar-

ity with the abridged notation.

Chapter IV gives an up-to-date treatment of extension, torsion,

and flexui’e of homogeneous beams. Certain general methods of

approach to the problem of Saint Venant, which make use of

conformal representation and were developed mainly by Russian

elasticians, are given in detail and ai'e illustrated by numerous

applications to problems of technical importance. Bibliogi’aphi-

cal references are extensive and are believed to contain all

significant recent results in the theory of homogeneous and iso-

tropic beams. *

Chapter V contains a development of variational methods

necessary for the treatment of problems of elasticity. Several

procedures for deducing approximate solutions of the boundary-

value problems of mathematical physics are outlined and illus-

trated by their application to the torsion and flexure problems.

This chapter includes a derivation of several energy and reciproc-

ity theorems, and a discussion of the Rayleigh-Ritz, Galerkin,

and Trefftz methods of obtaining approximate solutions of the

boundary-value problems. A brief discussion of the method of

finite differences is given.

It is hoped to supplement this book by a companion volume
dealing with the two-dimensional problems of elasticity and

presenting a systematic treatment of the theory of plates and
shells, based on the fundamental differential equations of the

theory rather than (as is customary) on a set of special assump-

tions peculiar to the class of specific problems under consideration.

This volume had its origin in a series of lectures that I gave

in 1941 and 1942 in the Program of Advanced Instruction and
Research in Mechanics, conducted by the Graduate School of

Brown University. In these lectures I stressed the contribution

to the theory by the Russian school of elasticians and, in particu-

lar, the relatively little known work of great elegance and impor-

tance by N. I. Muschelisvili. Suitable acknowledgments to

sources are made throughout this volume, but my chief debt is

to Prof. N. I. MuscheliSvili, member of the U.S.S.R. Academy of
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Sciences, whose delightful book on “Some Fundamental Prob-

lems of the Theory of Elasticity'' (in Russian), published in 1933,

has left an indelible imprint.

My colleague and former student, Prof. R. D. Specht, has ably

assisted me in the preparation of my mimeographed notes foi*

publication and is responsible for organizing the material included

in Chap. V. His help was invaluable.

The author would also like to acknowledge a grant-in-aid from
the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, without which the
publication of this volume would have been delayed.

Madison, Wis.,

January
y
1946.

I. S. SOKOLNIKOFF.
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MATHEMATICAL THEORY
OF ELASTICITY

CHAPTER I

ANALYSIS OF STRAIN

1. Introduction. A continuous medium is said to be strained

whenever the relative positions of points in the mediuna are

altered. The change in the position of the material points, when
accompanied by a change in distance between them, is called

(Icjorviation.

Tjet a body t be refeiTed to a system of orthogonal, rectilinear

coordinate axes xi, xa, X3, and let P(xi, Xa, X3) represent some
point of the body r when the latter is unstrained. After the

deformation has taken place, the coordinates of the same material

point will be denoted by (x[, xj, x'g), and it will be assumed that

the variables xj, xj, Xg are continuous functions of the variables

Xi, Xo, X3 throughout the region r. We shall write

(1.1) x'i = x'iixi, Xs, xg) = x'i(x), (i = 1, 2, 3).

Equations (1.1) can be looked upon as the equations of a

transformation of space, so that the region r, occupied by the

body in the Xt-apace, is mapped into some region r' in the xj-apace.

It will be more convenient for our purpose to regard Eqs. (1.1)

as those of a transformation of points taking place in the same

spiK^e, and this point of view will be adhered to in the following

unless an explicit statement to the contrary is made.

Physical considerations demand that there be a one-to-one

correspondence between the points (xi, X2, xs) and (xj, xj, a/g),

which means that Eqs. (1.1) must possess a single-valued inverse,

so that

Xi = Xi{x[, xj, x's), (i = 1, 2, 3),

1

(1.2)
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where the fimctions involved are continuous throughout the
deformed region.

.•

transformation defined by Eqs. (1.1) may represent
iigid body raotio^ (that is, translations and rotations) of the body
as a whole. This part of the deformation leaves unchanged the
length of every vector joining a pair of points within the body

mterest m the analysis of strain. The remaining

ff
(1-1) will be caUed pure deformation.

distinguish between pure
deformations and rigid body motions when the latter are presentm the equation of

_

transformation (1.1). To this end we shall
consider first the simplest case of (1.1), that in which the func-
tions appeaimg therem are linear functions of the coordinates

Sfi^e’wb^t ^ ^ functions are lineardenne what is called an affine transformation
2 A^e Transformations. The properties of the general

lineal tiansformation of points,

= aio + (1 -f a:u)a:i + ai^Xi +
4-0120+ asiXi -I- (1 -f- a22)x2 +
^3 — aso + aaiXi +

or, wiitten more compactly,^

+ “«)%, {i, j = 1, 2, 3),
where the coefficients are constants, are well known. Since
physical coi^iderations demand the existence of an inverse, Eqs.

S i' Tl'
for ^ variables a.,, as functions

01 xi, a^, a:*. It follows that the determinant -|- a..,l of the
of the entering fate the Jg"hA::;i,lt

(2.2)

is likewise linear.

zt it'
““““ " ““ '•

oiijXi = aiiXi + aiiX2 + ociaX9.

The symbol Sj; the Kronecker delta, is defined to have the value one if

X, r! and the
The reason for writing the coefficients of

OiuXsj

oi'isXs,

0^32X2 + (1 4- q;33)x3,

Xi - ffio + (dij -I- Pij)x'j, (i, j = 2, 3),
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It is easy to see from (2.1) and (2.2) that an aflfine transforma-

tion carries planes into planes, and hence a rectilinear segment

joining the points P°(a;i, xlj xj) and P(rci, 0:2, 0:3) is transformed

into a rectilinear segment joining the corresponding points

P^'{xi'y X2 , Xz) andP'(a;I, xj, xj) (Pig. 1). This follows from the

fact that the rectilinear segment P°P can be thought of as

joining two points P° andP on the intersection of two planes S 1 and

S2 ;
under the transformation (2.1) points P® and P go over into

points P°' and P', which lie on the intersection of the planes

S[ and S2 ,
into which the planes Si and S2 are carried by the

transformation.

We shall denote the unit base vectors, directed along the

coordinate axes xi, X2, and xb, by Ci, ^2, and es, respectively.

Kui. !.

Thus, a vector A whose components along the coordinate axes

are Ai, A 2 ,
Az can be written as

A = €iAi + ^ 2 -4 2 + ezAz = CiAiy {% = 1, 2, 3).

Since the vector A = eiAi is uniquely determined once its

components Ai (i = 1, 2, 3) are prescribed, we can represent the

vector A by the symbol Ai, Under the transformation (2.1)

the vector Ai = Xi — xj, joining the points P“(x“) and P(x), is

(jarried into another vector 4$ = x\ — xf. In general, vectors

Ai and dilTer in direction and magnitude. From (2.1), which

we write in the form

.rj = aif) "t" Xi + aijXjj

we hav<^

Ai = Xi
—

.tJ' = (aio + Xi + aijXj) — (oiio + xj + anX^)

= (xi - x?) + aijixj — xJ) = Ai + oiijAj,

or

(2.3) 8Ai s A'i - Ai = a^Aj, (/, j = 1,2, 3).
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It is clear from (2.3) that two vectors Ai and Bi whose com-
ponents are equal transform into two vectors and whose
components are again equal. Also two parallel vectors obviously
transform into parallel vectors. Hence, two equal and similarly

oriented rectilinear polygons located in different parts of the
region r will be transformed into two equal and similarly oriented
polygons in the transformed region r'. Thus, the different parts
of the body r, when the latter is subjected to the transformation

(2.1), experience the same deformation independently of the
position of the parts of the body. For this reason, the deforma-
tion characterized by (2.1) is called a homogeneous deformation.

Consider the transformation (2.1) and let the variables rcj be
subjected to another affine transformation,

(2 -4) x'jo' = yko -[- {8ki + yki)Xi.

Recalling the definition of the Kronecker delta, we can write

(2.4) as

Xk = yko + + ykiXi.

Let Aft be the transform of the vector A*; then

A'f = < - x^' = (yko + xi + Twar'J - (7fto + 4' +
“ ) “h yhi{x^i ~ 40 ” Aft -|- 7ifciA<,

or

= Aft - Aft = ykiAi, (i, fc = 1, 2, 3).

The product of the two successive affine transformations (2.1)
and (2.4) is equivalent to the single transformation obtained by
substituting in (2.4) the values of 4 in terms of from (2.1.)
Thus one has

Xk = 7fco + {Bki + 7w)[Q:to + {bii +
= OCki) + 7A:0 + (% + Qfjfcj + 7*0^-

+ aio7fct + oiijykiXj.

Now if the coefficients and 7^/ are so small that one is justified
in neglecting their products in comparison mth the coefficients
themselves, then

Xk = o^ho + ykii + a;* + (otki + yki)xj.

The product transformation likewise carries the point (4 xS a:^)

to the point (a:?", 4", a:§") where

Xk' = OLko + 7a-o + 4 + («*/ + 7fc/)4*
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'J'he vector .4* = a;*. — a;* is thus transformed into the vector

Ak = 4' “ - a:?) + {otki + ^ki){Xi - X?)

= -4fc + {aki + yki)Ai,

or

(2.6) 8Ak = Ak\ — Ak = {otki + yki)Aj^ (j, k = 1, 2, 3).

Thus, if one neglects products of the oui and y^, then the

coefficients in the resultant transformation (2.6) are obtained by
adding the cori’esponding coefficients onj and 7*7 in the component
transformations (2.3) and (2.5). In this event, it is said that the

product transformation (2.6) is obtained by superposition of

the original transformations. It is clear from the structure of the

formulas (2.6) that the resultant transformation is independent

of the order in which the transformations are performed. One of

the chief sources of the difficulty that confronts one in the study

of finite as distinguished fi’om infinitesimal deformations arises

from the fact that the principle of superposition of effects and
the independence of the order of transformations are no longer

valid.

A transformation of the type (2.1), in which the coefficients are

so small that their products can be neglected in comparison with

the linear terms, is called an infinitesimal affine transformation.

3. Infinitesimal Affine Deformations* In this section we shall

be concerned with the problem of separating the infinitesimal

affine transformation defined by Eq. (2.3),

(3.1) 5i4,- ^ Ai Ai = oLijAj^

into two component transformations; one of these corresponds

to a rigid body motion; the other, which we have termed pure

deformation, will be investigated in detail in the next section.

We seek first the conditions on the coefficients ay if the deforma-

tion is to be one of rigid body motion (that is, one consisting of

rotation and translation) alone.

A rigid body motion may be characterized by saying that tli<‘

length

A = l^l = VAiAi

of any vector A is unchanged by the transformation. If we
replace the Ai in this formula by Ai + 8Ai and denote the

change in length ri by we get

(3.2) ASA ^ Ai 8Ai
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plus terms of higher order in which are neglected, smce we
are concerned with the infinitesimal aflftne transformation.

When the expressions for 5A,- given by (3.1) are inserted in (3.2),

one finds that

A BA ^ (XiiAiAj^

or when written out in full,

AhA — a^\A\ + cl^^A\ + 0i^zA\

+ (nJl2 + (X'2\)A\A2 + {oi%z + 0: 32)A 2^8 + (cI£81 + OCiz)AzAi.

Since for a rigid body transformation 8

A

vanishes for all values

of A\f A 21 A 3 ,
we must have

«ii = 0:22 = aas = 0,

ai2 + ^21 = 0:23 + «a2 = ^81 + Oiu = 0.

Hence the necessary and sufiicient condition that the infinitesimal

transformation (3.1) represent a rigid body motion is

(3.3) dij = djij (ij j = 1
, 2, 3).

In this case, the set of quantities Uij is said to be skew-symmetric.

When the coefficients cm are skew-symmetric, the transformation

(3.1) takes the form

5A 1 = — a2iA2 + osisAs,

6A 2 = 0£ 2iAi — a82A3,

^As = — oiiaAi -|- a32A2

This transformation can be written as the vector product of the

infinitesimal rotation vector <0 = eim and the vector A, namely

I

ei ^2 C 3
I

6A = o> X A = Wl 0)2
,

if we take

(3.4)

\xi — x\ Xi — Xz - xSl

(

OJi = a82 = — a23 = — 0(23)7

0)2 = ai8 = — a31 = /^(o(l8 — asi),

0)3 = 0£21 = — 0(12 = — 0: 12).
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The equations representing the rigid body motion can b(^

obtained by observing that Ai = Xi — a;? and that

8Ai = A'i - Ai= (x'i
- rc?0 “ i^i -

= {Xi - Xi)
-

(a:?' — a;J) = Sod — 8x^

or 8xi = 5xJ -f- = 5a;J -b (o X ^)i-

Then the rigid body portion of the infinitesimal affine transforma-

tion (2.1) can be written as

f

8xi = 8x1 “ m(x2 — xl) + 02 (xb — a^s);

8x2 = 8x^ + m{xi — a:?) — 6>i(a;8 — a;8),

5a;3 = 5a;8 — aj2(a;i — x\) + aji(a;2 — x^.

The quantities 5a;? = a;?' — a:? are the components of the dis-

placement vector representing the translation of the poipt P°(a;°)

(see Fig. 1), while the remaining terms of (3.5) represent rotation

about the point P°.

At the beginning of this section, we proposed the problem of

separating the infinitesimal affine transformation 8Ai = aijAj

int(j two component transformations, one of which is to repi'esent

rigid body motion alone; wo have seen that this rigid body motion

(corresponds to a transformation in which the coefficients are

skciw-symmetric; that is, ajj = —ajj. Now any set of quantities

ai; may be decomposed into a symmetric and a skew-symmetric

set in one, and only one, way.^ We can thus wi’ite

= }4U^iJ + «yv) + }4(otii — an).

Then Eq. (3.1) can bo written iis

5/1 i = aijAj = + oiji) H“ M(ai/

or

(3.0) 5/1 i
= c,//l/ + (jJijAj’j

when*. Av = eji = Hian -|- a^),

= Viioii} - «yf)-

The skew-symmetric coefficients oji/ coiTCspond to a rigid body
motion, and from (3.4) it can be seen that they are connected

with the components of rotation, wi, W2, W3, by the lelations

W32 = Wi, Wi3 = CO 2 ,
W2 I

==

^ ScHC Proh. 1 at th(» (jiid of this (cliaptor.

(03 -
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It is clear from Eqs. (3.6) for the transformation of the compo-
nents of a vector that an infinitesimal affine transformation of the

vector Ai can be decomposed into transformation 8Ai = canAj,

representing rigid body motion, and into transformation

(3.7)

representing pure deformation.

The symmetric coefficients c*,- 6.re called components of the strain

tensor

j

and they characterize pure deformation. We shall investi-

gate the properties of the strain tensor in the next section.

4. A Geometrical Interpretation of the Components of Strain.

The geometrical significance of the components of strain e,-;

entering into (3.7) can be readily determined by insei*ting the
expressions (3.7) in the formula (3.2), which then takes the
form A 8A = Ai 8Ai = Ci/AiA,*, or

rA n M _ ^ijAiAj^
' A ' A2

If initially the vector A is parallel to the a:i-axis, so that A = A i

and A2 = As — 0, then it follows from (4.1) that

(4.2)
8A = fill.

Thus, the component cn of the strain tensor represents the
extension or change in length per unit length of a vector originally
parallel to the a^i-axis.

Hence, if all components of the strain tensor Avith the exception
of ^11 vanish, then all unit vectors parallel to the xi-axis will be
extended by an amount 611 if this strain component is positive
and contracted by the same amount if cn is negative. In this
event, one has a homogeneous deformation of material in the
direction of the x^-axis. A cube of material whose edges before
deformation are I units long will become a rectangular parallele-
piped whose dimensions in the Xi-direction are 1(1 -|- en) units
and whose dimensions in the directions of the X2

- and x^axen
are unaltered. A similar significance can be ascribed to the
components 622 and 633.

In order to interpret geometrically such strain components as
C2S, consider two vectors A = e2A2 and B = (Fig. 2),
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initially directed along the rc 2“ and a^s-axes I’espectively. Upon
deformation, these rectors become

= Bi + 8A2) + Bz bAzi

B' = Bi 8Bi + Bz bBz + Bz{Bz + ^Bz),

We denote the angle between A' and by B and consider the

change 0:28 = ^
^ in the right angle between A and B. From

the definition of the scalar product of i4' and 5', we have

A'B' cos 6 = A^‘B^ = 5Ai bBi d- (Ao + 5A2) bB^ d" {Bz d" bBz) bAz
= A2 bBo d" Bz bAzi

Kig. 2.

if we neglect the i)r()ducts of the changes in the components of

the vectors A and B. To the same approximation, we have

A' •
5'

(4.3) cos d = jrjf-

A 2 bB^ Bz SAa

\/{bA i)“-h (A 2 d“ 5A2)^+ {bA 3
)^ 'v/(5Bi)^d- (552)^d- {Bz+ bBz)“

= (A 2 bBo d“ ^3 5A 3 )
• (A 2 d* 5A2)‘'' * {Bz d*

A 2 5/^2 d” Bz 5A 3 5/?2 1 bAz

A^Bz Bz A 2

Since all increments in the components of A and B have been

neglo(ded except 5A 3 and bB^^ the deformation can be represented
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as shown in Fig. 3. If we remember that

Ai = Az ^ Bi = B2 = 0
,

then Eqs, (3.7) yield

(4.4) SBz = eisBzj 5^3 = 623-42.

From (4.3) we have

or

a23 = 2628-

Hence a positive value of 2628 represents a decrease in the right

angle between the vectors A and 5, which were initially directed

along the positive and a:3-axes.

Again, from (4.4) and Fig. 3 we see that

ZJPOP' = tan POP' =^ = e«,

Z.non' = tan ROR' = -^ = en-
Hz

Since the angles POP' and ROR' are equal, it follows that by
rotating the parallelogram R'OP'Q' through an angle 623 about
the origin, one can obtain the configuration shown in Fig. 4.

Obviously it represents a slide or a shear of the elements parallel

to the XiXs-plaae, where the amount of slide is proportional to the

distance x^ of the element from the iia:2-plane.
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A similar interpretation can obviously be made in regard to the

components ei 2 and esi.

It is clear that the areas of the rectangle and the parallelo-

gram in Fig. 4 ai’e equal. Likewise a body originally cubical is

deformed into a parallelepiped, and the volumes of the cube

and parallelepiped are equal if one

disregards the products of the

changes in the linear elements. ^ R' Q Q'

Such deformation is called 'pure 2eJ
{ /

shear.

5. Strain Quadric of Cauchy.

With each point P°(a:J) of a con-

tinuous medium, we shall associate C

a quadric surface, the quadric of
F

4 .

deformation^ which enables one to

determine the elongation of any vector A = ei(xi — x^) that runs

from the point to some point P(x),

Now if a local system of axes Xi is introduced, with origin at the

initial point of the vector A and with axes parallel to the

space-fixed axes, then formula (4.1) characterizing the extension

e = ^ of A can be written asA

(5.1) cA^ = CijXiXj.

We consider the quadratic function

(5.2) 2G(xi, xa, Xu) = CiiXiXj

and constrain the end-point P{x) of the vector A, as yet unspeci-

fied, to lie on the quadric surface

(5.3) 2G{xi, 0: 3)
=

whore k is any real constant and the sign is chosen so as to make
the surface real. Compaiison of (5.3) with (6.1) leads to the

relation

(5.4)

and the strain quadric takes the form

(5.5) CijXxXj — Aik^,
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From (6.4) we see that the extension of any line through

is inversely proportional to the square of the radius vector that

runs along the line from the point at which the strain is

being studied, to a point (x) on the quadric surface.

We refer the quadric surface of deformation (6.6) to a new
coordinate system obtained from the old by a rotation

of axes. LfCt the directions of the new coordinate axes Xi be
specified relative to the old system Xi by the table of direction

cosines

X\ X2 Xs

hi Z12 hs

hi h2 hs

hi h% Zs3

in which Ui is the cosine of the angle between the rrj- and the

Xf-axes, The old and the new coordinates are related by the

equations

Xi = hixfi + hi^ + hix'^f

X2 = ll2X[ + + h2X'^j

Xs = lisx[ + ^28^4 H“

or, more compactly,

(6 -6) Xi = laiXa-

It is readily ^ho^vn that the inverse transformation is of the forin*^

xfi = liaXa-

The well-known orthogonality relations between the direction

cosines can be written in the form

(fi"7) liahct ~ hj) hJ>ai ”
When the quadratic surface (5.5) is referred to the Xi coordinate

system, a new set of strains is determined and (5.5) is replaced
by the new equation of the surface, namely,

The right-hand member of (5.5), however, has a geometrical
meaning that is independent of the choice of coordinate system
(±fc® = eA^); consequently

(5.S) eijXiXj = BijXiXj.

^ See Prob. 6 at the end of this chapter.

X2

x's
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In other words, the quadratic form e^sXiXi is invariant with

respect to an orthogonal transformation of coordinates.

Equations (6.6) and (6.8) together yield

and, since the Xa are arbitrary,

(6.9)

Similarly it can be shown that

(6 . 10) eafi = liah^^ii-

A set of quantities transforming according to the law (6.9)

is said to represent a cartesian tensor of rank two. We shall meet

several such tensors in the subsequent discussion.

Differentiating 2G(xi, xs) = eaXiXj and noting from (3.7)

that for a pure deformation 6^4; = Ci/Aj = find that

dC
(5.11) = eijXi = hAi.

dQ
But TT" are the direction ratios of the normal v to the quadric

dxi

surface (5.5) at the point (xj, and it follows that the vector BA is

directed along the normal to the plane

tangent to the surface CijXiXi = ±fc-

(see Fig. 5). This property of the

strain quadric will prove useful in the

next section, where we discuss the prin-

cipal axes of the quadric surface and

their significance for the deformation.

6. Principal Strains. Invariants. We seek now the direction

ratios of the lines through (x®) whose orientation is left unchanged

by the defoimation BAi = e^Aj. If the direction of the vector A
is not altered by the strain, then BA and A are parallel and their

components are proportional. Therefore

BAi = eAi,

It should be noted that e = —r-* is the extension of each coni-
Ai

ponent of A and is thus the extension of A itself, or e = 5^

A
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Equation (5 , 1) then shows that the extension e is given by the

expression e = eaXiXj/A^. We return now to 5 i4 i
= from

which it is seen that

(6 . 1 )
Ci^jAj “ cA\ “ 6

or

(6 .2) {(Hi - c MA, = 0 ,

This set (6 .2) of thi’ee homogeneous equations in the unknowns
Ai possesses a nonvanishing solution if, and only if, the determi-

nant of the coefficients of the A; is equal to zero; that is,

(6 .3 ) Idi - 8ij\ = 0
,

or

eii — e Cia Cia

621 622 — e €2S = 0.

631 632 633 — e

We prove next that the three roots Ci, 62, 63 of this (uibic equation
in the elongation c are all real.

Let the three directions determined by tlui three iiiiinbers Oj

be given by the vectors^ A. In this notation, formula (G.l)

becomes for any root c = ci,

1 1

eiAj = cjkAk.

2

We multiply both sides by Ai and sum over j, getting

12 12
(^A) ciAjAi = CikAkAi.

Similarly, from 62A,- =
we have

12 12 12 12
^2A,VI/ = CjkAjAh == p'jcjAjsAj = pjkAhAj,

where j and k have been interchanged and the symnioti'y of

ejk exploited. Comparison of
(6 .4) and (6.5) shows that

(6 .6) (ei - e 2)A/^/ = 0 .

1 Tho index j over A indicates not the yth component but rather the jth
vector audits dependence upon the root e/ of the determinnntnl equation (6.3).
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Now if we assume tentatively that (6.3) has complex roots, then

these can be written

6 \ = El H" iE^y 62 ~ El —

where Ei^ J?2, 63 are real. If — Ei — iEi is substituted for e

2

in (6.2), it will be found that the resulting solutions Aj = Oj — ibj

1

are the complex conjugates of A
j
= aj + ibj, where the latter are

obtained by putting e = ci = .Bi + iE^.

1 2

Therefore AjA^ = (oj + ib,) (a/ — ibj)

= a* + + al + 5? + &2 + fci 5*^ 0.

Hence it follows from (6.6) that ci — 62 = 2iE2 = 0
,
or = 0,

and the roots Ci are all real.

From (6.6) it follows that if the roots ei and C2 are distinct, then

12 12
AiAi = A- A = 0,

so that the corresponding directions are orthogonal. These
t

directions A are called the principal directions of strain^ and the
i

strains c,*, which are the extensions of the vectoi's A in the principal

directions, are termed the principal strains.

We have seen that at any point (x^) there are three mutually
1

perpendicular directions A (assuming, for the moment, that the

Ci are distinct) that are left unaltered by the deformation; conse-
i i % i

quently the vectors i4, the deformed vectors A + dAj and BA
are collinear. But (5.11) shows that 8A is always normal to the

quadric surface (5.5), and therefore the principal directions

of strain are also normal to the surface and must be the three

in-incipal axes of the quadric eijXiXj == eA^. If some of the

principal strains Ci are equal, then the associated directions

become indeterminate, but one can always select three directions

that are mutually orthogonal. If the quadric surface is a surface
1

of revolution, then one direction A^ say, will be directed along

tlic axis of revolution, and any two mutually perpendicular
1

vectors lying in the plane normal to A may be taken as the other
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two piiacipal axes. If == C2 = ea, the quadiic is a sphei-e, aiid

any three orthogonal lines may be chosen as the principal axes.

We recall that ei, C2, are the extensions of vectors along

the principal axes, while en, 622, caa ai-e the extensions of vectors

along the coordinate axes. If the coordinate axes Xi are taken

along the principal axes of the quadric, then the shear strains

^12, 623, esi disappear from the equation of the quadric surface,

and the latter takes the form

+ ^3^ H" ^sxl =

The cubic equation (6.3) can be written in the form

(6.7) le,>‘
— e 5,7!

= — e* + = 0,

where 1^2, are the sums of the products of the roots taken
one, two, and three at a time:

(

^1 = Cl + 62 + cs =
1^2 = C2C8.+ CaCi + €162,

= 616268-

By expanding the determinant (6.7), we see that these expressions
can also be written as

(6.9)

6ii + 622 + 633
,

t^2 = 622688 + 638611 + 611622 “ 6|i — 6*2 — 623

622 628 611 631 611 612

+ +
62s 688 jCai 6s8 61-2 622

1^3 = 611622688 + 261262368! — Cnels “* 622631 — 633612,

611 612 681

612 622 628

.

681 628 638

The expressions for t?3 and t^a can be written compactly by
introducing the generalized Kronecker delta, which we now
define. If the subscripts p, g, r • • • are distinct and if the
superscripts i, ft

• • • are the same set of numbers as the
subscripts, then the value of is defined to be +1 or -1
according as the subscripts and superscripts differ by an even
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or an odd permutation; the value is zero in all other cases. We
can now rewrite the formulas (6.9) in the form

(t = 1, 2, 3),

a 3,‘p, <?
= 1, 2, 3),

(i, j, k, p,q,r== 1, 2, 3).

Since the principal strains, that is, the roots ei, C2, cs of (6.7),

have a geometrical meaning that is independent of the choice

of coordinate system, it is clear that and ^3 are invariant

Avith respect to an orthogonal transformation of coordinates.

[Note that this invariance could have been used to derive

expressions (6.8) from (6.9).]

The quantity t? has a simple geometrical meaning. Consider

as a volume element a rectangular parallelepiped whose edges
are parallel to the principal directions of strain, and let the

lengths of these edges be lu k, k. Upon deformation, this

element becomes again a rectangular parallelepiped but with
edges of lengths /i(l + ci), ^2(1 + C2), Z3(l + ea). Hence the
change 57 in the volume V of the element is

57 = klM^ + ci)(l + e,)(l + ea) - hkk
= likki^i + 02 + € 3)

plus terms of higher order in d. Thus

I

t? 6»i,

^8 “

Cl + 62 + 63 = t? = -^)

and the first strain invariant t? I'epresents the expansion of a

unit volume duo to strain produced in the medium. For this

reason t? is called the cubical dilatation or simply the dilatation.

References for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Love: A Treatise on tlie Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Secs. 11, 12, pp. 42, 43.

S. Timoshenko; Theory of Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York, Secs. 68, 69, pp. 190-193.

E. Trefftz: Handbuch dor Physik, Verlng von Julius Springer, Berlin,

vol. 6, Secs. 8-10.

A. G. Webster: Dynamics of Particles and Rigid Bodies, Verlag von Julius

Springer, Berlin, Secs. 164-168.
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7, General Infinitesimal Deformation. In the preceding sec-

tions, we have discussed the infinitesimal affine transformation

(8.7), which carries the vector Ai into the vector ^ + 5i4i,

where

(7. 1) SA. - «,A, - (2^4^' + 2A-=^) A,

- (eij +
the Bij and Wif were constants and so small that their products

could be neglected in comparison with their first powers. Now
we consider the general functional transformation and its rela-

tion to the afiSne deformation.

Consider an arbitrary material point P°(rS, xl, rj) in a con-

tinuous medium, and let the same material point assume after

deformation the position xf, x^) (see Fig. 1). We
denote the small displacement of the point by

Ui{x\, xl) = X?' - xl

The quantities Uij uz are called the components of displace-

ment It is clear from physical considerations that one must
demand that the functions Ui be single-valued and continuous

throughout the region occupied by the body. For reasons that

mil become apparent in Sec. 10, it will be assumed that the

functions i^i(xi, X2 , xa) are continuous of class (that is, the

Ui together with their first, second, and third derivatives are

continuous).

The character of the deformation in the neighborhood of the

point P° can be determined by analyzing the change in the vector

A joining the point P°(Xi, xj, x?) with an arbitraiy neighboring

point P(xi, X2 , xz) of the undeformed medium. If P'(x{, Xg, xj)

is the deformed position of P, then the displacement Ui at the

point P is

Uiixij X2, Xs) = Uiixl + Ai, x^ + Aij xl + Az) - x\ - Xi.

The deformed vector d' has components A^ - x{ — x?', and for

the components of 5^4 = ^4' — we have

BAi = (x< — X?') - (xi - X?)

== {Xi — Xi) - (x5' - x?)

= Ui(xi + di, x§ + do, xj -f- As) — Xg, xS)

-
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plus the remainder in the Taylor^s expansion of the function

+ A ly xl + Azj + ^s). The subscript zero indicates

that the derivative is to be evaluated at the point P°. The

derivative ^ will be written by introducing the symbol mj so
uXj

that

(7.2)
dXi

and the subscript can be dropped without confusion, since we
shall deal only with vectors at If the region in the vicinity

of P° is chosen sufficiently small, that is, if 4 is sufficiently

small, then one has the formulas analogous to (7.1),

(7.3) dAi = Ui,jAj.

Comparison of formulas (7.3) and (7.1) shows that the trans-

formation of the neighborhood of the point P° is affine and that

OLij — “Ut,/.

Now if we assume further that the displacements Wi, as well as

their pai’tial derivatives, are so small that their products can bo

neglected, then (7.3) defines an infinitesimal affine transformation

of the neighborhood of the point in question. Hence the con-

siderations of the earlier sections are immediately applicable;

the transformation (7.3) can be decomposed into pure deforma-

tion and rigid body motion,

(7.4) 5Ai = UijAi = Ai

= (c<, + uij)Ai,

(7.5) Cij = ]4(Ui,i + Mj-.i), Uii = - M/.i)-

It is clear that the transformation defined by (7.5) is in general

no longer homogeneous, inasmuch as both the strain components

ea and the components of rotation Wt,- are functions of the coordi-

nates of the medium. The dilatation
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or the divergence of the displacement vector Ui ^vill likevdse differ,

in general, from point to point of the body,^

In order to indicate the advantages of notation adopted here

over the customary one in use by writers of technical treatises on

elasticity and hydrodynamics, we rewrite (7 .5) by setting

Xi ~ Xf X2 “ y, 3^3 “ 2, Cii — Cxx) C12 Cxuf etc.,

and denote the components of the displacement vector (wi, *1/2, 1^3)

by {Uf Vy w). The components of the strain tensor become:

du dv dw

so that the dilatation is

.1 du . dv
,
dw

1 Some of the important relations of vector analysis will now be written in

tensor notation. In cartesian coordinates the divergence, gradient, and
Laplacian operators can be written as follows

:

div A ^ V ‘ A
di4i

,
dAi . dAi

dXi dXs dXs

dAj

BXi
A{,i,

grad ffi
m ^ tp SB

VV =* div (V^)
d^(p dV
dxl dx\ dx\

d*<p

dXi dXi

The Green-Gauss Theorem, namely,

takes the form
j

div A dr
j
A • V do-f

dr = y* AiVi da-j

where do- is an element of area, dr is an element of volume, and v is the exterior

normal to the surface <t. If we set Ai » m then there results the
aXi

identity

j^tpjiidT *
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The components of rotation a>f/ read:

_ 1 /dw ^ dA ^ 1 /du
«2/’ "““2^^ d^j’

_ 1 / di; du\
“‘'*“2^^ d^)'

While the unabridged notation, just explained, has some
advantages in the discussion of specific problems, the compact-

ness of the tensor notation and the economy of thought to

which it leads in general developments are unquestionable.

8. Examples of Strain. Several important examples of strain

will be considered next, and since there are no great advantages

in using tensor notation in specific problems, we make use of the

unabridged notation explained in the closing paragraphs of the

preceding section.

a. Uniform Dilatation. If the strain quadric is a sphere,

then any thi-ee orthogonal lines through the point may be used

as the principal axes. In this case, the strain quadric has the

equation

(8.1) CxxTc® -4- eyyy^ +

Avhere e** = ^ and Cxu = Oys = e^z = 0. The linear

extension (or contraction) in any direction is the same and is

equal to one-third of the dilatation, since

= 3e.

b. Simple Extension. Consider a simple extension of magni-

tude e in the direction of the a:'-axis, whose direction cosines

relative to the system of axes y, z are (iu, Z12 , iia). Referred

to the x', y', s' coordinate system, the strain quadric has the

equation = fc®. By use of the transformation equations

(5.10), we obtain in the x, y, 2J-system

Cxu = eliillij Bys = olidu, Cxx = elulu»

Thus, a simple extension in the direction (Zu, Z12 ,
Zia) may be

specified in any x, y, z coordinate system by means of the six

strain components given in (8.2).
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c. Sheamig Strain. Let the equation of the strain quadric

when refen-ed to the ic', y'j gi'-system of coordinates be given by

(8.3) 2sa;'2/' = ±k^,

so that the only strain component is a shearing strain of magni-

tude s along the directions of the x'- and y'-axes. This is the

equation of a hyperbolic cylinder asymptotic to the x's'- and

y'g'-planes. The equation of the quadric (8.3) assumes the form

sx^ — = ± /c®

when the axes are rotated through an angle of 45° about the

sr'-axis. A comparison of this equation with the general equa-

tion of the strain quadric when the latter is referred to the

piincipal axes of strain,

+ eyyy^ 4- = ±k^,

shows that we must have = 0, Cxx = —eyy = s. Thus equal

extension and contraction of two orthogonal linear elements are

equivalent to a shearing strain of equal magnitude, which is

associated with directions bisecting the angles between the

elements.

d. Plane Strain. Suppose that the piincipal extension in the

direction of the 5;'-axis is zero. Then for the x, y, sf-system

(assuming the directions of the z'- and z-axes to be the same),

the strain quadric has the form

+ 2ex^xy = ±k'^,

corresponding to

4- in the x', y\ z'-system,

and 6^,^, being principal extensions. In the case of simple

extension (see part b, above), the quadric consists of two parallel

planes; in the case of shearing strain (see part c), it consists of a
rectangular hyperbolic cylinder. If the quadiic is a circular

cylinder, the state of strain is such that there is equal extension

(or contraction) in all directions perpendicular to that of the

z'-axia.

In the case of plane strain, the relative displacements n and v

are functions of x and y alone, and is a constant.
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PROBLEMS

1. Verify the invariance of the functions r?, t? 2 ,
and [see Eqs. (6.10)]

of the strains in the case of simple extension.

2. Find the dilatation and the principal stpains, and describe the strain

quadric for the case of simple extension.

3. Show that the examples of strain given in this section can be

described by the following displacement components

:

() uniform dilatation, u — ex, v — ey, w = ez;

() simple extension, u' = ex', v' = ty' = 0;

(c) shearing strain, u' = 2sy\ = w' = 0;

(d) plane strain, u = u{x, y), v = v(x, y), w = 0.

4. Show that in the examples of strain given in this section the rota-

tion components are given by

:

(a) uniform dilatation, ciixy = co„a = = 0;

(b) simple extension, oj'y = = «« = 0;

(c) shearing strain, = S, = oj'.

(d) plane strain, Wai/ ”
2 \dy dx/

= 0 ;

(jJyz ~ ^

9, Notation. The values of the shear components Cay, e,*, of

the strain tensor ca, defined in (7.5), differ from the quantities

Gxi/, Cyz used by Love/ who writes

dw dv
Czx

d'ii
,

dw - ^ J_ ^
dx dy

The factor was insei-ted in the formulas (7.5) in order that the

set of quantities may transform according to the tensor algorism.

TrelTtz^ writes for the components of his strain tensor

= 2
du

7iw = 2
dv

W/
dw

,
di'

while Timoshenko® uhoh

du

du
,
dw

dy

Jzz - 2
dw
dz

dx dy'

dv . du
7xj/ = — + —f

dw
Iz

^ A. E. H. Love, A '^IVoatiae on the Mutlioiiiatical Theory of Elasticity.

* E. Trkfi'’tz, Handbuch der Physik, vol. 6, Mechanik der olastischen

KSrper.
® S. Timoshenko, Theory of Elasticity.
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for the components of normal strain and agrees in notation with

TrefEtz for the components of shearing strain.

References for Collateral Reading

S. P. Timoshenko: Theory ‘of Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc-, New York, Sec. 6, pp. 6-7.
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bridge University Press, London, Secs. 1-14, pp. 32-46.
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University Press, New York, Secs. 292-307, pp. 285-297.
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10. Equations of Compatibility. The defining formulae for the

strain components et,-, namely

(10 . 1 ) Ui,i + Ui,i =

'will be looked upon in this section as a system of pai-tial differen-

tial equations for the determination of the displacements Ui

when the strain components e*/ are prescribed functions of the

coordinates. We shall discuss first a necessary condition for the

uniqueness of the solutions Ui of Eqs. (10. 1) . Thereupon we shall

raise the question:

What restrictions must be placed on the given functions

eii{xiy X2 ,
to ensure the existence of single-valued, con-

tinuous solutions Ui{xif Xz) of Eqs. (10.1)?

It is clear first of all that specification of the e^; does not

determine the displacements Ui uniquely, for the strain compo-
nents characterize the pure deformation of the medium in the

neighborhood of the point (a;), while the functions Ui may involve

rigid body motions which do not affect the Ci,-. In fact, if one
obtains some solution

(10.2) Ui = Ui{Xi, X2y Xt)

of the system (10.1), and if a;?) is an arbitrary point

of the body, then the addition to the right-hand member of

(10.2) of the terms^

(10.3) Ui = ~ a;g),

Cf. formulas (3.6).
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representing the motion of the body as a whole, will not affect the

values of the prescribed components of strain entering into (10.1).

It thus becomes clear that the solution of the system (10.1)

cannot be unique unless one specifies the componente of dis-

placement wj and the components of rotation of some point
po of the medium, and we shall suppose in the following discus-

sion that this has been done.

Inasmuch as there are six conditions imposed on the three,

functions Wi by Eqs. (10.1), one cannot expect in general that the

system (10.1) will possess a solution for an arbitrary choice

of the functions e,*,-. We seek the further conditions that must

be imposed on the functions dj if the system of Eqs. (10.1) is to

possess a solution for the triplet of functions iti.

The fact that the strain components di cannot be prescribed

arbitrarily can be seen from the following rough geometrical

considerations. Imagine that a body r is subdivided into small

volume elements, which in the interior of r may be assumed to

have the form of cubes. The strain components are given

on the faces of each cube, and the displacements lu of those

faces are to be calculated. If each individual cube is subjected

to a deformation so that it becomes a parallelepiped, then it may
happen that it is impossible to arrange the parallelepipeds to

form a continuous distorted body t'. The points that were

coincident on the interfaces of the cubes may no longer coincide

on the interfaces of the parallelepipeds. In fact, there may even

be gaps between the pairs of initially coincident points. The
requirements of continuity and single-valuedness imposed on the

(ioinponents of displacement place some restrictions on the choice

of the strain components e,-/ if the differential equations (10.1)

are to possess solutions.

Let aJa) be some point of a simply connected region^

r, at which the displacements xl, a^J) and the components

of rotation 0}%{xPij x^j ^§) are known. We determine the dis-

placements Vi at any other point P'(x(, x^^ a;J) in terms of the

' A region of space is said to be simply connected if every closed curve

drawn in the region can be shrunk to a point, by continuous deformation,

without passing out of the boundaries of the region. Thus the region

between two concentric spheres is simply connected, but the interior of an

anchor ring (torus) is not.
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known functions' en by means of a line integral over a simple’

continuous cuive C joining the points P" and P'

:

Uj(xi xi, z'i) = dui = u'l + ?/./,* dxk

= M? + Cjk dxi + i»jh dxk,

where the last step comes from the definition (7.5). An integra-

tion by parts yields

rp' rP*
f

/
^

Wjfe dXk =
Ipji

d>(Xii Xj^')

= {x'h - (4 -
a:*)wifc.i dxi,

and hence

(10.4) tifixi, x'i, x'i) = + (xi - xDu%

J

fP'

We express the derivatives of the components of rotation in

terms of the known functions ea by using the definitions (7.5)

and writing

= ^ ^
— Ui,jk)

= + %.z) ” ”1“

where the continuity of the mixed derivatives has been used. It

follows from the preceding equation that

(10 . 6) U)jk,l = ^lj,k ““

When (10.6) is inserted in (10.4), it is seen that the determination

of the displacements m at any point (x) has now been reduced

to a quadrature,

(10.6) Ujix'i, xi, a:0 = w? + - xj?)w;* -f Ufl dxi,

where the integrand

(10.7) Uji = c/z + (a* — Xfr)(ezj,fc ~ cjbzj)

is a known function.

^ The functions etf are assumed to be of class (see Sec. 7).

We use the term simple curve in the sense of rectifiable curve.
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Inasmuch as the displacements Ui must be independent of the

path of integration, the integrands Vji dxi must be exact differ-

entials. Hence, applying the necessary and sufficient condition

that the integrands in (10.6) be exact differentials, namely

= 0
,

we have

(10.8) eji,i — 8ki{ei3,k — e^.,-) — eji,i + — eku)

+ {xlt
— Xk)(eij,ki — Ckiji — Cij,ki + Cifcz,,i) = 0.

The first line of (10.8) vanishes identically, and since this equa-

tion must be true for an arbitrary choice of ~ a:*), it follows

that

(10.9) “ eik,ji — eji,ik = 0.

The system (10.9) consists of 3^ = 81 equations, but some of

these are identically satisfied, and some are repetitions because

of the symmetry in indices ij and hi. A little reflection will

show that only 6 of the 81 equations (10.9) are essential, and
when these are Avritten out in unabridged notation, one has

( 10 . 10)

_ **

1i1 + dCgx +
8y dz dx\

,
dx dy dz /

5 “''//)/ _ u + ^Cxu +
dz dx dy\ 'dz dxj'

u + dCy:

hx dy dz'< dz dx ay/
a'^i'xu

^_
d

-1-

dx dy dy^ dx^'^ =. a'^dvti + d%z
dy dz dz^ dy^’

dh>.,.
1

dz dx
''

'^dx'^ dz'^

The six equations (10.10) eiiHiiring the continuity of disiflacc^-

ments are known as the cquaiiom of amipalihiliiy and Avero

obtained by Saint-Vonant in 1860, in a AA^ay different from that

outlined above. ^

^ The essential features of the method of derivation of the compatibility

liquations given above are due to K. Cosaro, Heruliconlo deW accademia dclle

scimze fisiche e TtmteTnalichc^ Clami della soeield, rcale di Napoli (1906). See

also a memoir by V. Volterra, "J/Kquilibre des corps ^lastiquos,” Annahtt

de r^cole nomiale aup6rivure^ vol. 24 (1907). TJic neiiessity of conditions

(10.10) can be proved eiusily. Siic Proh. 0 at the end of this Chapter.
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One can verify by direct substitution that the displacements

given by (10-6) actually satisfy the differential equations (10.1)-

We have already seen that the displacements specified by (10.3)

contribute nothing to the strain components e<,-. Equation

(10.6) shows that, conversely, if the e,-,- vanish identically,
then

the resulting solutions are given by Eqs. (10.3), and these

obviously represent a rigid body motion.

If the region of integration r is multiply connected, then the

functions m may turn out to be multiple-valued. As is well

known, a multiply connected region may be reduced to a simply

connected one, provided suitable barriers or crosscuts are

introduced. In this case, the displacements m will be single-

valued functions of the coordinates when evaluated by means

of a line integral taken along any curve C that does not pass

through one of these crosscuts. If the curve C does intersect

the crosscut, then to ensure that the tCi be single-valued, we must

demand in addition to the satisfaction of the compatibility

relations that the limiting values of x^) be the same

Avhen the cut is approached from either side.

References for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Love; A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Ela^ticityj Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Secs. 17-18, pp. 48-61.

S. Timoshenko: Theory of Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York, Sec, 61, p. 106; Sec. 62, p. 199.

R, V. Southwell; Theory of Elasticity for Engineers and Physicists,

Oxford University Press, New York, Sec. 308, p. 297,

H. Finite Deformations. The preceding sections of this

chapter contain all the principal results of the classical theory

of infinitesimal strain. It is clear from the general discussion

of the affine transformation in Sec. 2 that the linearization of the

equations appearing there led to a consideration of infinitesimal

transformations that permits the application of the principle of

superposition of effects. Some recent developments in the

theory of elasticity connected with the problems of buckling

and stability have indicated the desirability of considering

finite deformations; that is, deformations in which the displace-

ments u together with their derivatives are no longer small. This

section contains only a brief introduction to the theory of finite

strains and provides an admirable illustration of the complica-
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tions tliat appear in the development of a theory when the

fundamental equations become nonlinear.

There are two modes of description of the deformation of a

continuous medium, the Lagrangian and the Eulenan. The
Lagrangian description employs the coordinates a< of a typical

particle in the initial state as the independent variables, while

in the case of Eulerian coordinates the independent variables

are the coordinates Xi of a material point in the deformed state.

In the preceding sections, we have used the Lagrangian view-

point as the natural means of describing the deformation of the

neighborhood of the point (ai, a2, as). When we come, in the

next chapter, to the discussion of the stresses acting throughout

the medium, we shall find that these stresses must satisfy

equilibrium conditions in the deformed body, and hence Eulerian

coordinates are indicated. In this section, we shall describe

the deformation from both points of view, and we shall see that

when the deformation is infinitesimal (that is, when products

of the derivatives of the displacements can be neglected), these

two viewpoints, Lagrangian and Eulerian, coalesce, and we need

make no distinction between them.

Consider an aggi-egate of particles in a continuous medium
that lie along a curve C in the undeformed state. Just as in the

preceding sections, it will be convenient to use the same reference

frame for the location of particles in the deformed and unde-

formed states. Let the coordinates of a particle lying on a curve

Co (before deformation) be denoted by (ai, a^, as), and let the

coordinates of the same particle after deformation (now lying

on some curve C) be (ri, X2 ,
aja). Then the elements of arc

of the curves Co and C are given, respectively, by

(11.1) ds? = dal + dal + da| = doidoi,

and

( 11 .2) ds^ = dxidxi.

We consider first the Eulerian description of the strain and

write Oi = a^(a;i, ra). Substituting^ doi = Oi^dxj = Oi^kdxk

in (11.1) yields

dSp “ dxj dxjcj

^ Tho notation ^ denotes differentiation with respect to the jih

independent variable, which in this case is Xj.
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while dxidxi- ^ih dxi dxk. It is evident that the equality

of ds® and ds? for all curves Co is the necessary and sufficient

condition that the transformation cn = ai(xi, X2 j
xs) be one of

rigid body motion; hence we shall take the difference d$^ — d4

as the measure of the strain and widte

(11.3) ds^ - dsg = 2r)3k dxj dxk.

From the expressions given above for ds^ and ds§, we get

2r)jk = Sjfc ~ (k,jCLi,Tc>

We now write the strains rijk in terms of the displacement com-

ponents Vii — di- Since n* “ we have

= djk Ui,k *— Uh,} + Ui,iiLi,k

and hence

(11.4) 2rf)k = yi,k + Wjbj — Ui,/Ui,h.

The functions r/j-jt are called the EuUrian strain components.

If, on the other hand, Lagrangian coordinates are used, so that

the Oi are regarded as the independent variables and the equa-

tions of transformation are of the form Xi = x,(ai, no, ns), then

we can write dxi = Xi,j doj and

ds^ dxi dxi ““ ddj daicy

while dsj = da/ doj = 5/* do,* da*. The Lagrangian components

of strain qt are defined by

(11.5) ds* — dsj = 2€jkda^dak,

and since Xi — ai + itiy we have

and

with

(11 . 6)

Xi,iXi,k = (5,7 +• Ui,j){8ih + tti.jfc)

= 5/aj + Uj,k + Uk,i + Ui,/Ui,k,

ds® — dsl = 2€jk doj dak

= (Ui,k + Uk,i + iCi,iUi,k) doj daki

2€]k = Uj,b + Ut,i +
In order to exhibit the fact that the differentiation in (11.4) is

earned out \\dth respect to the variables Xi, while in (11.6) the
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Ui are regarded as the independent variables, we write out the

typical expressions for T/tv and in unabridged notation,

(sy+dy+fe)''

iy
^Vxv

_ ^ ^
dv . /du^ ^ dv dv

^ ^ dw\
^ db da \^a db da db da db/

It was shown in Sec. 4 that cu, ^22,
and css can be interpreted

as extensions of vectors originally parallel to the coordinate axes,

while ei 2j
623

,
and ezi represent shears or changes of angle between

vectors originally at right angles. When the strain components

are large, however, it is no longer possible to give simple geo-

metrical interpretations of the functions e*-,- and rnj.

Consider a line* element with dso = dai, da^ = daz = 0, and

define the extension E\ of this element by ^ or

(11.7) ds = (1 + El) dso.

From (11.5) we have

— d,s§ = 2ejit daj dau — 2cn da?,

and the insertion of (11.7) in this expression jdelds

(1 + Ei)^^ = 1 + 2€ii,

or

(11.8) El = \/\ 4” 2€i3 — 1.

When €11 is small, this reduces to

El == Cu,

as was shown in the discussion of infiniteHimal strain in Sec. 4.

Consider next two line elements, dso = dazj dai = daz = 0 ,

and dso = ddg, ddi = ddz = 0
,
that lie initially along the a^r and

aj-axes. I.et 0 denote the angle between the coiTesponding

deformed elements dxi and dxi, of lengths ds and ds respectively.

Then

ds ds (',08 d = dxi dxi = Xi,aXi,^ daa dClp

= da2 dftg == 2eo 3 da^ ddg.

dy dx \da: dy dx dy dx Sy)^

_ du

_ ^ ,

1

" da 2
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If «jg =! ir/2 — 9 denotes the change in the right angle between

the line elements in the initial state, then we have

dci2 dd/z
sin = 2m

and by (11.7) and (11.8)

(11.9) sin aj, = — L-. -

\/l + 2^22 \/ 1 + 27a3

Again, if the strains €{,- are so small that their products can be

neglected, then

a28 ^ 2e2s,

as was seen in Sec. 4.

If the displacements and their derivatives are small, then it is

immaterial whether the derivatives of the displacements are

calculated at the position of a point before or after deformation.

In this case, we may neglect the nonlinear terms in the partial

derivatives in (11.4) and (11.6) and reduce both sets of formulas

to Eqs. (7.6), which were obtained for an infinitesimal trans-

formation. Unless a statement to the contrary is made, we shall

deal with infinitesimal strain and shall write

+ Wy.i).

The ratio of the volume element in the strained state to the

corresponding element of volume in the unstrained state is equal

to the functional determinant

(11 . 10)

d(xi, X3, Xi) _ dXi dioi + in)

dial, as, Os) daj doj
= |5t/ +

If this is denoted by 1 -1- A, then A is the change of volume per

unit volume at a point and is called the cubical dilatation. It is

obvious that for small strains

A — Ui,i = eii + C23 + 688 =

As was done in the infinitesimal case, Eqs. (11.4) [or (11.6)J
can be looked upon as the differential equations for the determina-
tion of the functions Wi, where the components of strain tjh

(or are prescribed functions. Since these equations are

nonlinear, the problem of integration is much more involved.
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While it is not difficult to formulate the conditions on the func-

tions riij (or eij) if the set of Eqs. (11.4) [or (11.6)] is to possess a

solution with suitable pix)perties, this will not be pursued here.^

Because of the difficulty of the problem, the only case of finite

strain that has been treated with any degree of completeness

is that of finite homogeneous strain. ^

Of the recent work in finite strains, the contributions of

Murnaghan,® Kappus,^ Biot,® and Seth® should be mentioned.

The theoiy developed by Mumaghan has been applied by
Panov^ and by Riz and Zvolinsky.®

In concluding this brief treatment of finite strains, it should

l:>e emphasized that the transformations of finite homogeneous

strain are not in general commutative and that the simple super-

position of effects is no longer applicable to finite deformations.

These facts are i*esponsible, in the main, for the absence of

satisfactory solutions for all but the simplest problems, such as

^ For a brief treatment, see A. E. H. Love, A Treatise on the Mathematical

Theory of Elasticity, Sec. 31, pp. 65-6(5.

s A readable account of this case is found in A. E. H. Love, A Treatise on

the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Secs. 32-40, pp. 66-73, and in

L(Son Lecornu, Thdorie mathdmatiqup de r^losticitd, pp. 34-40.

3 F. D. Muiwaghan, Finite Deformations of an Elastic Solid,” American

Journal of MathemalicSf vol. 69 (1937), p. 235.

* R. Kappus, ”Zur Elastizitatstheorie endlicher Verschiebungen,” ZeU-

Hchriftfiir angewandte MathAitmiik und Mechanik^ vol. 19 (1939), pp. 271-286,

344r-361.
^ M. A. Biot, “Non-linear Theory of Elasticity and the Linearized Case

for a Body Under Initial StroHS,” Philosophical Magazine^ ser. 7, vol. 27

(1939), pp. 449^52, 468-469.

® B. R. Sbtit, “Finite Strain in Elastic Problems,” Philosophical Trans-

actions of the Royal Society (London), ser. A, vol. 234 (1936), pp. 231-264.

^ D. Panov, “On Secondary Effects Arising at the Torsion of an Elliptical

Cylinder,” Comptes rendus (Doklady) dc Uacad&niie des sciences de rU.R.S,S.y

new ser., vol. 22 (1939), pp. 168-160.

® See, for example, P. M. Riz and N. V. Zvolinaky, “Torsion of a Prismatic

Bar Which Is Simultaneously Subjected to Tension,” Comptes rendus

(DoIUady) de Vacademie des sciences de VU.R.S.S., now ser., vol. 20 (1938),

pp. 101-104. See also N. V. Zwolinsky and P. M. Riz, “On Certain

Problems of Non-linear Theory of Elasticity,” Applied Maihemaiics and

Mechanics {Akad. Nauk S,S,S.R., Prikl. Mat. Mcch.)y vol. 2 (1939), No. 4;

and P. M. Riz, "General Solution of Torsion Problem in Non-linear Theory

of Elasticity,” Applied Maiheimiiics and Mechanics {Akad. Nauk S.S.S.R.y

Prikl. Mat. Mech.)j vol. 7 (1943), pp. 149-164. (These are in Russian with

English summaries.)
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simple tension and the torsion of an elliptical cylinder, which

become trivial when the equations are linearized.

References for Collateral Reading

L. Lecobnu: Thdorie math4matique de I’dlasticitd, Memorial des sciences

mathfimatiques, Gauthiers-Villars & Cie, Paris, pp. 34-40.

A. E. H. Lovb: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Secs. 32-40, pp. 06-73.

E. Tbhpjtz; Handbuch der Physik, Verlag von Julius Springer, Berlin,

vol. 6, Secs. 8-9.

PROBLEMS

1. Show that a tensor can be decomposed into a symmetric tensor

Gii ea and a skew-symmetric tensor wa = —a)y< in one, and only one,

way. Hint: Assume that the decomposition can be made in two ways

:

dii = ea -|- (tin = tii -h oiii

2. From bAi — find 5A and BA for a vector lying initially along

the a:-axis, that is, A = lA, and justify the statement of Sec. 4 that in

BA
tliis case -j- = «**. Does BA lie along the a>axis?

3. Derive Eq. (5.10) from (5.8) and (5.9).

4. Derive Eq. (8.2) by using the invariance of the strain quadric and
the equation of transformation x[ == hjXj.

5. Show that the inverse of the transformation (5.6) is = UaXa.

6. Show by differentiation of the strain components

+ Ui,i)

that the equations of compatibility are necessary conditions for the

existence of continuous single-valued displacements. HiiU:

+ Uj.ikt)

and, by interchange of i, k and likewise of j, 1, ew,<y =* HiUk.uj +
Add these, interchange j and fc, and show that the compatibility Eqs.

(10.9) resiilt.

7. Show that the shear strain 623, for example, can be interpreted tis

the extension of the diagonal OQ of the rectangle OPQR (Fig. 4), pro-

vided the rectangle is a square.



CHAPTER II

ANALYSIS OF STRESS

12. Body and Surface Forces. Consider a continuous medium,

the points of which are referred to a rectangular cartesian system

of axes, and let r represent the region occupied by the medium
and Ar an element of volume of t. In analyzing the forces

acting on the volume element At, it is necessaiy to take into

account two types of forces

:

1. Body (or volume) forces; that is, the forces which are

proportional to the mass contained in the volume element

At;

2. Surface forces, which act on the surface Acr of the volume

element At.

It will he assumed throughout this discussion that the volume

forces ar(5 continuous functions of class and the surface

forces are piece\\'iHe continuous functions of tlie coordinates

(xi^ x^ of the points of the medium.

As a typical example of body force, one can take tluj force

of gi’avity, p(j At, acting on the mass contained in the volume

element At of tlie medium whose density is p, and where g is the

gravitational acceleration. An example of surface force is the

tension acting on any horizontal section of a steel rod suspended

vertically, if one imagines that the rod is cut by a liovi-

zontal plane into two i3arts, the upper and the lower, then the

action of the weight of the lower pai't of the rod is transmitted

to the upper part across the surface of the cut. A liydrosfcatics

[}rossiire on tlie surface of a submerged solid body provides

another example of surface force.

Let the voctoi* F = eiFi represent the body force per unit

volume of the mediuin. The rc^sultant R == eilU of the body

forces F (jaii be represented lus the volume integral R ^ j
F dr,

or

If) = Fi (It.

:tr)

(12.1)
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The resultant moment M = CiMi due to the body force F can be

Avritten as the integral over r of the vector product of the position

vector T = eiXi and the force vector -F; that is, M ^
(r X F) dr^

or^

(12 . 2) Mi “ J CijjeXjFjif dr*

Consider next an element A<r of a surface situated either in the

interior or on the boundary of the medium, and let the force

acting on the element Atr be T Aa-, Because of the assumed

continuity of forces, we have lim == T{xi, ajj, xg), where the
^-0 Act

vector T represents the surface force per unit area of the surface

x^jL acting at the point (x*) and is

called the stress vector.

t
^ surface element in

/ \ interior of the medium, we
/ ^

^
agree to call one side of the ele-

/ y/ ment Aa positive and the other

side negative; the force T Aa will

be thought to represent the action

^
Q

of the part of the body lying on

the positive side upon the part

on the negative side. Hence, if a unit normal v is drawn (Fig. 6)

to the surface element Aa so that it points in the direction of the

positive side, then the action of the matter lying on the negative

side of the normal upon that on the positive is —TAa. This

latter statement follows directly from Newton’s third law of

motion.

It is obvious that the surface forces developed in a solid body
are of much more complicated character than those in an ideal

fluid at rest, since they need not be normal to the elements of

surface. Clearly, the surface forces depend not only on the

position of the surface element, but on its orientation as well.

In order to bring into explicit evidence the dependence of the

^ The alternating tensor e<,i is defined to be zero if any two subscripts are
equal, +1 if t, i, kisa, cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3, and —1 if 7, A; is a cyclic

permutation of 1, 3, 2. We have, for example,

Ml ^ j
(xzFi — XiFz) dr.
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stress T on the orientation of the element of surface, the stress
P U

vector will be written as T. It must be noted that in general T
is not in the direction v.

13. Stress Tensor. It will be shown in this section that the

state of stress at any point of the medium is completely character-

ized by the specification of nine quantities that are called the

components of the stress tensor.

Let P{x) be any point of the medium, and draw through P
three planar elements parallel to the coordinate planes. The posi-

tive direction of the normals to these planar elements will be taken

to coincide with the positive directions of the coordinate axes.

The planar elements so dra^vn will determine a small rectangular

parallelepiped, shown in Fig. 7. ,

i

Let T denote the stress vector acting on a face of the parallel(v

piped that is perpendicular to the a:t-axis, and resolve tlie viH'iov

i
^

it
T into components along the coordinate axes to give T — e/I'j

1 1 will be convenient to write

(13.1) T; = T,v

so that

T =

We shall show that the nine quantities arc t\n' coiuixhk mIs •>!

a symmetric tensor, the stress tensor
,
and that r,,- drh'i ihum

completely the state of stress in the neighborhood of I In* pom i /
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90 that the stress vector t can be calculated from them for any
orientation v. The quantities ry are called the components of

the stress tensor. We note that in t28 (for example)

the first subscript, 2, indicates the direction of the normal
to the plane under consideration, while

the second subscript, 3, indicates the direction of the com-
2

ponent of the stress vector T.

The convention in regard to the signs of the scalar quantities

uif ri2,
• •

*
,
t38 is the following: the arrows in Fig. 7 indicate

the vectors Cirii, 02^12, *
*

*
, ^3733, representing the directions

of the forces that for positive values of Tij are exerted by the

material exterior to the parallelepiped on the matter within it.

Thus, if one draws an exterior noimal to any face of the parallele-

piped, then the components of the stress tensor will be reckoned
positive if they act in the directions of increasing xi, ^2, and xs

when the exterior normal has the same sense as the positive

direction of the corresponding axis. If, on the other hand, the

exterior normal to a given face of the parallelepiped points in

the direction opposite to that of the corresponding axis, then the

positive values of the components of the stress tensor are directed

oppositely to the directions of the coordinate axes. This
explains the reason for the choice of the directions of the forces

acting on the shaded faces of the parallelepiped in Fig. 7.

It follows from this convention that tensile stresses are i-egarded

as positive, compressive stresses as negative. In other words,
if the material to* the right of the parallelepiped pulls on the
shaded face (Fig. 7), then the positive component T22 indicates

tension. The positive direction of the tensile stress raa acting

on the shaded face on the left is opposite to that of the positive

sense of the a;2-axis.

We shall call rn, T2a, tss the normal components of stress; the

other components are called shears.

In order to establish the connection between the stress tensor
p

Tij and the stress vector T, which acts on an element of surface

passing through the point P{x) and with normal v, draw through
P three planar elements parallel to the coordinate planes, and
pass a fourth plane ABC normal to v and at a distance h from P
(Fig. 8). Let the area of the face ABC be v, then the face
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normal to the Ji^-axis will have an area at = cr cos (a;*, v) — crvi.

The equilibrium of the tetrahedral element PABC requires the

vanishing of the resultant force acting on the matter within

PABCy and we proceed to calculate the a:rComponent of this

force.

Let Ti, Tii, and Fi be the values of the stress vector, stress

teuvscr,’ and body force at the point P; then, on account of the
V

assumed continuity of the stress vector T,*, the a^t-component of
V

the force acting on the face ABC of the tetrahedron is {Ti +

T

where lim ci = 0. The corresponding component of force due to

A—»()
^

wti’CHHOs iwitiiig oil the faces of areas oj is ( th -h where

lim €ij = 0 and the r<,- are taken with the negative sign because

the exterior normals to the faces of areas are directed oppositely

to the direction of increasing a:rcoordmate. Finally, the con-

tribution of the body force to the aircomponent of the resultant

force is (Fi + where = Ar is the volume of the

element PABC and lim = 0. Thus, for equilibrium of the

A—>0

tetrahedron we must have

(13.2) {Ti + «i)<r + (-Tii + = 0.

If in (13.2) we set <7j
= cvj = tr cos {xj, r), divide through by ff,

and pass to the limit as 0, we get
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It is clear from (13.3) that having si^cified the components of

the stress tensor r/,* at any point P{x) of the medium, one can
V

calculate the stress vector T on any* element of sui’face whose

orientation is determined by v and which passes through the

point in question.

14. Note on Notation and Units. There is a deplorable lack of

uniformity of notation and terminology in use by various writers

on the theory of elasticity. Many British writers have adopted

the notation for the components of the stress tensor introduced

by Kirchhoff and write

Tn S Ti2 = T*, T21 = Xy, ' ‘
‘

>
'^33 S Zz.

Most American writers (as well as many Russian and German
authors) write

(Tj, = m, (Ty = T22, (Xe = Tss

for the normal stresses and denote the remaining six tangmUal

or shear stresses ti2 , tsi, etc. by Txuj tzs, etc.

The notation

Til = Sx, Ti2 = • •
•

,
T88 =

has been suggested by K. Pearson and is quite convenient when
one contemplates using orthogonal curvilinear coordinates.

When it appears desirable to exhibit the dependence of the

components of the stress tensor on the x, y, ^5-system of coordi-

nates, we shall write rn = raw, ^22 = T28 = r2i = Tyx, etc.

In this notation, formulas (13.3) read:

V

Tz ^ Xtx cos v') ”1
” Tyx cos (2/, v) Tzs COS (Zj v)

V

Ty — Txu COS (33, v) Tyy COS (j/, l^) “f" Tzy cos (2, J')

y

Tz = Txz COS (a;, v) -f r'yz cos (y, v) + r„ cos (0, v).

From the definition of the stress vector, it follows that the

stress vector T has the dimensions of

force M
area LT^

n the e.g.s. system, the stress is measured in dynes per square

entimeter, while in practical units it is measured in pounds per

quare inch or in tons per square inch.
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IB. Equations of Equilibrium. Consider a continuous medium
®v*ei*y portion of which, contained within the volume t and

borxnded by the closed surface a, is in equilibrium. For equi-

librium, the resultant force acting on the matter within t must
vanish, and we calculate now the a:,-component of this force.

Both body forces F and surface forces T must be considered;

fcbe condition of equilibrium of forces i-equires that

Fi dr + Ti d<T = 0,

01-, making use of (13.3),

C 1 S - 1) Fr
ja

= 0.

ISTow if it is assumed that the fimcitionw Tji and their fii-st partial

^5*^ * *

derivatives rji^ic = continuous and single-valued in r,

then the Diveigence Theorem^ can be applied to the surface

integral in (15.1) to yield

TjiVf d<r 'T/t./ dry

in,nd (15.1) takes tlie form

CIS- 2) (p\ 4- Tfij) dr = 0.

Since the region of integration r is arbitrary (every part of th<‘

is in eQuilibiium I) and since the integrand of (15.2) is

continuous, it follows that the latter must vanish identically.
Tims,
(IS. 3)

^ See p. 20.
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or, when written out in full in the notation explained in Sec. 14,

I ^'^yx
, ^

dx dy dz

dx ^ dy dz

^'^xz
I

^'f'yg
I

^Tgz ^ n
dx dy dz **

Consider next the consequence of the vanishing of the resultant

moment, which is produced by body and surface forces. Recall-

ing the formula (12.2), the condition that the resultant moment
due to body and surface forces vanishes can be witten as

(15.4) Mi = ^ dr + eijtXjTi- da = Q.

With the aid of (13.3) and the Divergence Theorem, the surface

integral in (15.4) can be transformed as follows:

eij!cXfTh^ ^ ^iyk^x^jTikVi da

= {eijkXjTvdiidr = eijk(Xjru:.i + 5jirik) dr.

But fi/iTifc = t,a, and from equilibrium equations (15.3),

rik.l == —

so that the foregoing expression gives

CijkXjTk da = k + Tj-jb) dr.

Accordingly, Eq. (16.4) becomes

enkTjk dr = 0,

and, since the integrand is continuous and the volume r is

arbitrary, we must have

(15.5) ^iikTjk — 0.

Equation (15.5) can be expanded to give, for example,

^123^23 + 6i33r32 = 0,
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or, since e^s = —enn = +1, raa = 732 )
one obtains similarly

Tvz = T‘21 and ti 3 = Tai.

In short,

(15.6) Tij “

that is, the stress tensor is symmetric. The symmetry of the

components of the stress tensor allows us to write (16.3) as
i

j.. . = —Fi or, recalling the definition (13.1), r,-,,* = — that is,

(15.7) div T = -Fi.

Since the nine stress components nj are bound by the three

relations (15.6), we see that the state of stress at any point is

completely characterized by the six quantities tu, r22,
T 33 ,

Ti2 = r2i, r23 = *^32, T31 == Tis.

It follows from the foregoing that the six components of stress

must satisfy the three partial differential equations (15.3),

TiJ,j
= —

/'t,

in the interior of the medium, and that on the surface bounding

the medium they must satisfy the three boundary conditions

(13.3),

TijPj = -Tij

p

in which the functions Fi and Ti are presciibed. It is clear

that these equations are not sufficient for the complete determina-

tion of the state of stress, and one must have further information

concerning the constitution of the body in order that the solution

of Eqs. (15.3) be unique.

PROBLEM

Consider an elastic solid acted upon by body forces that exertmoments
Mi per unit volume (as in the case of a polarized dielectric solid uqcler

the action of an electric field). Show that in this case, Eq. (16.6) must
be replaced by

enkTik + Mi = 0 .

What can be said in this case about the syrnmetry of the stress com-
ponents? See in this connection Eric Reissner, *^Note on the Theorem
of the Symmetry of the Stress Tensor, Journal of Matfiematics and

Physics^ vol. 23 (1944), pp. 192-194.
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16. Transformation of Coordinates. The symmetry of the

shear components of the stress tensor (ri,- = Tji) established in

Sec. 15 is but a special case of a general theorem that will prove

useful in establishing the laws of transformation of the compo-

nents of the stress tensor under an orthogonal transformation of

coordinate axes. We prove the following theorem:

Theorem: Let the surface elements Ac- and Ao*', with unit normals

V and v', pass through the point P; then the component of the stress

vector T (acting on Axr) in the direction of v' is equal to the component

of the stress vector T (acting on Aa') in the direction of the normal v.

In vector notation, the theorem reads:

(16.1)

The proof of the theoi'em employs only Eq. (13.3) and the

symmetry of the stress components. For

r • V = fiVi = TjiV'jVi

= - T^v', = f • v',

and the theorem is proved.

The formula

(16.2) =

obtained above, enables one to compute the component in any
direction v of the stress vector acting on any given element with
normal v'. It will be used now to derive the formulas of trans-

formation of the components of the stress tensor rt,* when the

latter is referred to a new coordinate system obtained from
the old by a rotation of axes.

Since the stress component (inferred to the a;<-system of

coordinates) is the projection on the a:^-axis of the stress vector
acting on a surface element normal to the o^-axis, we can write

(16.3) = T/j = T • V,

where v' is parallel to the a^-axis and v is parallel to the a;^axis.

Thus, (16.2) and (16.3) give

'Tas = rav'iVi,
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Then
V[ = cos (X'

, Xi) S lai,

vj = cos X/) s
and we get

(16.4) 'l‘a& — lailffjTij.

The equations of transformation from the to Tap have the form

(16.6) Tap ^ ^aljpT^^.

The law of ti'ansformation (16.4) is identical with that deduced

in Sec. 5 for the transformation of the strain tensor and exhibits

the tensor character of the quantities Ti/. Indeed, these equations

represent the transformation under rotation of axes of any tensor

of rank two that is referred to a cartesian coordinate system.

If we set = a in (16.4) and use the orthogonality relations

we see that

Taa ” ^ailajTij “ ^ifTii “ Ta

or

+ T22 + ^33 “ Til + T22 + ^33.

This result can be stated as a theorem.

Theorem; The expression

0 = 'Til + r22 + r33

is invariant relative to an orthogonal transiforination of coordinates.

This theorem states, in effect, that whatever be the orientation

of three mutually orthogonal planes passing through a given

point, the sum of the normal stmsses is independent of the

orientation of the planes.

References for Collateral Reading

A. K, H, Lovm: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Klnsticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Sec. 48, p. 80; Sees. 64-55, 56a, 66)),

pp. 84-87.

R. V. SouTHWKLii: Th(iory of Khisticity for Knginectrs and Physicislw, Oxford
University Press, New York, Secs. 270-275, pp. 265-268.

K. Trefi-tz: Handbuch der Physik, Verhig von Julius Springer, Berlin,

voL 6, Sees. 4, 5, 7.

PROBLEMS
V* P P

1. Show from (16.1), T • v “ T * that if T is the stress vector across
p

a plane P, then the stress vector on any plane Q that contains T lies in

the plane P,
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2. Show that the symmetry of the stress components r,y = ry< follows

from (16.1), T' V « r- v'.

P Q
3. If T and T are the stress vectors at a point and acting across

R
planes P and Q, find the direction of the stress vector T on a plane R

P Q
containing both T and T.

4. Show with the help of (16.1) that the normal stress has a stationary

value (maximum or minimum) when the shear stress is zero. Hint:

Let Til be the normal and ti, the shear stress across plane (1). Then by
(16.1),

cos dd + ^Ti. + sin dd == th cos dO — tu sin d0

or

^ 1 ]

30
= -2ri,

That is, the normal stress across a surface element varies as the element
is rotated and at a rate which is twice the shear component (with sign
changed) perpendicular to the axis of rotation.

17, Stress Quadric of Cauchy, For the purpose of studying
the nature of the distribution of stresses throughout a continuous
medium, we define at each point P(x) a quadric surface, the stress

quadric of Cauchy. The discussion of this quadric will parallel

closely that of the strain quadric in Secs. 5 and 6.

Consider an element of area with normal v and containing

a point P°(x°), and let T be the stress vector acting on this

surface element (Fig. 9), We introduce a local system of axes
Xi with origin at P®, and we denote by A the vector, in the
direction of the normal v, from P° to some point P{x), The

V

normal component N olT be written with the help of (16.2)
as

W — r • V = tiVi = TijViV^'j
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oVf since Xi = A

(17A) = rijXi^j.

This suggests that we consider the quadratic function

(17.2) 2F{xu x^2, xs) = TijXiXj.

The length of the vector A is as yet unspecified; we restrict the

coordinates Xi by requiring the end point P(x) of A to lie on the

quadric surface

(17.3) 2F(xi, X2, xz) == TijXiXi = ±fc^

^vhere k is an arbitrary real constant and where the sign is

chosen so as to make the surface

real. From (17.3) and (17.1) it

is seen that

1.2

(17.4) i

Since is a positive quantity,

will be taken with the positive

Bign whenever the normal com-
V

ponent N oi T repi'esents tension

£ind with the negative sign when

it represents compi’esaion. (Nok^ the convention adopted in

Sec. 13.)

If the coordinate axes are rotated to give a new coordinate

system arj, then new stress components rj,* are determined, and the

oquatioii of the stress quadric becomes

NA^ ±k^

T3ut both N and A have values that do not do]>end on the par-

tiicular coordinate system used, and hencc^

17.5) '^ijXiXj

Thus, the quadratic form TijXiXj has a value that is independent of

Iflie choice of coordinate system. In other words, it is invariant

with respect to an orthogonal transformation of coordinates.

The invariance of the form rijXiXjf shown by lOcj. (17.5), affords

easy means of calculating the equations of transformation
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(16.4). For (cf. Sec. 6) if one substitutes in the right-hand
member of (17.5) the expressions for xj in terms of the namely,

then the resulting expression

“ liciljpT

is an identity in the vanables Xi, From this we get the equations
of transformation (16.5),

From 2F{xu x^, x^) = nfXiXi and Eq. (13.3), it is seen that

(17.6) = Ti/Xi = TijViA = ATi.

Thus, the quadratic form F{xif x^j xa) has some attributes of a
potential function, since its derivatives with respect to the
variables Xi are proportional to the corresponding components of
force.

Since the ^ are
ox%

the direction ratios of the normal n to the

plane tangent to the quadric surface (17.3)
at the point P(x), we see from (17.6) that

V

the stress vector T is also normal to this
tangent plane. This gives an easy means

of constructing the stress vector T from
the knowledge of its normal component N

.

All that is necessary is to draw the quadric
surface (17.3) and construct the tangent
plane to the quadric thi'ough the tenninu.s
P(.x) of the vector A (Fig. 10). Then the

vector T is directed along the perpendicular to the tangent
plane. If the magnitude of 2V is known, one can readily determine

the length of the vector T.

If the Section v is taken along one of the principal axes of
the quadric, then v (and A) will be normal to the plane tangent

to the surface at (a:,). But T is perpendicular to the tangent
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plane so that, in this case, T and v coincide in direction; hence

their components must be proportional. Thus,

(17.7) Ti = TVi = T SiiVj

when V lies along a principal axis of the stress quadric. Since v

is a unit vector and T = rv, the constant r denotes the magnitude
p

of the stress vector T that acts on an element normal to a piincipal
p

axis of the surface. For any direction v we have Ti = and

therefore = t or

(17.8) (ri/ - T = 0,

This set of three homogeneous equations in the unkno^vn direc-

tions V has a nonvanishing solution if, and only if, the determinant

of the coefficients of the vj is equal to zero; that is,

(17.9) |T.:y - T = 0.

This cubic equation in the stress t is entirely analogous to

Eq. (6.3) for the principal strains. Like the latter equation, it

has three real roots ri, rs, rs, which are called the principal stresses.

If T in (17.8) is replaced by any one of these roots then the

resulting set of equations may be solved for the corresponding

direction v. The three directions v are termed the principal

directions of stress, and the argument of Sec. 6 shows that these

directions are orthogonal. The planes normal to the principal

directions are called the principal planes of stress. If the vector

V is a principal direction v, then the associated stress vector
I' . ,

T = TV lies along the normal v, and the stress is normal. In

other words, there is no shearing stress on a surface element

tangent to a principal plane.

In general, there are only three mutually orthogonal principal

axes of the quadric, so that at each point P°(a;°) of the medium

one can find three mutually orthogonal directions v such that the

surface elements normal to these dii*ections will experience no

tangential stress. If the quadric surface is a surface of revolu-

tion, there will be infinitely many such directions v; one of them

^vill be directed along the axis of revolution, and any two mutually
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perpendicular directions lying in the plane normal to the axis

of revolution may be taken as the remaining principal axes. If

Ti = t2 = ra, the quadric is a sphere, and any three orthogonal

lines may be chosen as the principal axes. In this case, whatever

be the orientation of the surface element at the center of the

sphere, the stress experienced by it will be purely noimal.

We recall that ti, r2 , n are the only stresses acting on the

surface elements perpendicular to the principal directions

V, V, V, while Til, t22 ,
t88 are the normal stresses on elements

perpendicular to the coordinate axes. If the coordinate axes

are taken along the principal axes of the quadi-ic, then the shear

stresses ri2 ,
r23 ,

rsi disappear from the equation of the surface

TijXiXj == which now takes the form

(17.10) nxl + Tuxl + uxl = = NAK
The cubic equation (17.9) can be written as

|t^ “ — r*
“h — 027" Os = 0,

where 0i, 02 , Ba are the invariants of the stress tensor;^

(17.11)

Bl = Ti + 7*2 + 73 = Til + 722 + 783 ~ B,

02 ~ 7iT2 "f* T2T 3 “b T3T 1

722 728j 7ll Til 7i2

I

72S 788

+
781

7sij

788

+
I712 722

08 = TiT2r8

711 712 713

721 722 728

731 782 733

A reference to formulas (16.5) shows that one can write do’wn

at once the expressions for the components of the stress tensor nj

in terms of the principal stresses. Thus, if the direction cosines

of the principal axes of stress Xi are given by the table

Xi
I

X2
1

X,

Xi hi I12 Z18

X2 hi Z22 hi

Xg hi Z32 hi

1 Cf. Eq. (6.9)
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theu one haa the simple formula

.3

(17.12) Ti}= ^ UiaT„.
a “ 1

The character of the distribution of stress at the point

depends on the signs of the principal stresses. (Note the agree-

ment above concerning the choice of the sign of fcl) If the

principal stresses are all positive, then the equation of the stress

quadric has the form

TiX\ + ToXl + T^Xl = 1C\

and the surface is an ellipsoid. Equation (17.4) now reads

N = from which it follows that the force acting on every

surface element passing through the point is tensile. If, on

the other hand, all are negative, then (17.10) takes the form

r\x\ -f TaO.’! + T3:r| = —h-.

This surface is again an ellipsoid, but the normal component N
V

of the stress vector T this time is

N = — the stress is

compressive.

Consider next the case when ri > 0,

> 0, Ta < 0; Eq. (17.10) has one of

the forms

rix\ + 72^:1 - |r3|a;| =
or

TlXl + T2XI “ \T3\xl = — * 2
^

depending on the orientation of the sur- ^

face element at The first of

these equations represents an imparted

hyperboloid and the second a bipai tod

one (Fig. 11). If the normal to the

surface element at cuts the biparted

Iiyperboloid, then N = —k^/A^y so that the stress is compressive,

while if the normal cuts the imparted hyperboloid, then

N = k^/A^y and the stress is tensile. Vectors A that lie on the

surface of the asymptotic cone

Tix\ + Tixi — = 0
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do not cut either of the hyperboloids. In this ease, NA ^ = 0,

and hence iV* = 0. Accordingly, the elements of surface whose
normals are directed along the generators of the cone experience

only tangential stress.

It is easily show that the case of n < 0, r2 < 0, > 0 does
not differ essentially from that just considered. The only differ-

ence is in the regions in which the medium experiences compres-
sion and tension.

18. Maximum Normal and Shear Stresses. A further prop-
erty of the principal stresses is worth noting. It is observed
from Eq. (17.4) that the component N in the direction v of the

>•

stress vector T is inversely proportional to the square of the
radius vector A. Inasmuch as the extreme values of the radius

Fio. 12.

given point of the

vector are directed along the principal

axes of the quadric (17.3), it follows

that Ti, T2 , Ts represent the extremal
values of the normal components rn,
t22, tsb of the stress tensor as the ele-

ment of area is rotated to various orien-

tations. Hence if \ri\ < [tsI < [ral,

then Ti is the least and u the greatest

of the normal stresses acting at a
medium for various orientations of the

planar elements passing through the point P°(a;°).

In order to investigate the maximum shearing stresses for
various orientations v of the surface element passing through a
given pointP (a;), we employ a special coordinate system, namely,
one that has the coordinate axes directed along the principal
directions of stress. Then the shear components ti2 ,

r28, rsi

vanish, and equations Ti = [see (13.3)] give

/n
'

Ti = rjVi, Ti = T2J'2, Ts = UVu,

where vi, va, pz are the direction cosines of the normal v to any
given plane. Hence

P P y

1T|* = 71 + n + n ^ ^ ^
If we put = A^vl Eq. (17.10) reads

N = + Ts>4 +
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Therefore the square of the tangential component of T on the

same plane is (see Fig. 12)

(18.1) = \T\^ - = rfv? + + tIpI

~ (^1^1 + ’2*1 +

In order to find the surface element with a maximum sheailng

stress r, it is merely necessary to maximize (18.1) subject to the

constraining relation

(18.2) 4 + 4 + pI^ 1.

When vz is eliminated from (18.1) with the aid of (18.2), the

resulting expression differentiated with respect to vi and ^2,

and the derivatives set equal to zero, there result two equations

for the extremal values of t, namely,

MR I (’i “ + (’* ~ “ ^(’1 ~
^

1 (rs - r,)^4(n - rs)4 + (ra - r,).i - }4(r, - r,)] = 0.

These equations are obviously satisfied if i^i = 1^2 = 0, vs = ± 1,

and this coiTesponds to a direction v along the rrs-axis and to the

shearing stress r = 0. From symmetry, or by eliminating first

P2 and then vi from (18.1), we get the other two directions for

which the shearing stress vanishes. In all, we have

r/i = 1/3 = 0, I'a = ± Ij V along iCa-axis,

= vj = 0, j'z = ± 1, V along a;2-axis,

V2 — Vz — Of vi = ± 1, V along aji-axis.

For these three orientations of the normal the shear stmsses

vanish, as they should, since the directions of the coordinate axes

were assumed to be the principal directions.

If in Eqs. (18.3) vi is set equal to zero,^ one obtains vi == 0,

V2 = ±1/a/2, Vz = ±l/\/2| And with these values Eq. (18.1)

yields r = ±M(t 2 — ra). Again by symmetry, or by eliminating

V2 and vi in turn from (18.1), one finds two other directions and

* Note that if the roots are distinct, Eqs. (18.3) are inconsistent unless

VI or Vi vanishes. If r, « rs, then v\ + vl ^ vl « Ht And

r « ±H(ri - Ts),

directions vi and vt are not uniquely determined. This is to be
since in this case t^ quadric is a surface of revolution.
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the corresponding shearing stresses. The three values of iho

shear stress are

(18.4) r = ± J^(r2 — rs), r — ±3^(ri — T3), r = ±J^(ri — r2),

and these act, respectively, on planes whose normals have the

direction cosines

1

V2
1

V2'
1

V^‘

(18.6)

0II
’* *W VS =

yi
to

II p V5
=

Vi = 0, V2 =

It is to be noted that each of the planes whose noi'mals are

given by (18.5) passes through one of the principal axes and
bisects the angle between the two remaining principal axes. We
can state the following theorem.

Theoebm: The ina^xiftiuin shearing stress is equal to one-half the

difference between the greatest and least principal stresses and
acts on the plane that bisects the angle between the directions of the

largest and smallest of the principal stresses.

Obviously one can obtain the same result by maximizing the

expressions for the shear components 723, 731 given by the

formulas (17.12), subject to the customary constraining relations

between the direction cosines,

lanlaj “ lialja “
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19. Examples of Stress. This section contains several exam-
ples closely paralleling those in Sec, 8. in that section, we
prefer to use the unabridged notation.
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a. Purely Normal Stress. If foi’ every plane passing through
V

a point the stress vector T is normal to the plane, that is,

if it is directed along the normal v or opposite to it, th6n for any

choice of rectangular coordinates

TXU
~ ~

'^yz “ 0, and TXX “ '^yy ~ '^zz*

The stress quadric in this ciise is a sphere whose equation is

^.2 ^ y'i. ^ g;2 =
TXX

Any set of orthogonal axes that pass through the point P° may be

taken as principal axes of the quadric. This case corresponds to

hydrostatic pressure if Txx is negative.

b. Simple Tension or Compression, A state of simple tension

or compression is characterized by the fact that the stress vector

for one plane through the point is normal to that plane, and the

stress vector for any plane perpendicular to this one vanishes.

Hence if the a:'-, and 2:'-axes coincide with the principal axes

of stress, then the stress quadric (17.3) has the equation

= ±k\

Transforming to any other orthogonal coordinate system .t, z

with the aid of (17.12), we obtain the following stress components:

Txx ~ '^
1^ 1 )

Tuy = Tll^iy "fzz
~ '^

1/31 ,

Txy = riZiiZoi, Tyx = TiZ'ilZai, Tzx = T iliwliiy

where /ji, Zyi, Z31 are the direction cosines of the a:'-axis relative

to the axes rc, jy, z, A positive value of ri represents tension, and

a negative lopresents compression.

c. Shearing Stress. Consider a stress quadric

(19.1) 2r.rV =

whicli is a hyperbolic cylinder whose, elements arc pai*allcl to the

s'-axis and which represents a siicaring stress of magnitude t.

liquation (19.1) takes the form

TX- “ Tl/^ = ±k^,

when the axes are rotated through an angle of 45*^ about tlie

;j'-axis, A eompansori of tliis equation with tlie general (K|uati()ii
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of the stress quadric when the latter is refeiTed to the piincipal
axes of stress

(19.2) + Tyyy^ + = ±k^

shows that we must have

Oy Tajx — — 'T.

Thus, the shearing stress is equivalent to tension across one plane
and compression of equal magnitude across a perpendicular plane.

+ ’’’vyU^ + ^Te^xy = ± A:“.

For simple tension in the a>-direction, the stress conic reduces to
the pair of lines

For the case of shear, the stress conic is a rectangular hyperbola

xy = ±
ifc*

2raj/

K the Jress conic is a circle, there is equal tension
in all directions in the plane of the circle.

or compression



CHAPTER III

STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS

20. Hooke’s Law. It has already been noted that the treat-

ment contained in Chaps. I and II is applicable to aU material

bodies that can be represented with sufficient accuracy as con-

tinuous bodies; this chapter will be concerned with the character-

ization of elastic solids.

The first attempt at a scientific description of the strength

of solids was made by Galileo. He treated bodies as inextensible,

however, since at that time there existed neither experimental

data nor physical hypotheses that would yield a relation between

the deformation of a solid body and the forces responsible for the

deforeiation. It was Robert Hooke who, some forty years after

the appearance of Galileo\s Discourses (1638), gave the first

rough law of proportionality between the forces and displace-

ments. Hooke published his law first in the form of an anagi’am

*‘ceiiinosssttuu'’ in 1676, and two years later gave the solution

of the anagram: tensio sic vis” which can be translated freely

as “the extension is proportional to the force.” To study this

statement further, we discuss the deformation of a thin rod

subjected to a tensile stress.

Consider a thin rod (of a low-carbon steel, for example), of

initial cross-sectional area ao, which is subjected to a variable

tensile force F. If the stress is assumed to be distributed

uniformly over the area of the cross section, then the nominal

stress T = F/a^ can be calculated for any applied load F, The

actual stress is obtained, under the assumption of a uniform stress

distribution, by dividing the load at any stage of the test by the

actual area of the cross section of the rod at that stage. The

difference between the nominal and the actual stress is negligible,

however, throughout the elastic range of the material.

If the nominal stress T is plotted as a function of the extension

G (change in length per unit length of the specimen), thou for

some ductile metals a graph like that in Fig. 14 is secured. The
57
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graph is very nearly a straight line vdih the equation

(20.1)
T = Ee

until the stress reaches the 'proportional limit (point P in Fig. 1

The position of this point, however, depends to a considera

extent upon the sensitivity of the testing apparatus. *1

constant of proportionality is known as Young's modulus.

In most metals, especially in soft and ductile materials, care

observation will reveal very small permanent elongations rear

ing from veiy small additional tensile forces. In many metf

however (steel and wrought iron, for example), if these vc

small permanent elongations are neglected (less than 1/100,0

of the length of a bar under tension), then the graph of sin

against extension is a straight line, as noted above, and practica

all the deformation disappef

after the force has been i

moved. The greatest strt

that can be applied witho

producing a permanent c

formation is called the elas

limit of the material. Wh^
the applied force is increase

beyond this fairly sharply d

fined limit, the material e

hibits both elastic and plast

properties. The determin

Fig. 14 . tion of this limit requires su

cessive loading and unloadii

by ever lai'ger forces until a permanent set is recorded. For mar
materials the proportional limit is very nearly equal to the elast

limit, and the distinction between the two is sometimes di’oppc'

particularly since the former is more easily obtained.

When the stress increases beyond the elastic limit, a point

reached (7 on the gi’aph) at which the rod suddenly stretch^

with little or no increase in the load. The stress at point Y
called the yield-point stress.

The nominal stress T may be increased beyond the yield poii

until the ultimate stress (point U) is reached. The correspondin

force F = Tao is the greatest load that the rod will bear. Whe
the ultimate stress is reached, a brittle material (such as a higl

carbon steel) breaks suddenly, while a rod of some ducti]
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metal begins to *'neck'^; that is, its cross-sectional area is gi'eatly

reduced over a small portion of the length of the rod. Further

elongation is accompanied by an increase in actual stress but by a

decrease in total load, in cross-sectional area, and in nominal

stress until the rod breaks (point B).

The elastic limit of low-carbon steels is about 35,000 lb. per

sq. in.
;
the ultimate stress is about 60,000 lb. per sq, in. Hard

steels may be prepared with an ultimate strength greater than

200,000 lb. per sq. in.

We shall consider only the behavior of elastic materials sub-

jected to stresses below the proportional limit; that is, we shall be
concerned only with those materials and situations in which
Hooke's law, expressed by Eq. (20.1), or a generalization of it, is

valid. ^

A natural generalization of Hooke's law immediately suggests

itself, namely, one can invoke the principle of superposition of

effects and assume that at each point of the medium the strain

components Cij are lineai’ functions of the stress components t,/.

This generalization Wiis made by C^aucliy, and the resulting law
bears tlie name of generalized Hookers law. It should be remem-
bered that the relations between stresses and strains do not

admit of direct experimental verification, since strains witliin

the body are not susceptible to direct experimental measurement.
Hence the validity of the law can be tested only indirectly by
comparing the predictions of tlio theoiy, based on the law, with
observed displacements of the points of a body when the latter

is subjected to tests that ^vore not even contemplated in the

original formulation of the law.

Reference for Collateral Reading

A. JO. 11. Love: A TroaLiso on t,ho Maihomalical Theory of I'llasticity, Cam-
bridge IhiiverHily Prcfss, lioruloii, Soch. 70-84,

21. Generalized Hooke’s Law. We shall find it convenient

to introduce the following notation

:

' Jn order h) give the nMidc’i* Home feeling nigarding the imi-gnilude of

deformiitions with which the tindery of ohiHticjity dcalH, we note Unit a rod of

iron with prox)ortional limit of 25,000 lb. per Hcp in., a yield point of 30,000 lb.

per Hq. in., and Young's modulus of 30,000,000 II3 . per sq. in. will elongate

under a load of 13,000 lb. per Hq. in. about 0.0004 in. 1*1ven if the rod is

loaded to the yield point, the determination of the (extension will require very
refined mciisuromon ts.
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/Q-t IN J '^11 ^1? *^22 = T2, TS8 = Ts, T2S “ *^4; Tsi “ T6, ri2 — Tfi,

1 ^11 = ^22 = ^2, 688 = ^8; = 64, Sfiai = 65, 2ei 2 = 6 e.

The piincipal stresses will be denoted by ri, m, rm, and the

principal strains will be written as ei, 6u, cm-

Let it be supposed that at each point of the medium the com-

ponents of the strain tensor are linear functions of the com-

ponents of the stress tensor rw, and conversely. We thus Nvrite

ri = CiiCi + 61262 + C1363 + 61464 + 61566 + 61666,

Te = CbiSi + 63262 + 66868 + 63464 + 66565 + 66060.

These equations may be written in the compact form

(21.2) Ti = CijCjj (i, j = Ij 2f
•

• ,6).

The coefficients ca entering into (21.2) are independent of the

strain components Ci,-, but they may vary from point to point

of the body. We shall term the coefficients c*y the elastic coeffi-

cients of the material.

If the elastic properties of a body are the same in all dhections

about any given point, then the body is said to be isotropic. If it

happens that the elastic properties of the body are independent of

the position of the point, then the body is said to be homogeneous.

It should be noted that (21.2) is a very natural generalization

of (20.1). Thus, if we assume the body to be isotropic and if we
choose the a:i-axes as the axes of principal strain (and stress

then (21.2) yields

Ti = Cii6i + C12611 + Ci86iii-

Now if the body has the shape of a long, thin rod, then a tensile

stress along the axis of the rod will produce an extension 61 in the

direction of the axis and contractions eu and Cm in the linear

dimensions of the cross section of the rod. It is reasonable to

assume that for small applied loads the stress ri is a linear

function of 61, 6n, and em.

Most structural materials are formed of crystalline substances,

and hence very small portions of such materials cannot be
regarded as isotropic. Nevertheless, the assumption of isotropy

^ It win be shown in the next section that for an isotropic medium the

principal axes of strain coincide with the principal axes of stress.
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and homogeneity, when applied to an enthe body, does not lead

to serious discrepancies between experimental and theoretical

results.^ The reason for this agreement lies in the fact that the

dimensions of most crystals are small in comparison with the

dimensions of the entire body and that they are chaotically

distributed, so that, in the large, the behavior of the substance is

isotropic. It may be remarked that the process of rolling

frequently produces a definite orientation of crystals, so that

many rolled metals are anisotropic. Such a structural material

as wood, for example, is definitely anisotropic, and the elastic

properties of wood in the direction of the grain differ greatly from

those in the directions perpendicular to the grain.

Sjnnmetry of structure of the medium may introduce relations

among the quantities c«-. Because of their practical importance,

we shall discuss two particular cases of elastic symmetry. These

are: (1) symmetry with respect to a plane (in which case 13 inde-

pendent elastic coefficients are involved^) and (2) symmetry with

respect to three mutually perpendicular planes (involving nine

independent functions In the next section we shall prove

that for an isotropic body the number of essential elastic coeflS-

cients reduces to two.

Consider a substance elastically symmetric with respect to the

xirc2-plane. This symmetry is expressed by the statement that

the elastic functions Ca are invariant under the transformation

= x[, X2 = x'2 , xz = —

The table of direction cosines of this transformation is

Xl Xz Xz

1 0 0

Xn 0 1 0

Xz 0 0 -1

and from formulas (5.9) and (10.4) it is seen that

T* = Tiy Ci = Bif (i = 1, 2, 3, 6),

Ta — —TAf (*4 = “64, rj = — TB, ^6 — — Cfi.

1 Many cast metals are notable exceptions.

^See Eq. (21.6).
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The first equation of (21.2) becomes

~ Ciie[ + + Cis^J + Ci4e^ + CiB^s + Cioeg,

or

ri = C1161 + 01262 + C136S 61464 “ 61566 + 61060.

Comparison of this equation with the expression for ri given

(21.2) shows that

614 = C16 = 0 .

Similarly, by considering rj,
• •

•
,
rj, we find that

624 = 625 = 634 = C35 = 6fl4 = CflB = 0,

641 = 642 = 643 = 046 = 651 = 062 = 063 = Ofio = 0.

For a material with one plane of elastic symmetry (which
taken to be the a;ia; 2-plane), the matrix of the coefficients of 1

linear forms in (21.2) can be written as follows.

On 0i2 oi3 0 0 Ciol

621 622 628 0 0 C20

6ai 682 688 0 0 Cao

0 0 0 C44 645 0

0 0 0 064 Cb6 0

Coi 602 Cos 0 0 Cooi

Such materials as wood, for example, have three mutual
orthogonal planes of elastic symmetry and are said to be ortl
tropic. In considering such materials, we shall choose the as
of coordinates so that the coordinate planes coincide with t
planes of elastic symmetry. In this case, some of the coefllcien
cy exhibited in the array (21.3) vanish. Besides the symmet
with respect to the a^iaja-plane, expressed by (21.3), the elasf
functions Ctymust also be invariant under the transformation
coordinates defined by the following table of direction cosines.

This ch^ge of coordinates is a reflection in the a;2rc8-plane an
leaves the r,- and e* unchanged with the following exceptions:

Tfi
« — Tb, Cb = —66, = — eg.
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From (21.3) we have

Ti = + C12C2 + ^1363 + Cieee-

This becomes

t[ = CiiC'i + ('^1 + ^513^3 <^10^61

or
T\ — CwCi + CyiCo + 01363 — CioGe,

from which it follows that Cie == 0. By considering in a similar

way the transformed expressions for t2, * •
*

,
tq, we find that^

C26 = C36 = C45 = Cm = Coi = Cg2 = C 63 = 0. Thus, for ortho-

tropic media the matrix of the Cij takes the following form.

(21.4)

ICn C12 C18 0 0 ° \
C21 C22 C23 0 0 0 '

C31 C32 C33 0 0 0

0 0 0 C44 0 0

0 0 0 0 C66 0

0 0 0 0 CoflJ

We retui’n now to the (HscuHsiou of the generalized Hooke’s law

(21.2) for an arbitrary elastic medium that may or may not

possess clastic symmetry of some kind. It is possible to show

from energy considei*ationH,“ for example, that the 36 elastic

(coefficients Cij are symmetric
;
that is,

(21 .5) Cij == Cjif {ij j Ij 2
,

* *
•

,
6).

Thus, Hooke’s law contains in its most general form 21 elastic

(‘.oefficients. This symmetry has not been assumed, however, in

establishing the forms of the arrays of coefficients (21.3) and

(21.4), nor will it be used in the next section, where Hooke’s law

(21.2) is specialized to that for an isotropic medium.

It is worth noting that the statement of the law (21.2) is not

devoid of inconsistency. In the process of formulating the

notion of the components of strain 6,7, it was assumed that the

components of displaccement iii are functions of the coordinates

(a^i, X‘2y .^3) of the body in its undeformed state; that is, Lagran-

^ Note that claatio symmetry in the acix-j-plano and in the aca^rplane

implies elastic symmetry in tlie Xiajg-planc.

2 This is shown in See. 20, where the relation between Hooke’s law and the

.slraiii-ener^2^ function is disciisstKl. 4'lui strain eiierf^y is sc(*n to be a honio-

genwnis cpiadrutic functien of the strain coinponenis.
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gian coordinates were used. On the other hand, Eulerian

coordinates were employed in defining the components of the

stress tensor r*,*; that is, it was assumed that the are functions

of the coordinates (a?!, of the stressed (and hence deformed)

medium. Of course, if the displacements Ui and their derivatives

are small, then the values of mix) and cannot difiFer by a

great deal. As an indication of the order of approximation

involved here, note that if re* == rr* + Uk, then

,
d'uA ^ ^ ,

Qrjj dui

dxic drej dXh drc'i \
**

dre*/ dre* dxi Bxk

Hence, in writing we assume that the displacement

derivatives are small compared with unity. In what follows, it

will be assumed that both the components of strain ea and the

components of stress are fxmetions of the initial coordinates

(rci, X2, Xz).

References for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Love: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Secs. 60-^6, pp. 92-100.

Chap. VI of Lovers treatise is given to a discussion of the equilibrium of

nonisotropic elastic solids and contains further references on the subject.

Voigt's Lehrbuch der Krystallphysik is a standard treatise on the subject.

L. Lbcorntt: Thdorie naath(5matique de Pdlasticit^, Memorial dcs sciences

math^matiques, Gauthiers-VUlars & Cie, Paris.

Contains a discussion of the theory of Poincard regarding the number t)f

elastic constants in the generalized Hooke's law. See pp. 12-18.

PROBLEMS

1. Are the principal axes of strain coincident with those of stress for

an anisotropic medium with Hooke's law expressed by Eq. (21.2) ? for ii

medium with one plane of elastic symmetry? for an orthotropic medium?
Hint: Take the coordinate axes along the principal axes of strain so that

^4 = es = 66 = 0.

2. Show directly from the generalized Hooke's law, Eq. (21.2), that
in an isotropic body the principal axes of strain coincide with those of

stress. Hint: Take the coordinate axes along the principal axes of strain

(ci *= Cs = 66 = 0), and consider the effect on t2s and raj of a rotation of

axes by 180° about the air-axis.
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3. In the caae of an orthotropic medium, show that the array (21.4)

of the coefficients is not simplified further if reflection in the Xia^rplane

is considered.

22. Homogeneous, Isotropic Bodies. We recall that a body is

said to be isotropic if its elastic properties are independent of

the orientation of the axes of coordinates. In this case, the

array (21.4) of the elastic coefficients ca can be simplified, and

we shall show that the number of essential elastic coefficients

reduces to two, whenever the body is isotropic. If the medium is

both homogeneous and isotropic, then the elastic coefficients are

constants.

Since the medium is isotropic, the coefficients Cij must be

invariant relative to all possible choices of coordinate systems; in

particular, they must remain imchanged when we introduce

new coordinate axes x[^ xj, xj, obtained by rotating the Xi, X2,

Xs-system through a right angle about the Xi-axis. By considering

the transformed stress components rj, in exactly the same way
as was done in the preceding section, it is found that

Ci 2 = Cia, Csi = Cai, C82 = C23, C33 = ^^22, Coe = Cbb.

vSimilarly, a rotation of axes through a nght angle about the

xa-axis leads to the relations

C21 = C12, C22 = Cii, C23 = C18, C31 = C32, Cbb “ C44.

We introduce, finally, the coordinate system xj, xj, xj, got from

the xi, X2, xa-system by rotating the latter through an angle of

45° about the xs-axis. In this case, we have

r(2 = + 3^T22, Cl2 = + ^622,

or, noting the definitions (21.1),

rj = — }‘^Ti + 3-^T2, Cq — — Cl + C 2 .

From (21.4) and the relation Coo = C44, we have

T{] = C 44C 6 .

When referred to the x{, xj, xj-axes, this becomes tJ = C44ci or

(22 . 1 )
— /'

2Tl + = C 44(“Ci + 6*2).

Now from (21.4)

Ti = CiiBi 4- C12C2 + CiaCa,

r2 = C21C1 + C22C2 + C23C3,
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and from the relations given above, namely,

C22 = Cii, C28 — Cis = C21 == C12,

we get

4“ ~ Ci2)(— Cl + 62).

Comparison of this equation, with (22.1) yields the result

(22 .2)
C44 = H(Cil ““ C12) s

so that

T6 = 2/466.

We shall find it convenient to wiifce Hooke’s law for an isotropic

body in terms of the two constants X and ja, where /4 is defined by

(22.2)

and where we put

C 12 = X.

From (21.4) we can now write

Til = Ciifiil + Ci2^22 + Ci268«

= 612(611 + 622 + 633) + (Cll — 612)611

= \‘d' 4" 2/xeii,

Thus, the generalized Hooke’s law for a homogeneous isotropic

body can be written in the following form:

(22.3) Tij = 4“ 2jLi6t/, {i, j = 1, 2, 3).

Equation (22.3) yields a simple relation connecting the invariants

& = ea and 0 = m.
Putting j = i in (22.3) and noting that da = 5n 4- ^22 + = 3,

one finds that

0 = Tii = 3Xt? 4” Sjue,-,-

or

(22.4) 0 = (3X 4- 2/4)t^.

Equations (22.3) can now be solved easily for the strains Ci/ in

terms of the stresses t<j*. We have

or

2/i(3X + 2;u)
” ^ 2m

(22 .6)
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If the axes Xi are directed along the principal axes of strain,

then 028 = ^81 = ci2 = 0. But from (22.3) we see that in this

case r28, rsi, and ri2 also vanish. Hence the axes Xi must lie

along the principal axes of stress, and we have the result that

the principal axes of stress are coincident with the principal

axes of strain if the medium is isotropic.

Henceforth no distinction will be made between the principal axes

of strain and those of stress, and such axes will be referred to

simply as the principal axes.

The constants X and p were introduced byG . Lam4 and are called

the constants of Lamd.

Since it was assumed that Eqs. (21.2) possess an inverse, it is

clear that we must require that ii ^ 0 and 3X + 2/i 5^ 0.

PROBLEM

Given Hookers law for an isotropic body with coordinate axes along

the principal axes:

Ti = X(ci + cn + Gin) + 2/xei

Use the invariance of Cijxajf and XiXi to derive Eq. (22.3),

Tij = X Sij-il + 2/jiCi^.

23. Elastic Moduli of Isotropic Bodies. In order to gain some
insight into the signidcance of the elastic constants entering

into the formulas (22.3) and (22.5), we shall consider some simple

examples.

Assume tliat a cylinder, with its axis parallel to the a;i-axis, is

subject(id to the action of a force E, which give^ rise to a tension T
that is uniform throughout the cross section of the cylinder.

Sup})ose that the lateral surface of the cylinder is free from

traction. Then if the aid.ion of the stress is directed along the

.ri-axis, one can write

(23.1) Til = T = const., rvi = T3.3 = tvi = T^a = tsi = 0.

Substitution of these values in tlie formuhis (22.5) gives the

(expressions for the sti-ains associated with the state of stress

described by (23,1), namely,

“ m(3X + 2m)’ 2m(3X + 2m)’

r!l2 = C2J = ^’.n = 0,

(23.2)
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Noting that

^22

fill 2(\ + p)

we introduce the abbreviaiSons

X
(23.3) <r S

;

E p(3\ + 2^)

X + /X2(X +

Then Eqs, (23.2) can be written in the form

(23.4)
en = ^ ^22 = ^38 = T = -’O-GUf

6X2 = ^23 — fiSl = 0.

If the stress T represents tension, so that T > 0, then a te

stress will produce an extension in the direction of the axis o

cylinder and a contraction in its cross section. Accordingly

r > 0, we have en > 0, 62% < 0, cas < 0. It follows that E
a are both positive.

Physical interpretations of the elastic moduli E and a-

easily obtained. It follows from the first of the formulas (5

that the quantity

TE ==

Cii

represents the ratio of the tensile stress T to the extensior
produced by the stress T. Again, from (23.4), it is seen i

^22 £1®

Cai eii

thus <r denotes the ratio of the contraction of the linear eleme
perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder to the longitudi
extension of the rod. The quantity E is kno^vn as You?
modulus, and the number a- is called the ratio of Poisson.

It is easy to verify that one can express the constants X an(
in terms of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as

E<r E
p =(23.5) X =

(l+cr)(l -ar)' ^-2(r+7)'
Consider next the state of pure shear characterized by t

stress components

t? 3 = T = const., m = T22 = T33 = no = m = 0.
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Substituting these values in (22.5) yields

69

(23.6) ^28 fill — ^22 — Csa = Cl2 == Csi = 0.

These formulas show that a rectangular parallelepiped OPQR^
whose faces are parallel to the coordinate planes, is sheared in the

a; 2rc8-plane (see Fig. 4) so that the right angle between the edges

of the parallelepiped parallel to the x^r and ajs-axes is diminished,

for r > 0, by the angle 0:23 = 2e23. From (23.6) we have

Thus the number /i represents the ratio of the shearing stress T to

the change in angle 0:23 produced by the shearing stress. For this

reason the quantity n is called the modulus of rigidity or the shear

modulus. Since E and cr are both positive, it follows from the

second of Eqs. (23.5) that y is also positive.

Finally, consider the case of hydrostatic pressure characterized

by the stress system

(23 .7 )

I'll = T22 = T33 = T 12 — T23 — T31 — 0
,

B == Til + 722 + 733 = ~ 3p.

The state of strain corresponding to this state of stress [see

(22.5)] Is

(23 .8

)

cn = c... - C33 - 3j^-qr2^^ Ci 2 — C23 “ C31 = 0.

The cubical compression t? = can bo obtained either from

(23.8)

or from the general relation (22.4) and (23.7). We get

7? = Cjl + 622 + C83 = jij-’-'

which can bo written as

or

by introducing tlie abbreviation

(23.9) A: = X +
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Thus, the quantity k represents the ratio of the compressive stress

to the cubical compression, and for this reason it is called the

modulus of compression. Since for all physical substances a

hydrostatic pressure tends to dimmish the bulk, it is clear that k

is positive. Substituting in (23.9) the expressions for X and m
from (23,6) gives

7 _ E
3(1 - 2tr)'

Since k is positive for all physical substances, it follows that o-

is less than one-half, and hence [see (23.6)] X is positive. For
most structm’al materials, the value of a does not deviate much
from one-third. If the material is highly incornpressible (rubber,

for example), tx is nearly one-half, and ix = E/Z.

In the engineering literature, the modulus of shear is often

denoted by G, and the reciprocal of Poisson's ratio cr is denoted by
m; that is,

1m = —
<7

The stress-strain relations (22.5), when written by making the

substitutions from (23.6), assume the simple form

(23.10) =

where 0 — th. If we recall the notation of Sec, 14, these relations

can also be given in the following form:

(23.11)

^ [^xaC -f" T**)],

^ \Tw Txa*)],

^ [Tm 0'(Txa -j- Tyy)],

Cyg
l+<r
E

^ _ 1 + 0- _ _ 1 + O’

jjj
^xu'

The following table gives average values of E, and a for
several elastic materials; the moduli E and \i. are given in millions
of pounds per square inch,
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E i

<r

(Experimental)
1

Carbon steels 29.6 11.5 0.29 0.283
Wrought iron 28.0 11.0 0.28 0.273
Cast iron 16.5 6.5 0.25 0.269
Copper (hot-rolled) 15.0 5.6 0,33 0.339
Brass, 2:1 (cold-drawn). . . . 13.0 4.9 0.33 0.327
Glass 8.0 3.2 0.25 0.250
Spruce (along the grain) . . . 1.5 0.08

References for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Love: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Secs. 09-71.

E. Trbfptz: Handbuch der Physik, Vorlag von Julius Springer, Berlin
vol. 6, Secs. 11-12.

S. Timoshenko: Theory of Elasi,icily, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York, Sec. 6.

PROBLEMS
1. Show that Hookers law in the form (23.11) can be obtained by the

following argument. An elementary recjtangular parallelepiped Bub-
jected to tensile stresHes on opposite faces will experience a longi-

tudinal extension Cxx = and lateral contrac^tioDH e^y == ea* = ^<rexm.

Now (;onsider the effect of stresses Tx^, t,* and superpose the resulting

strains to get Eq. (23.11).

2. Use Hooke’s law to show that the stress invariant 0 = r/y and the
strain invariant ^ = Cyy are connecsted by the relation 0 = SM, where
k is the modulus of compression.

3. Show that a stress vector cannot cross a free surface (one on which
there is no external load). Hint: Let v be the normal to the free surface.

y v' y

Then T = 0 and from (16.1) T • v = T • v' = 0.

4. Derive the following relations between the Lam6 coefficients X
and fjL, Poisson’s ratio o’, Young’s modulus E, and the bulk modulus k:

- 2/1) _ . 2 _ Ea
I - 2<r 3fi-E

~
3^ “

(1 +o-)(l - 2<r)

3k<r 3k(3k - E)

r + ff Qk - E
’

M = X(1 - 2o-)

2cr
= I

(fc - X)
E _ 3A(l - 2(7)

2(1 +<r) 2(1 +(r)'

3kE
9k - E’
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X X jfc . 2^

2(X "H m) ^ 2/li 2(3fc -f" m)

Zk - E
6jfc

’

fi(SK + 2m) ^ \(1 +(7)(1 - 2a) ^ 9k(k - X)

X + M <T 3/f ~ X

+ "> - 5i^ -

2 _A(l+ff) 2M(l+<r)

3 3<r 3(1 - 2(r)

fiE E
3(3/i - ""

3(1 - 2(r)'

24. Equilibrium Equations for an Isotropic Elastic Solid. The
complete system of equations of equilibrium of a homogeneous

isotropic elastic solid is made up of the following equations:

a. Equations of Equilibrium. From (15.3)

(24.1) + (z,j- 1,2,3);

b. Stress-Strain Relations, From (22.3)

(24.2) Tij = X + 2ju€i,-,

where

“ ^ii\

and [from (7.5)]

(24.3) Bij = + w/,i).

The systems of Eqa. (24.1) and (24.2) must be satisfied at

every interior point of the body r, and on the surface S of the

body T the stresses must fulfill the equilibrium conditions (13.3)

(24.4) = Ty,

where the Vi are the direction cosines of the exterior normal v to
V

the surface 5), and T is the stress vector acting on the surface

element with normal v. To these equations one must adjoin

the equations of compatibility [from (10.9)]

(24.6) CiiM + SkiM — Bikji — eji,ik = 0.

It will be shoAvn in Sec. 27 that the system of Eqs. (24.1) and
(24.2), subject to the conditions of equilibrium on the surface
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(24.4), is complete in the sense that if there exists a solution

of the system, then that solution is unique. There are nine

equations in the system on the set of nine unknown functions

Tijj Uij (i, j — 1) 2.. 3) . Once the displacements Ui are determined,

the strain components entering into (24.2) are readily calcu-

lated with the aid of the formulas (24.3). We have assumed

that the displacements tit are continuous functions of class

throughout the region r, and a reference to (24.2) shows that

the components of stress Tij are continuous of class in the same

i*egion. The equations of equilibrium (24.1) contain the com-

ponents Fi of the body force jF, and they are assumed to be

prescribed functions of the coordinates of the undeformed

body. Typical examples of the body forces Fj occurring in

practical applications, are centrifugal forces and forces of gravi-

tation. Furthermore, the components Ti of the external surface

force T are assumed to be prescribed functions of the coordinates

Xi of the undeformed surface S of the body.

In order that the solution of the problem may exist, it is clear
V

that one cannot prescribe the body force F and the surface force T

in a perfectly arbitrary manner, inasmuch as Eqs. (24.1) wei-e

established on the hypothesis that the body is in equilibrium.

Hence one must demand that the distribution of the forces F
p

and r, acting on the body r, be such that the msultant force

and the resultant moment vanish.

It is clear from physical considerations that instead of pre-
p

.scribing the distribution of the surface force T acting on 2, one

(!ouId prescribe the displacements Ui on the surface 2), and that

the state of stress established in the interior of the body by

defonning its surface S must also be characterized in a unique

way. 'I^'hus, we are led to consider the following fundamental

b(jundaiy-value problems of elasticity:

Problem I. Determine the distribution of stress and the displace-

ments in the interior of an elastic body in equilibrium when the body

forces are prescribed and the distribution of the forces acting on the

surface of the body is known.

Problem n. Determine the distribution of stress and the dis-

placements in the interior of an clastic body in equilibrium when
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the body forces are prescribed and the displacements of the points

on the surface of the body are prescribed functions.

In many applications, it is important to consider a problem

resulting from the combination of the problems stated above.

Thus, one may have the displacements of the points on part of

the sui’face pi’escribed and the distribution of forces specified

over the remaining portion. Such a problem will be referred

to as a mixed, boundary-value problem.

The formulation of the fundamental boundary-value problems

of elasticity given above suggests the desirability of expressing

the differential equations for Prob. I entirely in terms of stresses

and those for Prob, II entirely in terms of displacements. This

is not difficult to do.

Let us first obtain the equations in terms of displacements m
by substituting in (24.1) the e.xpressions for stresses in terms of

displacements. Making use of the formulas (24.3), we can

write the system (24.2) in the form

(24.6) Tt7 = X 8ijUk,h +
Substituting the values of the stress components (24.6) in the

equilibrium equations (24.1) gives

+ (X + m)wj.?< + Fi = 0,

or

(24.7) + (X + a*-) ^ + Fi = 0

where
— ea = Ui^i

— div u.

Equations (24.7) are associated with the name of Navier.

Note that we need not adjoin the compatibility equations

(10.9), for the only purpose of the latter is to impose restrictions

on the strain components that shall ensure that the 6^ yield

single-valued, continuous displacements when the region r

is simply connected.

It is clear that Prob. II is completely solved if one obtains the

solution of the system (24.7) subject to the boundary conditions

Ui = fi{xi, X2, Xs)f (i = 1, 2, 3),

where the fi are prescribed continuous functions on the boundary
of the undeformed solid. From the knowledge of the functions
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Uij one can determine the ntrainH, and hence the stresses by
making use of the relations (24.2).

We now turn our attention to the first boundary-value problem.

It was noted earlier that not every solution of the system of three

equations of equilibrium (24.1) corresponds to a possible state of

strain in an elastic body, because the components of strain,

defined by the system of Eqs. (23.10), must satisfy the equations

of compatibility (24.6). We proceed to derive the compatibility

equations in terms of the stresses. If the expressions (23.10)

^ Tij dije

are inserted in the compatibility equations (24.5)

Ctj.Ai + Cki,xj — — eji,ik = 0,

we obtain

(24.8) n;,Ai + Tkl.ij — Tik,3l — Tjl,ik

= '

i
' (3tyO,Ai + — 8ihQ,ji — SjzB.ijt)-

Since the indices i, j, /c, I assume values 1, 2, 3, there are

3 * = 81 equations in the system (24.6), but not all of these are

independent, for an interchange of i and j or of k and I obviously

does not yield new equations. Also for certain values of the

indices (such as i = j k = l)j Eqs. (24.5) are identically

satisfied and, as already noted in Sec. 10, the set of Eqs. (24.5)

(umtains only six independent equations obtained by setting

Ic = 1 = 1, i = j = 2

k = 1 = 2, i = j = 3

k = 1 = 3, i = i = 1

k = l= i = 2, 3 = 3;

k = 1 = 2, i = 3, 3 = 1;

k = 1 = 3, i = 1, 3 = 2.

Inasmuch as Eqs. (23.10) establish one-to-one coiTespondenco

between the and the the set of 81 equations (24.8) likewise

contains only six independent equations. If we combine Eqs.

(24.8) linearly by setting k = I and summing with respect

to the common index, we get
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Tif,kk Thk.ij ~~ Tik,jk ""
'Tj/c./A

=
-.

"
i;

-"" (BijBM + — BihQ,jk ~
1 -r cr

This is a set of nine equations of which only six are independent

because of the symmetry in i and j\ Consequently, in combining

Eqs. (24.8) linearly, the number of independent equations is not

reduced, and hence the resultant set of equations is equivalent

to the original one.

Noting that

and
TiiM ==

Tbk — B,

the foregoing equations can be wiitten as

(24.9) — Tik,ik — TjkMi

= + 3e..v - 2G.v;),
I -r tr

if we make use of the continuity of the second derivatives of 0.

Equations (24.9) can be written more neatly by utilizing the

equations of equilibrium (24.1)

Tik,k + = 0 .

Thus, differentiating (24.1) with respect to av, we get

(24.10) 'Tik^kj =

and, since nk^ = we can rewrite (24.9) in the form

(24.11) e,*,- - 5i,V*0 = -{Fij +

This set of six independent equations can be further simplified

by expressing an invariant V^e ia terms of the derivatives of the

body force F. This may be done as follows.

If we set fc = i and Z = in (24.8) and sum with respect to the

common indices, we get

”
'Tii./y — T/y.i,- = - (2 — 5^0 .,7

“ 5/y0,ii).

But

Tii — Tj] — 0, — 0,Jt — V^0,
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= Sft-e.K = 3V®e.

The foregoing equation can be written as

TiiM - V*e = (V^e - 3v*e)

(24.12)

The differentiation of the equilibrium equation

ri/,i = -Fj
given

and inserting this in the left-hand member of (24,12) yields the

fonnulii

(24.13)

V^B = - s - div F.

Substituting from (24.13) in (24. Jl) gives the final form of tfic

eornpatibility equation in terms of stresses,

(24.14) + = dij div F — {Fi,j + Fi,i).

fCqiiatioiis (24.14), when Avritten out in unabridged notation,

yield the following six equations of compatibility

:

V-r„ + ^ diV - 2^,

(24.16)

VSw + v—
1 a*B

vv., +

1 + O’ dy'^ 1 — a

1 (r

~ div F - 2

J + <T dz‘‘

1

i. + <r dy dz

1 3^0

1 + a d2 3a;

div /'’ - 2
1
— 0- 02

lu'.; -L
t = _ te -I- 91.^

^
i. + <r dy dz \ dz &y /’

„„ ,
1 d^Q _ (dFx

,

dF^
v-r„ +

1 ^ ^ 32 \dx^ dz )'

V 4- - ^
1 + 0- dx dy \dy dx /'
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Equations (24.16) were obtained by Michell in 1900 and, for the

case when the body forces are absent, by Beltrami in 1892.

They are known as the Beltrami-Michell compatibility equations.

Thus, in order to determine the state of stress in the interior

of an elastic body, one must solve the system of equations

consisting of (24.1) and (24.15) subject to the boundary condi-

tions (24.4).

The system of Eqs. (24.1) and (24.15) is equivalent to the

system consisting of Eqs. (24.1), (24.2), and (24.5).

If the field of body force F is conservative, so that

or

then

and

F = V(p

Pi = <P.j,

dxvF ^ = VV,

Pi,i = Pj,i = <P,n = <P,ih

so that (24.14) can be written as

(24.16) V% H-
1

1 +(r
— — dijV^(p — 2(p,ij.

i — (T

We shall consider two particular cases of body forces, namely,

the case in which E is a constant vector and that in which the

potential function <p is harmonic (that is, div F = = 0).

If F is constant, then ^ is a linear function. In this case

the right-hand member of (24.16) vanishes, and we obtain the

equations of Beltrami,

(24.17) V2r« + = 0.

From (24.13) it follows that in this case

V^e = 0,

so that 0 = Tii is a harmonic function. Equation (22.4) shows

that the strain invariant ^ = eu is also harmonic; that is.

= 0

Avhenever 0 is harmonic. From (24.17) it is seen that if the nj
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are of class the components of stress satisfy the bihamionic

equation

V2VV»7 = V%- = 0,

and since the strain components Ci^ are linear functions of the r,;,

Ave have
V%- = 0.

A function V of class and satisfying the equation V^V = 0,

is called a hiharmonic function.

If the body force F is derived from a harmonic potential func-

tion, so that

div F = VV = 0,

then from (24.13) and (22,4) Ave see that

V20 = 0, and = 0.

We can thus enunciate a theorem.

Theouem: When the componmis of the body force F are constant,

the invariants 0 and ^ are harmonic functions, and the stress

components n-j a^nd strain components Cij are hiharmonic functions,

Whe7i F is derived from a harmonic potential function^ the

invariants 0 and aix also harmoiiic.

It Avill be shown, with the aid of some general theorems to be

(istablished in vSoc. 20, that Probs. I and II have essentially

unique solutions. Before proceeding to derive these theorems,

lujAvever, we may note that on account of the linear character of

l^]qK. (24.1), (24.2), and (24.3), the principle of superposition is

applicable to the fundamental problems of elasticity.

Thus, suppose that one finds a set of nine functions

(,,y= 1,2,3),

\vhi(!h satisfy the sysfccnns (24.1) and (24.2) Avith proscribc^d l)ody

forces Also let a set of functions

(24.18) Of,i= 1,2,3)

be the solutions of the systems corresponding to the choice of th(^

l)ody forces Then it is obvious that the solution

(24.19) (-^ = ^ = ], 2, 3)
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will correspoad to the choice of the body force whose components

are FP + Ff\ If the set of functions (24.18) represents the

solution of the homogeneous system, that is, when -P?' = 0, then

the expressions (24,19) represent solution of the problem corres-

ponding to the choice of the body force with components Pp.

PROBLEMS

1. Show that the following stress components are not the solution of

a problem in elasticity, even though they satisfy the equations of equilib-

rium with zero body forces

:

- 2/*)], c 0,

Tyy = c[x^ + <r(2/® — a;®)],

T„ = co-C®* + 1/2),

Tjay = "^^ccrxyy

TyM = = 0.

2, The solutions of many problems in elasticity are either exactly or

approximately independent of the value chosen for Poisson^s ratio.

This fact suggests that approximate solutions may be found by so choos-

ing Poisson’s ratio as to simplify the problem. Show that if one takes

0- = 0, then

X = 0, iu = HP, HEy

and Hooke’s law is expressed by

Uj = Een — yiE{ui,i + W/,0*

Show by differentiation of these equations that

'Txi.ii = H(^i-».// + tum)

(no sura on repeated subscripts). That is, the six stress components arc

connected, in this case, by the three equilibrium equations

+ P< = 0

and by three compatibility equations, namely,

dxdy 2 \ dx^ )’

and two similar equations obtained by cyclic interchange of jn, i/,
z.

Derive these compatibility conditions from Eq. (24,8) by setting <r = 0,

k = iy I = j,

A and L, P6ppl have discussed^ the simplification of the equations of

elasticity obtained by choosing for Poisson’s ratio o- = 0 or <r = H:
1 A. andL. F5ppl, Drang und Zwang, vol. 1, Sec. 3.
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Westergaard^ has treated the problem of obtaining the general solution

from a solution for a particular choice of Poisson's ratio.

3. Define the stress function S by

= S.a s
d^S

dxi dxj

and consider the case of zero body force. Show that if Poisson's ratio a

is assumed to vanish, then the equilibrium and compatibility equations

given in the preceding problem reduce to

— const.

4. Show that if Poisson's ratio <r has the value then

/X = HE, X=«j, ^=00, = a j
— Ui,i = 0.

Interpret physically the situation described by these elastic coefficients.

From Hooke's law (23.10) deduce the relations

Tii = 2/XCf/ + H
= + Ui,i) + H 5i/8.

Show that in this case

0

and that the equilibrium equations (24.1) can be written in the form

That is, putting U\ = w, Ws = v, etc., the four functions u, v, w, 0 are to

be determined from the four equations

Vhu

dU
y

dx dy dz
0 .

This cose (a = H) has been discussed at length by A. and L, Fdppl.*

^ H, M. Westergoard, “Effects of a Change of Poisaon^s Ratio Analyzed by

Twinned Gradients/* Journal of Applied Meclianics, vob 02 (1940), pp.

A-U3-A-116.
* A. and L. FOppl, Drang und Zwang, vol. I, Sec. 3.
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26, Dynamical Equations of an Isotropic Elastic Solid. The
differential equations of motion of an elastic solid can be obtained

at once from the equations of equilibrium (24.1) by invoking

the Principle of D'Alembert and adding the forces of inertia to

the components Fi of the body force. If p{xij X 2 ,
xs) is the

density of the mediiun, then the components of the force of

inertia acting on the mass contained within the volume element

, dhii ,
dr are — p ar. Hence adding to the components Fi of the

body force F in (24.1) the components of the force of inertia per

unit volume gives the system of equations

(25.1) r»7,/ + Fi = puii

where we write s Ui.

Inasmuch as the stress-strain relations (24.2) do not involve

body forces, they remain valid in this case also. The displace-

ments iti are now regarded as functions of the space variables Xi

and of the time L

It follows that the dynamical equations in terms of the displace-

ments Ui can be written at once by referring to the set of Eqs.

(24.7). Thus,

(25.2) nv^Ui + (X + + Fi = piii.

To these equations it is necessary to adjoin the initial and the

boundary conditions. Thus, at each point of the surface S of

V

the undeformed medium, the surface forces Ti or the displace-

ments Ui must be prescribed. The functions Ui prescribed on the

surface 2, in general, are functions of the space coordinates
F

.Xi and of the time t If the surface forces Ti are prescribed as

functions of Xi and then the components of stress must satisfy

the usual equilibrium conditions (24.4) on the surface 2, and in

addition one must know the initial conditions on the displace-

ments Ui and on their time derivatives. We set forth these

conditions explicitly for the fundamental boundary-value
problems of dynamical elasticity that correspond to the problems
of equilibrium in Sec. 24.
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Problem I. Determine the displacements Ui{xi, x^, Xt, 1) that

satiny the system of Eqs. (25.2) and satisfy the conditions

dxii
Ui = u\ix^, x-2 , xf), = U%{,Xx, x<2, Xa), for t = to throughout t,

and that satiny on the surface S of the region r the boundary conditions

y

Ti = fi(xi, Xi, xs, t) for t > to.

Problem n. Determine the displacements Uf{xi, Xo, Xo, t) that

satisfy the system, of Eqs. (25.2) and are such that on the surface

2 ofr

Ui = EiiX\j Xoj Xsj /) fo7' t ^ to.

As in Sec. 24, we may consider a mixed boundai-y-value problem
P

in which the surface forces Ti are prescribed functions of Xi and t

over part of the surface and the displacements are given
functions of Xi and t over the rest of the surface. As an example
of such a problem, consider an clastic plate clamped at the edges.

Jjet the plate, initially at rest, be subjected to a normal load

varying with time. In this case, the displacements are known
on the edges of the plate (for I > to), while the surface forces are

given functions of xi, Xs, L

References for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Lovk: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Secs, 85, 86, 91, 92.

Jii. TREKi'''rz: Handbuch der Physik, Verlag von Julius Springer, Berlin,

vol. 6, Secs. 13-16.

S. Timoshenko: Theory of Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York, Secs. 61, 63.

26. The Strain-Energy Function and Its Connection with

Hooke’s Law. Wo introduce the definition of the unstrained or

natural state of a body as a standard state of uniform tempera-
ture and zero displacement, with reference to Avhich all strains

will be specified.

If the body is in tlie natural state at the instant of time i = 0
;

and if it is subjected to the action of external forces, then the

latter may produce a deformation of the body and hence will do
work. We shall be concerned with the rate at which work is

done by the external body and surface forces. If (xi, 0:3)
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denote the coordinates of an arbitrary material point P of the

body in the unstrained state, then at any time t the coordinates

of the same material point P •will be % + Ui(xi, Xi, Xs, t). Since

the displacement of the point P in the interval of time (t, t + d()

is given by

^dt = Ui dt,

it follows that the work done in dt seconds by the body forces

acting on the volume element dr located at P is dr dt. The

work performedby the external surface forces in the same interval

V

of time is TiiUi da dt, where da is the element of surface. Denot-

ing by S the total work done by the body and surface forces, we

have the following expression for the rate of doing work on the

matter originally occupying some region t,

(26.1) ^ = jpdii dr+ Tiik da]

here a denotes the original surface of the unstrained region r.

Now the surface integral appearing in (26.1) can be expressed

as a volume integral by substituting for the components of the
F

surface force T then values from Eqs. (24.4) and by making

use of the Divergence Theorem. We have

(26.2) ^ Tnii da — da — (Ti/Ui),j dr.

Carrying out the indicated differentiation in the integrand of the

volume integral in (26.2) and recalling the formulas (7.5) give

[ Tiik da

But — — Wji, so that TijWij = 0,

and hence

(26.3) da =» + r<,-^-,) dr.

= dr + dr

” ^ dr “f- "4" dr .
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A reference to the dsmamical equations (25.1) shows that we can

write

riuiUt = (jnU —

When this is inserted in Eq. (26.3) and the resulting expression

used in (26. 1), one obtains

(26.4) ^ ~ J y
The kinetic energy K of the body is defined as

K

and for the rate of change of kinetic energy we have^

dt I pikiu dr.

Hence Eq. (26.4) can be written in the form

(26.5)
dt
^ 4_
dt I

deii jTH-^dr.

We proceed to show that if the change of state (from the initial

to the stressed state) is reversible and is either adiabatic (no

transfer of heat) or isothermal (no change in temperature), then

there exists a function W, of the independent variables ai, 62,

• *
•

, ee, Avith the property that^

' dW
(i = 1, 2,

•
•

, 6),

where the definitions of n and Ci were given in (21.1).

first law of thermodynamics we have

(26.G)
dt dt dt dt

’

From the

where Q is the amount of heat, and U is the internal energy

associated with the region r.

1 It is assumed here that the variation of the density p with time is

negligible.

*We recall that

Tl = rii, 72 *=* Ta2, T3 783, T4 “ 723, Ts “ 7ai, 7fl =• 712,

ei « Cl I, C 2
,

** 022, «= C 33 ,
Si <= 2C28, f‘C *= 2^31, C8 2c|2.
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For an adiabatio change of state,

dt
= 0 ;

this corresponds physically to a body performing small and rapid

vibrations during which no heat transfer takes place. If we

define the energy density W by the relation

then'

dt

f/ = jT Wdr,

Comparison of (26. G) and (26.5) shows that for the adiabatic ca*?e

we can wiite

Since the region r may be chosen arbitrarily, it follows that

dW
,

IT
= v SCij

Hence the change in W in dt seconds (for fixed values of xu

is

dW = Tiiieii, '
*

•
, cia) de-ij, (t, j = 1,2, 3),

or, noting the definitions (21.1),

dW = Ti(6i,
* •

•
, ce) dei, (t = 1, 2,

• •
•

, 6),

SC"
where dei = dt. Now if the are considered to be the

at

independent variables, then we can write

(» = 1. 2,
•

•
,
G).

If, on the other hand, the (reversible) change of state is

isothermal, then we introduce the entropy S, the temperature T,

^ It should be remembered that r is the region occupied by the particles

in the unstrained state, and hence the boundary <r of r does not vary with

time.
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and write the second law of thennod3mainios in the fonn

dt “ dt’ dt

The physical situation that is described here is one in which the
passage from the initial to the final state is made slowly and in

Avhich the elastic body remains at the same temperature as the
surrounding medium. Equation (26.6) now takes the form

dt ~^ + 3<V-TS).

In this case U — TS plays the role of potential energy, and we
define W, the energy of deformation per unit (initial) volume, by
the formula

U - TS=
I
Wdr.

Then j/Jd,.
and

_dK
. [ .

dt dt Jr dt

C'ompariHon of this equation with (26.6) shows that

and, iiH before, we have the result that

dW = 1. 2,
• •

•
,
6).

We assume now that the strain-energy function W can be
expanded as a power seri(‘s in the strain quantities and we wite

2W = 6*0 + 2ciei + CtjCiCy + * •
•

.

We shall neglect, in this theory of infinitesimal deformations,
terms of order three and higher in the strains; the constant term
Co can also be neglected, since we are interested only in the
derivatives of W, Thus, w^e have

_ dW _ ,
1 /

I ^Ti Ci -h
2

(Civ “h c/ijCj.
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If the stresses are to vanish with the strains, then we must set

C( = 0, and we get

and hence

W =

dW If,.

It is thus seen that the coefiS,cient3 in the generalized Hooke’s law

are symmetric. ‘ That is, if we define Ci,
'= + Cfi), then

= ^ii} can write (dropping the bare on the coefficients

yicuBie,- = yinet, (i, j = 1, 2,
• •

•
, 6),

(i, j = 1, 2, 3),

M(ril6ll + >’22642 + TssCaa + 2T2se2S + 2r3i631

+ 2x12612),

dW ... , „
\^j J — 1> 2,

• *
•

J

Cji-

It may prove instinictive to consider the following simple

physical argument, which is sometimes used to derive the expres-

sion for the strain-energy function W = KTij-ei/, in the case of an
isotropic medium. Let the axes Xi, X2 , xz be the principal axes,

and consider a parallelepiped, of edges dxi^ subjected to a normal
stress n acting on the faces normal to the aii-axis. The work
done in proceeding from a state of zero stress and zero strain

to one of stress ti and extension ei is the product of the average

force 3^ ri dx^ dxz by the elongation Ci dx\. Thus, the strain

energy accumulated per unit volume is TF = K'riCi. If stresses

rn and Tm are also acting, then by superposition we get

(26.8) W = }^(riei -f rnCn + rmeni).

It is obvious that (26.8) is the form to which the expression

W = specializes when the axes are taken along the

principal directions.

The expression for the strain-energy function IF, when the

stresses and strains are referred to any coordinate system can
be derived from (26.8) either by means of the laws of transforma-

' ^ It will be recalled that the symmetry of elastic coefficients for a homo-
geneous isotropic medium was established in Sec. 21 without invoking energy
considerations.
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tion of the tensor components ry and or by utilizing the strain

invariants and t?2 . We prefer to insert in (26.7) the expres-

sions for the Tii from (22.3) and get the following form for the

strain-energy function in an isotropic medium

:

or

(26.9) W = J^X(cii -f* c?22 + ^33)"

4“ ^(^^11 4" ^'22 4“ ^33 “I" 2r'23 “h 2C31 + 2612).

A quadratic form that takes only positive values for every set

of values of the independent variables, not all zero, is said to be a

positive definite form. Equation (26.9) shows that the strain-

energy function W is a positive definite form in the strain

components since both X and ju are positive constants. This

property of the function W will be used in the next section, where

we establish the uniqueness of solution of the boundary-value

problems of elasticity.

dW
It follows from the relation ry = that one can use the

aoi

strain-energy function to define the stress-strain relations when-

ever the form of the function W is known. ^ If, on the other

hand, the stress-strain relations can be found experimentally,

then the strain-energy function W can be calculated from

W =
As a consequence of the linear character of the stress-strain

relations, the strain-energy function W must be expressible as a

positive definite quadratic form in the stress components ry/.

From W = }'^n/ei; and from Hooke’s law in the foim (23.10), we
get, upon expanding,

(2G.10) W = ^ (ru + raa + r„)* + (r?, + rl* + r?,)

+^ (rh + rh + rli).

^ See in this connection Webster's Dynamics, Sec. 174, and some recent

work by F. D. Mumaghan on finite strains [‘'Finite Deformations of an

Elastic Solid," American Journal of Maihe'tnaiics^ vol. 69 (1937), pp. 235-

260], in which the approach to Hooko's law is made by way of the energy

function.
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It is readily verified tliat

^ = Ci, (i = 1,2, ,
6).

It is clear that W, the energy of deformation per unit volume,

has a physical meaning that is independent of the choice of the

coordinate system. Since TF is invariant relative to an orthog-

onal transformation of axes, and since it can be expressed as a

quadratic function of the strains it follows that the function

W must involve the strains only through combinations of the

strain invariants^ t?, Since TF is a homogeneous quadratic

function, it cannot contain da and must involve only

Cl "h Cii -f- Cm
Gii + C22 + Cas,

CiiCm eiiiCi 4- CrCii

622638 -f 633611 + 611622 ~ c|i — 612-

We have, in fact,

(26.11) IF = 4- - 2Md2.

Before proceeding to the proof of the uniqueness of solution

of the fundamental problems of the theory of elasticity, we
establish an important theorem concerning the potential energy

of deformation.

Theobem;: If a body is in equilibrium under a given system of
V

body forces Fi and surface forces Ti, then the potential energy of

deformation is equal to oner-half the work that would be dene by the

external forces (of the equilibrium state) acting through the displace-

ments Ui from the unstressed state to the state of equilibrium.

The theorem asserts that

(26.12) j^Pdiidr + f^TtUidff = 2 j^Wdr.

Now the surface integral in (26.12) can be transformed in exactly

the same way as was done in obtaining the formula (26.3). Mak-
ing use of the equilibrium equations (15.3) and of the relation

(26.7), we write

j^TiUid<r = 4- TiiCij) dr = (^FiUi 4- 2W) dr.

^ It can be shown that every invariant of a tensor Sij can be expressed in

terms of the principal invariants t>3.

d =

and d 2 =
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j
FiUi dr Tim dcr ^ 2 W dTj

and the theorem is proved. This formula will be utilized in

establishing the uniqueness of solution of the problems of equi-

librium of an elastic solid.
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PROBLEMS
i dW

1. From =
2

^ ~ Euler's theorem on liomogene-

ous functions (see I. S. Sokolnikoff, Advanced Calculus, Sec. 26), show

that

W = }ir^eiy (i = 1, 2,
•

•
, 6).

2. Use Eq. (26.8) for the strain-energy function W when referred to

the principal axes, Hooke's law as typified by

Ti = X(er + Cii + Cm) + 2fjLCij

and the strain invariants i?, i?2 to show that for nn isotropic body one

can write

IV = “h Cn + Cm)® + + cjj + cf,,)

= M(X + 2/4)??® — 2/it?*>.

3. Consider the general homogeneous polynomial of degree two in

the variables ci, Co, Cs,

C'2j €3) " (lij “ dfi’

Show that if the polynomial is symmetric in the variables C/, then it can

be written as

/(ci, C;i, C3) = aii(c® + -j- Ca) + 2a]2(ciC» +
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and in terms of the symmetric functions

»= ei + 62 + Cs,

^2 — 6162 + €263 + CsCi,

the polynomial takes the form

Jifih 62
,
6«) — aiid-^ + 2(au —

27. Uniqueness of Solution of the Boundaiy-value Problems of

Elasticity. This section is concerned with the proof of uniqueness

of the solutions of the boundary-value problems of the theory of

elasticity for simply and multiply connected domains.^

It is clear that in order that the solutions of the equilibrium

boundary-value problems (see Sec. 24) may exist, it is necessary

to demand the vanishing of the resultant force and the resiJtant

torque produced by the prescribed body and surface forces.

This condition was implied in the derivation of the equilibrium

equations (15.3).

In order to establish the uniqueness of solution of the bound-
ary-value problems formulated in Sec. 24, assume that it is

possible to obtain two solutions

(27.1)
> ' t/ j

(i, i = 1. 2, 3),

and

(27.2) 7vf2)
“'t t ' tj j

(i, i = 1, 2, 3).

Because of the linear character of the differential equations (see

Sec. 24), it is clear that the set of functions defined by the
formulas

Ui = Tij =

will satisfy Eqs. (24.1) with Fi = 0. Thus, for the "'difference
”

^ It wiU not be possible to devote any space in this book to the question
of existence of solutions of the fundamental boundary-value problems of
elasticity. Suffice it to say that a proof of the existence of solutions of the
first and second boundary-value problems has been given under quite
general conditions. See A. Korn, fiber die Ldsung des Grundproblems
des Elastbitatstheorie,” Mathematiache Annalen, vol. 75 (1914), pp. 497-644;
L. Lichtenstein, fiber die erste Randwertaufgabe der Elastizit&tstheorie,*^
Mathmuitiache ZeUachrift, vol. 20 (1924), pp. 21-28; and D. I. Shermann, A
Special Static Problem of the Elasticity Theory,” Applied MaiheTnaiics and
MechanicSj Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R., vol. 7 (1943), pp. 341-360.
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Uiy T{f of the two solutions, we have from the formula (26.12)

TiUi dc —
2JW dr.

But since solutions (27.1) and (27.2) satisfy the boundary condi-

tions, it follows that the components Ti =
external surface forces vanish in the case of the first boundaiy-
value problem, and the displacements v>i = vanish on
the surface <7 for the case of the second boundary-value problem.

It is also obvious that the integrand of the surface integral will

vanish in the case of the mixed problem. We thus have in all

cases

jf Wdr = 0.

But W is a positive definite quadratic form in the components of

strain, and hence the integral can vanish only when W = 0]

that is, when dj = 0, (i, i = 1, 2, 3). But and
it follows that the components of the strain tensor for the two
solutions must be identical, and hence the components of the

stress tensor are also identical. As regards the uniqueness of

displacements, we recall from Sec. 10 that they are determined
to within the quantities representing rigid body motions. In
the case of the second and mixed boundary-value problems, the

displacements are determined uniquely, since they are prescribed

at least over part of the surface of the body.

It is important to note that the foregoing proof assumes that

the displacements Ui are single-valued functions, but imposes no
restrictions on the connectivity of the region.

Consider now the dynamical case of Sec. 25, and assume that

there are two solutions of the type (27.1) and (27.2) that satisfy

the boundary conditions. Then, as above, the difference of two
solutions

Uij Tij, (f, j
—

1, 2, 3)

satisfies the differential equations wlien body forces are set

equal to zero. We have in all cases the condition that

(27.3)
rn dWi

' di
0 on (T, i > to.
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For in the case of the first dynamical pi’oblom, ?'< = 0 on <t,

t > U, and in the case of the second problem, the components of

velocity = 0 on o-, t > io, since tij = 0 for all t > k-
at

Recalling tliat the diaplacements m correspond to the solution

of Eqs. (25.2) when body forces are absent, and noting the

expression (27.3), leads to the conclusion that both integralfl

in the expression (26.1) vanish, so that Eq. (26.5) becomes^

dK ,dU
dt dt

^

or

K + U — const.

But the constant of integi^ation in the above formula must be

zero, since the diaplacements Ui and the velocities ~ vanish at
at

the instant t = U, Hence

X + C7 = 0,

and since both the kinetic energy K and the function U arc

essentially positive, one has

K = U 0 for all / > to.

It follows from these equations that

du

'

-^ = 0, and ea = 0, (i, j = 1, 2, 3),

for all values of t > U. The first of the above-written relations

states that we are dealing with a static ca^e, and the second means
that deformation of the body is not present, so that the solution

(uij uz) represents a rigid body motion. But the displace-

ments (uij U2 , Uz) vanish at i = toj and hence rigid body motion
cannot be present in our solution, or

til = W2 = = 0 for all t > io.

Thus, the two assumed solutions (27.1) and (27,2) are identical.

1 In an isothermal case U - TS ^ j
W dr plays the role of potential

energy.
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28. Saint-VenanPs Principle. It is obvious from the formula-

tion of the fundamental boundary-value problems of the theoiy

of elasticity that the exact solution of these problems is likely

to present formidable mathematical difficulties because of the

complicated form of the boundaiy conditions. Frequently it is

possible to obtain a solution of the problem if the boundaiy

conditions are slightly modified, and it is worth noting that in the

technological applications of the theory of elasticity one can only

approximate the mathematical formulation of the boundary

conditions, so that the mathematical solution of the problem

represents only an approximation to the actual situation. In

1855, B. de Saint-Venant expressed a principle that agrees

well with the applications of the theory of elasticity to practical

problems. The essence of the principle can be stated as follows

:

If some distribution of forces acting on a portion of the surface

of a body is replaced by a different distribution offorces acting

on the same portion of the body^ then the effects of the two differ-

ent distributions on the parts of the body sufficientlyfar removed

from the region of applicatio?i of the forces are essentially the

same, provided that the two distributions of forces are statically

equivaleiiL

The phrase “statically ecpiivalont” means that the two distribu-

tions of forces have the same resultant force and the same
resultant moment.

To illustrate the meaning of the principle, consider a long

beam, one end of which is fixed in a rigid wall, while the other is

acted upon by a distribution of forces that gives rise to a resultant

force F and a couple of moment M. Now there arc infinitely

many distributions of forces that may act on the end of the l^am
and that will have the same resultant F and tlie same resultant
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moment M, The principle of Saint-Venant asserts that while

the distributions of stresses and strains near the region of appli-

cation may differ greatly, the eccentricities of the local distribu-

tion will have no appreciable effect on the state of stress far

enough from the points of application, so long as the systems of

applied forces are statically equivalent. This principle is of

great usefulness in practical applications, since it permits one to

alter the boundary conditions and thus simplify the problem.

One would suspect from the generality of the statement of the

principle that the latter is not easy to justify in all cases on

purely mathematical grounds.^ In specific instances, one can

calculate the distribution of stresses produced by various stati-

cally equivalent systems of forces, and in problems on beams, for

example, it is reasonable to assume that the local eccentricities

are not felt at distances that are about ten times the greatest

linear dimension of the area over which the forces are distributed.
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CHAPTER IV

EXTENSION, TORSION, AND FLEXURE
OF HOMOGENEOUS BEAMS

29. Statement of Problem. This chapter is devoted to an
analysis of the behavior of elastic beams bounded by a cylindrical

surface (which is termed the lateral surface of the beam) and by a
pair of planes normal to the lateral surface (which are called the
bases of the cylinder) . It contains a treatment of the technically

important problem of torsion and flexure of cylinders and an
account of the different methods of attack on the problems of the

theory of elasticity concerned with a study of beams. An
elegant method of solution of such problems, developed recently

by N. I. Muschclisvili and others, will be considered in detail.^

While it is not the purpose of this chapter to provide a com-
pendium of the theoiy of beams, a number of problems will be
worked out in detail, either because of their intrinsic importance
in structural design, or for the sake of illustrating the methods of

solution.

In dealing with special problems, no gieat saving of space is

likely to result from the use of abridged notation; for this reason,

we shall denote the variables rri, X2 ,
and by Xj y, and 0

,
as was

agreed in Sec. 7. We shall also wiite m == ^23 = etc.,

for the components of the stress tensor and use the corresponding

notation for the components of strain Ciy. The displacements

Ui along the directions of the z, y, and 2;-axes will be labeled

Uj Vj and w, and the components of body force F in the same
directions will be written as Fyy and F^,

Throughout this chapter, the 2-axis of our coordinate system
will be directed along the length of the beam parallel to the

generators of the cylinder. The cylinder is assumed to be of

length Ij and one of its bases is taken to lie in the a:2/-plane, while

the" other is in the plane z = L It is supposed that the lateral

^ Tlie development of several sections of tliis chapter follows along the
Imes of the prize-winning work by N. I. Musclielilvili, Nckotoriye Osnovniyo
Zadachi Matematichoskoi Toorii Uprugosti.

97
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surface of the cylinder is free of external load and that the load

on the beam is distributed over its bases, z ^ 0 and 2; = Z, in a

way that fulfills the equilibrium conditions of a rigid body.

The complete problem of equilibrium of an elastic beam can be

formulated in the following way. Determine the components

of stress and the displacements Ui that, in the region r occupied

by the beam, satisfy the systems of equations

(29.1)

(29.2)

XX
I

I dXja

Sx dy dz

I

dTyy
I

dTyg

dx dy dz

dTgx I
dTgy I STzs

dx By dz ~

^ t^(Tyy + T„)],

^ ~ ^ \jyy + '^xx)]j

dv , du _ 2(1 + a)

dx^ By E
dw

,

dv _ 2(1 + (t)

dy^dz E
du . dW _ 2(1 + cr)

dz^ dx^ E

and the boundaiy conditions

(29.3) Tzx, Tgyj Ttz, prescribed functions of x and

y on the bases z = 0, z = ly

(29.4)
I
TxxVx + TxyVy = 0,

{ TyxVx TyyVy = Of OH tfic latoral sur-

V T'zxVx + rgyVy = 0, face of the cylinder.

The functions ri,-, naturally, must satisfy the Beltrami-Michell

compatibility equations (24.15).

The problem, formulated with this degree of generality, 'pre-

sents formidable complications because of the difficulty of

fulfilling the boundary conditions (29.3). In fact, the generality

of formulation of the boundary conditions (29.3) is quite unnec-
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easaryfrom the practical point of view, since the actual distribution

of applied stresses on the ends of the cylinder is rarely, if ever,

known. A designer knows, more or less accurately, the resultant

force T and the resultant moment M acting on the ends of the

beam, and quite often the nature of the distribution of stresses

over the ends of the beam, which give rise to the force T and the

moment M, is a matter of indifference. On the other hand, if

one accepts the principle of Saint-Venant and considers a beam
whose length is large in comparison \nth. the linear dimensions

of its cross section, then the actual distribution of stresses over

the ends has no appreciable influence on the character of the

solution in portions of the beam sufficiently far removed from
the ends. That is, one is free to prescribe any distribution of

stresses at the end of the cylinder so long as the resultant forces

and moments reduce to those given in the formulation of the

problem. This principle will be applied throughout our discus-

sion of beams. This means that the mathematical solution

obtained will give, near the ends of the beam, either (1) the

exact solution of the physical problem in which the applied

stresses are distributed in the way specified by the solution, or

(2) the approximate description of the physical situation in

which the system of external forces and moments is statically

equivalent to that tissumed by the solution, but is distributed in

some different manner.

One need be concerned with one of the bases only, for the

specification of the resultant force T and of the resultant moment
M on the base z = I requires that the resultant force acting

on the base 2 = 0 be —T and that the resultant moment acting

on the same base be so chosen as to satisfy the condition of

static equilibrium. I^et the point O' of intersection of the

z-axis with the base z = I ho the center of gi^avity of the base,

and suppose that a force T and a couple M are applied at O'.

The force T can be resolved into two components, one in the

direction of the z-axis, and the other in the plane of the base

z = L The component of force Tg in the direction of the z-axis

will be responsible for tension or compression, while the other

component lying in the plane of the base, will produce bend-

ing of the beam. The couple M, acting on the end of the beam,
can likewise be decomposed into two couples, the moment of one
of which is directed along the z-axis and hence will be responsible
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for twisting of the cylinder, while the moment of the other lies

in the plane z - I and will produce bending.

Thus, our problem can be solved, by utilizing the piinciple of

superposition, if we succeed in solving the following four ele-

mentary problems:

1. Extension of a cylinder by longitudinal forces applied at

the ends.

2. Bending of a cylinder by couples whose moments lie in the

planes of the bases of the cylinder.

3. Torsion of a cylinder by couples whose moments are

normal to the bases of the cylinder.

4. Flexure of a cylinder by a transverse force applied at one

end of the cylinder, while on the other end there act a

force equal in magnitude but oppositely directed to the

transverse force and also a couple of such magnitude as to

equilibrate the moment produced by the transverse forces.

Our general plan of attack upon the four elementary problems
listed above is that of the Saint-Venant semi-inverse method of

solution. This consists of making certain assumptions about
the components of stress, strain, or displacement and yet leaving

enough freedom in the quantities involved to satisfy the condi-

tions of equilibrium and compatibility. In applying the semi-

inverse method to problems on beams, we shall make one general

assumption about the stress distribution in any beam; further

assumptions regarding the stresses or the displacements will be
introduced in the solution of each problem. These assumptions
will be justified when it is shown that they lead in each case to a
solution that satisfies the conditions of equilibrium and com-
patibility. Then the proof in Sec. 27 of the uniqueness of

solution of the general boundary-value problems of elasticity

assures us that the solution obtained is unique.

Now if we visualize the beam as made up of long filaments
parallel to the axis of the cylinder, then it is sensible to assume
that the action of forces and couples in the foregoing four prob-
lems may give rise to shearing stresses in the direction of the
z-axis. These stresses act on the sides of the filaments and
produce no stresses on the lateral surface of the filaments in the
direction perpendicular to their lengths. Thus, let us assume
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tentatively that the system of stresses in all four problems is

such that

and let us investigate the consequences of this assumption.^

PROBLEMS

1. Show that if the stress components t*,, Txv, Tyy and the body forces

Fi vanish, then = 0; that is, the stress component

T„ is linear in x, in y, and in 2 , Write out the most general form of the

function in this case.

2. Integrate the differential equations of equilibrium ri/,/ + = 0

throughout the volume of an elastic solid, apply the Divergence

Theorem, and show that the equations of static equilibrium

f^Tida + f^FidT = Q

are satisfied and hence that the resultant force on the body vanishes.

3.

Show with the help of the Divergence Theorem that if the following

differential equations of equilibrium

Tyi.i + Fy - 0, Tzi.j + Fg = Oy {j = X, y, z)

are satisfied, then the following equation of static equilibrium also holds;

/j, i.yT, - zT,) da + — zFy) dr = 0,

thus expressing the vanishing of the a;-component of the resultant

moment on the body.

30. Extension of Beams by Longitudinal Forces. Let a force

T, directed along the s-axis, be applied at the center of gravity

* One may equally well proceed by assuming that the distribution on the

cross section of the stress constituting each component of the resultant force

and couple is the same at all sections. This is equivalent to assuming that

for Probs. 1, 2, and 3 wo have

dTjj- ^ ^ ^
Hz Hz Hz

'

while for Prob. 4 it is assumed that

5tcj _ Hrsy ^ Hh-za ^
Oz Hz dz^

See W. Voigt, Abhandlungen der Gesellschaft der Wisscnachaften zu

Gottingen, vol. 34 (1887), p. 53, and J. N. Goodier, Philosophical Magazine,

ser. 7, vol. 23 (1937), p. 180.
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of the area a of the cross section of the base z ^ loi the cylinder*

If the stresses giving rise to the force T are assumed to be uni-

formly distributed, then

T
T„ = — = p (a const.),

a

Tfx “ Tty = 0
,

If we assume

Tex ~ P, Txx ~ Tyy = Txy = Tyt = Tgx ” 0,

throughout the cylinder, then the equilibrium equations (29.1)

and (29.4) are obviously satisfied.^ The Beltrami-Michell

compatibility equations are also satisfied, since the components

of the stress tensor are constants. The displacements Ui can be

readily calculated. Thus, from (29.2),

__ (T dv __ a dw p
^ “ E^’ ^ ~ E^’ li~E’
dv . bu ^ dw . dv ^ bn

,
dw ^

and since the right-hand members of these equations are con-

stants, one is justified in assuming that the solutions are linear

functions of y, and z, A simple calculation gives

<rp (xp p

if one neglects the terms representing rigid motion of the beam
as a whole. Of course one could obtain the displacement by
making use of the general formula (10.6). This problem has

already been discussed in Sec. 23.

PROBLEMS

1. Consider a bar of length I in., area of cross section a sq. in., Young's
modulus E lb. per sq. in., and stretched by a force of T lb. applied at

each end. Use both Eq. (26.7), W = and Eq. (26.12),

2 j
W dr = j FifUi dr -Y j

TiUi da,

^ The body forces Ft are assumed to vanish. The extension of a beam by
gravitational forces is considered in the next section. The combined effect

of extension of beams by longitudinal and gravitational forces can bo
obtained by applying the principle of superposition.
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to show that the straiu-energy density W and the total strain energy

U = dr stored in the bar are given by

fZ^ ^
2a^
TV

U = ;r4in.-lh.
2aE

2. Find the greatest amount of strain energy per unit volume that

can be stored in a steel bar under tensile forces T without producing
permanent set. Take the elastic limit to be 30 X 10® lb. per sq. in. and
Young^s modulus as 30 X 10® lb. per sq. in.

3. In Prob. 1 take I = 10 in., a = 2 sq. in., T* = 60 X 10® lb.,

i? = 30 X 10® lb. per sq. in. Find the strain-energy density TY, and
show numerically that the total strain energy U is one-half the product
of the force T by the elongation of the rod.

4. Two gage marks 1 in. apart are made along the axis of a steel bar
10 in. long and of 2 sq. in. cross-sectional area. The bar is then sub-

jected to a tensile force of 60,000 lb. Find the stress, strain, elongation

between gage marks, and total elongation of bar. What is the total

change of volume of the bar? What is the change in the cross-sectional

area of the bar? Take E = SO X 10® lb. per sq. in., a = 0.3.

6. Consider a beam stretclied by a tensile force T applied at each end.

The magnitude of the stress vector acting on a section with normal n is

T = T/(a sec (p) — r„ cos (p, where a is the area of the cros.s section.

Resolve T into normal and shear stresses r„, t^, and show that

Tn = T„ cos® ip, T;, = Tss sin ip COS if.

Derive these results also from the formulas of Sec. 196. Show that the
maximum normal stress is r„ (at (p = 0) and the maximum shear stress

is (at ip = 45°). Compare this with the theorem of Sec. 18.

What are the inclinations of the cross sections on which the shear and
normal stresses are equal in magnitude?

6. Find the maximum shear stress in the beam of Prob. 4. What
is the normal stress on the planes on which the shear stress is a
maximum?
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7. Consider a rod under uniform longitudinal stress « p* Let the

rod be so constrained that there is no lateral contraction in the anJirec^

tion (Ca* = 0), while the rod is free to contract laterally in the y-dlrec-

tion. Define the effective Young^s modulus by E' == rBc/c« and the

effective Poisson's ratio by = ‘-eyv/e,,, and show that due to the

lateral constraint, one has

What is the range of possible values for jE?'? for o-'?

8. Let the rod in the preceding problem be so constrained as to prevent

any lateral contraction. Show that the effective Young's modulus has

the value

“
(1 -2(7) (1+0-)

What is the effective Poisson's ratio?

31. Beam Stretched by Its Own Weight. Before proceeding

to the problem of bending of beams, we shall discuss one example

of a problem requiring a consideration of the

body force.

Let a beam of length Z, shown in Fig. 16,

be supported in a suitable manner at its upper

base, and assume that the force of gravity,

directed downward, is the only external force

acting on the beam. If the a:t/-plane of the

coordinate system is chosen to coincide witli

the lower base of the beam before deforma-

.jp
tion takes place and if the positive direction

of the 2-axia is vertically upward, then the

stress components rtf satisfy the system of

Eqs. (29.1) with F* = F*, == 0 and F„ = —pgr, where p is the

density of the beam. The stresses acting on each cross section

of the beam are produced by the weight of the lower part of

the beam, and we shall suppose that the stresses are distributed

uniformly. Thus, we assume the system of stresses

Tta ^ Txx “ 'fyy ~ “ 0
,

which obviously satisfies the equations of equilibrium and the

compatibility equations (24.15). The conditions (29.4) that

no forces are applied to the lateral surface of the beam are like-

z

iL ^
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

\

1

i

\

1

PlG. 16,
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wise fulfilled. There are no tractions applied at the lower end;
hence all components of stress vanish there, while at the upper
end we have Ta, = pgl, which is directed vertically upward.
Thus, the assumed distribution of stress requires that the upper
end of the cylinder be supported in such a way as to yield a

uniform distribution of stress.

In order to determine the displacements Ui, we note the rela-

tions (29.2), which yield

(31.1)

(31.2)

Bu _ dv

dx "" By

Bv
1 n

— _ pgz

E ^ Bz E ^

dw?
,

dy _ du . Bw ^

Integrating the last of Eqs. (31.1) gives

w + Woix, y),

where ii)o is a function of x and y alone, and it follows from the

last two of Eqs. (31.2) that

Bu

Bz

diyp

Bx'
and

Bv.

Vz By

Hence

“ = -2^ + «o(a;, y), and « = + i;o(a:, y),

where Uo and involve x and y only. Substituting the values
of u and v just found in the first two of Eqs. (31.1) gives

(31.3) = ^ d^o _ £pgr dhPo _ <rpg

dy ’ ax^ ~ E’ ~d^
~
T'

while the substitution of the same values in the fii’st of Eqs. (31.2)

yields

dhvo
(31.4) = 0 = 0

ax ay ’ ay ^ ax

It is clear from the first two of the differential equations (31.3)

that

Wo = Fiy), and fo = G{x),

where f?’ is a function of y alone, while (? is a function of x. The
functions F and G, as follows from the second of Eqs. (31.4),
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satisfy the equation

my) ^dG{x) „~W + ~dr “

and this requires that ^ ~ ^ ~ where a is a constant.

Thus,

Wo = F{y) = ay + 6, and = G{x) == -ax + c.

The integration of the equations on wq is equally easy, and
one finds

^ + y^) + a^x + Vy + c\

where a\ b', and c' are constants.

Thus, the complete expression for the displacements is

o'PO
w ^ — a z + ay + b,

V — — ^ zy — h'z -- ax + Cf

^ ^ + b'y + c'.

The linear part of the solution represents rigid body displace-
ment.^ If we prevent the point (0, 0, 1) from being displaced,
then w = i; = ty = 0 for rc = 0, y = 0, 2 = Z. To prevent the
possibility of rotation about the 2-axis, we fix an element of area
in the x^-plane and passing through the point (0, 0, Z); then

^ = 0 at (0, 0, Z). In order to eliminate rotation about the

axes through (0, 0, 1) that are parallel to the x-' and y-axes, we

fix an element of the z-axis; then =
0. ^ = 0, at (0, 0, 1).

These six conditions enable us to eliminate the six constants
ffl, b, c and a

, b
,
c . An elementary calculation shows that the

displacement, in this case, is given by

<^PQU = ~-^zx,
(31.6)

' See Prob. 4 at the end of this section.

«> = H («* + + <rj/S - {*).
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It is seen from this solution that points on the si-axia are

displaced vertically according to the law

- e
All other points of the beam have both vertical and horizontal

displacements on account of the contraction in the transverse

direction. The shape of the beam, after deformation, is indi-

cated by the dotted lines in Fig. 15. Any cross section of the

beam is shrunk laterally by an amount proportional to the

distance from the lower end and is distorted into a paraboloid

of revolution. This can be seen by noting that for a cross section

2 = c,

+ + + (.* + „•).

The upper base of the cylinder is warped upward (see Fig. 15)

because of the assumed uniform distribution of the stress com-

ponent Tzz over that face and the fixing of the point (0, 0, Z).

References for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Lovis: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Masticity, Ctun-

bridge University Press, London, Sec. 86.

S. Timoshenko: Theory of Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

N(iw York, See. 68.

PROBLEMS

1. Discuss the solution of the problem for the case whore

^XX ^ Tyy ~ 7 Zb ^ pH” ~ Tyr = Tia = 0.

This state of stress corresponds to that found in a body immersed in a

fluid whose density is the same as that of the body, where p is the pres-

sure of the fluid at the level of the origin of coordinates.

2. Determine the displacements in a cylinder of length 2Z and of

density p when suspended in a fluid of density p'. Let the pressure of

the fluid at the level of the center of gravity of the cylinder be p. Choose

the origin of the coordinate system at the center of gravity of the cylin-

der, and let the g-axis bo vertical. HitU: Assume a system of stresses

=«= Tyy = -p + pp2,
= -*p(p — p')gl -h gz,

Txy = Tyz = Tzx ~ 0.

3. Obtain the solution given in (31.5) from the general solution (10.6).
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4. Show from Eq. (7.6) that the displacement components

w = -ry +qz + a,

t; = TX — P2 + 6,

w = —qx + + c

represent an (infinitesimal) rotation (p, r) and a translation (a, 6, c)

.

6. Show that some of the results of Sec. 31 on a beam stretched by its

own weight may be obtained readily by the procedure sketched below

(used in strength of materials theory). As before, the stress on the

faces of an element of cross-sectional area a and length dz is given by

r« = pgazja =* pgz. The elongation of this element is pgz dz/E.

Integrate this expression over the length of the beam, and compare the

result with that obtained from Sec. 31. Show that the total elongation

in a beam stretched by its own weight W is the same as that produced by

a load }iW applied at the end of the beam (with weight neglected).

32. Bending of Beams by Terminal Couples. In order to

free the semi-inverse method of solution from elements of

Fia. 16 .

mystery that a beginner feels

are involved in the usual state-

ment: “Assume the system

of stress defined by . . . ,^^we

shall give fii*st an intuitive

picture of the probable state

of affairs in a beam bent by a

pair of couples applied at its

ends. This picture will be of

aid to us later on in consider-

ing the problem of deflection of an elastic plate and will bring into

sharp focus the limitations of the approximate engineering theory

of beams.

Let a pair of couples of magnitude M be applied to the ends

of a beam as shown in Fig. 16. It is clear that the longitudinal

filaments of which the beam may be thought to be composed will

be contracted on the face of the beam toward the center of

curvature, and those on the opposite face will be extended.

We shall call the line passing through the centroids of the cross

sections of the beam the central line. If we assume that the

central line of the beam, indicated in the figure by a dotted
curve, is unaltered in length, and if plane sections of the beam
normal to the central line are assumed to remain plane and
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normal to the deformed central line, then it is easy to see that the

magnitude of extension (or contraction) of the longitudinal

filaments is given by the formula

d

In this relation, d is the distance of the filament from the central

plane drawn through the central line at right angles to the plane

of the couple (the :c2-plane in Fig. 16), and R is the radius of

curvature of the central line. Now the length dso of the portion

of central filament subtended by an angle dd is dso = R d6
,

while the length of the element ds subtended by the same angle

dd and at a distance d from the central plane is

ds = (fl + d) dd.

Hence the extension e is given by

— ds — dsp _ (R + d) do — R dd __ ^
*

^ ”
dso R dd R

This extension d/R of the longitudinal filaments can be thought

to be produced by a longitudinal stress r, which, from the third

of Eqs. (29 .2), is

Obviously t denotes tension if the point in question is above

the central line and compression if it is below. We choose the

z-axis to coincide with the central line of the beam and take the

X- and 2/-axes along the piincipal axes of inertia of the cross

section A. From this choice of axes and from the definition

of the central line as the line of centroids of the sections, we have

It follows that the distribution of stress in any section will be

characterized by the formula

Tzz
R^^

where the negative sign arises from our convention in regard to

the signs of tensile and comprossivo stresses.
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We shall now verify that the boundary conditions on the

ends of the beam are satisfied, namely, that the resultant force

and moment acting on the bases (or on any other cross section

of the cylinder) reduce to a moment about the ^/-axis. The
resultant force T acting on any section A has the components

The resultant moment about the x-axis is

while the moment about the y-SLids is given by

where ly is the moment of inertia of the cross section about the

2
/-axis.

Thus, the curvature of the central line of a beam bent by a

couple of magnitude M is^

(32.1)

Formula (32.1), connecting the curvature of the central lino

with the bending moment, is called the Bernoulli-Euler law'. It

will recur when wo come to consider this problem in a rigorous

way.

It appears from the foregoing discussion that the stress

in a beam giving rise to a couple M is a longitudinal stress of

magnitude

M E
Tzz — I

^ —
7?

Under the action of the tensile stress the cross section of the

beam will be deformed, and the amount of the transverse contrac-

' 'rhe subscript y on I and M has been dropped, since no confusion is

likely to iirise hero,
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tion (or extension), from the definition of Poisson^s ratio a-

(see Sec. 23), is

ax _ aMx
R 1^'

If the beam was initially of rectangular cross section PQRS
(Fig. 17), then, as will be shown in the rigorous discussion of this

problem [see (32.10)], the parts

RS and PQ of the boundary are

each bent into a parabola whose

radius of curvature is approxi-

mately R/a. The neutral plane

of the beam (that is, the plane in

which there is no extension) and

the faces of the beam that were

originally parallel to the 2/s-plane

are deformed into saddleshaped Fio. i7.

or anticlastic surfaces.

The experimental measurement of the principal curvatures

of the anticlastic surfaces provides a method of determining

Poisson's ratio^ a, while the measurement of the radius of curva-

ture of the central line serves to determine Young's modulus E.

It is clear from formula (32.1) that a beam with a large value

of El will bend only slightly under the action of the couple Af,

and lienee the magnitude of El provides a measure of the rigidity

of the beam. For this reason the constant El is called the

modulus of flexural rigidity. In order to increase the flexural

rigidity of a beam, one must design it so as to make the moment

of inertia I as large as possible. This is one of the reasons for

making beams with cross sections in the shape of the letters I,

T, Z, etc.

1 Those interested in the cxpc^rimental deterniinution of a are rererred to

S. Timoshenko, Theory of Klostieity, p, 225, where further referenees on

this aubject will be found.
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We are uow ready to consider rigorously the problem of bend-

ing of a beam.

Assume- the system of stresses

M
(32.2) Tfz “ ^7 “^xx ^ Tyy ” ” ^7

and choose the axes of coordinates as before (see Fig. 18).

Then, as shown above, the resultant force on any section vanishes,

and the direction of the moment M of the couple is that of the

y-axis. It is obvious that the equations of equilibrium through-

out the interior and on the lateral surface of the cylinder are

satisfied, as are the equations of compatibility.^

Using (32.2) and the formulas (29.2), we find

i

du _ <tM _ crM dw _

dv . du ^ dw . dv ^ du dw
f.

The expressions for the displacements* Ui can be obtained from

the formulas (10.6) or by assuming iz, v, and w to be functions

of the second degree of x, and z with unknown coefficients

and then determining the coefficients so as to satisfy Eqs. (32.3).

We choose to integrate Eqs. (32.3) directly.

Thus, from the third of Eqs. (32.3), we obtain

2^)^

where Wq is an unknown function of x and y. The fifth and
sixth Eqs. (32.3) give

Hence

(32.4)

du __ ^ ^ dWQ _ ^*^0

dz EI^ dx’ dz ^ dy

V = ^ + '’oix, y),

^ The body forces are assumed to vanish.
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where uo and vo are unknown functions of x and y. Substituting

these values in the first two of Eqs. (32.3) gives

dhjoo . duo <tM
^ “r n— "etT

(32.6)
— 2;-

dx^

dhoo

dx

dvo

El
cM4. rr:? =“ a-. errdy^ dy El

Since these equations are true for all values of 2
,
it appears that

dhi)o
(32.6) = 0

,
^•-0,

Bx^ ' By^

and it follows from the integration of (32.6) that

ua = + fi(y), vo’^^xy + Mz).

Inserting these expressions in (32.4) and substituting the resulting

values of u and v in the fourth of Eqs. (32.3) gives the condition

dhvo dfijy) dMx) <tM
^ dx dy^ dy ^ da: ^ Fjy

Since the last three terras in this equation are independent of 2
,

it follows that

dhuo
(32.7)

and hence

Thus,

(32.8) f -

Bx By
= 0 ,

dfiiy)
1

dfi(x) <rM

-w

and
dfi

,

<rM

where a is a constant. We note from (32.6) and (32.7) that

Wo is a linear function of x and y, say

wq = px + yy + c;

furthermore, integrating Eqs. (32,8) gives
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where 6 and a arQ arbitrary constants. Thus, the expressions

for the displacements become

1

M
u = - (ry2) + ay - + a,

M
V = ^ crxy —ax — yz +

I o I JL.w = - ^xz + Px + yy + c.

The constants of integration appearing in the solution can be

determined from the mode of fixing the beam. We can deter-

mine them in the same way as was done in Sec. 31, namely, by
fixing the centroid of the left-hand face of the beam at the

origin and by fixing an element of the g-axis and an element

of the a;2!-plane at the origin. These conditions ensure that

there is no rigid body motion of translation or rotation about the

origin. They can be formulated explicitly as follows:

du dv dv n i /A nu = v = w = - = - = - = 0 at (0, 0, 0).

It follows from these relations that

a^P = y — a = b=^c = 0.

The vanishing of the constants of integration also folloAvs readily

from Eqs. (3.5), from which it is seen that a, 6, c represent a

rigid body translation, while a, jS, y characterize a rigid body

rotation about the origin. The solution can now be \vritten

in the form

(32.10)

'u =
2^ + (TX^^ - (ry^)j

M
v = -^<rxy,

w = — M
El

xz.

It is clear from (32.10) that the filaments lying in the central

plane tc = 0 suffer no extensions; that is, the plane rr == 0 is the

neutral plane of the beams. The longitudinal filaments on one

side of the central plane (a; > 0) are contracted, whereas those

on the other side (x < 0) are extended. Points which, prior to

deformation, had the coordinates Xi go into points with coordi-
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nates Xi, where x[ xi + Ui. Hence the points on the ^^-axis

(that is, the poii^ts on the central line of the beam) go into points

(32.11) xf — 2^ = 2^ ?/
= = 2-

The plane of bending is defined to be the plane containing the

deformed central line of the beam. Equation (32.11) shows

that in this example, the plane of bending coincides with the

plane (y = 0) of the couple M, The curve defined by (32.11)

is a parabola whose radius of curvature R is given by the formula

dV.
1 dz'^

dx'
which is nearly equal to if ^ is small.

(32.11) that for small deflections

It follows from

J. _ M
R El'

which is the Bernoulli-Euler law, discovered earlici- from rough

geometrical considerations. This formula states that the

magnitude of the bending moment M is proportional to the

(mrvature of the central line of the beam. The Bernoulli-Euler

law forms the point of departure for all considerations in the

technical theory of beams. ^

Consider a cross section of the beam made by the plane z — c.

After deformation, points in this cross section will lie in the plane

, ,

M A aA
z'^c + w = c--j^^xr.==r.\^l~

If the curvature is small, we can re]da(*.(^ .r by x' and obtain

which is the equation of a plane normal to the deformed central

line. Hence the assumption that the normal sections remain

plane after deformation (made at the beginning of this section)

is valid.

‘ Seo (U.
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In order to see how the cross sections of the beam are -.cl >

consider a beam of rectangular cross section. The side^ * ^
of the beam will go into ^

y' = ±i + v = ±& ^1 + ^

and for small values of 1/R this is nearly the same as

y' = ±b 0 + 1 *')

Tims, the vertical sides become inclined, as shown iti

The points in the section z = c, which lie on the upper a^ricl
faces a: = ±a of the beam, will go into points

rr' = ±a + u = ^ [c^ + — y^)].

Hence, for small values of 1/R, we have

a;' = ^ 2/'®)],

which is the equation of a parabola whose curvature at SLxxy t
of the section is nearly a/R,

It may be remarked in conclusion that if the niortion-fc
of the couple is not directed along one of the principal axos
inertia of the section, then the couple can be resolved in-bo fc^v<>
couples, each of which has moments directed along the p>rincipi^-l
axes. Then the foregoing considerations become applicnblo to
each of the couples, and the solution of the problem can
obtained by superposition. It turns out that in this general cano
the plane of the couple is also perpendicular to the nenbml
(undeformed) surface, although the plane of the couplo does nob
necessarily coincide with the plane of bending. i

References for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Love: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Ctxxxx^
bridge University Press, London, Secs. 86-88.

S. Timoshenko: Theory of Elasticity, McGraw-HiU Book Comr>aJa.y, Inc
New York, Secs. 67, 70.

^ See in this connection Secs. 62-61, dealing with the flexure prot>lem

.
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E. Trbfftz: Handbuch der.Physik, Verlag von Julius Springer, Berlin,

vol. 6, Sec. 29.

R. V. SoxrTH'W’'ELL: Theory of Elasticity for Engineers and Physicists, Oxford.

University Press, New York, Secs. 46, 126, 164—170.

PROBLEMS

1.

Define the strain deviations by

that is,

6xv — ^T/s ” ®ve>

where = Hi^xx + + c„) is the mean extension.

Show that the cubical dilatation

— ^xx + Kv +

vv*

€gx “ C

Gem “ + ei.i

and hence that the strain deviation tensor represents a change in shape

without a change in volume.

Show that the principal strains Ci and the principal strain deviations

€.[ are connected by the relations

— ei — g[i = Cii — fJni = Cm —

Hint: The principal strain deviations are the roots of the determinantal

equation \e[^ — e' 5ii\ = 0.

2.

Define the stress deviation r-,. by

Tii = 1^0 dii 4- Tif,

or

Txx = -\~Kxy
^

'^UV
— H0 + Tyyj T'mm = + r'„,

Tzv = Tya = Ty„, Tea; =

where = Hi^xx + ryy + r«) is the mean normal stress. Show that

the stress deviation and strain deviation tensors are related by

and that

Q' =
'^xx + Kv + ='

Show that the principal stress deviations and the principal stresses t<

are connected by the relations

ri = Ti — H0, Tn = Til — iiQ, rfn = rm — M0.

3.

Verify the identity

= (e®* + Gyy

= 3(eJ, + el

+
, + el) - Gyu)^ {Gyy Cr*)^ (Cm Catr)^,
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and show that the strain-energy density can be written in the form

where

W TFi + Wz

Wi =
Wz “

6|/i/)® ”f“ (^7/y "f" {Bzz ”h ^{^xy H" ^vs ^ia)l

= “ + l^yy “ + (c« — + 6(eiy + Cyl + Olj

and where ej,- is the strain-deviation tensor. Show that Wi depends

only on the change of volume, while 172 is that part of the strain-energy

density arising from a change of shape. We call Wi the strain-energy

density of dilatation and T72 the strain-energy density of distortion.

4. I^om 0 = ZM and (see Prob. 2), show that the strain-

energy density W can be written as the sum of the strain-energy density

of dilatation 17i and the strain-energy density of distortion T72, where

Pf.-pe",

Wz ^ '^yv)^ H" (^1/2/ -f- (Tm Txj:)®

+ Q(rly+rl+rl)]

= [(tL ” ^vvJ^ (fvv
- O" + (t« -

+ Q(xZ^T',l+rZ)l

The strain-energy density of distortion has been used as a criterion

for failure of the material. See S. Timoshenko, Strength of Materials,

vol. 2 (or Theory of Elasticity, p. 137), and A. and L. Foppl, Drang und

Zwang, vol. 1, Sec. 6.

6, Consider a beam stretched by a longitudinal stress p uniformly

distributed over the end sections. Show that the strain-energy density

of dilatation T7i and that of distortion 1^2 are given by

1 + cr

3(1 - 2a-)
P7,.

Show that in the torsion of a cylindrical shaft we have

Wi = 0, T72 = — = — (r*
' 2p

+ ry.

6. Show that the strain energy stored in a beam of length I (parallel to

the rc-axis) bent by end couples M* can be written as
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33 • Torsion of a Circular Shaft. In the preceding section, we
formed a physical picture of the distribution of stress in a beam
bent by couples from a consideration of the extension of a longi-

tudinal filament. In this section we shall be guided by the

displacements and shall deduce the stresses from the func-

tions Ui.

Consider a circular cylinder, of length I, with one of its bases

fixed in the xy-plane, while the

other base (in the plane z = 1)

is acted upon by a couple

whose moment lies along the

2-axis. Under the action of the

couple, the beam will be twist-

ed, and the generators of the

cylinder will be deformed into helical curves. On account of

the symmetry of the cross section, it is reasonable to suppose

that sections of the cylinder by planes normal to the 2-axis

will remain plane after deformation and that the action of the

couple will merely rotate each section through some angle 6.

The amount of rotation will clearly depend on the distance

of the section from the biise 2 = 0, and since the deformations

are small, it is sensible to assume

that the amount of rotation d is

proportional to the distance of

the section from the fixed base.

Thus,

6 = az,

where a is the twist per unit

length; that is, the relative an-

gular displacement of a pair of

cross sections that are unit dis-

tance apart.

If the cross sections of the cylinder remain plane after deforma-

tion, then the displacement w, along the 2-axis, is zero. The

displacements u and v are readily calculated. Thus, consider

any point P{x, y) in the circular cross section, which, before defor-

mation, occupied the position shown in Fig. 20. After deforma-

tion, the point P will occupy a new position P^{x + u, y + v).

In terms of the angulai- disphicemcnt 6 of the point P, we have
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u ^ r cos (fi + 6) — r cos iS = x(co& 6 — 1) -- y sin 6j

i; = rsmOS + 0) — rsini8 = a;am0 + y{cos 6 — 1),

where jS is the angle between the radius vector r and the a:-axis

so that j = r cos i9, 2/
= r sin /S. If the angle 6 is small, we can

write

u = --dyy V = 6x.

Since 6 = az, yve have for the displacements of any point with

coordinates Xj z

(33.1) u = —otzy^ V = azx^ w = 0.

The system of stresses associated with the displacements (33.1)

is given at once by the formulas (24.6). We thus have

(33.2) = -/Lioj/, t** = Tyy = r« = = 0,

which obviously satisfy the equations of equilibrium (with no
body forces acting) and the equations of compatibility. The
boundary conditions on the lateral surface are likewise satisfied.

The first two of Eqs. (29.4) are identically satisfied, and the last

one gives

cos (x, v) + COB (2/, v)

= —yLcey cos (a;, v) + fiax cos (?/, v) s 0,

since for a circle of radius a, cos (x, v) = x/a and cos (y, p) = yja.

The only nonvanishing component of the couple M produced
byThe distribution of stresses (33.2) over the end of the cylinder
is which is easily calculated. Thus,

M, - j j (xTtu - yux) dx dy

= t^a J J + y2) dx dy = /xa/o,

where 7o = Tra^l2 is the polar moment of inertia of the circular

crossHsection of radixis a.

The resultant force acting on the end of the cylinder vanishes,
and it follows from Saint-Venant’s principle that whatever be
the distribution of forces over the end of the cylinder that gives
rise to the couple of magmtude Mg, the distribution of stress
sufficiently far from the ends of the cylinder is essentially that
specified by (33.2),
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The stress vector^

T — hzx + jTzv + — + jx),

acting at a point (x, y) on any cross section 2;-constant, lies in the

plane of the section and is normal to the radius vector r joining

the point (x, y) with the origin (0, 0). The magnitude of T is

(33.3) T = Vr?* + = /la + 2/^ =

From this we see that the maximum stress is a tangential stress

that acts on the boiindaiy of the cylinder and has the magnitude
jUQia, where a is the radius of the cylinder.

34. Torsion of Cylindrical Bars. Consider a cylindrical bar

subjected to no body forces and free from external forces on its

lateral surface. One end of the bar is fixed in the plane z = 0,

while the other end, in the plane 2: = Z, is twisted by a couple of

magnitude M whose moment is

directed along the axis of the bar.

Navier, being guided by
Coulomb^s solution of the torsion

problem for a circular shaft, as-

sumed that in the general case of

torsion of noncircular bars, the

sections of the bar pei’pendicular

to the z-axis will remain plane.

This assumption led him to eiTone-

ous conclusions. The fact that

the displacements characterized

by formulas (33.1) cannot be valid for bars whose sections

are not circular can be seen from the boundary conditions

(29.4)

. A substitution of the stresses (33.2) in the third of the

boundary conditions yields

(34.1) — cos (x, v) + nax cos (y, v) = 0,

where v, as always, denotes the exterior normal to the boundary

C of the cross section R of the beam. But from Fig. 21 it is seen

that

^ Wo denote the unit base vectors alonp; the y-, and ;5-axos by i,y, and ft,

respectively.

r"ia. 21.
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(34.2)
^ = COS (x, s) == sin (a:, r) =» —

^ = sin (a;, 5) = cos {x, v),

cos {y, V),

HO that, upon dividing out the nonvanishing factor ixa, Eq. (34.1)

becomes

X dx y dy — {i.

This is the differential equation of a family of circles. Thus,

cii’cular cylinders are the only bodies whose lateral surfaces can

be expected to be free from applied external forces if the state

of stress characterized by the formulas (33.2) obtains in the

interior.

A natural modification of Navier’s assumption is to suppose

that for cylinders other than circular ones, cross sections do not

remain plane but are warped, and that each section is warped
in the same way. This leads us to assume displacements of

the form

(34.3) u = —azy, v = azx^ w = a(p(x, y)j

where <p(Xj y) is some function of x and y, and a, as before, is the

angle of twist per unit length of the bar. The function tpix^ y)

must be so determined as to satisfy the differential equations

(29.1) and the boundary conditions (29.4).

A simple calculation of the stresses corresponding to the dis-

placements (34.3) gives

A substitution of these values in the equilibrium equations

(29.1) shows that the equilibrium equations will be satisfied if

ip{x, y) satisfies the equation

(34.6) W - g? + - 0

throughout the cross section of the cylinder. Furthermore, if

the system of stres^ses is to satisfy the boundary conditions
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(29.4) on the lateral surface of the cylinder, we see that

cos {Xy v) + cos (2/, v) = 0 on C,

where C is the boundary of the cross section It of the cylinder

(Fig. 19). But

^C08(X, 008 (3/,.)

HO that the boundaiy condition can be written in the form

(34.6) ^ cos (x, v) — X cos (?/, v) on C.

It follows from (34.5) that <p{Xy y) must be a harmonic function

throughout the region R bounded by the curve C, and that

on the boundary C the normal derivative of ^(x, y) must assume

the value given by (34.6). Since the displacements are single-

valued functions, it follows from (34.3) that ^(x, y) must also

be a single-valued function. Thus, the problem of determin-

ing the torsion function <p(x, y) is a special case of the second

boundary-value problem of Potential Theory. This latter

problem is associated with the name of Neumann, and consists

of determining a function ^ that is harmonic in a given region,

and whose normal derivative is prescribed on the boundary

of the region. We shall meet this problem again in our study

of several problems of elasticity. At this time we shall simply

remark that the harmonic function <p is determined by the

boundary condition (34.6) to within an arbitrai'y constant.^

The substitution of 9? + constant in formulas (34.4) obviously

does not alter the stresses, and it is clear from (34.3) that the

addition of a constant to (p means a shift of the cylinder as a

whole in the direction of the 2-axis. Thus, the additive constant

in the solution of the Problem of Neumann is immaterial in our

case.

The condition for the existence of a solution of the Probleni

of Neumann is that the integral of the normal derivative of the

function 4>, calculated over the entire boundary C, vanish. This

^ See See, 42,
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follows from the identity

I
div da = V^da

and from the fact that = 0. This condition is satisfied

our case, for [see (34.6)]

ds = ^ [2/ cos (rc, v) — X cos (y, j/)] ds

= j^{ydy + xdx) = 0,

since the integrand is the exact differential of the function

^

3^(a;2 + 2/
2
) + constant.

It is easy to show that the distribution of stresses given l>y
Eqs. (34.4) is equivalent to a torsional couple applied at the

z = I oi the cylinder and that the resultant force acting on

end of the cylinder vanishes. Now the resultant force in tli<*

^r-direction is given by

T** dxdy ^ pxx.

and this can be written as

(34.7) + cll/.

since y? satisfies the differential equation (34.5). Green
Theorem is directly applicable to the integral (34.7), and we

(34.8) fia

// [s

"

y cos {xj j') + a; cos

Avhere the line integral is evaluated over the boundary C of 1,1 it*

region fl. The integral (34.8) vanishes on account of the bouiit l-
ary condition (34.6). It is shown in a similar way that

so that the resultant force acting on the end of the cylinclcM*
vanishes.

It remains to show that the system of stresses defined 1>\'"

Eqs. (34.4) is statically equivalent to a torsional couple,
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reHultant moment of the external forces applied to the end of the
beam is

M, = j
{xT^„ — J/T21) dx dy

(34.!») + *1;
- S'!)*

The integral appealing in (34.9) depends on the torsion function

<p and hence on the cross section R of the beam. Setting

(34.10) I> =
„ / _ V^^dxdv.

we have

(34.11) M = Da,
‘

The formula (34.11) shows that the twisting moment M
is proportional to the angle of twist per unit length, a, so that

the constant D provides a measure of the rigidity of a beam
subjected to torsion. For this reason the constant D (depending

on the modulus of rigidity ix and on the shape of the cross section

only) is called the torsional rigidity of the beam.

It follows from the foregoing that the torsion problem for a

beam of any cross section is completely solved once the function

(p{Xy y) is determined. For the torsional rigidity D is determined

by <p from (34.10), and the moment M required to produce the

angle of twist per unit length, a, can be calculated from (34.11).

In carrying out the foregoing calculations, no assumptions

were made regarding the location of the origin 0 or concerning

the orientation of the axes x, y. Inasmuch as the first two of the

formulas (34.3) represent the infinitesimal rotation of any cross

section of the beam as a whole about the ;5-axis, it may seem at

first glance that a different choice of the axis of rotation parallel

of the axis of z may yield a different solution of the problem.

For instance, if the axis z' is chosen parallel to the z-axis, and

if it intersects the X2
/-plane at some point (xi, ^i), then the

displacements Wi, viy and W\ will be

ui = -az{y - 2/i), vi = otz{x - xi), wi == a¥>i(x, y),

and there is no a priori reason why the functions ^i(x, y) and

(p{xy y) should be identical.
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Calculating stresses that correspond to displacements (wi,

Wi) yields

(34.12)

Txj, = jua

Tzx = m

+ * - *)•

{^-y + y)-

T‘xy Txx — Tyy — Tgz — 0
,

and the substitution of these values in the equations of equi-
librium (29.1) shows that the function (pi likewise satisfies the
equation

dx^ ^ dy^

Moreover, the third of the boundary conditions (29.4) demands
that

{<Pi + yix — Xiy) = y cos {x, v) — x cos {y, v).

But the function tpi yix — Xiy is harmonic, and since it

satisfies the same boundary condition as the function (p [see

(34.6)], it follows from the uniqueness of solution of the problem
of Neumann^ that the two can differ only by a constant. Thus,

<pi = <p{x, y) — yix -h Xiy -f- const.

A simple calculation making use of the formulas (34.12) shows
that the system of stresses obtained by using the function

2/) is identical with that obtained by using the function

Z/)- It follows that the displacement in the two cases can
differ only by a rigid body displacement. Thus, we see that the
position of the origin of coordinates is immaterial in this problem.

References for CoUateral Reading

O. D. Kellogg: Foundations of Potential Theory, Verlag von Julius
Springer, Berlin, Chap. IX, Sec. 5; Chap. XI, Sec. 12.

1 See 0. D. Kellogg, Foundations of Potential Theory, Chap. XT, Sec. 12.
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35. Stress Function. Since the torsion function y) is

harmonic in the region R representing the cross section of the

beam, one can construct the analytic function^ (p + where

}l/{x, y) is the conjugate harmonic function, which is related to

ip(x, y) by the Cauchy-Riemann equations, namely,

(36.1)
d<p _ d\l/ dtp _ _ 34'

dx 3y dy dx

Since the function ip + i4/ is an analytic function of the complex

variable x + iy, it is clear that the function 4^{x, y) is determined

by the formula

(35,2) ««.»)- +

-LPa(xoiVa)

where the integral is evaluated over an arbitrary path joining

some point Pq{xq, yo) with an arbitrary point P(x, y) belonging

to the region R. If the region R is simply connected, then the

function 4f{x, y) will be single-valued; otherwise, y) may
turn out to be multiple-valued. For the time being, we shall be

primarily concerned ^vith simply connected regions, and the

discussion in this section will be confined to such regions.

It is not difficult to phrase the torsion problem in terms of the

conjugate function 4/{x, y). Thus, noting the relations (34.2),

one can write the expression for the normal derivative ^ with
av

dx dy
the aid of the tangential derivatives ^ and so that

^ Some basic results of the theory of analytic functions of a complex vari-

able may bo found in I. S. and E. S. SokolnikofF, Higher Mathematics for

Engineers and Physicists, Chap. X, pp. 440^91.
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g = ||cos(x,.)+|cos(i,,v)

__ Sip dy b<f> dx

Sx ds dy ds

MakiEg use of the Cauchy-Riemann equations (35.1), we have

dip __ Syf/ dx . Sy^/ dy __ dyf/

dv dx ds dy ds'' ds

Moreover, the boundaiy condition (34.6) can be written as

— = y COB {x, v) — X cos {y, v)

Hence

ds

so that

(36.3) + 2/*) + const.

It will be recalled that the torsion function p is determined

to within a nonessential arbitrary constant; the derivatives of *p

and hence those of
yf/

[see (35.1)] are determined uniquely, and
the function yf/ is determined by means of (35.2) to within a

constant depending on the choice of Po{xo, yo). Accordingly, we
are free to assign any value to the constant of integi’ation in

(35.3), since this choice will not afiFect stresses, and the two sets

of displacements that correspond to two different choices of the

arbitrary constant will differ from one another by a rigid body
motion.

Thus, instead of solving a problem of Neumann, u'o can

equally well solve a problem of Dirichlet by determining a
function that is harmonic in a given region, and by assuming
prescribed values on the boundary of the region.

On accoimt of the remarks just made, our problem consists of

determining a function ^ that satisfies the equation
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and that satisfies the boundaiT” condition

(35.4) ^ + 2/2).

It is known that the solution of this problem is unique,^ and
there are general methods that permit one to construct solutions

of the problem of Dirichlet. We shall consider some of them in

detail in succeeding sections.

We shall now formulate the torsion problem in terms of the

function which is defined as follows:

(36.5) ^ = ^(o:, y) - + y^).

We have

_ dylf

dx dx dy dy

and, upon recalling the formulas (34.4) and (36.1), it follows that

(oo.b) T« =

Since the stress components Tge and are obtained from the

function '^(x, y) by differentiation, the latter is called the stress

function. It is readily checked that the stress function ^ satisfies

Poisson's equation

(35.7) + -2 mlt,
dx^

and on the boundary C of the region R [cf. (35.3) and (35.6)

assumes the value

^ = const.

Consider a family of curves, in the plane of the cross section

of the beam, obtained by setting

(35.8) 4^(x, y) = const.

The slope ~ of the tangent line to any curve of the family
ctx

defined by (35.8) is determined from the formula

dx dy dx '

‘ See O. D. KoIIork, Foimdntions of Potential Theory, Cliap. IX, See. fi.
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and) upoQ noting tho rolfttions (35.6), wo obtfliin

^ = Is.
dtX Tzx

Thus, at each point of the curve ^(x, y) = const., tlie .strf.-<.'^

vector

•V = ir,x + Jtzv

is directed along the tangent to the curve. The curves

’J'(x, y) = const.

are called the lines of shearing stress. The magnitude r of tin*

tangential stress is

r = Vr^+rL =
^J(^J + (0)

’

Recalling that for a circular cylinder the magnitude of the*

tangential stress is given by

r = Vr?* + nay/ + 2/^

we see that in this case the maximum shearing stress occiu’j-i

on the boundary of the section. It is not difficult to prove tliiit

in the general case the points at which maximum sheai-iiig stl•(^s^^

occurs lie on the boundary C of the section, so that elastic fiiilurt*

of material in shear is to be expected on the lateral surface of tlu

beam. In order to prove the assertion, we refer to a theorem.

Theorem: Let a function continuous of class and vuj/

identically equal to a constant, satisfy the inequality V“<I> ^ (>

in the region R; then this function attains its maximum on Uu'
boundary C of the region R.

The proof of this theorem follows at once from the well-known
property of subharmonic functions. It will be recalled that it

function y) is called subharmonic in the region R if at evei'y
point (xij yi) of the region

(1) ^
where the integral is evaluated over the circle y of sufficiently
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small radius r and with center at (a;i, j/i). But it is known

that whenever y) is continuous of class in then th

necessary and sufficient condition for the function ^ to be sut

harmonic in R is that > 0 at every point of R. Sine

y) is continuous in the closed region R, the Theorem c

Weierstrass gives an assurance that ^{x, y) attains its maximur

somewhere in the region. Assume that the maximum value i

attained not on the boundary C but at some interior poin

2/1) >
then, since $(a:, y) is not identically equal to

constant,

(2) yi) >^ ^ y) ds,

where r is a sufficiently small radius of the circle r, whose cente

is at (xi, yi). An inspection of the inequalities (1) and (2

leads one to conclude that the assumption that the maximum i

attained in the interior of the region R is untenable.

Since

a simple calculation shows that

V2(r2) = Y^V
\dxy + 2 / Y

\dxdyj

where we make use of the equation satisfied by The expree

sion for V-(r^) is positive, and it follows from the foregoini

theorem that r attains its maximum on the boundary of th

region. Since the strength of the beam to resist torsion depend

on the maximum shearing stress, practical rules for the deaigj

of beams cariying torsional loads are expressed in terms of th'

safe maximum shearing stress r.

The expression (34.10) for the torsional rigidity D can b'

written in an interesting way in terms of the stress function

This expression will prove valuable to us in considering a metho(

of solution of torsion problems by the membrane analog^^

introduced by L. Prandtl.

‘ See, for example, O. D. Kellogg, Foundations of Potential Theory, pp
315-317; 1. 1. Privaloff, Subharmonic Functions, p. 39 and p. 64; Tiber Iltidi!'

Subharmonic Functions, pp. 12-13,
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We first recall the formula (34.11),

where

M = Da,

~ f jn
— yr,z) dx dy.

T*» = fia

we have

so that

(35.9) D

^

, .

-a f f FiM) -l-£M)
dx ay

.

fix dy + 2fjL Sf.
^ dx dy.

The first of the double integrals in the foregoing cart trans-

formed by Green’s Theorem so that (35.9) reads

D = — iLt ^[x cos (x, v) + y cos (y, v)] ds -f 2^ //«'*' dx dy.

But we can choose [see (35.4) and (35.5)]

= 0 on C,

and the foregoing expression becomes

(35.10) D = 2jli J j^^dxdy.

It is obvious from (35.10) that the torsional rigidity of £h beam

whose cross section R is bounded by the contour C is twice

the product of the shear modulus y and the volume enclosed by

the surface z = y) and the plane z = 0. We shall see in a

later section that a homogeneous, uniformly stretched membrane
subjected to a uniform pressure is distorted into a surface whose

differential equation is of the same form as that for hlie stress

function The connection between the surface of the loaded

membrane and the stress function ^ is utilized in the experimental

^ See formulaa (35.6).
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determination of the magnitude of stresses in cylinders whose

cross sections are such as t6 make a mathematical determination

of the torsion function very difficult.

Before proceeding to a consideration of specific examples, we
note that our solution requires that the tangential stresses r^a;

and Tzy be distributed over the ends of the beam in a manner
specified by (34.4). In practical applications, this particular

distribution of stress may not correspond to the actual physical

situation, but on the basis of Saint-Venant's piinciple, we can

assert that suflBiciently far from the ends of the beam, the stress

Mill depend on the magnitude of the couple M and will be quite

independent of the mode of distribution of tractions over the

ends of the beam.

We have seen that the torsion problem can be reduced to the

problem of finding a function y) that is harmonic in the

region R and takes the values on the boundary C
of R. Some special methods of solving the toraion problem will

be considered in the following sections. In the next two sections,

our plan of attack Avill be to consider a particular harmonic

function ^ that contains some undetermined coefficients. These

undetermined coefficients will be chosen in such a way that on the

boundary of a certain region, ^ takes on the values + y^).

In Sec. 26, a solution in the form of an infinite series will be

obtained for rectangular and triangular prisms. The general

solution of the torsion problem for a beam of arbitrary cross

section R is then given by mapping the region R upon the interior

of a circle and then considering the solutions of the problems of

Dirichlet and Neumann for the circular region.

References for Collateral Reading

A. JC. H. Lovd; a Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Secs. 216-220.

AV, D. MacMillan: The Theory of the Potential, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York, See. 127.

(). 11. Kellogg; Poundations of Potential Theory, Verlag voii Julius

Springer, Berlin, Chap. IX, Sec. 3; Chap. XI, Secs. 1, 12.

PROBLEMS

1. Consider a circular shaft of length 1, radius a, and shear modulus /i,

twisted by a couple M, Show that the greatest angle of twist 6 and tlio

maximum shear stress T = s/ are given by



2. A steel shaft of circular cross section 2 in. in diameter and 5 ft.

long is twisted by end couples. Find the maximum twisting moment
and angle of twist if the greatest shear stress is not to exceed 10,000 lb.

per sq. in. Take E — 30 ‘ 10® lb. per sq. in., <r = 0.3.

8. The shaft of the preceding problem is not to be twisted more than

I**. What is the corresponding maximum shear stress?

L Derive the expression

n

for the torque M, on a solid circular shaft transmitting H hp. at a speed

n r.p.m. Hint: Let the radius of the shaft (or pulley) be r in., and let

T = be the tension in the belt. Calculate the work done in each

minute against Af,. (1 hp. = 33,000 ft.-lb. per min.)

6. Derive the expressions

^ 32M, ^ 2(Ta)ma, ^ 640,000

^ fiird* fid fxnd^

for the twist per inch length a (radians) in a solid circular shaft of

diameter d in., transmitting H hp. at n r.p.m. against a torque of M,
in.-lb.

6. How much torque can be transmitted by a solid circular shaft

3 in. in diameter if the allowable shear stress is 10,000 lb. per sq. in.?

What is the angle of twist per foot of length? Use = 12 X 10® lb.

per sq. in.

36, Torsion of Elliptical Cylinder. It was shown above that

the solution of the torsion problem for a cylinder of any cross

section is completely determined if one obtains the harmonic

function V' that on the boundary C of the cross section assumes

the value

(36.1) ^ + 2/2).

Consider the harmonic function

(36.2) ^ - 2/') +
where c and k are constants. The function defined by (36.2)

will enable us to solve the torsion problem for some region R
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on the boundary of which (36.2) reduces to (36.1). Hence
points of the boundary C of the region R are determined by
equating (36.1) and (36.2). Thus,

- 2/2) + *» = + j/S),

or

(36.3) (M — c*)** + +.c2)2/2 = A:*.

The curve defined by Eq. (36.3) is an ellipse

if we choose c* < and

or

h = k

+ c*

_ 1 a* - 6*

2 a* + 62'
*2 = aV

a2 + 62’

Substituting the values of c and k in terms of a and 6 in (36.2),
we obtain the solution of our boundary-value problem for an
ellipse with semiaxes a and b, namely.

(36.4)
1 a2 - 62

2 a2 + 52
(x* - 2/2) 4.

0252

a2 -t-
62'

The components of stress (34.4) can be expressed directly in
terms of the function ^ by noting the Cauchy-Riemann equa-
tions (35.1). Thus,

(If ~ 4
Hence

(36.5) r., =^ “ o2 62
’

The torsion moment M is

_ 2/t«62x

a* -1-
62‘

^ ~ I la
~ ^

~
a® -f 62 (^* J dz d]/ fJ dx dy\

2na '
= (a*/x + 62/,),
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where /* and ly are the moments of inertia of the elliptical section

about the x- and ?/-axes. Recalling that

^ve have

M Tjioia^h^

so that the torsional rigidity

P _ TTfxa^b^

a^ + V'

It was shown in the preceding section that the maximum
sheaiing stress on any cross section occurs on the boundary of the

section. The location of the points on the boundary at which
the greatest stress r^ax occurs can be determined^ by maximizing
the expression for r that has been obtained as a function of a
single variable by utilizing the equation of the boundary C.

In the case of an elliptical cylinder, the points of greatest shear-
ing stress can be found easily from some simple geometrical
considerations.

Consider an elliptical section, shown in Fig. 22, and draw
from the center of the ellipse a semidiameter OP to an arbitrary
point P (Xj y) of the boundary. Since the diameter of the ellipse

conjugate to the diameter through P is parallel to the tangent
line^ at P(a:, y)j it follows that the conjugate semidiameter OP'

^ See Prob. 1 at the end of this section.

= See, for example, W. F. Osgood and W. 0. Graustein, Plane and Solid
Analytic Geometry, Chap. XIV.
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intersects the curve at the point P'{x', y'), where

,
ay

,
bx

0 a

When the stresses at P{Xj y) are written in terms of the coordi-

nates x'y y' of the point P', we have

_ 2(jLaab
, _ _ 2iJLaab ,

-
a2 -1-

^ ~ a^TT* ^ ’

HO that the direction of stress at the point P is parallel to the

conjugate semidiameter 0P\ Furthermore, the magnitude r of

the tangential stress at P(a:, y) is

r = Vii, + tI„
_1_ «/2

2ixaab j

where / is the distance OP'. Since the conjugate semidiameter

is of maximum length when the

point P is at an extremity of the

minor axis, it follows that

2fxcxa^b

Thus, the maximum stress

occui’H at the extremities of the

minor axis of the ellipse, con-

trary to an intuitive expectation

that the maximum stress would be at the pointrS of maximum
(uirvature.

It is easy to verify that the conjugate harmonic function <p,

apart from a nonessential constant, is*

a.'^ — 6“

(30.0) ^
I
^~2

This function determines the warping of the cross sections

of the cylinder, for the displacement along the 2-axis is given by

w = aip{Xj y). The contour lines, obtained by setting ^ = con-

stant, are the hyperbolas shown in Fig. 23. The dotted lines indi-

S(‘o K(i. (36.1).
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cate the portions of the section that become concave, and the

solid those that become convex, when the cylinder is twisted by a

couple in the directions shown in the figure by arrows.

The lines of shearing stress are deteimined by drawing the

contour lines for the surface z = y). Setting y) = con-

stant gives, ^ in this case, a family of concentric ellipses,

5"
1 _ -c'(a2 + b2)

similar to the ellipse x^/a^ + y^/b^ = 1.

The displacement of the points of the cylinder is given at

once by the formulas (34.3). The results obtained in Sec. 33
for a beam of circular cross section follow at once from the

formulas of this section upon setting b = a.

PROBLEMS

1. Show that in the torsion of an elliptical cylinder, the magnitude of

the stress vector r takes the following value on the boundary of the
section z = constant:

^ ab /
va» -

e = - -x/o* — b®.
a

From this relation it follows that the maximum shearing stress occurs
at the ends of the minor axis of the ellipse.

2. Derive the expression (36.6) from

<P{X, y)= dy^ + const.,

and evaluate the line integral over the path consisting of the straight-line
segments fromPo(a;o, Vo) to Q{x, yo) and from Q(x, y«) toP(a:, y).

3. Show that the stress function for an elliptical section can be
written as

-gib^ /x^
, _ A

a» + \o* 6* V
* See Prob. 3 at the end of this section.
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and is thus proportional to the function appearing in the equation of the

boundary of the section. The problem of determining the sections for

which this proportionality holds has been treated by Leibenson.®

37. Simple Solutions of the Torsion Problem. Effect of

Grooves. The method of solution of the torsion problem illus-

trated in the preceding section was used by Saint-Venant, who
selected a number of simple polynomial solutions of the equation

(37.1) VV = 0,

and determined the equation of the boundary of the cross section

of the cylinder on which the function \J/ reduces to + 2/®)*

Inasmuch as the real and imaginaiy parts of every analytic

function of a complex variable x + iy satisfy Eq. (37.1), we can

build up a list of functions and by working, so to speak, back-

wards, can determine the equations of the contours for which

these functions ^ represent the solution of the torsion problem.

For example, if we consider the function (x -t- iy)^, then by
choosing w = 2, we get two solutions, — y^ and 2xy, of Eq.

(37.1)

. The first of these solutions was utilized in the preceding

section to solve the torsion problem for an elliptical cylinder.

If n is set equal to 3, we obtain the hannonic functions — 3xy^

and 3a;V “ 2/®- Now consider the harmonic function

(37.2) i/' = c(x^ - 3xy^) + k,

where c and k are constants. The function yp determines the

solution of the torsion problem for a cylinder whose cross section

has the equation

(37.3) c(x^ — Sxy^) + k = + V^)-

By altering the values of the parameters in (37.3), we obtain

various cross sections, some of which may be of technical interest.

If we set c = *~l/6a and k = 2a“/3, then (37.3) can be written

in the factored form as

(a; — a)(x — y '\/3 + 2a) (a; + y y/Z + 2a) == 0,

so that the boundary of the region is the equilateral triangle of

altitude 3a (see Fig. 24).

*L. Leibbnson, “tJber den Zusammenhang zwischen der Spannungs-

funktion bei Torsion und der Konturgleichung eines Prismcnquerschnittes,’*

WisaenschafLliche Berichtc der Moskauer Univcrsitdt, vol. 2 (1934), pp. 99-102

(in Russian with a German summary).
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Making use of the formulas (35.6), we find

= ^y(x - a), t„, = ^ + 2aa; - y-).

We see from these formulas that the a:-component of the shearinji;

stress vanisheis along the a:-axis, while the ^/-component becomes

(t«,)„_0 = + 2a).

The distribution of stress along the a;-axis is indicated in Fig. 25.

The shearing stress is a maximum at the midpoints of the sides

Fig. 24.

of the triangle, and its value is

Tnjax — /^QifJLOi.

The stress vanishes at the comers and at the origin 0. The
direction of the lines of shearing stress is along the curves

^ + y^) = const.

a few of which are indicated in Fig. 25 by dotted lines. It is

easily checked, with the aid of (34.9), that the torsional couple
has the magnitude

M = Hfxala,

where Jo = 3 a/S is the polar moment of inertia of the triangle.

The nature of the distortion of the initially plane sections is

indicated in Fig. 24, where the contour lines of the surface

y) = (3a;^ — y^)/6a = constant are sho'wn.
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It appears from this example, and from that of the preceding

section, that a circular shaft of the same cross-sectional area

as an elliptical beam or a triangular prism has the greatest

torsional rigidity.^ It was shown by Saint-Venant that, for

simply connected regions, the torsional rigidity for a given cross-

sectional area of a beam increases as the polar moment of inertia

of the cross section decreases. One can also prove that if the

region is simply connected, then, for a given moment M and for

a given cross-sectional area, the smallest maximum stress will be

found in a circular beam.

The effect of grooves or slots in the beam on the maximum
sheaiing stress can be discussed in an elementaiy way by studying

an example due to C. Weber. ^

Consider a pair of harmonic functions,

and

and introduce the polar coordinates defined by the equations

X = r cos 6, y = r sin $. We can construct a harmonic func-

tion

i'
= a(x- + = “('• ®

where a and b are constants.

On the boundary C of the cross section, f must reduce to

^ + y^) =

so that the equation of the boundary for which the function ^

solves the toraion problem is

/ „ cos . 1 , „ 1 ,
a ( r cos 8 —

)
"*"

2 ~ 2

or

r“- - />-’ - 2fl(r“ - /i-) = 0.

Factoring this expression gives

_ 4.) (l - - 0.

' Sec Prob- 1 at th« end of this section.

® This problem is discussed in S. Timoslienko, 'fheory of Klastieity, pp.

238-239, where further references will be found.
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Thus, the boundary is made up of two circles

r = 6 and r = 2a cos 6,

which are shown in Fig. 26.

Since the function xj/ is known, one can easily calculate the

stresses t** and Tgy. It turns

out that the maximum shear-

ing stress is at the point A
and has the value ^

Tmax ” 2iJLOLCLj

which is twice as gi-eat as the

peripheral stress in a circular

shaft of radius a. This ex-

ample indicates the impor-

tance of considering stresses

in slots and keyways of shafts.

References for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Love: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Secs. 221-223.

S. Timoshenko: Theory of Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York, Secs. 74-75.

J. W. Geckeleb: Handbuch der Physik, Verlag von Julius Springer,
Berlin, vol. 6, p. 143.

Pig. 26.

PROBLEMS
1. Let Do be the torsional rigidity of a circular cylinder, D. that of an

elliptical cylinder, and Dt that of a beam whose cross section is an
equilateral triangle. Show that

D, = kDo, D, =

where

and a, h are the semiaxes of the elliptical section.

2. Consider a circular shaft of radius a with a circular groove of
radius 6 along a generator of the shaft. (See Sec. 37.) Show that on the
groove the shearing stresses are

^ See Prob. 2 at the end of this section.
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T +

ax

Tay

= iua(2a cos 0 — 6) sin

*= —/xa(2a cos 0 — 6) cos 0,

= juai(2a cos 0 — 6),

while on the shaft we have

4a cos2 0

/I „ ^ • • ON cos 20
__(6._4a*cos*0)33^.

Find the magnitude of the shearing stress at the point (see Fig. 26)

where the groove enters the shaft.

38, Torsion of a Rectangular Beam and of a Triangular Prism.

Consider a beam of rectangular cross section, and let one side

of the cross section, of length a, be parallel to the aj-axis and that

of length 6 be parallel to the ^-axis. It will be supposed that

h ^ a and that the 2;-axis passes through the center of the cross

section.

The torsion problem will be solved if we succeed in determining

the function y) that is harmonic in the region bounded by

X = ±a/2, y = ±6/2, and assumes on the boundary of the

region the values + 2/“)- this case, the boundary

conditions can be written as

The boundary conditions (38.1) are somewhat complicated,

and it will simplify our search for the function ^ if Ave introduce

a function /(a;, y), defined by the formula

(38.2) f(x, y) = + I-

The function fix, y) is obviously harmonic. Since the function

yj/ix, y) satisfies the equation

dx^ 9;/“ ’
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we can also write

53a

(38.3) /(». J')
= ~ p + 1-

By differentiating Eqs. (38.1), we see that

= 1

^ = 1

dx’‘

j “
on I = ± g)

,
b

on 2/
= ±

2
-

and from (38.2) and (38.3) it follows that the boundary values

of the harmonic function f{x, y) are

/(*i y) = 0 on a; = ±

f(x, y) =2 on
2/ = ±

The ftmction fix, y) satisfies the equation

(38.4)

(38.6)
ay

, ^
ai* dy^

and we seek a solution of this equation in the form of an infinite

series

fix, y)= 1 c„X„{x)Y.iy),
n“0

where each term of the series satisfies the differential equation

(38.6), and where X„(a:) and Y„(y} are, respectively, functions

of X alone and of y alone. Substituting Xn{x)Y„(y) in (38.6),

and denoting the derivatives by primes, we get

X':ix)YM + X„ix)Y':{y) = 0,

-X:"(x) _ _ Y'^iy)

X„(x) - Y„(y)'

Since the left-hand member of this expression is a function of x

alone and the right-hand member depends only on y, the equality

can be fulfilled only if each member is equal to a constant, say
— fc*. We are thus led to a pair of ordinary differential equations

dx*
-b A‘X„ = 0 and

d‘Y„

dy^
- KYn = 0

,
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w'liose linearly independent solutionis are

{

cos knX,

sin knX,

cosh kny,

sinh kny.

Since our solutions must satisfy the boundary conditions (38.4),

we reject the terms involving the odd functions sin k^x and

sinh kny, and choose the product of the form

cos knX cosh kny,

where

_ (2n + 1)t
” a

Thus, each term of the series

(38.6) y) cos knX COSh KV

satisfies the first of the boundary conditions (38.4), and it

remains to satisfy the conditions on the edges y = ±5/2.

Substituting y = ±5/2 in (38.6) yields the equation

(38.7) -S'-
, kr))

Jcosh cos knXf

from which it follows that the coefficients Cn can be formally

determined by utilizing the scheme used in expanding functions

in Fourier series. If we multiply both members of (38.7) by

cos (2m + l)7ra;/a, and integrate term by term with respect to x

between the limits —a/2 and a/2, then because of the orthogonal

property of trigonometric functions, namely,

we get

cos knX COS k-n\X dx

1

0 if m n,

~ if m = n;

2 cos km'X dx
d \ knJ)

= 2
cosh

upon evaluating the integral, we see tliat

= 8(-l)”^ 1

7r(2m + 1) cosh knib/2^
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so that the formal solution is

00

foo ON \ cosh, kny ,

(38.8) f(x, J/) - ^ 2/ 271 + 1 cosh Kb/2
n-0

The stresses r,* and are given by the formulas

(38.9) Tza, = yOL
1

and since

^ _
dx^

and

^ _

we see that in order to evaluate stresses, we must mtegi*ate

the series (38.8) with respect to x and y. Integrating, and
making use of the fact that r** = 0 on re = ±a/2 and r«y = 0 on

y = ±6/2, we obtain

dyf/ 8a^ = -.r +
dx

(38.10)

4
n-0

(
— 1)^* coshft„2/

(2n + 1)2 cosh krb/2
sin knXy

dyj/ 8a V' (—1)” sinh ,

dy ^ Zy {2n +1)2 cosh kri)/2
n-0

Hence the stresses and r^y can be calculated from the series

M

= V (- 1)" Biiih Ky t
“

TT® Z/ {2n + 1)* cosh Ki/2 " ’

(38.11)
n—

0

8a (“I)"" cosh kny . , \
= ^ 2/ W+W^h Kb/2

^^^

n -0

The solutions (38.11) are formal, but the series converge
so rapidly that there is no serious difficulty in justifying the

term-by-term differentiation to show that the equilibrium equa-
tions are satisfied. The x-component of shear obviously vanishes
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when y = 0, while the ^/-component at the midpoint of the longer

Bide is equal to

(38.12) = yiOLCi

|a;«»a/2

J/-0

«o

1

(2n + 1)^
sech

It is not difficult to prove that (38.12) gives the maximum value

of the shearing stress, by taking note of the fact that the term

2x in the parenthesis of (38.11) dominates the series. Now in

the most unfavorable case (for convergence) of a square beam
(& = a),

(38.13)

But
n»l

n-1
+ e -(2rH-l)ir

12 “

3ir

“(2n+ l)^ _ 2

9 1 - = 0 .002 .

Since sech 7r/2 = 0.4, it follows that the first term in the bracket

gives the value of the entire bracket with the accuracy of per

cent. Hence, for practical calculations, the value of rmar can be

assumed to be given by the formula

-laechg).

The twisting moment

^ ^ l-m I-an ~

is calculated by making use of the scries (38.11). The result of

the calculations is

,, _ ^,aba^ . \Q^lOLa^} 'O 1

6 Zv ‘(2imr
n«0

()AfjLaa^ ^~r ~
2L/
n “0

tnnh knb/2

~(2r+~iy’
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and since

r
n. mO

(2n + 1)^ 96

we have the formula
eo

— __
tanh fcnb/2

3 2^
n = 0

TT" X-/ (2n + 1)^
(38.14)

Now the series in (38.14) can be written as

tanh £
n»l

TT^

2a

tanh fcn&/2

(2n + 1)^'

and we note that 2
n “ 1

tanh &n&/2

(2n + l)fi
is less than

2wiw “
n»l

while tanh 7r6/2a ^ 0.917. Thus, the first term of the series

gives the value of the sum to within per cent, and one can use,

for practical purposes, the approximate formula

M = fxaha^ 64/4aa‘^ . ,
ttI)

E— tanh jr—
TT® 2a

Inasmuch as the partial derivatives ^ and ^ are knowndxdy
from (38.10), it is a straightforward matter to compute the
torsion function tp. Noting formula (35.1), it is found that

(p(x, y) ^ xy - 8a2

2
n=0

(-1)” sinh kny . .

(2n + 1)3 cosh W>72

Accordingly, the displacement w is given by tt? = a<p{x, y).
The contour lines of the surface (p{Xj y) = constant for the case
b = a are shown in Fig. 27. The section is divided into eight
triangular regions, which are warped as shown by the contour
lines in Fig. 27. The function y) can be detei'mined by
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integrating Eqs. (38.10) and recalling the boundafy conation

^(®/2, y) = + 2/®) == a®/8 + 2/®/2 ; the result is

(38.15) ^(x, 2/) = ^ + 1 (2/* - a;=)

8a-

(

— cosh /Cn2/ j

{2n + D* cosh kr,b/2

The solution of the torsion problem for a prism whose cross

section is an isosceles right triangle (Fig. 28) can be obtained

from the foregoing solution for a rectangular prism.' We con-

struct the harmonic functions

(2/® - x“) - (x - l) (2/
-

and

'V
(‘"'1)"' sinh knV

TT^ (2n + l)^sinh /bna/2
n-O

^<2 = j + i(x=-?/^)-(a-|)(2/-|)

— V (~~ l)’^ sinh knX ,

-Z/ {2n +1)^ sinh A;„a/2
n "0

^ See B. G. Galerkin, Bulletin de Vacademic des sciences de Russiej 1919,

p. Ill, and G. Kolossoff, Comptes rendus de Vacadimie des sciences (Paris),

vol. 178 (1924), p. 2057.
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A cornparison with the expression (38.15) for 4' shows that

the function reduces to + j/®) on the sides x = a/2

and y = a/2. That 4/i also satisfies the boundary conditions

on these sides can be shown either from considerations of sym-

metry or by direct calculation of the boundary values and by

noting the expansion

4
V (~1)"

.0=1
(2^ + 1)tx

'x* 2^ (2n + 1)® ° o
n=0

If we set ^ = — a; in >pi and and add the results, we obtain

2x®. Thus, the harmonic function

4 = + 4'i)

= -xy + ^(x + y)

ae

V (-!)»

(2n -|- l)®sinh^-
n = 0 Z

(sinh knV cos Kx

sinh knX cos knV)

reduces to + y^) on the boundary of the triangle bounded

by the lines x = a/2, y = a/2, y ^ -x and hence solves the

torsion problem for the triangular prism. One can calculate

the shearing stresses, in a manner indicated above, for the beam

of rectangular cross section, and it is possible to show that the

maximum shearing stress is at the middle of the hypotenuse.

Keferences for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Love: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-

bridge University Press, London, Secs. 221-225.

S. Timoshenko: Theory of Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York, Secs. 78, 79.

Riemann-Weber: Die Differential- und Integralgleichungen der Physik,

Friedrich Vieweg & Sohn, Brunswick, vol. 2, Chap. XVIII, Sec. 2, or

1930 ed., by Frank and v. Mises, Mary S. Rosenberg, New York, vol. 2,

Chap. VIII, Sec. 2.

B. G. Galerkin: '‘Torsion of Parabolic Prisms,” Messenger of Mathematics,

vol. 54 (1924), pp. 97-110.

39. Complex Form of Fourier Series. The discussion of the

torsion of a rectangular beam in the preceding section utilized

the expansion of a certain function in a trigonometric series.

We shall have occasion to make frequent use of Fourier series
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expansions, and it is the purpose of this section to recall some
facts about Fourier series and to give a representation of Fourier

series in complex form. Sufficient conditions for the expansion

of an arbitrary function in a Fourier series are given by the

following theorem.

Theorem:: Let f{B) be a real, single-valued function defined

arbitrarily in the interval 0 g ^ ^ 27r, and outside this interval

defined by the equation f(9 + 27r) =/(^). If f{d) has at most a

finite number of points of ordinary discontinuity and a finite num-
ber of maxima and minima in the interval 0 S 9 then it can

be represented by the series

(39.1)

with

(39.2) On == - / /(/) (*.<)s ntdt, bn = - / /(/.) sin ntdt,
Jo TT Jo

and the series converges at every point 9 = 9^ to the. value

y2im+)

The symbols /(0O+ ) nnd/(^()— ) stand for the right- and left-

hand limits of f(9) as 9 —>

The restrictions imposed upon the function /(^) in this theorem

are known as the Dirichlet conditionsA We assume that the

reader is familiar with this theorem.

If f{9) not only satisfies the conditions of Dirichlet but is

continuous in the closed interval (0, 27r),- then one can show that

the Fourier series converges uniformly in the dosed interval

(0, 27r).

We also have the following theorem concerning the bounds
on the coefficients in Fourier series.

Theorem: If the function f(9) is periodic and is such that Us

pth derivative satisfies the condition of Dirichlet in the interval

^ The restrictions imposed on the function /(<?) can be relaxed, and it is

sufficient to clomand tliat J{0) be a function of bounded variation.

2 In this case, tlic roquirciinent of periodicity imposes the conditionm « /(2x).

+ ^ (a/, cos k9 + bfe sin k9)
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(0, ^), tkm the Fourier coefficients for f{6) satisfy the inequalities

where M is a positive number independent of n.
, . ,

An important conclusion follows directly from th^ theory.

Let the function /(0) have the first derivative /'(0), which satisfies

the conditions of Dirichlet. Then the Fourier senes for such a

function has coefficients of order 1/n^, so that

la„ cos ne + bn sin ne\ ^ cos ne\ + \bn sin ne\

^ + lf»«| <

where M is a positive number independent of n. Since the

series of positive constants

n»l

converges, it follows from the Weierstrass M test that the Fourier

series for a function whose first derivative satisfies the conditions

of Dirichlet is absolutely and uniformly convergent, and hence

can be integrated term by term.‘

Since the coefficients of the series obtained by differentiating

the series term by term are of the order nOn and nbn, it is clear

that in order to ensure the convergence of the derived series, it is

sufficient to demand that the second derivative f"{e) fulfill the

conditions of Dirichlet in the interval (0, 27r).

The Fourier series (39.1) can be written in an equivalent form

CO «

(39.3) f(fi) = Co + ^ + X

= % c*e“*,
— OS

where

(39 .4) ^ f{t)e-^^dt, in = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2
,

• • •)•

1 As a matter of fact, every Fourier series can bo integrated term by
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In order to establish the identity of the representation (39.3)
^vith (39.1), it is merely necessary to recall the Euler formula

= cos u + i sin u,

and verify that the formula (39.4) gives for n > 0

(39.5)

Then

^ hn
On — "pr t I

. hn

“T + 'T
ao

Co =

« 00

A^-CC ^ /

00

A-=l
'

X

=
"^ + ^ (afc cos k$ + bk sin kd).

^•»I

i-«et fi{d) and f2{6) be a pair of real functions, each of which
can be expanded in Fourier series in the interval (0, 27r), and
form the complex function fi{e) + iMd), Then

fi{6) + ij^id) = ^
A — 00

\vh<M-e

1
‘in = 2^ IMO + dt, (n. = 0, ±1, ±2, • •

•).

If we set

Cn ““ Tn “b i 5^1,

where jn and 5„ are real iiiiiubers, then

BO

/i(®) + ‘fiW = ^ (7* + i 5t)(co.s /i;5 + t win led)

k ^ — 00

CO

=
'Z ~ sin kd)

^ *a — 00

CO

+ ^ ^ (5ifc cos + yj, sin A;(9)

fc- - CO
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* = i

+ i 5o

eo

+ ^’

I) [(^A* + 5-^0 cos kS + (7;, — 7_;i.) sin k 6].

A = 1

Hence

/i(<9) = J^cto + ^ (cik cos kd + hk sin kS)^

k = l

00

his) = ^ («fc cos A;^ + /)[. sin kd),
*=»i

'where

= 7o, ciA; = 7a + 7-a, &A:
= —

5a- + 6_a,
= 5o, a* = 5a + 5>.a, 6^ = 7/. — 7_/,^

(k = 1, 2, 3
,

• •
•).

It follows from these formulas that the representation of a
complex function fi{d) + ih{e) in a series of the type (39.3) is

unique, since the representation of the functions fi(d) and f2{d)
in series of the type (39.1) is unique.

References for Collateral Reading

D. Jackson: Fourier Series and Orthogonal Polynomials, Mathematical
Association of America, Chicago, Chap. I,

I. S. Sokolnikopf: Advanced Calculus, McGraw-Hill Book Companv Inc
New York, Chap. XI.

’’

E. T. Whittaker and G. N. Watson: Modern Analysis, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, London, p. 170.

K. Knopp: Theory and Application of Infinite Series, Blackio & Son Ltd
Glasgow, p. 356.

' ’’

H. S. Cahslaw: Fourier Series and Integrals, The Macmillan Companv,
New York.

'

K. V. Chpkchill: Fourier Series and Boundary Value Problems, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York.

40. Summary of Some Results of the Complex Variable
Theory. We shall need in our subsequent work some theorems
from the theory of functions of a complex variable. In this
section, some of the more familiar results will be stated without
proof, and the proofs of the less familiar ones will be outlined.
A detailed discussion can be found in the reference books listed
at the end of the next section.
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It "will be I’cciillcd tlis«t 8i singlc^vfilucd function

/(S) = u{x, y) + w{x, y)

of a complex vaiiable 3
— 3: -}- fj/ is called cncilytic or holomorphic

in a given region R if it possesses a unique derivative at every
point of the region R. Points at which the function /(a) ceases
to have a derivative are termed the singular points of the analytic
function. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the
analyticity of the function /(a) a,re given by the well-known
Cauchy-Riemann equations

(40 . 1 )
d.r dy dx

~

where it is assumed that the partial derivatives involved are
continuous functions of x and y. It is known that if /(a) is

analytic in the region R, then not only do the first partial deriva-

tives of u and v exist in R, but also those of all higher orders. It

follows from this observation and from (40.1) that the real and
imaginaiy parts of an analytic function satisfy the equation of

Laplace; that is,

Vhi = 0, = 0.

The following theorem is basic to all considerations of the

theory of analytic functions.

C.vuchy’s Integral Theorem; ///(a) is contimious in the

closed region^ R bounded by a simple closed contour C, and if f(i)

is analytic at ci'cry mterior point of R, then

jjil) dl = 0 .

This theorem enn easily ])e extended to the case of multiply

(connected regions to yield another.

Thkohem; If f(]) is continuous in the closed^ multiply connected

region R hounded by the exterior simple contour C and by the interior

simple cofitours Ci, Ca, • *
*

,
then the integral of f{^) over the

exterior contour C is equal to the sum of the integrals over the interior

contourSj whe7iever f{f) is analytic in the interior of R, The integra-

tion over all the contours is performed in the same direction.

^ The term continuouH in a closed region is used to mean that the function

is continuous up to and on th<‘ boundary.
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The folloTving numerical results are worth noting.

If n is an integer and j
= a is a fixed point that lies either

within or without the simple closed contour C, then

(X
- ds = 0 ifn 9^ -1.

If the point a is outside the contour C, then the truth of the

formula follows from Cauchy^s Theorem, whatever be the value

of n; if it is within, then the result follows from elementary

calculations. If the point a is within the contour, then an

elementary calculation gives

This latter formula, in conjunction with Cauchy^s Integral

Theorem, can be used to establish Cauchy^s Integral Formula.

Cauchy^s Integral Formula : If i
— a is an interior point of

the region R, then

(40 .2)

whenever /(j) is continuous in the closed region R hounded by a

contour C and analytic at every interior point of R,

If the variable of integration in (40.2) is denoted by f, and
if 3 is any point interior to jB, then (40.2) becomes

(40.3) /(S) - -1. jjfJi.

Calculation of the derivative from the formula (40.3) yields

and in general,

/'(a)

/'”>(a)

J_ f /(r)

2« Jc (f - a)=’

nl f m df

2Tt Jc (f - a)""^'

The Integral Formula of Cauchy can be used to establish the

fact that an analytic function /(j) can be expanded in Taylor's

series, so that

/(a) =/(«) +/'(a)(i - o) + . -
. (j

_ a)" + • •
•

.
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This series converges to /(j) at every point j interior to any circle
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has a simple pole at 3 = a, (m = 1 ), then the residue at ^
= a is

gicb)/h{a). In general, when C encloses n poles at 5 - ai,

5 = cf'2 ,

* •
•

, S
= c&n, the last equation is replaced by

= 27ri X (sum of residues at poles).

If the Laurent expansion of /(g) at each pole is known, then to

evaluate

we have merely to add the coefficients of

1 1

g
- ai' g

— a2

in the several expansions.

The evaluation of residues may often be simplified by observ-

ing that if /(g) and sr(g) are analytic at g
= a, and if g

— a is a

nonrepeated factor of ^(g), then the residue at a of f(i)/g(i)

is f{a)/g'{a). The residue at a multiple pole can be found

from the theorem that the residue at g
= a of /(g) /(g — a)''’ is

/(w-i) (a)/(n — 1) !; it is assumed that /(g) is analytic at a and that

71 is a positive integer.

It should be noted that the function /(f) in the formula

(40.3) of Cauchy represents the values of an analytic function

/(g) on the boundary C of the region R. Now if we consider the

integral

W.4)

where F(i;) is any continuous function defined on the boundary C,

then this integral defines some function of and it is easy to

verify that t'i(j) has the derivative which is given by the

formula

2injc{r-iy

f
Jc (f - 3)”+*'27rz

and in general,
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Thus, the function is analytic for eveiy value of j that is

interior to the region R bounded by C. Again, if 3 is some point
exterior to the region R, then the integral

(40.« *.(,).

defines some function ^2(5), and it is easy to see that ^^2(3)

likewise has derivatives of all orders and hence is analytic.

Thus, the integrals (40 .4 ) and (40 .5) of Cauchy^s type define

two analytic functions that in general will be distinct. The
situation here is the same even w'hen F(X) represents the boundary
values of some analytic function /(j). For, by (40 .3), if g is

interior to the contour, the value of the integral is precisely equal
to /(3), and if 3 is outside the contour, then the integral de^es
the function 0, since the integrand /(f) /(f — 3) is an analytic

function of f throughout R. It should be observed that as 3

tends to some definite point f on the contour from inside and
from outside C, the difference between the two limiting values in

this example is /(f) — 0 = /(f).

One can raise a similar question regarding the connection

of the limiting values of the functions <^>1(3) and ^>2(3) with the

density junction F(f). If we place no restrictions on the function

I^(f) beyond continuity on the contour, then the problem becomes
an exceedingly difficult one. If, however, some further restric-

tions on F(f) are imposed, then it is possible to establish a

definite connection^ of the density function F(f) with the limits

lim 4»i(3) and Urn ^>2(3).
3—r

.

We shall make use of integrals of Cauchy^s type to represent

analytically some functions that arc useful in the theory of

elasticity. However, it must be noted that such representation

is not unique, so that the same function can be represented by
different integrals of Cauchy’s type. As an illustration, consider

a contour G that contains in the interior the point 3
= 0

,
and let

us determine the analytic function that vanishes at every point

of the region R enclosed by C. If we chooser in (40 .4 ) the density

function F(f) = 0
,
then <I>i(3) s- 0. Also, if we choose

F{i) =

^ Soo E. Picard, Logons siir qii(‘lqu(*K t ypes simplos d'lViuations aux dmv6cs
particllos.
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then

for every position of the point i in the region R,^ Hence if we

add this integral to an integral of Cauchy’s type that defines an

analytic function ^(g), we shall obtain another integral of

Cauchy’s type that defines the same analytic function ^(s). It

follows from these remarks that no conclusion can be drawn

conceiving the equality of the density functions Fi(f) and

from the equality of the two integrals

f MI
of -s

Jl
2Tn

[Ml
cf — 5

df

for all values of i in the interior of C. We shall see, however,

that if some additional restrictions are imposed on the density

functions and on the contour C, then the equality will obtain.

This is the subject of the next section, which contains a discus-

sion of the Theorem of Harnack.

41. Theorem of Harnack.^ In considering the applications

of the theory of functions of a complex variable to problems in

elasticity, we shall most frequently deal with the region bounded

by the unit circle; that is, the region
I 3 I
^ 1. In order to avoid

a possible misinterpretation of the formulas, we shall draw the

unit circle in the complex f-plane, where f = £ + (J and rj

being real). The boundary of the unit circle |fl S 1 will be

denoted by the letter 7 ,
and the points on the boundary 7 by

(T = All functions of the argument 6 will be assumed to be

periodic, so that f(d + 2t) = f{d).

^ For 7
’--—: = -7

—^—r — hence
fCr “ g) g(f - g) gf

.

± f ^ 1
f Jl L /* = i-.l = o

2irt Jc r(r - g) 27rt5 Jc t - i 27ri5 Jc t i i

® The proofs contained in this and the following section are due to N. 1.

MuscheliSvili, Nekotoriye Osnovniye Zadachi Matematicheskoi Tcorii

TJprugosti.

* The letter a- was used earlier for Poisson^s ratio and in the expression da-

for the element of area, but the distinction is so obvious that no complica-

tions should arise.
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3B0REM: Let f{6) and ip{B) be continuous^ real functions of the

ment 6 {defined on the unit circle 7); if

\ — /*
f

iiri Jy a — t ^'Jri Jy o- — f

ll values of f interior to 7 ,
then

m ^

3 point f is exterior to 7 ,
and if the equality (41.1) is true for all

IS of ti then

f{6) = ip{B) + const

e consider first the case when the point f is inside 7 . It

vvs from equality (41,1) that

J-
%ri

fm - <p {B)

y ^ - f L
F{B)

or - f
dcr = 0,

e FiB) s f{B) — <p{B)j and we shall prove that F{B) = 0.

)w since |fl < 1
,
we have

1 = i + 4+^,+
O' (T^ CT’*

9

L ( mii,. -L f V i.m
n = 0

00

= ^ (a.. -

dcr

n-=>0

. [SCO (39.4) and (39.5)]

a„ - 77)„ = 2^ j
l<\e)a-'~-Ui<7 = ~ F{e)cr<--'> de.

(41.2) vanishes for all values of f; hence Un = bn = 0
,

0, 1, 2,
• •

•)• A reference to formula (39.4) shows that all

er coefficients of the function F{d) vanish, and hence

s 0.
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Consider now the case when If 1
> 1 ;

then

1 ^ _ 1 _
<r - f r f® f®

and

(41.3)
1 f Pi^) j _ 1

/" d<x

2rijy<r~ f 4 ” T
n = 1

"f”

n=l

where

<2.n + ihn = y
^

= i- r"
27r Jo

F{e)e^^^de, (n = 1, 2, 3,
• •

•)•

Since (41.3) vanishes for all values of [fj > 1, an = K = 0,

(n = 1, 2, 3,
’ *

•)• Thus, all Fourier coefficients of F(0), with

the possible exception of ao, vanish, and hence

(p{d) = j{d) + const.

It follows from this proof that if the point f is outside 7, and if

in addition to the equality (41.1) we have the equality

then/(0) = <p{d).

An important corollary follows from this theorem.

Corollary: If we have four real continuous functions /i, /o,

(pi, <p2 and the following simultaneous equalities for all values of f:

then

and

1

f =
1 /

%n Jy a — ^ %n Jy a — i

J_ f
~ — _L /"

“Pi
~

,

2jn Jy <T - f " 2ri]y<T-t;' ’

<Pi = /i,

<Pi = fi + const.,

(P2 = fi, if !fl < I

,

<Pi = ft con.Hl.., if If] 1 .
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This corollary follows at once from Harnack's Theorem when
we consider the results of adding and subtracting the equalities

in question.

References for Collateral Reading

E. C. Titchmarsh: The Theory of Functions, Oxford University Press, Now
York, 2nd ed,, pp. 64-101, pp. 399-428.

W. F. Osgood: Lehrbuch der Funktionentheoric, B. G. Teubner, Berlin,

vol. 1.

£. Goursat: Cours d ’analyse, Gauthiers-Villars et Cie, Paris, vol. 2.

E. Picard: Le^^ons sur quelques types simples d’iSquations aux ddriv6es
partielles, Gauthiers-Villars et Cie, Paris.

42. Formulas of Schwarz and Poisson. We have already
seen that the determination of the torsion function <p(x, y) and
its conjugate function y) are special cases of the fundamental
boundary-value problems of Potential Theory—the so-called

problems of Dirichlet and Neumann. These problems occur
also in other branches of applied mathematics, notably in

hydrodynamics and in electrodynamics. While the solution of

the two-dimensional problems of Dirichlet and Neumann for

special types of boundaries is likely to present serious calcula-

tional difficulties, it is possible to write down general formulas
for the case when the boundary of the region is a circle. We shall

give a derivation of formulas associated with the names of

Schwarz and Poisson that solve the problem of Dirichlet for a
circular region.

Consider a region bounded by a circle, which we can take,

without loss of generality, to be a unit circle with center at the
origin. As in the preceding section, we denote the boundary
of the circle |f|

== 1 by 7 ,
and any point on the boundary by

(X =
Let it be required to determine a harmonic function rj),

which on the boundaiy of the circle 7 assumes the values

(42.1) u\y^f{d),

where f{d) is a continuous, real function of d. Denote the
conjugate harmonic function by rj); the function v{^, 77) is

determined to within an arbitrary constant from the knowledge
of the function u(^, tj) [see (35.2)]. Then the function

^’(f) = r?) + v)
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is an analytic function of the complex variable f = | 4- for

all values of f interior to Ifj = 1. If we assume that is

continuous in the closed region If| < 1, then we can rewrite the

boundary condition (42.1) in the form‘

(42.2) F(<r) + F(ff) = 2f{e) on 7-

If we multiply both members of Eq. (42.2) by where
J/TTZ (7 — f

f is any point interior to 7 , and integrate over the circle 7 ,
we

obtain the formula

(42.3) f + ^. f
= -. f2n Jy a- — ^ 2171 Jy(T - ^ m Jy<T — ^

which by the Theorem of Harnack is entirely equivalent to

(42,2).

The first of the integrals in the left-hand member of (42.3),

by Cauchy’s Integral Formula, is equal to F(f), while the second

is equaP to F(0). Let F(0) = ao — ibo; then (42.3) becomes

(42.4) E(f) = k f d<r - ao + i6o.m jy <r — ^

If we set f = 0 in (42.4), we obtain

do -j- ibo X f
fW da

iri Jy <r

do "b ibof

‘ It is possible to prove , that if f(e) satisfies Holder's condition, then the

function F{^) given by (42.6) will be continuous in the closed region
|fl < 1.

We recall that a function f(e) is said to satisfy Hfilder's condition (or a
Lipschitz condition) if for any pair of values e' and 0" in the interval in

question

\fie") -/(Ol ^m\9" -e'\-

where M and a are positive constants. This condition is less restrictive

than the requirement of the existence of a bounded derivative.

2 Since P’(^) = 2^(0) + F'(0)f -h ^^"(O)^^ + •
*

>
and since on \^\ = 1

f = l/<r, F(a) ^(0) + F'(0) i -h ~ jp"(0) ~ H- • •
• , and term-by-term

integration gives the desired result upon noting that

I r da-
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and hence

(42.6)
1 fm d<r 1 P"

The quantity ba is left undetermined, as one would expect
since the function «(?, ,,) is determined to within an arbitrary
real constant.

Inserting the value of ao from (42.5) in (42.4), we have

(42 .6) /<’(f) = f -If« y V - f 2« Jy er
^

2W fr

^vhich is the desired formula of Schwarz.
Now if we substitute f = pe'^andv = e'-'in (42.6) and separate

the real and imaginary parts, we find

(42.7) OlP(f) s m(^, n) = -i (1 - pW) dd
2t Jo 1 - 2p cos {e — ^) + p

2

Ihis is the integral of Poisson, which give.s the solution of the
problem of Dirichlot. It is possible to prove that (42.7) repre-
sents the solution of the problem of Dirichlet under the assump-
tion that /(0) is merely a piecewise continuous function. ^

Ihe discussion of this section was confined to the general
.solution of the first boundary-value problems of Potential
Theory, when the boundary curve is a circle. It is possible to
generalize the formulas obtained above so as to make them apply
to any simply connected region. This is done by introducing a
mapping function, and we proceed next to an outline of some
basic notions that underlie the idea of conformal mapping of
simply connected domains.

43. Conformal Mapping. Let the functional relationship
A ~ set up a correspondence between the points f = ^ + ir]

of the complex f-plane and 3 = 0: + iy of tlic complex
5-plane.

3 = is analytic in some region R of the f-plane, then the

Soo O. D. KoIIogp;, Foundations of Potential Theory, and G. C. Evans
riic L)Karitliniio VMinl, Chap. IV, for a discussion of the Problem of
Neumann.
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totality of values i belongs to some region 22' of the j-plane, and

it is said that the region R is mapped into the region 2B' by the

mapping function If C is some curve drawn in the region

22, and the point f is allowed to move along C, then the cor-

responding point I will trace a curve C' in the g-plane, and C' is

called the map of C (Fig. 29).

The relationship between the curves C and C' is interesting.

Consider a pair of points f and f -f- Af on C, and let the arc

length between them be As = PQ. The corresponding points

in the region P' are denoted by 3 and 3 + A3, and the distance

between them, measured along the curve C', is As' ==

Fig. 29.

Since the ratio of the lengths of arc elements has the same limit

as the ratio of the lengths of the corresponding chords.

As'
hm -V- =As

lim
Ar-+o

As] di

Afi dt

Since 3
= w(f) is assumed to be analytic, ^ has a unique value

independent of the manner in which Af—

>

0
,
and it follows

that the transformation causes elements of arc passing through
P in any direction to experience a change in length whose magni-

tude is determined by the modulus of calculated at P.
dr

It will be shown next that the argument Of — determines the

orientation of the element of arc As' relative to As. The argu-
ment of the complex number Af is measured by the angle S

made by the chord PQ with the ^-axis, while the argument of
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is measured by the corresponding angle d' between the a:-axis

and the chord P'Q'* Hence the difference between the angles

6
' and 6 is equal to

arg As - arg Af = arg
Af

As Af —> 0, the vectors Af and Aj tend to coincide with the

tangents to C at P and to C" at P', respectively, and hence

‘

dx
arg ^ is the angle of rotation of the element of arc As' relative to

As. It follows immediately from this statement that if and

C2 are two curves in the f-plane that intersect at an angle r,

then the corresponding curves C[ and C'^ in the ^-plane also

intersect at an angle r, since the tangents to these curves are

rotated through the same angle. A transformation that pre-

serves angles is called conformal, and thus one can state the

following theorem.

Theorem;: The mapping performed by an analytic function

6j(f) is conformal at all points of the ^-plane where a)'(f) 7^ 0.

We shall be concerned, for the most part, with the mapping
of simply connected regions, where the mapping is one to one

and hence co'(f) 7^ 0. The regions R and P' may, however, be

finite or infinite. It should be noted that if the region R is

finite and P' is infinite, then the function aj(f) must become
infinite at some point a of the region R

;
otherwise we could not

have a point in the region P that corresponds to the point at

infinity in the region P'. It is possible to show that at such

points the function co(f) has a simple pole, so that its structure

in the neighborhood of the point is

»(f) -

whore c is a constant and /(f) is analytic at all points of the

region R. Other types of singularities cannot bo present, since

the mapping is assumed to bo one to one.

If both regions R and P' are infinite, and if the points at

infinity correspond, then the function ti;(f) has the form

‘»(r) = +
' Note tlint this slatdDKMit iussiinms that ^ 5^ 0 (it P.
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where c is a constant and /(f) is analytic in the infinite region 2?.

We recall that a function is said to be analytic in an infinite region

R if, for sufficiently large f ,
it has the structure

I ,
^2 I

I I

a„ + - + p+ • •
• +-+ • •

•
.

Let there be given two arbitrary simply connected regions

R and each of which is bounded by a simple closed contour

that can be represented parametrically by^

5 = ^(0 , rt = 17 (0 , h).

Is it possible to find the mapping function s
= co(f) that will

map the region R on R' conformally and in such a way that

the mapping is continuous up to and including the boundaries

C and C' of the regions R and 22'? The answer to this question

was given in the affirmative by C. Caratheodory^ in 1913, and

it is known that the mapping function co(f) is determined uniquely

if we specify the correspondence of two arbitrary chosen points

f0 and 3o of the regions R and 22' and the directions of arbitrarily

chosen linear elements passing through these points.®

We can assume without loss of generality*^ that the region 22

in the f-plane is bounded by a unit circle |fl
= 1, and it is

clear that if the region 22' is mapped by the function 5
= a;(f)

on the unit circle |f [
g 1, then the function

maps the region 22' on an infinite plane with a circular hole. In
general, it will be found convenient to map finite, simply con-

nected regions on the unit circle Ifl ^ 1, and infinite regions

on the portion of the f-plane defined by the equation [f 1 ^ 1.

1 Since the curves are closed, we must have ^(0) = r;(0) =
The term simple contour is used to mean rectifiable contour.

2 Mathematische Annalerij vol. 73, pp. 305-320.
® This theorem is associated with the name of Riemanii, who proved the

existence of w(f) under conditions that are less general than those enunciated
above.

^ If the regions Ri and 122 in the planes and 32, respectively, arc mapped
on the unit circle in the i*-plane by functions 31 = wi(f) and 3*. ^ a)2(f), then
the region 22i is mapped on the region 122 by a transformation 31

=
obtained by eliminating f from gi *= coi(f) and 32 = W2(f).
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In regard to the mapping of multiply connected regions, we
shall make a few general remarks. It can be shown that a
doubly connected region can be mapped on a circular ring, but
that the radii of the circles making up the ring cannot be chosen
arbitrarily. It is obvious that in general one can map in one-to-

one manner only regions of like connectivity. The condition of

like connectivity, however, is not sufficient for the existence of a
mapping function.

The affirmative answer to the question of the existence of a
function i = w(f) that maps conformally a given region in the

i-plane on another given region in the f-plane helps little in the

matter of the actual construction of mapping functions for

specified regions.^ However, there are some explicit formulas

that permit one to construct mapping functions for certain

classes of regions. If, for example, the region R' is that bounded
by a rectilinear polygon of n sides, then the function that

maps the interior of the polygon on the unit circle |f 1 ^ 1 has

the form

(43.1) a
= A // (f

- •
• (? - r.)"”-* df + b,

where ft are the points on the boundary y of the unit circle

that correspond to the vertices of the polygon in the j-plane,

and the numbers atTr are the interior angles at the vertices of the

polygon.*'^

The formula (43.1) was derived by Schwarz and Christoffel,^

and is known as the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation.

^ Recently, some methods of constructing polynomials and rational func-

tions that map a given region conformally on a unit circle with sufficiently

high degree of accuracy have been developed by L. Kantorovich, V. Kryloff,

G. Golusin, P. Mclentieff, M. Mooratoff, N. Stenin, and others. The work
of these mathematicians promises to be of great usefulness in applications.

See V. I. Smirnov, Konformnoc Otobrazhcnic (Conformal Representation),

which contains a number of papers by these mathematicians. This book
(in Russian) is in the Brown University Library. See also papers by L. V.

Kantorovich, Matejtuiiichcski Sbornik, vol. 40 (1933), no. 3, pp. 294-325,

and vol. 41 (1934), no. 1, pp. 179-182. This latter paper contains several

corrections of errors that crept into the earlier paper.
* The formula is usually phrased in terms of mapping of the polygon on the

half plane, but the transformation that maps the unit circle on the half plane

does not alter the form of (43.1.)

3 For derivation of this formula sec H. A. Schwarz, Gcsammelte Abhand-
lungcn, vol. 2, pp. 65-83; K. B. ChristofTol, Annali di matematica pura ed
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44. Solution of the Torsion Problem by Means of Conformal

Mapping. Let the torsion function <p(Xj y) (Secs. 31, 35) be com-

bined with its conjugate function y) to form the function

•P(j) = <pi^} y) + y)i where 3 = a; + iy. The function

is analytic throughout the region R representing the cross

section of the beam. If the region R is simply connected, we
can map it conformally on a unit circle in the f-plane. Let

(44.1) 3 = ^(f)

be the function that maps the region R on the unit circle |f| ^ 1.

The function F{i) can be expressed in terms of the variable

f, so that

(44.2) ^ + # = i^[<o(f)] =/(f),

where /(f) is analytic in the interior of the circle |fl
== 1.

It will be recalled [see (35.4)] that the function xp satisfies on the

boundary C of the region R the condition

^ + y^) = ViiV,

applicata, vol. 1 (1867), pp. 95-103, and vol. 4 (1871), pp. 1-9. For a

detailed discussion of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation and of the

Schwarz reflection principle, see, for example, Forsyth’s Theory of Func-

tions of a Complex Variable, Secs. 36, 267, 268, and Burkhardt-Rasor’s

Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable, Secs. 71, 73. S. L. Green, Tlie

Theory and Use of the Complex Variable, Chap. VI, works out in detail

several elementary examples.
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hence the imaginary part of the function /(f) defined by (44.2)

must satisfy the condition

(44.3) ^ = K«(f)"(?) on 7,

where 7 is the boundary of the circle |f| = 1.

Thus, the torsion problem will be solved if we succeed in

determining the real part ^ of the analytic function

i/(f) = i- i<P,

which on the boundary 7 of the unit circle |fl
= 1 assumes the

values

But this is a special case of the problem treated in Sec. 42, and a
reference to (42.4) shows that

^ ^ 1 o){a)o)(p) ,

A 2 + ^^0

or

(44.4) /(f) - 1

Noting that on the boundary 7 of the unit circle \^\ = 1, o- = e"''

and hence & = == l/cr, one sees that the integral (44.4) can
be written as

(44.5) +

The formula (44.5) gives us at once the torsion function <p and
its conjugate so that the solution of the torsion problem is

reduced to quadratures. If the numerator w((7)w(l/a), of the
integrand, happens to be a rational function of a-, then the
integral can be evaluated with the aid of the theorems on residues.

It is not difficult to express^ the torsional rigidity D directly

in terms of the function /(f). From (34.10)

1 The calculations loading to formulas (44.7), (44.8), and (44.10) are due to

N. I. Muschclisvili. Sec, for example, his paper " Sur lo probl6me de torsion
dca cylindres 61astiques isotropes,"' Atti ddla reale nccademia nazionale dei
lincei,, sor. 6, vol. 9 (1929), pp. 295-300.
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(44.6) D = ju

j
dxdy + ii j ^

~

= /x/o + M-Do,

where /o is the polar moment of inertia of the area bounded by C,

and

//«(*! “*'*)**

//«fe
An application of Green’s formula to this integral gives

-Do = “ j^<p{xdx + ydy) = - ^ ^
^

|

where = rc^ + y'^. But on the contour C

r = = <a{c)(h{9) and (p = J^[/(o-) +/(ff)];

hence

(44.7) Do = -^ /^
[/(<r) + /(ff)] d[a,(^)«(ff)].

Also

/X ^ I Is \jx *
iy (^2/“)

]
^2/

^ ~
Jc

— y dy).

But

a;
- ^ ^ y - i - I

and we find that

^0= ~
ii jc

~ di - 3 dl).

But

/(,a*da = o, l^rdi^o,

j,ridi = f^i^dim = - /^3^3dj,

and
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where we make use of integration by parts. Hence we can
write the polar moment of inertia 7o in the form
(44.8)

/o = ~ 4 ~ j
If «(ff) is a rational function, then the integrands of (44.7) and
(44.8) can be easily evaluated with the aid of theorems on
residues, and the expression for the torsional rigidity D can be
obtained in closed form.

We may note that the shear components and of the
stress tensor can likevdse be expressed directly in terms of the
functions F(i) and /(f). It follows from the formulas (34.4)

and (35.1) that

But

dx ^ dx di’

and we get

(44.9) r„ - ir^y = ^ta[/'’'(g) - rg].

Since 7'(g) = 7’[&)(f)] = /(f), we have

Hence (44.9) become.s

(44.10) - ir^ = jLta ““ ^w({*)
j-

This formula is extrcmel}^ useful in calculating the components
of shear.

If the mapping function is written in the form

00

i = 0>(f) = X a„f”,
rt “ 0

then it is not difficult to give a formal solution of the torsion

problem in terms of the coefficients a„. We have
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(44.11) «(<r)w ^ ^
wi *= 0 n =» 0

00 00

= ^ fcnO’” + ^ 5nO-~’‘,

n=0 n=l

where

(44.12) hn — fln+r^r*

Upon inserting the expression (44.11) in (44.5), it is seen that

^<0 = 5 /, [i) + S
n =0 tt = 1

(44.13). m = ^ + # = i

n̂=«0

where Cauchy^s Integral Formula and Eq. (41.8) have been used.

The expression (44.13) for the complex stress function ip + i\[/

was derived by R. M. Morris^ by a different method, and was
used to obtain formal solutions of the problem of torsion for

those cases in which the complex constants an are known,
A formal expression involving the constants an can be given

for the torsional rigidity D = fi(Io + Do) [see (44.6)]. Eq. (44.8)

for the moment of inertia 7o can be written as

Now from £o(<r) = ^ it follows that
n = 0

da {<7 ) = i ^ Cn<r“ ddj

^ R. M. Morris, “ The Internal Problems of Two-dimensional Potential
Theory/’ Mathematische Annalen, vol. 116 (1939), pp. 374-400- vol 117
(1939), pp. 31-38.
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where

(44.14)

= X + »')an.hra,,

r = 0

w

^—n ^ TCtn+rO^Vf (/I == 0, 1, 2,
* *

*).

From this relation and from (44.11), Ave get

lo = j ( ^ ^ ^ CnO-" + dd.
= m-I ^ \=0 n = l

^

Since cr = we see that the integral of every term involving

(71 5^ 0) vanishes, and we are left with

00

^0
2

“f"

n = 1

Similarly we can write

Do = H - £ h,n<T-A ( y n6n(r'^ ~ V nBnC^-A dd
m = 0 ^ \i=l 7, = !

^

00

= — ir V nh,J)„.

C 'ombining: the e.\pre8.sion« for lo and Do, Ave get finally

(44.15) D = h„r;, + 2 (c„E„ + - 2n6„5„)j-

« “ 1

As an illustration of the a{)|)lication of the foregoing procedure,

we consider a beam whose cross section is the cardioid

r == 26* (1 + cos a)

(r^ = 4- 2/“, tan a = y/x). It is readily verified that in this

case a suitable mapping function is

S
= ^(1 - f)^

so that the only nonvanishing coefficients a-n are

(li) = r, (ii = —2c, = c.
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The nonvanishing constants bn and Cn are easily found to be

6o = 6c^ bi = — 4c^ 62 =

c_i = ’-2c^f Co == Cl = —Gc^, C 2 = 2c2.

The complex stress function is

00

(44.16) /(f) = ¥> + # = f X = “"(6 - 4f + f^),
n *=0

while

(44.17) D = 17/x7rc''.

It should be noted that the method outlined above is readil^^

applicable whenever the mapping function co(i*) for the region H
is a polynomial, or whenever the mapping can be approximated
with suj05cient accuracy by a polynomial. If the mapping
function is known as a power series in f, then a formal solutioix

can be given in terms of the coefficients an of the mapping func-
tion, If the mapping function is known in a closed form, then
it may be easier to proceed directly from Eq. (44.5) rather than
expand co(f) in a power series and then deal with the resulting

infinite series (44.12), (44.13), (44.14), and (44.15). The reader
will verify that formula (44.4) can be used in this case to obtaiix

the result (44.16) with no calculational effort.

The problem of the cardioid is of some interest inasmuch as it
indicates an approximate behavior of a checked beam.

PROBLEM
Obtain the solution of the torsion problem for a cardioid by utilizing

formula (44.4), and thus verify (44.14).

46. Applications of Conformal Mapping, This section con-
tains several illustrations of the application of the foregoing
theory to the solution of the torsion problem.

Consider first the mapping function

(45-1) a = «(f) = (a>l,k> 0).

A study of the map of the unit circle |f [
^ 1 obtained wdth the^

aid of (45.1) shows that when a is near unity, the resulting
figure in the g-plane differs little from the figure consisting of £l
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pair of tangent circles (Fig. 30). The function /(f) that solves
the torsion problem for a beam whose cross section is shown in
Fig. 30 is thus [see (44.5)]

(45.2) /(f) ip + iyj/ ^ 1 /* k^<T^d<T

Jy + a2)(l + aV2)(cr ~ f)*

The integrand of (45.2), viewed
as a function of a, has two simple

poles <71 = ia and 0-2 = — ia that

lie outside the unit circle. For large

values of |o-| the integrand is of the

order l/k|®, and we have^

/(f) = —i(Ri + i? 2),

where Ri and R 2 are the residues

of the integrand at <ri = ia and
0-2 = — ia. Since

7^1 =

and

(cr — ia)k‘^(r'^

(cr^ + a2)(l + aV‘^K7^f) ffsalU

—k“a
2i{l — a^){ia — f)^

~ (o’ id)k“(r“

+ a-)(l + aV2)((7 - f)

— kM
2i(l - a‘^){ia +7)"

we have

(45.3) /(f) = ia^k'^

W - l)(r + a^y

The components of stress r^x and Tzy can be calculated with the

aid of (44.10), and it is not difficult to show with the aid of

(44.7) and (44.8) that the torsional rigidity D of the section is

j. __ p.TrkHO'^ + 1)

2(a*
’

As an illustration of the type of calculations required when
the mapping function is not a rational function, consider the map
of the unit circle obtained with the aid of

(45.4) 3 == co(f) = a Vl + f, Avhere a > 0 .

* Sec the (liacuHsion of rcakhics in See. 10.
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Since the sign of the square root

must be chosen positive, we can write

Vv =
If we cut the negative axis as

shown in Fig. 32, then the integrand

of (45.5) will be a single-valued

function in the simply connected

region indicated in the figure, and

the only singularity of the integrand

is the pole at u = f . Hence

where
1 + O'

y/c (cr — f)

R is the residue of ^(cr, f ) at u = and h is a small circle about

the origin. But the residue at cr = f is obviously

R =
v?

I’hus,

h. I + I
'

+ {li<r, 0
j
+ f

1
r ^ 1 — t (it

I

1 “b

jo VM + f Vf
where we have dropped the integral over the small circle 5,

since it vanishes when the radius of 6 tends to zero, and where

the integrals over the portion of the real axis between 0 and — 1

are combined by making an obvious change of variable and by
noting the difference in sign of the function y/a on the upper and

lower banks of the cut. Integrating and dropping the nonessen-

tial additive constant, w'e have finally

m t l + f
i,.„

'

Vc 1 - i Vf
(45.6)
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where

log
1 + ^ vT
1 - i vT

The function /(f) in (45.6) solves the torsion problem for a

beam whose cross section is one loop of the lemniscate. The

calculation of stresses presents no serious difficulty and is left

as an exercise to the reader.

As a third example of this general method of attack upon

problems of torsion, consider the case of a cylinder whose cross

section is bounded by two circular arcs.^

Consider a region R of the complex g-plane bounded by two

circular arcs Ci and making an angle a 0 at their points

Fig. 33.

of intersection s = Si 3 = 32 (Fig. 33a). It is obvious that

the transformation == (s
— — 32) maps the point

on the origin of the tdii-plane, the point 32 on the point at infinity,

and the region R on the infinite sector S shown in Fig. 335.

The sector S is rotated through an angle ao to bring one radius

into coincidence with the real axis of the i4i2-plane by the trans-

formation W2 = If the transformation Wz = is

applied, then the domain S' is mapped on the upper half plane

of the complex i^a-plane. Finally, this upper half plane is

carried into the unit circle in the f-plane by the mapping function

f = (i — Wz)/{1 — iwz). If these successive transformations are

combined, one obtains the mapping function

. _ g^'(3 - 3i)"^^ + (3 - 32
)^^-^^

Ci(l - 3i)"'“ ~ (3 - 32
)"/“’

^ The discussion that follows is taken from the paper Torsion of Regions

Bounded by Circular Arcs,^^ by I. S. and E. S. Sokolnikoff, Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society^ vol. 44 (1938), pp. 384-387.
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which effects conformal mapping of the region R on the unit
circle in the complex f-plane. The choice of the constants C,

ai, and i2 is uniquely determined by the geometrical configuration
and the scale used in mapping the region R on the unit circle.

For a = 7r/n, where n is an integer, the mapping function becomes
rational, a fact that greatly simplifies the evaluation of (44.5).

To illustrate the procedure, it will suffice to consider two impor-
tant special cases when the region R is one of the following:

1. A lune formed by two circular arcs of equal radius and
intersecting at right angles;

2. A semicircle.

The first of these regions suggests the cross section of a propeller

blade. It is easily verified that the mapping functions appropri-

ate to the regions defined in (1) and (2) are, respectively,

and

^ (S + 1)^ - - 1 )^

^
(s + D" + i(h -

The solution of the torsion problem for the region described in

(1) above is given next.

From

2a

+ 1
'

it follows that on the boundary of if, g = [1 — (1 —
where the appropriate branch of the square root is determined
from the observation that the imaginary part of j is positive

whenever 0 in o- = lies between 0 and tt. Then the numerator
of the integrand in (44.5) is

Substituting this expression in (44.5) and evaluating the resulting

integrals, we get

/(f) = -i(l - + const.,
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or if we return to the J-plane with the aid of the mapping function,

The imaginary part of which is the desired solution, is

^(a:, y) = + 1)“ — •i2/-]}->{7r(a;“ + y-)

[(x- + yr- - 1]

+ x(x^ + y^ + l)[^y‘^ — {x^ + y~ — 1)"] log /S

+ y{x‘^ + ?/^ - l)[(a:^ + + 1)' + 4xm,

where

1 -

. 1(1 - f- »;) + *!iy
^

(1 + xy + ^
\ - X- — if

A simple calculation shows that, on the boundary of the lunc

formed hy + (y ± 1)^ = 2, ^(a:, y) rediiceis to

^ = mx^- + y^) + const.,

as it should.

An analogous calculation gives the solution of the torsion
problem for the semicircular region. We obtain

/(f) = i2y^(l + ^f)(l -
(1 + f)2

+ -- -j + — loy;
^{i + n tt (/: + D- 1 + f

+ const.,

or, if we return to the 5-plane with the a.id of tlu^ mapping
function,

I + 3

+ const.

This result agrees with that obtained by Green hi 11 by an entirely
different method.^

1 A. G. Grbenhill, “Fluid Motion in a llotating Quad ran (,al Cylinder,”
Messenger of Mathemaiics, vol. 8 (1879), p. 89; “On the Motion of a Fric-
tionless Liquid in a Rotating Sector,” Messenger of Matherruitics, vol. 10
(1881), p. 83.

See also A. E. H. Love, A Treatise on the Mathematical Theorv of Elastic-
ity, p. 319.
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As a final example of the solu-

tion of the torsion problem in terms

of the mapping function z = 6)(f),

we consider a cylinder whose cross

section R is bounded by the inverse

of an ellipse with respect to its

center.

If the ellipse

is inverted with respect to its cen-

ter, then the point (x^ y) is carried

to the point (x', y'), which is such

that

= {x^ + y-][{x'Y H- {y’y\ = i.

The resulting curve C (Fig. 34) is given in terms of the parameter
u by the equations

X

X- + 2/‘-

y___

+ ‘if

“ cosh h cos u,
c ’

-- sinh k sin u,
c ^

or

(45.7) X + iy = c sec {u + ik)

Avith c = l/y/a- — tanh k = h/a.

Kqiiatiou (45.7) can evidently be written

(45.8) z = c sec {w + ik), v = 0,

Avith 2 = a: + iy, w — u iv.

If Ave put f = c"'" in (45.8), Ave see that the resulting function

(45.0) . = co(f) -
^

maps the cross section H of the cylinder upon the inteiior of the

unit circle If I
g I.

In the preceding section, expressions were derived that give a

formal solution of the torsion problem Avhen the mapping function

is expanded in an infinite seri(\s

2 = coif) =
'Z ““f" =

'Z
w=»0 n=0
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Such expressions, given by R. M. Morris, were used by T. J.

Higgins,^ who observed that in this case

r 0, if n = 0, 2, 4,
• •

•
,

On =
{

(n-l)

I 2c(-l) 2 if n == 1, 3, 5,
• *

.

The infinite series entering into (44.13) and (44.15) were then

summed, and the torsion function and twisting moment obtained

in closed form. However, since a)(f) is a rational function of i*,

it is simpler to proceed directly^ from (44.5), (44.7), and (44.8).

When (45.9) is inserted in (44.5), it is seen that

(45.10) /(f) ^<p + ^^P

f ffldcr

^ Jy — f)

= — 4c^*(^i + *^2) + const.,

where Ri and are the residues of the integrand at a- = ie^ and
<r = respectively. We have

Ri

R 2

1(<T + ie^){c^ + ~ f)

4(f + ie^) sinh 2fc^

I
create^

and hence

4(f .
— ie^) sinh

/(f) = ^ + # = csch 2k tan (w + ik),

where the constant in (45.10) has been taken equal to csch 2k,

The shearing stresses may be found either from the relations

Tgx = Ata
dy'

^ ^ ~ ^ + 2/'),

or from Eq. (44.10), to be

Tzy — —2fiac sin u

Tgy = '-2fiac cos u

csch 2k cosh {v 4- k) sinh (v + k)

_cos 2u — cosh 2(v + /c) cos 2u + cosh 2{v -f- k)

csch 2k sinh (v + k) cosh (y + k)

_cos 2u — cosh 2(v + k) cos 2u + cosh 2{v k)

^ ‘*The Torsion of a Prism with Cross Section the Inverse of an Ellipse,”

Journal of Applied Physics^ vol. 13 (1942), pp. 457-459.
2 See I. S. Sokolrdkoff and R. D. Specht, *‘Two Dimensional Boundary

Value Problems in Potential Theory,” Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 14

(1943), pp. 91-95.
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Equation (44.8) for the moment of inertia 7o takes the form

j 1 ,1 * f (T^icr^ ~
“ + e») 5(0-2 + e-2*)2

= —Sttc^^Rz + Ri),

where Rz and Ra are the residues of the integrand at a — ie-^ and
respectively. The residues are

= JL
'

dc _(

^3(^2 _ g2&)

+ c‘^^)®(<r + 26“*)-

_ — csch^ 2k(2 + cosh Ak)

16

JfftBjic

— Ra

and therefore

/o = xc^(2 + cosh 4k) csch^ 2k.

Similarly from (44.7) we get

Do = —iAc"^ csch 2k
cr(l -

= SttC'^ csch 2k{Rz + R^),

dff

in which R^ and Tio are the residues at <r = ier‘^ and <r = --ier^.

We find that

u = i. r <r(l - 0-^)2 1

2 a!tr2
[_ + e2*)5(<7 + zc"*)

= -}4 csch* 2k = R,,

and hence

Do = —2Trc^ csch'^ 2k.

The twisting moment is given by

M = /xa:(/o + Do)

= /xa:7rc'^(2 csch^ 2k + csch'^ 2k).

The examples discussed in this section illustrate the remarkable

ease with which we can find displacements, stresses, and torsional

rigidity with the help of this general formulation of the problem

of torsion, whenever the mapping function is of simple form.

In the case of some polygonal cross sections, the solution can be

obtained with the help of the Schwarz-Christoffel transforma-
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tion.^ Approximate mapping functions may be used, as men-

tioned in Sec. 43, in problems that are otherwise diflScult to

handle. Even when the mapping function is known, it may be

advantageous to use some other method, as was done in the case

of the rectangular cross section (Sec. 38), where series of orthog-

onal functions were employed. The torsion problem for multiply

connected regions will be considered briefly in Sec. 47.

If beams were to be designed to withstand torsional loads

alone, then one need consider only circular cylinders, for, as

noted in Sec. 37, such cylinders have the greatest torsional

rigidity for a given cross-sectional area. In practice, however,

structural members not designed primarily for torsion are yet

subjected to twisting loads, and it becomes necessary to consider

the torsion problem for a beam with arbitrary cross section.

If the particular cross sections exhibited seem of little technical

importance, it should be noted that the first example gives us

information about the distribution of stress in the neighborhood

of a reentrant corner, while the second and third display the

elastic behavior at a rectangular corner.

References for Collateral Reading

N. W. McLachlan: Complex Variable and Operational Calculus, Cambridge
University Press, London, Chap. II, Sec. 2.62, and Chap. III.

A readable account of the theory of residues.

PROBLEM

Discuss the derivation of foznnula (45.3) with the aid of formula

(44.13).

^ E. Trefftz, ‘^tlber die Torsion prisraatischer Stabe von polygonalen
Querschnitt,” Mathematische Annalen, vol. 82 (1921), pp. 97-112.

S. Berqmann, ‘^Uber die Berechnung des magnetischen Feldes in einem
Einphasen-Transformator,” Zeitschrift fur angewandie Mathermitik und
Mechanikj vol. 5 (1925), pp. 319-331.

I. S. SoKOLNiKOFF, a Solution of Laplace’s Equation with an
Application to the Torsion Problem for a Polygon with Re-entrant Angles,”

Transactions of the American Mathematical Society

^

vol. 33 (1931), pp.
719-732.

P. F. Kufarev, ‘‘Torsion and Bending of Members of Polygonal Sec-

tions,” Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, new ser., vol. 1 (1937), pp.
43-76.

Beijno Bernstein, “Zum Torsion des Winkelquerschnittes,” private

publication (available at the Brown University Library).
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46, Membrane and Other Analogies. It is clear from the dis-

cussion given in Secs. 38 and 45 that a rigorous solution of the

torsion problem for beams whose cross sections are in the shape

of the letters I, U, L, T, etc. is likely to prove extremely vexing.

While there are some rigorous solutions of the torsion problem
for beams of polygonal cross

section/ the resultant formu-

las are too involved to be of

much value to a practical de-

signing engineer, who requires

some simple, reasonably accu-

rate formulas for drafting-

room use. Within the last

two decades a variety of

approximate formulas have

been developed for the torsion

constants of sections whose

components are rectangles.

Many such formulas are based

on the mathematical analogy

between the torsion problem

and the behavior of a stretched clastic membrane sul)jected to a

uniform excess of pressure on one side.- A reference to this

analogy was made in Sec. 35, and we proceed to discuss it here

in detail.

Let a veiy thin homogeneous membrane, such as a soap

film, be stretcjliod under a uniform tension T per unit length

over an opening made in a rigid plate. The opening in tlie plate

' ScH^ the reforon(^(\s in the footnote on p. 180.

2 A detailed diH(Hission of the procedure employcnl in deriving some
approximate fornudas for sections whose components are rectangles (as well

as for some tubular sections) is given in the National Advisory ( ommittoe

for Aeronautics, Report 334, by (J. W. Trayer and II. W. March, entitled

“The Torsion of Members Having Stations C-oininon in vVircraft Construc-

tion.” Tins r(’iport (K)ntains an extensiv<‘ bibliography and a comparison of

their formulas with thos(^ obtained by oilier investigators. A description of

the cxperirnimtal proeeduro us(m1 in studying torsion of liejiins with the aid

of soap films is given by TrayiT and March and also by A. A. Clriflith and

G. I. Taylor in tlie Tedinieal Keport of the Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics (Britisli), 1917-1918. A brief account of the procedure

employt'd by Griilith and Taylor is found in S. Timoslu'nko, llieory of

Elasticity, S(m‘. 82.
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IS assurn^ to have the same shape as the cross section of the
torsion, and the membrane is supposed to be

fixed at the edge of the opening. If p is the pressure per unit
“rembrane, and if the membrane is in equihbrium,

n tfie for(» p dx dy, actmg on an element of area dx dy (Fig.
35) must be balanced by the resultant of the vertical components

stresses actmg on the boundary of the element of

Wl the resultant of the vertical components of the
tensile forces acting on the edges dy is

(T dy sin d\ - (T dy sin d)^ = (t dy dy

Jhhresli' ^ Similarly

dt is
components acting on the edges

Hence the equation of equilibrium of the element is

dy

^ _ -p

and we have

(46.1)
dx^ dy'^

^heSvenf the condition s = 0on the edge of the opening. If we substitute in (46.1)

(46.2)

the equation becomes

(46.3)

2 = 'Jr

2T >

5^
dx^

"h^ “ ~2»

subject to the condition that

(46.4) '4' = 0 on the boundary.
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Equation (46.3) is identical with that obtained in Sec. 35

for the stress function and it is clear from the discussion

there that the slope of the membrane at any point is proportional

to the magnitude of the shearing stress

at the corresponding point of the section subjected to toi'sion.

The contour lines z = constant of the membrane correspond

to the lines of shearing stress y) = constant. Recalling

that the torsional rigidity of the beam is given by Eq. (35.10),

dx dy,

it becomes clear that the volume between the plane of the open-

ing 2 = 0 and the surface of the membrane is proportional to the

torsional rigidity D of the section. Since the contour lines of

the membrane can be mapped out, and the slope at each point

and the volume under the membrane can be measured, one can

secure the desired information concerning the lines of shearing

stress and the torsional rigidity of the beam from experimental

measurements.

A consideration of the equation of the unloaded membrane,

dx^
0

,

which is so supported at the edges that

(46.5) 2 = K(^“ + 2/0 on the boundary,

shows that one can also determine experimentally the function

^(^j y) [see (35.3)] from a study of an unloaded soap film stretched

so that the heights of the membrane over the contour of the

section have the values given by (46.5).

The membrane analogy has been used in an interesting way by

Timoshenko to discuss an appi'oximate behavior of a beam of

narrow, rectangular cross section, and in analyzing the stress

concentration near fillets in channel sections and I beams. It is

interesting to note that the maximum shearing stress in a narrow

beam of thickness c is twice as great as in a circular shaft of

diameter c and subjected to the same twist. The details of the

calculations and further discussion will be found in Timoshenko's

Theory of Elasticity, Secs. 77 and 81.
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In addition to the references given in Timoshenko’s Theory

of Elasticity (Secs. 76, 82, 84), the following papers may be

consulted. The technique of measuring the ordinates of the

membrane has been discussed by Thiel, ^ who used stereoscopic

photography, while Reichenbacher^ has described an optical

device for the automatic plotting of the contour lines of the

membrane. The soap film has been replaced by a paraffin sur-

face by Kopf and Weber, ^ and by the interface between two

immiscible liquids by Piccard and Baes^ and by Sunatani,

Matuyama, and Hatamura.® L. Foppl® and Deutler^ have dis-

cussed the form of the membrane analogy in which the film is

under zero resultant pressure and its boundary has variable

height.

The boundary-value problems of torsion can also be interpreted

in terms of various hydrodynamical analogies. These are dis-

cussed briefly in Timoshenko’s Theory of Elasticity, Sec. 83,

where several references are given. To these may be added a

paper by Den Hartog and McGivern® in which experimental

technique is described.

^ A. Thiel, “ Photogrammetrisches Verfahren zur versuchsmassigen
Losung von Torsionsaufgaben (nach einem Seifenhautgleiehnis von L.

Foppl),” Ingenieiir Archiv^ vol. 5 (1934), pp. 417-429.
2 H. Reichenbacher, ^^SelbsttMge Ausmessung von Seifenhautniodellen

(Anwendung auf das Torsionsproblem),” Ingenieur Archiv, vol. 7 (1936),

pp. 257-272.
3 E. Kopp and E. Weber, ^'Verfahren zur Ermittlung der Torsionsbean-

spruehung mittels Membranmodell,'' Zeitschrift des Vereines deutschcr

Ingenieure, vol. 78 (1934), pp. 913-914.

A. Piccard and L. Baes, *‘Mode experimental nouveau relatif ^ I'appli-

cation des surfaces ^ courbure constante ^ la solution du probleme de la

torsion des barres prismatiques,” Proceedings of the Second International Con-
gress for Applied Mechanics, Zurich, 1927, pp. 195-199.

^ Chid6 Sunatani, Tokuzo Matuyama, and Motomune Hatamura,
“The Solution of Torsion Problems by Means of a Liquid Surface,^' Techni-
cal Reports of the Tdhoku Imperial University, vol. 12 (1937), pp. 374-396.

®L. Foppl, “Eine Erganzung des Prandtlschen Seifenhaut-Gleichnisses
zur Torsion,^' Zeitschrift fur angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik, vol. 15

(1935), pp. 37-40.

^ H. Deutler, ^'Zur versuchsmassigen Losung von Torsionsaufgaben mit
Hilfe des Seifenhautgleichnisses,^' Ingenieur Archiv., vol. 9 (1938), pp.
280-282.

*J. P. Den Hartog, and J. G. McGivern, ^'On the Hydrodynamic
Analogy of Torsion,” Journal of Applied Mechanics, vol. 2 (1935), pp.
A46-A48.
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The analogy between the torsion of a cylinder and the potential

of a plane electric field affords another way of obtaining experi-

mental solutions of the torsion problem. This is described in

Sec. 7, Chap. Ill, of Technische Dynamik by C. B. Biezeno and
R. Grammel and in a paper by H. Cranz.i

The equation for current flow in a conductor of variable thick-

ness is identical with that describing the torsion of a shaft of

varying circular section. ^ This analogy, which yields a practical

method for studying stress concentration in the neighborhood
of fillets or grooves in shafts under torsion, is described in Sec. 87

of Timoshenko’s Theory of Elasticity and in papers by Thum
and Bautz,^ Jacobsen,'* and Salet.®

References for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Love: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Sec. 224.

S. Timoshenko: Theory of Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York, Secs. 76, 82.

R. V. Southwell: Theory of Elasticity for Engineers and Physicists, Oxford

University Press, New York, Secs. 386-389.

W. Trayer and H. W. March: National Advisory Committee for Aeronau-

tics, Report 334,

PROBLEM

Show from tlie membrane analogy that upper and lower bounds can

be put on the torsional stiffness of an irregular section by considering

the largest inscribed and smallest circumscribed circular section.

47. Torsion of Hollow Beams. The discussion of the torsion

problem has been confined thus far to solid beams, so that the

region of the cross vsection has been simply connected. Hollow

or tubular beams are of considerable technical importance, and

1 H, (-RANZ, *‘r].\poriinontollo Losung von Torsionsaufgaben,”

Archiv, vol. 4, pp. 506-509, (1933).

2 SOO S(‘(L 49.

3 A. Thum and W. IUutz, “Dio Plrmittlung von Spannungsspitzen in

vcTdr(dih<\*inspru(*lit(Hi Wolhai diirch ein clektrisches Modell,” Zeitschrift des

Vercinea deutscher Ingenicurc, vol. 78 (1934), pp. 17-19.

^L. S. JAcamsEN, “Torsional Stresses in Shafts Having Grooves or

Fillets,” Journal of Applied Mechanics, vol. 2 (1935), pp. A154-A155.

KI. Salet, “Determination des poiiites de tension dans les arbres do

revolution souniis h torsion au inoyen d^un module electrique,” Bulletin de

rassociniion technique viaritime et aironatiqiie (1936), 40, pp. 341-350, 351.
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it is necessary to extend the formulation of the toraion problem

so as to include multiply connected regions.

Let it be assumed that a beam has several longitudinal cavities

so that the boundary of the cross section of the beam is made up

of several simple closed contours. Denote the exterior contour

by Co, and let Ci, C2,

• •
•

,
C„ be the simple closed contours

lying entirely within the contour Co (Fig. 36). The contours

Cl, Ci,
• •

,
C„ correspond to the cavities of the beam. The

discussion that led to the formulation of

the differential equation (34.5) is valid

in this case, and we have the differential

equation

where R is the multiply connected

region interior to Co and exterior to

Cl, C2,

*
‘

,
Cn- Since the longi-

tudinal cavities and the outer surface are free from external

loads, we have, as shown in Sec. 34, the boundary conditions

(47.2) ^ = 2/ cos (Xj v) — X cos (t/, v) on C,, (i == 0, 1, 2,
• •

•
,

//).

It follows from the discussion in Sec. 36 that the function y)

conjugate to the torsion function y) satisfies on each contour

Ci the condition

or

(47.3) ^ = }i{x^ + y^) -h ki on Ci, (i == 0, 1, 2,
• •

-
,
n),

where the h are constants that will, in general, have different

values on the contours Cf.

Ordinarily the function ^(x, y) determined with the aid of

(35.2) will be multiple-valued, but in our case \[/ must satisfy

Eq. (47.3), and hence ^ must return to its original value after the
point I

= X + iy traverses each contour Ci. Moreover, the
function (p{x, y) is determined by the boundary conditions (47.2)

to within an arbitrary constant, and it follows that its conjugate
function y) must likewise be determined to within an
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arbitrary constant. Accordingly, the value of only one of the

arbitrary constants h entering into (47.3) can be assigned at

will, and the remaining ones must be so determined as to make
the function single-valued in the region R.

The stress function 'I' (a;, y) can be defined, as in Sec. 36, by the

formula

(47.4) 4^(0:, y) = xl/ix, y) - + y^),

so that 4'(a:, y) satisfies in the region R the equation

(47.5) = -2.

As a consequence of the definition (47.4), it follows that on the

contours, Ci, {i = 0, 1, 2, n), the function ^ satisfies the

conditions

(47.6) ^ = h, a = 0, 1, 2,
• •

•
,
n),

where the value of only one of the constants h may be assigned

arbitrarily.

The formula (34. 10) for the calculation of the torsional rigidity

D is still available, and we have

(47.7)

D . j
j^(x-- + ,‘ + x^-yf^dxdy

where we use <^^)f the relations

obtained in Sec. 35. The integration in (47.7) is performed

over the multiply connected region R. The right-hand member
of (47.7) can be rewritten as

^ ^ j
~

Tx ^
= 2/x

y
>1' dx dy + y. '^{y dx - x dy),

where we make use of Green's Theorem, and the subscript C
on the line integral means that the integration is to be performed

in appropriate directions over all the contours Ci, {i = 0, 1, 2,
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• •
•

,
7i). Now if we choose the value of ^ over the contour Co

to be zero (that is, ko = 0) and note the boundary conditions

(47.6), we have

D = 2iJi j
dx dy + iJi ^ h dx - x dy).

But

Ic o (2/
^ ^2/)

= 2 j
dx dy = 2Ai,

where Ai is the area enclosed by the contour Ci, and we have

(47.8) D = 2/x j dxdy + 2} ^nhAi.

The expression for the twisting moment M is

(47.9) M = 2iJLOi dxdy + ^ hA^.

Some important approximate formulas that are applicable to

thin tubes follow at once from these

formulas. While it is not the purpose

of this volume to deal with approximate

engineering formulas, a brief reference to

their mode of development is made in the

remainder of this section.

Let a thin tubular section of thickness

t be bounded by an exterior contour Co

and an interior contour Ci (Fig. 37). If

the section is thin, then the value of "F

under the integral sign can be replaced

by its average value taken over the contours Co and Ci, but since

the value of Af over the contour Co is taken as zero, we have

^ = MK
where ^ denotes the average value of Plence the approxi-

mate value of the torque M from (47.9) is

M = 2nak^{}iA + A

where A is the area of the ring and A i is the area of the hole.
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The resultant shearing stress at any point in the cross section

is given by the formula (see Sec. 35)

Hence the approximate average shearing stress f in the tube is

fci
T = na— = na —

)

t z

where 5^ denotes the difference in the values of the stress

function ^ on the outer and the inner boundaries. If the

perimeter of the inner boundary is Z, then one can deduce the

following approximate relations for very thin tubes

r = 2/xq:

M =

The membrane analogy is also used in an approximate discus-

sion of the torsion problem for thin slit tubes.

The application of the membrane analogy to obtain experi-

mental solutions of the torsion problem for hollow beams is

described by Timoshenko^ and by Biezeno and Grammel.^ This

method was aj^plied to the torsion problem of an eccentric

circular annulus by Engelmann.^ Nemenyi® has discussed the

use of numerical and experimental (membrane) methods in the

torsion pro])l<un for l^eams of multiply connected cross section.

i For Ji (liHc.iiHsion of iipproxiiiuito forinulas soo P,. V. Southwoll, Theory of

Plasticity for hhifrinciirs and Pliysicists, Sec. 393; S. Timoshenko, Theory of

Plasticity, Sec. 85; (}. W. Traycr and H. W. March, National Advisory

(ornmittoe for Acroinuitics, Report 334, pp. 17-20.

S. Timoshenko, Tlioory of Plasticity, Secs. 77, 81, and G. W. Trayer

and H. W. March, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Report

334, p. 20.

Theory of lOlastPnty, 8<m\ 84.

' Teehnis(4H^ Dynaniik, (!ha,p. Ill, 20, pp. 199-201.

Fritz 1<)ngiolmann, “Verdrehunp; von Stahen init cinseitig-ring-formi-

gem Qiierschnit,t,” Forachting auf dem Gebiete des IngenieurwesenSj vol. 6

(1935), pp. 140-154.

” P. NnMtiiNvr, “Tiosung de.s 'Torsionsproblems fur Stabe mit mehrfacli

J5Usainnaenhangen(l(Mn Quershnitt,” Zciischrifl fur angawandte Afatheninhk

und Mcchanikj vol. 1 (1921), pp. 304-307,
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It will be recalled that the curves ^(a;, y) = constant deter-

mine the lines of shearing stress (see Sec. 35), and it follows from

the boundary conditions (47.6) that one can obtain a rigorous

solution for the torsion problem of a hollow shaft from the solu-

tion of the torsion problem of a solid shaft by deleting the portion

of material contained ^vithin the curve ^{x, y) = constant.

Thus, in the discussion of the problem of torsion for an elliptic

cylinder in Sec. 36, it was shown that the lines of shearing stress

are similar ellipses, concentric with the ellipse

representing the cross section of the cylinder. Accordingly, if we
delete the portion of material contained within the elliptical

cylinder

(47.10) + |! = (1 - kY, (0<k< 1),

then the stress function ^ for an elliptical beam of semi-axes a

and b will have a constant value over the curve (47.10), and the

same function ^ will thus solve the torsion problem for a hollow

beam bounded by similar elliptical cylinders.

The lines of shearing stress for a beam of circular cross section

are circles concentric with the outer boundary, and it follows

at once that the formulas contained in Sec. 33 are applicable to

hollow circular shafts.^ In particular, the torsional rigidity D is

(47.11) D = ^ (a^ - at),

where ao is the radius of the inner circle and a is that of the outer

one.

References for Collateral Reading

S. Timoshenko: Theory of Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York, Secs. 84, 85.

K. V. Southwell: Theory of Elasticity for Engineers and Physicists, Oxford
University Press, New York, Secs. 391-393.

PROBLEM
Find the conjugate torsion functions ^>, the stress function 4^, and

the constant k entering into (47.6) for a hollow circular shaft. Derive

^ See problem at the end of this section.
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the expression (47.11) for the torsional rigidity of the shaft both from
(34.10) and from (47.8).

48. Curvilinear Coordinates. In many problems it is more
convenient to deal with a curvilinear coordinate system rather
than with a rectilinear one. For instance, in discussing the
torsion problem for a body having axial symmetry, it is con-
venient to make use of a cylindrical coordinate system. One
such problem will be discussed in the next section, and we proceed
to develop the expressions for stresses and strains in curvilinear
coordinates. We shall limit ourselves to a treatment of orthog-
onal coordinate systems, since only such systems occur com-
monly in practice.

Consider a set of three independent functions of the Cartesian
variables x, y, z,

(48.1) oii - cci(x, y, z), (i = 1, 2, 3).

The intersections of the surfaces

“•(a:, y, 2) = const., (i = 1, 2, 3)

pair by pair determine the coordinate lines of our curvilinear
coordinate system, and the intemection of coordinate lines

determines a point that will be labeled (ai, 03). It is assumed
that the coordinate system (or.) is orthogonal, so that the element
of arc (is has the form

(48.2) ds"- =
T-1

where gu are the metric coefficients that can be calculated^ from
(48.1).

Let Po and P bo two neighboring points in an unstrained
medium, and lot these points take the positions PJ and P' after

deformation. We shall (‘.online our discussion to infinitesimal

deformations- and shall represent the displacements in the
directions normal to the coordinate surfaces ai, as, az by Wi, W2, Uz
respectively. The curvilinear (ioordinates of the points Po and

^ Soc I’rob. I Ml, tlic ctid of this section. All summations in this section will
he indicated hy a summation sign.

^ See S(M‘. 7.
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P are ai and on + don respectiv'ely. The coordinates of the

points PS and P' will be denoted by + ft and

+ fi + don + dft*

Then it follows from (48.2) that

“Wi “ Qii 'W-2 ~ S^22 f2j 'lia
” "s/qzz fa-

Now the length of the element of arc ds joining the points

Po and P is given by

3

(48.3) ^ ^u(ai, 012, 0:3)

t=»i

while the length of the same element in the deformed state is

^ven by

3

(48.4) (ds')^ = ^ gii{oci + fi, 0:2 + fa, ^3 + f3)(dat + df,)-.
» = i

But

3

gii{oti + fi, 0:2 + f2, 0:3 + fs) = gniai, 012, 0:3) + ^ f/

y=i
^

to the order of approximation contemplated by the linear theory,
and

{dai + df,-)‘^ = {daiY + ^dond^: + di\

Hence (48.4) can be written as

3

{dociY^ + 2 daj dai,

y=i
^

(48.5)

where

(48.6) (?,/
= -L . I

dfy

and where we neglect the terms involving the products of fy

5 f
symbol 6,7, as usual, denotes the Kroeiieckei* delta.
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The expression for Ga has been symmetrized by replacing by

+ Gji)-

It is clear from (48.2) and (48.5) that the elongations of linear

elements and shears are characterized by the coefficients gu and
Gij. Thus, consider a linear element dsi directed along one of the

coordinate lines cxi. From (48.2), its length is

dSi — ga dcxi,

while the length of the same element after deformation is

dSi = x/^idon.

Accordingly, the extension cu of this element is

Gii doLx g^ii doL,

\^gii doLi

I
Gii Qii

-I
. 1 Gii Qiir t = 7: J

Qii " Qii

if we neglect the nonlinear terms in the and their derivatives.

Noting the definitions (48.6), we have

(48.7)

3

1 Gii Qu I
1 u

" ” 2 gu
“ ^i 2gii Lf dotu

3

dgu Uk

The cosine of the angle ^,7 between tlie directions of linear

elements in the deformed state that were originally directed

parallel to the coordinate lines ai and a/ is given by^

(48.8) (H>s 6ij

yjGuGjj

Just as in See. 4, we define the angle aij by the formula

then

(H)s 6ij
— sin an = an.

* Soc Proh. 3 at tho (‘nd of this .sc'ction.
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The shear components of the strain tensor are defined by the

relation an = 2e<,-. Substituting in (48.8), we get'

2 y/GMii ^ VsTiiSr;,-

Finally, substituting in the foregoing formula the definitions

(48.6), we obtain the shear components of the strain tensor in

the form

(48.9) 61*2 ““
1

(,

(^) iw)}
lit 7^

The components uj of the stress tensor in curvilinear coordi-

nates are defined in precisely the same way as they were in the

cartesian system. Thus, the component of stress normal to

the element of area perpendicular to the coordinate line ai is

denoted by ra, and the component of shear associated with the

coordinate lines ai and aj is written as Uj.

In this notation,^ Hookers law for a homogeneous isotropic

medium assumes the form

(48.10) <

Tii = -f 2/xeii or m =

Tij = 2^6,7

Ec
^ +

E

or

(1 + <r)(l - 2cr)

E .

n ^ J,

\ + a

where the invariant d- ^ en + 622 + ^ 33 . Solving the system

(48.10) for the components of strain yields

1 + <r

(48.11) e.7 = E
where the invariant 0 = rn -f T22 + T 33 .

1 Note that

g + 2,.g) (,„ + to
(. + 2,„ to)

- mil + (g g,i +g s«) (* + ^IHJI (g + g)
•4- terms involving products of and its derivatives, terms that were
neglected previously.

2 a. Sec. 22 and 23.
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A somewhat lengthy calculation, although in essence similar
to that outlined in Sec. 15, leads to the follo^ving equations of
equilibrium in curvilinear coordinates:^

3

(48 12) __ i ^ QZji ^jj I / gQur-j

da, 2Lgj,- da,^

+ g\/gii = 0
,

(^ = 1
,
2

, 3),

where g = '\/gng22gz3j and the Fi are the components, in the
directions of the coordinate axes, of the body force F.

We shall write out the expressions for the strain components
(48.7) and (48.9) and the equations

of equilibrium (48.12) for three

important special cases of curvi-

linear coordinates.

a. Plane Polar Coordinates. In

this case, the index i assumes the

values 1, 2, and according to the

usual notation

Oil = r, a2 = 6.

The coordinate surfaces in this case Kk;. ;i8.

are circular cylinders perpen-

dicular to the ar/y-plane (r = constant) and radial planes through
the origin (6 = constant). The element of arc is given by

= dr^ +
so that

gw = 1, gn = 0, g22 = r-.

Noting the formulas (48.7) and (48.9), we see that the strain

components in this case are

^ Sco A. 1^". II. JiOvo, A q'reatiso on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity,

Secs. 19, 20, 21, 22c, 58, 59, 90, 97, 99; E. Trefftz, Handbuch der Physik,

vol. 0, Sees. 24, 25.
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while the equations of equilibrium (48.12) become

/

dr

STtt , 1 dTrd
I

Ttt — TdO
, ^- +F^ +—7~

(48.14)

6. Cylindrical Coordinates, The variables inA'oIved h(‘ro arc

Bttb
,

1 dree ,2 ,, .

ai = r, 0-2 = 6
,

01} = z,

and the element of arc in cylindrical coordinates is given In'

ds- = + r- dd- + dz-,

so that

^11 = 1
> ^22 = r-,

(733
= 1 .

The surfaces r = constant and 0 = constant are circular cylin-
ders and radial planes as in case a, above, while the .surfjice>
z = constant are planes parallel to the r^z-plane. Substitutin}-
the values of the metric coefficients in (48.7), (48.9), and (48.12)
gives the expressions for the strain components

(48.15)

and the

1

e„ = dUr

dr
^

1 ^ee =
1 due

,
Ur

r 'dd r
'

\ dUz

1

1 ^zz ^
~dz’

1

^rd —
1 /l dUr due wA
2\r dd ^ dr 7/

erz = -(^4.
2\dr dz /

\
^

^dz
~ - ( 4_ ^ ^

2 \a;2 r dd )'

equations of equilibrium

jdrrr

1 dr
+ 1 0TrS

r dd +^ +^- + A', = 0.

j
dr
+ 1 dT)e

r dd
1

^Tez 2
"dz = d,

hxrz

\
dr +

Idrez

r de
4- _L ^

1 rt

(48.16)
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c. Spherical Coordinates, For this coordinate system, we have
Oil — r, a2 = a, = 6. The surfaces are the right circular

cylinders, r = constant, the radial planes perpendicular to the
.T

2/-plane, a = constant, and the right circular cones with vertices

at the origin, d = constant. Since the element of arc is given by

= dr- + 7-2 sin- 6 da- + dd^

we have

^11 = 1, 922 = sin- 6, g^z = r^.

The strain components, in this case, are

('48.17)

Crr —

CffB = -

Caa = —

dUr

dr

'

1 dlWfl Ur

r 69 ^ r'

1 dUct

r sin 9 da
,

tir
,

cot 0+ - + ue ^

r r

4< 1 dUr 'il-a
1

* ~
2

'

\r sin 9 da

1 /
< \ dUr ^ 1^:!! ,

dflo
II

r dr

du„ Uix cot 6
( ae -

2 1<r dd r
+ i duA

r sin 9 da /

and the (xpiations of equilibrium are

(-IS. 18)

OTrr I
__ l)rra \ f'^TrO 2rrr — Taa “ TffQ -f TrO OOt 6

, „
'dr r win 0 dee r d0 ‘

r

dTrn . 1_ dTaa . 1 3r,.« 4" 2r„fl CO I 0

dr r sill 0 dex r Iw r
i"

{!.T.i2 J_ . ..a 4. 1 I
3Trfl 4-

(Tfff)
— Tag) cot 6 „

(ir r sin 0 da r do r
4- r

= 0
,

= 0.
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PROBLEMS

1. Show that the metric coefficients can be calculated by observing

that

3 3

dxk dXk
dxk ^ dXkdXk

, ,-da,. (dx,.r^2^-—da,da,.
i*= I =» 1

It follows that

or

where

k"»l k,i,j

= ^ gadaidoj,

i.i-1

0n = V̂
dai ddi

k^l

2. Calculate the metric coefficient gi,- for plane polar coordinates
r,a2 = 6 from the relations

a?! — CLi cos o£2, Xo = di sin do

3

ddi ddj
*•1

and
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3. Consider a curvilinear triangle in the undeformed state, with sides

directed parallel to the coordinate lines ai and ai. The increments in

the coordinates aj along the sides can be written as (dcti, 0, 0) and

(0, 0), while the “hypotenuse” corresponds to coordinate changes

(— dai, 0) . Show from (48.5) that after deformation, the sides

have lengths \/6hi dai, \/G22 and include an angle Bn, while the

length of the hypotenuse is y/On dal + ^22 dal " 2Gi2 dai da^. Use
the law of cosines to show that

cos 012
Gii

'S/Gii Gn

49. Torsion of Shafts of Varsdng Circular Cross Section. In

discussing the torsion by terminal couples of a circular shaft of

varying diameter, it is convenient to make use of the cylindrical

coordinates r, 0, z introduced in the preceding section. We shall

direct the axis of the shaft along the 2:-axis, and in order to avoid

using subscripts, we shall denote the displacements in the radial

and tangential directions by u and v respectively. The displace-

ment in the direction of the axis of the shaft will be called w.

It will be recalled that in the case of a uniform circular shaft

twisted by terminal couples, the displacement of points in any

cross section is in the tangential direction,^ and that the displace-

ment in the direction of the axis of the shaft vanishes. We shall

attempt to solve the torsion problem for a shaft of varying

diameter by assuming that in this case, we also have

u = IV = 0
,

and then prove that the solution based on this assumption

fulfills all conditions of the problem, and hence is the desired one.

On account of the circular symmetry, the tangential displace-

ment V cannot depend on the angle 0, and thus will be function

of the variables r and 2 .

Since the displacements ii and w vanish, the formulas (48.15)

(wdth Ur = u, vn ^ Uz ^ w) give

(49.1) Crr “ V0$ — Czz = 6V* = 0, (’rO ~
2

1 0?;

^ S<>o Fip;. 20.
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and it follows from (48.10) that the corresponding stresses are

Inserting these expressions in the three equilibrium equations
(48.16) shows that two of them are satisfied identically, and the
remaining one requires that

^ 4- 1 ^ Z j. ^ _ n
r dr dz^

~

This equation can be rewritten in the form

and it follows that there exists a function F{r, z) such that

(49.3)

so that

z
^

dz ^ dr Vr

^ /A ^ j. ^
dz \rJ dr

and ^ J^
dr \r/ dz

Differentiating the first of these equations with respect to r,

the second ^-ith respect to z, and adding gives the equation on the
function P(r, z) in the form

(49.4)
dW SdF d^F _
3r* r br'^ li^~

The stress components will now be expressed in terms of the
function P{r, z). It follows from formulas (49.3) that

_1 d^ d (v\ ^ dv
dr

~
^ bz \r)

~

J. ^
r'^ dz

and comparison of these expressions with the last two of the
formulas (49.2) shows that the nonvanishing components of
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stress are given in terms of the function F by the formulas

(49 .5)
dr dz

Since the lateral surface of the shaft is free from external loads,

it follows that the resultant shearing stress must be directed

along the tangent to the boundary of the axial section. Accord-
ingly, the component of the resultant stress in the direction v

normal to this boundary must vanish, and we have the boundary
condition

TO: COS (Z, P) + Tre COS (v, p) = 0.

But cos (Zj p) ^ cos (r, p) = where (h is the element of

arc along the boundary of the axial section (Fig. 39), and we have

Substituting in this expression from (49.5), we get

dF dr dF dz _
dr ds dz ds ’

or

dF
-^ = 0 on the boundary.

Thus, the condition that the lateral surface be free from external

loads demands that the function F(r, z) assume a constant value

on the boundary of the axial section.
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The twisting moment on any cross section whose radius is a

is easily computed. Thus,

rix fa fa fa

(49.6) M= / TBzT^drde = 27r / r-ro^dr = 2TryL
/
— dr

= %rix[F{a, z) — i^(0, z)].

The solution of Eq. (49.4) is quite simple for the case of a

conical shaft, shown in Fig. 40. It is easily checked that the

function

(49.7) F(r, z)
2 1 z

_(r^ -f- z^y'^_

where fi is a constant, satisfies Eq. (49.4). Moreover, the expres-

sion z/{r^ + is constant on
the lateral surface, since it is

equal to the cosine of one-half

the vertical angle of the cone,

and hence the function F{r^ z) in

(49.7) assumes a constant value

on the lateral surface of the

cone.

The magnitude of the shearing stresses tbz and Ttb is given at

once by the formulas (49.5), and a simple calculation shows that

_ ixcrz _ _ jLtcr^

The value of the constant c can be determined from (49.f))

when the twisting couple in the terminal section is known.
It is possible to solve by this method torsion problems foi-

shafts of elliptical, parabolic, and hyperbolic sections.^

^ A re^hew of the literature on the subject will be found in an article by
Th. Poschl in Zeitschrifi fiir angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik, vol. 2
(1922), p. 137. In a paper entitled “Some Practically Important Stress-

systems in Solids of Revolution,’^ Proceedings of the Royal Society (London),
ser. A, vol. 180 (1942), pp. SeT-SOB, R. V. Southwell uses the serai-inverse

method of Saint-Venant to discuss the torsion of a shaft of varying circular
cross section, the torsion and flexure of an incomplete tore, shearing stresses
in a toroidal hook, and symmetrical strain in a solid of revolution. Some
references to approximate methods of investigating the concentration of
stress near fillets of shafts of varying diameters are given in S. Timoshenko,
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We shall make use of some particular solutions of Eq. (49.4)

in the next section, which is concerned with a study of local

effects near the ends of a twisted circular cylinder in which the

distribution of stress at one end differs from that demanded by
Saint-Venant's theory.

60. Local Effects. It was already noted that Saint-Venant^s

theory of torsion, discussed in Secs. 33 and 34, imposes a require-

ment that the distribution of stress over the ends of the cylinder

be the same as in every other cross section of the cylinder.

The theory developed in these sections yields stresses that at the

end sections are statically equivalent to the applied twisting

couples. The distribution of these end stresses cannot be
arbitrarily specified, since the end couples must be applied in a

way demanded by the solution of the torsion problem for the

particular section under discussion. If the distribution of

stresses over the ends of the cylinder differs from that demanded
by the theory, there will be some local irregularities in the

neighborhood of the ends, and it is to be expected from Saint-

Venant's principle that the effect of local perturbations will not

be felt far from the ends. We proceed to investigate the char-

acter of local disturbances in a circular cylinder of radius a that

is twisted by some prescribed distribution of stresses tqs over the

end 2 = 0,

If we assume a particular solution of Eq. (49.4) in the form

e“*®J?(r), where R(r) is a function of r alone, then it follows from

Theory of Elasticity, p. 281. In addition, the following papers may be

consulted

:

H. Nkubkr, “ Elastisch-strenge LOsungoii zur Kerbwirkung bei Scheibon

und Umdrehungskorpern,” Zeiischrift fur angewandte Mathematik und
Mechanik, vol. 13 (1933-1934), pp. 439-442.

A. Thum and W. Bautz, *‘Dio Ermittlung von Spannungspitzen in

vcrdrohboauspruchtcn Wellcn diirch cin olectrisches Modell,’^ Zeitschrift des

Vereines deutscher Inqenicure, vol. 78 (1934), pp. 17-19.

L. S. Jacobsen, ^‘Torsional Stresses in Shafts having Grooves or Fillets,”

Journal of Applied Media,nics, vol. 2 (1935), pp. A154-A155.

G. Salet, “Determination des pointes de tension dans los arbres dc

r6volution soumis h torsion au moycn dhin module 6iectrique,” Bulletin

de Vassociation technique marilimc et a&ronautique, no. 40 (1930), pp. 341-351.

G. Salet, “Amelioration dc la m6thodG de determination des pointes

de tension dans Ics arbres de revolution soumis h. torsion au moycn d'un

niodfilo 61octriquo,” BuUeiin de Vassociation ieeJmique maritime et a&ro-

nautiqve, no. 41 (1937), pp. 205-303.
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(49.4) that the function R{r) must satisfy the equation

dm
dr^

+ hm = 0 .

T OLT

This is a well-known differential equation, and it is easy to

show^ that it is satisfied by the function R = rV2 (fcr), where

J^[hT) is the Bessel function of the first kind and of second order.

Since the differential equation (49.4) is linear, a linear combina-

tion of solutions of the type ^{knr) will satisfy the

equation, and we take the function F{r, z) in the form

(50.1) Fir, z) = ^
n=*l

where a and Ai are constants. If the constants ki are chosen

to be the successive roots of the equation J2 {ka) = 0, then on the

boundary of the axial section we have F(a, z) = yiaa^ = con-

stant, which is the required boundary condition. It is obvious

from (49.5) that the distribution of stress in the cylinder cor-

responding to the choice = 0, (n = 1, 2,
•

• 0 is precisely

that required by Saint-Venant’s theory.

The expression for the tangential stress rez is given by the first

of formulas (49.5), and we obtain formally

eo

(50.2) TO* = ju jar + ^ Q^r) + J'g(fc„r)A„j|:

n = l

where the prime denotes the derivative mth respect to the

argument But^

(50.3) A Jtikr) + J'^ikr)
j
= fcJi(fcr),

where /i(fcr) stands for the Bessel function of order one, which
is known to satisfy the equation

^ See, for example, I. S. and E. S. Sokolnikolf, Higher Mathematics for

Engineers and Physicists, 2d ed., p. 339.

^ See G. N. Watson’s Theory of Bessel Functions or J. M. MacRobert’s
Treatise on Bessel Functions.
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Substituting (50.3) in (50.2) and setting 2 = 0 gives the expres-
sion for the distribution of stresses over the end 2 = 0 of the
cylinder,

(50.5) (r»j)j=.o = jLt jar + .d„fc„Ji(fc„r)|-

We proceed to calculate the torque M acting on the end
2 = 0 of the cylinder. Now

(50.6) M = (27rr*(rfl.)z„o dr

r r *
= 27r/i otr^ dr + ^ rVi(l:„r)dr j-

and it is easy to show that r^Jiih^r) dr = 0. We note from

(50.4) that

= - p [aV((fc„a)/c„ - aJ,{Ka)]

But it is known that

J,{kr) = -J[{kr) 4- ^./i(foO,

and if tho numbers h,, are the roots of the equation J^i{ka) = 0,

then J[{knn) — } J i{kna)
—

0. Thus, the integrals in (50.())

involving Ro.s.ser.s functions vanish, and we get

M ira*
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which is the same expression for the moment ilf as previously

obtained in Sec. 33.

Since a suitably restricted function of r defined in the interval
eo

(0, a) can be expanded in a series of the form ^ On/iCfenO, we
n = 0

see from (50.5) that we can obtain the solution of the torsion

problem that corresponds to distribution of stress (rfl*)o over the

end 2 = 0, where is a prescribed function of r. It is

obvious from (50.2) that the effect of the terms involving the

factors e”*”* diminishes with an increase in z.

Instead of prescribing the distribution of stress over one end
of the cylinder, one may impose a requirement that one of the

sections of the twisted cylinder remain plane. ^

References for Collateral Reading

A. E. H. Love: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Secs. 226A, 226B.

S. Timoshenko: Theory of Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York, Secs. 86, 87.

61. Torsion of Nonisotropic Beams. Many important struc-

tural materials (wood, for example) are definitely nonisotropic,

and the formulation of the torsion problem given above is not
applicable to beams made of such materials. Fortunately, the

^ A solution by energy methods of such a torsion problem for a beam of

elliptical section was found by A. Foppl (1920) and is given in A. and L.

Foppl, Drang and Zwang, vol. 2, Sec. 77. The beam of rectangular section

was considered by S. Timoshenko, Proceedings of the London Mathematical

Society, vol. 20 (1922), p. 389. Energy methods are also used by N. V.
Zvolinskij in “ Angenaherte Losung der Torsionsaufgabe fiir einen elastischen

zylindrischen Stab mit einem nicht verwolbten Querschnitt,’' Bulletin de
Vacadkmie des sciences de VU.R.S.S., classe des sciences mathimatiques et

naturelles, no. 8 (1939), pp.’ 91-100 (in Russian). The problem of flexure

of such a beam has been treated by R. Sonntag in “Uber Biegung bei
verhinderter Querschnittskrummung,” Ingenieur Archiv, vol. 4 (1944), pp.
415-420.

The effect of local stresses corresponding to different modes of applying
torsional couples to a circular cylinder has been discussed in detail by Wolf
and by Deimel [K. Wolf, Sitzsungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschafien
in Wien, vol. 125 (1916), p. 1149; R. F. Deimel, "The Torsion of a Circular
Cylinder,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United
States of America, vol. 21 (1935), pp. 637-642].
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extension of Saint-Venant’s theory of torsion to nonisotrbpic

media is not a difficult matter when the normal section of the

beam is a plane of elastic symmetry of the medium. We shall

confine our discussion of the

torsion theory to beams made
of nonisotropic materials that

have three mutually orthogonal

planes of elastic symmetry, and

we shall assume that the axis

of the beam is perpendicular to

one of these planes.

As in the isotropic case, we
let the axis of the beam coincide

with the 2-axis, and we choose

the X and y axes in one end of

the beam. The longitudinal

planes of elastic symmetry will be denoted by x'z and y'z, and

the shear moduli associated with the axes z and x' and z and y'

are denoted by ixi and respectively (Fig. 41).

The components of shear r*'* and are connected with the

shearing strains and Cy>t by the formulas

(51.1) Tx'g = ~

where

(51.2) =
2 (ai + d^')’

“
2 + ^z)’

and u, V, and w are the components of displacement in the

directions of the a;'-, and 2-axes, respectively.

We assume, as in the isotropic case,^ that the displacements

Uy V and w are given by the formulas

(51.3) u = —azy\ v = azx', w = a<p{x\ y’),

where ot is the angle of twist per unit length of the bar, and

(p(x', 2/0 is the torsion function associated with this problem.

If we let 6 denote the angle between the axes x and x', then

the expressions for the nonvanishing components of stress, t^z

See See. 34.
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and Tyxj are related to the components and ry>s by the fonnulas^

Taw = Ty>z sin $ + r^z cos

Tyz = Tytz cos 6 — Tjfz sin B,

which, on account of the relations (51.1) and (51.3), become

(51.4)

Txz = a/X2 sin

Tyz = CLfX^ cos

The partial derivatives of the torsion function ^(x', y') appearing
in the right-hand members of these expressions can be calculated

in terms of
‘ j ^<p

Vx

We have

(51.6)

a: = a:' cos e + y' sin e,

y = —x' sin 9 + y' cos 9,

( d<fi d<p „ d<p .

^ , d(p

dy' + ^

Inserting the values from (51.5) in (51.4) and introducing tlie
abbreviations

A = y.2 sin^ ^ -f All cos^ Bj

5 = (/X2 — All) sin B cos

C = M2 cos^ ^ + Ml sin^ Bj

we get

(51.6)

,

T'xz

Since Txx = Tyy = Tgz ^ Txy = Of and Txz and Tyz are independent
of z, the first two of the equilibrium equations (15.3) are iden-
tically satisfied, and the third one gives the equation

(51.7) ^ + 2B + c^ = 0dx^ dxdy^ dy^-

^ Note formulas (16.5).
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Thus, in this case, the torsion function <p no longer satisfies

Laplace's equation.

Let the boundary C of the cross section have the equation

2/)
= 0; then the components cos {x, v) and cos {y, v) of the

normal v to the boundary C are proportional to and "i
dx dy

respectively, and we can write the boundary condition

in the form

(51.8)

Txz cos (x, v) + Tyz cos (y, 1^) == 0 on C

( A Jr. n ^ r

= {Ay - 5x) + {By - Cx) on C.

Equation (51.7) and the boundary condition (51.8) can be

simplified by introducing new independent variables f and 77,

defined by the formulas

\/MiM'i
' X,

Bn-V-jx.(51.9) i =

A simple calculation show.s that Eq. (51.7) becomes

(51.10) = 0
t2
~

while the equation of the boundary f{x, i/) = 0 is changed into

(51.11) v) = 0.

Making the corresponding change of varia])les in the boundary
condition (51.8) gives

/Cl 10^ VmiMs

/

cV df’
,

^^pdF\ dF ^dF
(51.12) -j- = V onC,

where C' is the transformed boundary defined by (51.11).

Finally, if we s(^t

v^'C^T v)
a//XiM2

V)y
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then

(51.13)

and (61.12) becomes

ay dv = 0
,

^ _ aF

ai ai aij a?? ^ a^ aij

or

(51.14) = 1) cos (S, I') — S COS (t7 ,
v)

onC

on C',

where v is the normal to the boundary

The boundary condition (51.14) is precisely of the same fonn

as that appearing in a study of torsion of isotropic cylinders;

hence the solution of the torsion problem for a cylinder of

nonisotropic material (having three orthogonal planes of

elastic symmetry), whose cross section is C, is reduced

to the solution of the torsion problem for an isotropic bar

whose cross section has a different boundary C', defined by
Eq. (51.11).

It is not difficult to calculate the torsional rigidity of a non-

isotropic cylinder in terms of the torsional rigidity of the cor-

responding isotropic cylinder. Substituting from (61.6) in the

expression for the couple M, we obtain

'

M (ryzX T’xzy') diC dy-fL

^ / L P"''’ ’ I) +

+

”*’]

where the integration now extends over the region R' bounded

by the curve C\ Recalling that = <p, we have

+ V^\d^ dv,

and since

M = qlD,

where D is the torsional rigidity, we see that the torsional rigidity

of a nonisotropic cylinder can be deduced from the torsional
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rigidity of the isotropic cylinder obtained from the nonisotropic
one by a homogeneous deformation (51.9).

We conclude this formulation of the torsion problem for a
nonisotropic prism by remarking that the transformation (51.9)

changes the boundary of an ellipse

into another ellipse, and since the solution of the torsion problem
for an isotropic elliptical cylinder is known, we can write down
at once the solution of the corresponding problem for a non-
isotropic elliptical cylinder.

The transformation (51.9), in general, carries a rectangle into

a parallelogram, and hence the solution of the torsion problem
for a nonisotropic rectangular beam is not covered by the dis-

cussion contained in Sec. 38, unless the aj'-axis coincides with the

:r-axis. If these axes coincide, then 5 = 0, and the rectangle

will be transformed into another rectangle of different length.

The solution corresponding to this case is written out in Love's

Treatise, on page 325.

References for Collateral Reading

G. W. Trayer and H, W. March: National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics, Report 334, pp. 37-44.

A. E. H. Love: Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, Cam-
bridge University Press, London, Sec. 226.

52. Flexure of Beams by Terminal Loads. Let a cantilever

beam of uniform cross section have one end {z = 0) fixed and
the other end {z = Z) loaded by some distribution of forces that

is statically equivalent to a single force (Wx, Wy, 0) lying in the

plane z — I and acting at the load point (a:o, t/o, l)^ The s-axis is

taken along the central line of the beam, while the x- and 2/-axes

are any orthogonal axes intersecting at the centroid of the end
2; = 0 (Fig. 42). The lateral surface of the beam is free from

external forces, and the body forces are assumed to vanish.

We shall follow the semi-inverse method of Saint-Venant; that

is, we put

(52.1) Txx “ xy ~ Xyy = 0.

The functions r^x, rzy, and r,- will be so chosen that the equations
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of equilibrium and compatibility, as well as the boundary ^con-

ditions, are satisfied.

In writing an expression for t^, we shall be guided by an

expression for the bending moment My that would be produced

by the load acting alone. In any cross section z units distant

from the fixed end, one would have

(52.2) My = W.{1 - z),

so that the stress distribution (due to Wx alone) in this section

would have to be statically equivalent to the moment My and

to the resultant force Wx^ Now in the discussion of the problem

of bending of beams by couples applied at the ends,^ it was found

that the stress t**, distributed according to the linear relation

M
(52.3) Tg* = — Xj (bending by couples),

ly

Avith

= J J^x^dx dy,

is statically equivalent to a couple of moment My. Equations

(52.2) and (52.3) suggest that we try to satisfy the conditions of

the present problem by assuming

(52.4) r.. = -B(Z - z){KxX + Kyy),

where the constants Kx^ Ky are to be determined from the

conditions

(52.5) j Tzx dx dy = TT*,
j

dx dy - Wy.

^ See Sec. 32. Note that the coordinate axes there were taken to be the

principal axes of the cross section, while the choice of axes here is not

restricted.
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Substituting from (52,1) and (52.4) in the equations of equi-
librium (29.1), we get

(52.6)

= 0
,dz

~
’ dz

+^ + +« - «•

It follows from the first two of Eqs. (52.6) that the shear com-
ponents Tzx and Taj, have the same value in all cross sections of the
beam, while the third equation can be rearranged to read

Tx \ + I) ^
EK^y^ = 0.

As this equation is of the form

dx\dy) dy\ dxj
= 0

,

it is evident that there exists a function F{x, y) such that

(52.7)

1 PI,

^ - 2
EKv.

The conditions to be satisfied by the function F{x, y) can be
determined from the Beltrami-Michell compatibility equations

(24.15), which reduce in this case to

+ EKz
1 -l-<r

= 0, -I-

EKy
1 -f- <r

= 0 .

Substituting from (52.7) in those equations, we see that the latter

\vill be fulfilled if

^ (VV<’) = 2^Kz,
I;

(V*/0 = -2yxrKy

from which it follows that

(52.8) y) = ‘-2yj(TKyX + 2}i<jKxy — 2ixa,

The physical significance of the constant of integration —2jLto;

will ])e dis(*overcd presently. It is not difficult to obtain a
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particular integral of (52.8) in the form of a polynomial, and it is

readily verified that the solution of (52.8) is

(52.9) Fix, y) = /(*, y) - Hi^iKyX^ - K,y^) _
where f(x, y) is & harmonic function.

It will prove advantageous to write the stresses tzx, not in
terms of fix, y) but in terms of its harmonic conjugate oix, y),
where

dx dy dy dx

(52.7) can now be written, with the help of (52.9) and

vg 1^ ~
^
EKxX^,

~ ~ ^ + lurKyX^ —
^
EKyy^.

The constant of integration -2/*a in (52.8) can easily be
interpreted physically. Each element of area of a cross section
IS rotated in its own plane through an angle [see (7.5)]

The local twist at a point (x, y) of a cross section is defined as

^ = 1 /"J!! _ de„
dz 2 \dz dx dz dy) dx dy

2jLt \ 6a; dy )
Substituting the values of the shear stresses from (52.11), one gets

6co^ = a + (jiKyX - Kxy).

The mean value of the local twist over the section (or, equally
weU, the value of the local twist at the centroid of the section) is
just the constant a. Thus, we see that the terms in (52.11)
that involve « represent a twist of the beam, and, indeed, the

(62.10)

Equations

(62.10)

, as

(52.11)
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terms —nay and noa in these expressions also appear in the
solution of the torsion problem (see Sec. 34). In the latter case,
one has

Tj* = (pure torsion)

.

We are thus led to introduce the torsion function vix, y) into
the flexure problem by writing

(52.12) g{x, y) = -na<p(.x, y) + {i[K:,<piix, y) + Ky<pi{x, y)],

where <p{x, y), <p i(x, y), and <pi{x, y) are harmonic functions. We
can now write

The boundary conditions on the functions tpi and may be
derived from the relation

(52.14) T„ cos {x, v) + T^y cos {y, v) =0,

which expresses the vanishing of external force on the lateral

surface of the cylinder, and from the boundary condition on the
torsion function <p [see (34.6)],

(52.15) ^ ^ ^ v) X cos (z/, v).

Inserting Eqs. (52.13) in (52.14) and taking account of (52.16)

yields

+ Ky[{l + o)y^ — cra:^] cos {y, v) on C,

and this will be satisfied if the functions tpi and ^2 are subject

to the conditions

(52 . 13 )

T„ = txct -
?/
j
+ fxKx

'Tzy = iia -h f^Ky

^ = [(1 + <r)a;^ — <ry^] cos (Xy v) on (7,

— = [(1 + cr) 2/2 - <rx^] cos (y, v)

(52.16)

on C.
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The flexure problem has thus been reduced to the task of find-

ing functions harmonic within the region R of the cross section

and whose normal derivatives are piescribed on the boundary C ;

that is, we have been led to the problem of Neumann. In order

to see that the condition of the existence of a solution of this

problem is fulfilled, we observe that

= 2(1 4“ <r)

jj
xdx dy = 0,

fc^
^ ^

Ic
~

== 2(1 + a)
j j^y dxdy = 0,

since the origin is at the centroid of the section.

In considering the torsion of a beam by couples, it was seen

that the solution could be made to depend upon either a problem

of Neumann, that is, the problem of finding a function <p(x, y),

harmonic in R and such that (in the case of torsion)

^ = 2/ cos {Xj v) — X cos (2/, y) on C,

or upon a problem of Dirichlet, -with

^ = 3^(3;^ + 2/^) + const. on C.

The torsion functions <p and ^ are harmonic conjugates; that is,

<p + i\p is an analytic function of re + iy. The flexure problem
may also be reduced to a problem of Dirichlet by introducing

the harmonic functions ^2,
conjugate to <pi and <pi, respec-

tively. Then

dx dy^ dy dx^ dv
^

and the boundary conditions (52.16) can be written
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[

= -yicry^ + (1 + ff) dy + const, on C,

(S2.17) { ^
y'Pi — ~ (1 + c) y* dx + const, on C,

Avhere the line integrals are to be evaluated along the contour C.
We turn now to the determination of the constants if* and

Since the resultant of the stresses acting over any cross

section must equal the component Wx of the applied load, we
have

1^* J '^zx dx dy,

r, substituting from (52.13),

(52 . 18) W: dx dy + fxK

where

" J Jb dx

+ nKz[-il+<7)I„ + xh],

/i = J /j
dy, = f

x^ dx dy.

Now if <t> is any harmonic function, then^

/ x-T-ds.
Ic dv

With the aid of this identity and the boundary conditions (52.15)

a.iid (52.16), Eq. (52.18) becomes

== ^ (^?/ jc

+ mA'„
/p

[- (1+ <^)xy- + <'X^ dx + ixKxl- (1 + a)Iy + ah].

^ For

/ /bS“ = / /« [^ (" S) + iu (" S)]
""

- / { -x-:- dx 4- X— </// )
= f

x-— as.
Jc \ <*// fHf / Jc Op

Sirniliirly, it follows that
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Upon applying Green’s Theorem and recalling that

E = 2m(1 + c),

the last equation can be TOtten as

(52.19) w, = E{KJy + Kyl^),

where

— j 3;y dx dy

18 the product of inertia of the section. Similarly, from

= j j^r^dxdy,
it follows that

(52.20) Wy = E(Kyh + KJ^).
•Equations (52.19) and (52.20) can be solved for K., Ky to give

(52.21)

EK^ -

BKy =
~

IJy ~ 1%,

Tzx and r
(52.13) for the shear stresses

iTto two simSr problems:^
^ resolved

t «. the mean local twist, .

(xa V D eniT
Position of the load point

f fs ~ dy = zoWy - yoWx,

which must hold for arbitrary W and W TV.a

Wy(xo - xzf) - Wx(y, - y^i).

bTfnreptTedTa^^'i;^^^^^^^^^ Pomt, as
.y equal load at the center of flexure and a
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couple that produces a twist a. The solution of the general

flexure problem is then got by superposition of the solutions of

these two simpler problems. As the torsion problem has already

been considered, we proceed with the simpler flexure problem
(c. = 0).

The solution of the simple flexure problem is given by the

harmonic functions <pi and <^2 ,
which satisfy the conditions (52.16)

on the boundary. Simpler boundary conditions can be reahzed

by subdividing the problem once more. We define the harmonic
functions <^11 , ^ 12 ,

<p 2 i, ^22 by the relations

(52.22) (
=

SJ t 7
[
^2 = (1 -r <T)(P22 +

Equations (52.16) now become

(52.23) I ^ ^ = (i + cos (x, v) - 0-^2 cos {x, v),

I (1 + cr) + a^ = {l+ <j)y^ cos {y, v) - <rx^ cos (y, v).

We are at liberty to prescribe arbitrary boundary conditions

on the individual functions (pa, subject only to the restriction

that the relations (52.23) be satisfied on C. Boundary conditions

that are simple in form and independent of the elastic constants

of the material will be realized if it is required that the functions

pij satisfy conditions

(52.24)

^ = COs(x,.)=|;(ix’),

COS (2/,.) = ^(12/
3

),

-^'cos (2/,.)=^Q:r3)

We introduce the conjugate harmonic functions \pu, ^21 with

d<y?i2 _ _ d>^12

dx dy ^ By dx
^

B(P21 ^ ^21 ^<P21 __

dx dy ^ dy dx
^
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and in terms of these functions the last two boundary conditions

can be written as

ds \3 ^ /' ds ds \3 /

(52.25) ^12 — 3^2/^ + const., ^21 = + const, on C.

The stress distribution over any cross section is easily seen to

be statically equivalent to the load (TF», Wy^ 0); that is,

f ~ j
j^r„dxdy = 0 .

The first two equations are satisfied by virtue of our choice

of the constants Kx and Ky, while the third follows immediately
upon substituting the value of from (52.4) and recalling that
the 2-axis passes through the centroids of the cross sections.

The torsional moment Mz of the external load is x^iWy — yoWx,
and this is resolved into the two parts

^
(p^'^gy 1/raa) dx dy = XcfWy ycf 'Wxt

(simple flexure, a = 0),

j Ir
~ ^ (yt> - ycf) W;c,

(torsion, Kx = Ky ^ Q)

.

From (52.4) and (52.21), it follows that

Mx - j j^yTzzdxdy ^ —{I — z)Wy,

My = J —XTzzdxdy = (I — z)lVx.

The solution of the simple flexure problem in which the applied
load {Wxj Wyj 0) acts at the center of flexure (with a = 0) is

thus given by the stresses

Txx ~ Txy ~ Tyy = 0,

r,, = -E(l - z)(KxX -}- Kyy),

[‘1 + '> ='’)]
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where

EK, = hW. - I.yWy
r T T‘> ^ EKy = lyWy - ^

IJy — l%f

and where the harmonic functions ^22 , ^ 12 , ^21 satisfy 1

boundary conditions

dipw

dv
= cos (x, v),

^21 = Hx^ + const.,

- 2/2 cos {y, v),

^12 = + const. onC
The position of the center of flexure is determined from

relation

(52.26) I
(xT^y - 2/rzx) dx dy = Xc/Wy - ycfWa>,

wherein a is to be set equal to zero in Eqs. (52.13) for the stree

Tzxy rsy. The coordinates Xc/, yc/ of the center of flexure

readily found to be

Xef i/(/y^2 IxySi\

(52.27) Vef = J(I^S2 -
/xSi),

where

^ /L /’ ^ ~

IL

+

]
= 2(1. + - PJ.

dx dy,

dx dy,

If the cross section Ji is symmetrical about the x-axis, then i

evident from the symmetry of the differential equation,

symmetry of the boundary, and the symmetry of the bound
conditions that the function (pi{x, y) is an even function ir

and hence that x and y “ are odd in y. In this case,
dy ^ dx

formulas given above reduce to

y
= 2(1 + (t)IJv,Si - 0,
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and

~ (1 + + ffa:®

j
dx dy,

Vcf = 0
;

that is, the center of flexure lies on an axis of symmetry of the
section. If the cross section possesses two perpendicular axes of
symmetry, then the center of flexure coincides with the centroid
of the section.

The formulation of the flexure problem given in this section
is due essentially to A. C. Stevenson,^ who departed from the
classical treatment of Saint-Venant, followed by most writers, by
taking the load point not at the centroid of the end section but
at any point (xo, yo, 0 and by abandoning the restriction that the
X- and y-axes be the principal axes of the cross section. This
freedom in choice of axes is of importance when the section is not
symrnetrical about two perpendicular axes, for in this case the,
principal axes do not, in general, afford the most convenient
mathematical description of the boundary. The connection
between the functions employed in this section and the classical
bamt-Venant flexure function will be discussed in the next
section.

63. Beading by a Load along a Principal Axis. The general
problem considered in the last section ivill now be specialized
to an important particular case, namely, that in which the axest^^ to be the principal axes of the section and the load

0, 0) is directed parallel to one of these axes. In this case,
one has /„, = 0, and Eqs. (52.21) yield

iT. = X* = K -nEl„ 2ii{l + <r)//
- 0>

(52 .28)

^"Kexure -with Shear and Associated Torsion ia Prisms of Uni-axial

Mol ^ See al^o Rosa M.Si Torsion

?940rpp 81 98
Won Mathematical Sodety, ser. 2, vol. 46
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while Eqs. (52.13) become

“
'“(aj + *) + 2(1

The flexure function <pi(x, y) is not of the same form as the
classical Saint-Venant flexure function ^{x, y) used by most
writers; the two functions (together with their harmonic con-
jugates and 'i') are related, in fact, by the expression

ipi -t- i'pi = — (€> -f i^) -f- 3'^(1 -f- )^(t)(x -f- iy)^,

or

(SS.!") f
== -^ + H(1 + }4o')(x^ - 3xy^),

I ^1 = 4- H(1 + K<r)(3a;* — j/®).

In terms of the harmonic function ^(x, y), the stresses can be
written as

(53.2)

W
rzz = - -j- (1 - z)x,

ly

2(1 +c)Iyldx ^ 2
'"* +

W.
2(1 -f- <r)7;

M>- + i2 + ^)xy .

From (53.1) and from the boundary condition (62.16) on the

function <pij it follows that the harmonic function ^ must satisfy

the condition

(53.3)
dv ^

(TX- + ^ j 2/“J

cos

(2 4- <^)xy cos (y, v) on C,

This special case of the general flexure problem has been
formulated in terms of the torsion function <p and the flexure

function $ as a problem of Neumann. It may be rephrased as a
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problem of Dirichlet by writing the stresses in terms of the con-

jugate harmonic functions ^ and The appropriate boundary
condition on is seen from (52.17) and (53.1) to be

(53.4) <k= -YzO-- K<^)y* -1- (1 -f- y2<T)x^

— (1 -1- (t) dy -|- const.

= -M(l - K«-)2/®
-

+ 2(1 -1- <r) xy dx + const. on C.
J («o,2fo)

where the last step makes use of integration by parts, and where

the line integral is to be evaluated along the contour C.

The ^/-coordinate of the center of flexure is found from (52.22)

and (53.2) to be given by

(53 .5) yc/ =
2(1 + 0.)/, I Isi^dy ~ ^ ^

+ WTWl //« [(^ ~ “
5 '^)

2(1 -h <r)7„ I Jr
~

~
2(1"-^ c)i, 1 (r ^

Since we have set Wy = 0, the a:-coordinate of the flexural center

cannot be determined from (52.26) ;
that is, the mean twist over

every section will vanish, provided the load Wx is applied at any
point along the line y = t/c/.

PROBLEM

Consider the problem of determining experimentally the angle of

twist of an airplane wing (or any cantilever beam) bent by a load

{Wxi 0
,
0), direct or parallel to a principal axis. Let the displacements

of points {Xj yij 2), (re, 2/2, 2) on two sections z = Zij z = Z2 he observed.
Show that the experimental angle of twist per unit length

r ^(^ 2)
- u{yi) -\Z2

L(2/2 — yi){z2 - Zi)]si

coincides with the theoretical angle of twist oc only if the observed points
are symmetrical about the y-axis (which passes through the centroid of

the section).

64. The Displacement in a Bent Beam. In this section,

expressions for the displacement components Uj v, w will be given
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in terms of the torsion function ^ and the flexure functions ^2 .

Some conclusions about the state of deformation can then be
drawn from these expressions without explicitly determining the
functions (p\, <p2 . The procedure is to substitute the expres-
sions for the stresses found in Sec. 52 in formulas (29.2) and to

carry out the integrations in a manner analogous to that used in

Secs. 31 and 32. Since the calculation^ presents no points of

interest, we shall merely list the final results, and it is a simple
matter to verify that the formulas for the components of dis-

placement lead to the expressions for the stresses found in the
preceding section.

In the case of the general flexure problem, discussed in Sec. 52,

the expressions for the components of displacement are:

(54.1)

u = -ayz + Kx[y2<x{l - z){x^ - ?/2) ~ ^
+ - z)xy,

V = axz + Ky[ya{l - 2;) (2/2
~ x"^) - ^z^ -f yiz^]

+ — z)xy,

xo = a<p{x, y)

+ Kx[<pi{x, y) — {Iz — yz^)x — )'^(2 H- <t)x^ -H }4,<Txy^]

+ y) — {Iz — K(2 + o)y^ + ytrx^y].

The linear terms that arise in deriving Eqs. (54.1) represent a
rigid body displacement and vanish if one imposes the conditions

of fixity

11 — V — XV
du

dz

dv

Tz
at (0, 0, 0).

When the flexure problem is specialized to the case of bending
by a load (IT,, 0, 0) along a principal axis (Sec. 53), then Eqs.

(54.1) take the form

(

“ = -“
2/" + - y^) -

^

J W
(64.2) I V = axz + <t{1 — z)xy,

1 Ely

I
w = a<p{x, y)

- j^4>(x, y) + xy^ + ^
2
*^

a;
j»

where the function ^ is defined in Sec. 53.

^ The details of such calculation for the special case of Sec. 53 can bo
found in A. E. H. Love, A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elastic-
ity, Sec. 230.
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Some interesting conclusions regarding the state of deformation

can be drawn directly from Eqs. (54.1). We note first that

points (0, 0, z) l3dng on the central line of the undeformed beam
are carried into points (x', y', z'), with

(54.3)
\

y' ^ ^ Kyi-Vez^ +

that is, the deformed central line of the beam lies in the plane of

bending

(54.4)
Ky lyWy -

hW, - I::yWy ^

The greatest deflection of the central line of the beam occurs
at the loaded end z = I, where

~ S WJy ~ Ily)

,1 = i ^ 73 _ 1 ~ IxyWx
3^“^ - Zmjy-Il,) IK

If the axes are principal axes of a cross section, then

u = -— Z®
3 Ely ’

3 ElJ’

while for bending by a load TF* along a principal axis, the end
deflection is

3 Ely'"

The pZane of the had (the plane containing the z-axis and the
not, in general, coincide

wnth the plane of bending, since the equation of the former is

'

no'TZfl?- P**"*

e« = 0
by the equation

ezz = dw
K:c{l Z)X — Ky(l — z)y^
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we have as the equation of the neutral plane

(64.5) y = _ |f
a;.

Ky

The planes defined by (54.4) and (54.5) are orthogonal, and hence

the neutral plane is perpendicular to the plane of bending.

In the case of bending by a load (TT*, 0, 0) along a principal

axis (Sec. 53), the a;2-plane contains the deformed central line,

while the yz-^\me is the neutral plane.

Consider now the curvature of the deformed central line of

the beam. Taking coordinates r = \/x'^ + t/'^ and z in the

plane of bending, we have from (54.3)

r = VW+^
If the displacements and their derivatives are small, then one

can write

)• = Vki + Ki + y^iz'^),

from which it follows that the curvature of the central line is

given approximately by

= = VaT+ai u - z').

That the curvature is proportional to the bending moments ilf*,

My is easily seen by referring to Sec. 52, where it was found that

M. = / /^
yr^drdy = -(I- z)W„,

~ j fg
dy = (I — z)Wx,

and hence

M. = My
It VKI + Kl R VA| + A*

For the case of bending by a load Wx along a principal axis

(Sec. 53), these relations become

M* = 0,

Thus, the Bemoulli-Euler law is also valid in the case of bending
of beams by transverse end loads.
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§54

The changes in the cross section of the beam are determined

from a study of the terms in u, v, and w that are independent of

the twist a, and one can carry out an analysis similar to that

given in Sec. 32. The neutral plane is deformed into a saddle-

shaped surface, of which the central line is one of the principal

lines of curvature. The cross sections 2; = c of the beam do not
remain plane even when the term a(p{x, y), which is due to the

twisting of the beam by the load, disappears. This can be seen

by examining the equation

(54.6) 2' = c + w? = c + a<p(Xj y)

+ y) - (Zc - ^c^)x — H{2 + a)x^ + }4crxy-]

+ Ky[<p2 (Xj y) - (Ic - + + }4crx'^y].

For the special case considered in Sec. 53, this takes the form

(54.7) = c + a<p{x, 2/) “^ y) + xy^ + (Zc -

The nature of the distortion of cross sections and the distribu-
tion of stresses can be discussed with more profit after the
solutions of the flexure problem for specific cross sections have
been deduced. It is not difficult, however, to write down the
differential equation of the lines of shearing stress. The direc-
tions of these lines are given by the equation

dx Tzx

so that, disregarding the terms in (52.13) that depend on a, we
have the differential equation

(54 .8)

“ - J/^)] + K„ dy = 0.

fhis itcomes^^^
bending by a load along a principal axis,

(54-9:
2^+ (4 + 2<T)xt/ dx -

[
2
II + + (2 - dy = 0.

This equation will be used to determine the distribution of lines
of shearing stress in a bent circular beam.
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66, Flexure of Circular Beams. Let the equation of the

boundary of cross section of a beam of length Z be

X- + 2/2 = ^2^

and let the terminal load W be applied at the centroid of the end

section and directed along the x-SLxis. The form of the boundary

suggests the use of polar coordinates (r, 6). In terms of these

coordinates, the equation of the boundary assumes the simple

form r — a, and the boundary condition (53.4) becomes

4^ = —M(1 sin^ 6 — cos^ 0 sin 6

— 2(1 + cr)a^J sin2 d cos d dB,

or

^ = — (M + sill ^ sin 3^, on r = a.

Since the function 4^ is harmonic in the interior of the circle

r = a, the appropriate particular solutions of the equation

= 0 in polar coordinates are of the form r"' sin nB. Hence

we must have

^ = “ (^^ + yi<T)arr sin B + sin 30,

while the conjugate flexure function is

^ “ (M + B + j cos 30.

Recalling that x — r cos B, y = r sin 0, we get

(55.1) 4>(x, y) = —04 + + }4(^^ - 3x2/
2
).

From the symmetry of the cross section, it is seen that the

center of flexure coincides with the centroid of the end section,

and as the load point has also been taken at the centroid, it

follows that in this example a = 0. The stress components are

found from (53.2) to be

(S + 2or)lf

2x0'. ^( 1 + <r

(1 + 2cr)W

Tzs = —
xaKl + <r)

7ra^

\ - 2<t

3 “h 2<r

(55.2)
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Along the diameter x = 0,

§66

(55.3) = 0,
_ (3 + 2a)W

%ra\\ + a)

and it is evident that tzx takes its maximum value at the center

of the circle, where

, , _ 3 + 2cr TT
-

2(1 + a) Ta^'

The shearing stress at the ends of this diameter is

_l + 2aW

We shall return to the study of the shearing stresses in Sec. 61,

where the engineering theory of beams will be discussed briefly.

The distribution of the lines of shearing stress can be deter-

mined with the aid of Eq. (54.9) or directly from the defining

relation

dec T'zx

The differential equation of the lines of shearing stress is easily

found to be

2(1 + 2<r)xy dx - {Z + 2<r) dy = 0,

the solution of which is given by

3-far

^2 ^ 2/2 =

where c is an arbitrary constant. Several of these lines of shear-

ing stress are indicated in Fig. 43 for <r = 0.3,

The distortion of cross sections is given by Eq. (54.7), which
becomes in this case

- C = - (3 + 2<r)a* + 2c(2Z - c)]x -^ (x* + y^)x.

The linear term corresponds to a rigid rotation of the section

z = c about the 2/-axis, whereas the nonlinear terms represent the
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distortion of the section z ^ c out of a plane. The contour lines

of the section are given by

W- + y^)x = const.

Some of the contour lines are shown in Fig. 44.

flC

Fig. 43.

66. Bending of a Beam of Elliptical Cross Section. An analy-

sis similar to that used in the preceding section can be applied to

determine the flexure function for a beam whose cross section

is given by the equation

(56.1) fix, 2/)
^ - 1 = 0.

We assume, as above, that the load acts in the direction of the

x-axis and is applied at the centroid of the end section.
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Now the direction cosines cos (x, v) and cos {y, v) of the normal

to the boundary of the ellipse are proportional to ^ and

respectively. Hence

cos (rr, v) _ ^
cos {y, v) “ ^

X
Fig. 44.

On the boundary C of the section, the flexure function satisfies

the condition (53.3); hence

(56.2) g hH + ^ ^ 2/2

j
^23;

~ (2 + (7)a^xy'^ on C,

Since the right-hand member of (56.2) is a homogeneous poly-
nomial in X and y, it is natural to seek a solution in the form of the
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sum of integral harmonics. Assuming

$ 4- =r ci(a: + iy) + + lyY,

that is,

(56.3) <!> = cix + c«Xx^ - 2,xy^),

and substituting in the boundary condition (5G.2) gives

[ci + 3cXx^ — y‘)]b^ — Qda-y- =
- + (1 - H<x)yW - (2 + a)aY-.

But on the boundary of the section,

and the preceding equation demands that

= 3^2~^ j,2
[2(1 + + h''®],

_ (2 + }^(T)a‘^ + (1 — }^cr)b-

9a®* + il?

The expression (50. 3) for the flexure funcdiou now becomes

(56 4) <J> = - ?12( 1 +_g)a: + 5 -
1

2a®* + b^+ iAx{a- - b-)

I l.*l\
3xy'^).

3(3a®* + b-)

Calculating stresses with the aid of formulas (53.2), we find that

(56.5)

W 2(1 J- ff)«®® +6®* [
2 _

Yb (r + A(3a®M- 5*) L"

_ 414' (1 +o-)n®' +y6®*

«c’6 {I +<T)(3ti’‘ + 5‘)

(1 -
,,2l

2(1 +<r)a“ 4-5'*'^ V

It is obvious from these formulas that the ;y-componcnt, t..„, of

the shearing stress vanishes on the horizontal axis {x = 0) of the

cross section, and that

(1 - 2(r)a^~

2(1 + cr)a®* + 6'“
'

Hence takes its ma.ximum value at the center of the ellipse

where

_ 2W 2(1 + c7)a®* + 5®*

7ra®>6 (1 + a){Za^ + 6®*”)

2W 2(1 + (r)a®* + b-

A (1 + cr)(3a‘* + 5“)’
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and A — wab is the area of the cross section. Evidently
reaches its maximum bn the boundary, and if we put x = o cos 6,

y = b ain 8, then {xy)ma = (^ah sin 20)o.ai = Mab, and it is

seen that

\
_2Wb {1+ a)a^ + <xb^

If i) < < 0,
then the shape of the beam approaches that of a

thin rectangular plank loaded parallel to its longer side. In this

case, neglecting terms of order b^/a^, we get

{Tzs)
. AW

3A’
= iFA

3A 2a'
b << a.

On the other hand, if a <<b, then the load acts along the

shorter axis, and

(r \ ^ ^ 2 W<rb
1 + 0- A' ~ r+7 li V a <<b.

These results will be discussed further in Sec. 61.

67. Bending of Rectangular Beams. The two preceding sec-

tions have illustrated the solution of the boundary-value prob-
lems of flexure by forming those combinations of particular
solutions of the differential equation

= 0 or V% = 0

that satisfy the boundary conditions on the function ^ or SP.

The flexure of circular beams was treated by inspection of the
boundary values of '4^ in polar coordinates and by utilizing the
particular solutions of the form r» sin n9. Beams of elliptical
cross section were handled by observing that the boundary

condition on involved only homogeneous polynomials in x

and y, and this fact suggested that a solution for the complex
flexure function $ -f- i-ir be sought as a sum of terms of the
orm c„(:r -f- iy) . In tJjis section, the solution of the flexure
problem for a beam of rectangular cross section is given as an
mhmte senes of^ particular solutions A, sinh ax cos ^y, the
CMlhcients A„ bemg so chosen as to ensure the satisfaction of

e boundary conditions. The next two sections will illustrate
the use of analytic functions in solving the flexure problems.
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Let the equation of the boundary of the cross section of the
beam be

- a^){y^ - h^) = 0
,

and let the terminal load be directed along the positive a;-axis and
applied at the origin.

A reference to the boundary conditions (63.3) shows that on the
sides X = ±a, we must have

|£ _ 1 -b<y<b,

while on the sides y = ±h, we must satisfy the condition

_— = + (2 + (r)bx, —a<x<a.

In order to simplify the boundary conditions, we define a har-

monic function f(x, y) by the relation

fix, y) = Hx, y) - 1^(2 + (t){x^ - Sxy^);

then the boundary conditions to bo satisfied by the function

fix, y) are

dx
— (1 + <r)a- + (Ty\ on X = ±a,

on y = ±b.

It follows from the discussion in Sec. 38 that one can build

up the desired solution by forming an infinite series of particular

solutions

fix, y) = Ax . ,
'/ITTX

sinh cos
nry

b
'

The boundary condition on y = ±b is satisfied by each term
of the series, while the satisfaction of the boundary condition on
X = ±a is readily effected by noting the expansion

uO

n ^ 1

—b<y< b.
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The condition on the boundary a; = ± a now takes the form

§68

A + 2y^»cosh^cos^
Tier 1

n = l

and equating the coefficients of cos mry/h leads to the result

/(^j 2/) —
^
— (1 + <T)a^ 4-

The flexure function $(a;, y)

. ,
mrx

, -v„ sinh-i-—
(
— 1 )" h niry

(jOg __—

.

, , ntra on=\ cosh -r-'

can now be found from the relation

y) — f{^} y) + /''6(2 + a){x^ — Zxy'^),

We shall dispense with the calculation of stresses, since such
calculations contain no features of interest not already brought
out in the preceding discussion. An elaborate discussion of the
bending problem for a rectangular beam is given by Timoshenko, ^

who, however, approaches the problem in an entirely different
way, by using an analogy between a certain stress function and
the deflection of a stretched membrane under nonuniform pres-
sure. We shall discuss this analogy in Sec. 60.

68. Conformal Mapping and the General Problem of Flexure

;

the Cardioid Section, The examples considered in the preceding
sections have been illustrations of the specialized problem of
flexure discussed in Sec. 53. The load {W,, 0, 0) was considered
to be directed along a principal axis (which was also one of the
two axes of symmetry) of the cross section of the beam. The
analysis was also simplified by taking the centroid of the section
as the point of appUcation of the load. We consider now, as an
illustration of the general problem of flexure of Sec. 52, the
problem of bending of a beam whose cross section is bounded
by a cardioid and thus has only one axis of symmetry. The load

Wy, 0) will be considered to act at some point (a:o, 2/0 , 1) of
t e end section. Upon this problem we shall bring to bear the

1 S. Timoshenko, Theory of Elasticity, Sec. 92.
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powerful weapon of analytic function theory, which was used

earlier in the case of torsion of a beam.^

In Sec. 52
,

it was seen that the general case of flexure by a

load {Wx, Wy, 0) acting at any point (o^o, 2/o, 1) can be resolved

into ( 1) a simpler flexure problem with a, the mean local twist,

set equal to zero, and with the load applied at the center of

flexure {xcf, Vc/j 1) and (2) a torsion problem with a twist a due to a

couple of moment Wy{xQ ~ xd) — Wx{yQ — yd)- The question

of torsion of a cylinder was reduced in Sec. 35 to the boundary-

value problem of finding the analytic function (p{x, y) + y)

with

\[/ = + 2
/‘^) on the boundary C.

The simpler flexure problem ( 1) was seen in Sec. 52 to be equiv-

alent to four boundary-value problems; that is, to the search for

four analytic functions <pn + 1^22 + #22, <,^12 + ^*1^12, and

^21 + i^2if with

cos (Xj v)j

hi = + const..

diP2 = ?y
2 cos {y, v)

dv

^12 = + const.

on C.

The boundary conditions on the normal derivatives of <^11 and

<^22 can be replaced by conditions on the boundary values of the

conjugate functions i/'n and \p22 by noting that

dtpii __ dfpii ^ d<pn ^ __ d\pii dy dx __ d\pi\

dv dx dv dy dv dy ds dx ds ds

The condition on i/^n now becomes

#11
ds

x^ cos (Xj v) — O'® cos (?/, s) on Cj

^For solutions of this problem by other methods, see W. M. Shepherd,

Proceedings of the Royal Society (London), sor. A, vol. 154 (1936), p. 500;

A. C. Stevenson, ‘^Flexure with Shear and Associated Torsion in Prisms of

Uni-axial and Asymmetric Cross-sections,'^ Philosophical Transactions of

the Royal Society (I^ondon), sor. A, vol. 237 (1939), pp. 161-229; R. M.
Morris, “Some General Solutions of St. Venant’s Flexure and l^'orsioii

Problem I,” Proceedings of the London Mdthe/maiical Soclciy, scr. 2, v()l.r4()

(1940), pp. 81-98.
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or

= / J onC.

Similarly, we have

V'22 = — y
dx on C.

The pneral problem of flexure is thus made to depend on the
solution of five boundary-value problems of Dirichlet for the
conjugate torsion function and the four flexure functions

V'22 , yp2 i, and ^12 .

We have already seen, in Sec. 44, how to solve the boundary-
value problem of the torsion of a beam of cross section R bounded
by a curve C,

VV = 0 in i?, ^ + y
2
) on C,

by mapping the region R on the interior of the unit circle [f] ^ 1

and applying the formula of

Schwarz [Eq. (42.4)]. The
same procedure can be used,
of course, to write down the
solution, in the form of an
integral, for any problem of
Dirichlet for any region that
can be mapped conformally on
the interior of a unit circle.

In particular, the Schwarz
integral affords solutions for
the boundary-value problems
of flexure. In this section, we

.1 j. .

shall see that in the case of
the c^dioid section, the complex integrals involved can be
evaluated m a straightforward manner by making use of the
theory of residues.

CoMider a beam whose cross section is shown in. Fig. 45, where
the on^ of the cartesian axes is at the centroid of the section,
ihe polar and rectangular coordinates are related by

6c
,

y — r sin tj
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and since the polar equation of the boundary C of the section is

r s= 2c(l — cos t),

we can write

(58.1)

Then

5c 5c
a; « -g- + 2c cos i(l "" cos i) ~ -g- — c + 2c cos t — c cos 2t,

y ^ 2c sin cos 0 — 2c sin t — c sin 2t.

X + iy = ^ — c{l — 2e^ + ^ — c(l —

and it is seen that the analytic function

(58.2)

with

2 = ^ - c(l - ^y-,

5c
z = x + iy = Y'^ f == € +

maps the interior of the cardioid on the unit circle |r| ^ 1, with

0 = t. The inverse transformation is

(58.3) f = 1 + i
f.it/2 0 ^ ^ 2t.

The mapping fun(‘tion can he written as

= g
(2 + (ht — 3<r^),

and we have

where

fiM = — t) ho" + 'i9<r- — 6cr® — 6<r'^.

The complex torsion function is found from (44.5) to be given

by

... f /i(cr) j /t> I Tj s

JyA<r -T)^^
= IT

where J2i and are the residues of the integrand at o- = 0 and
<r = f, respectively, and where y denotes the contour |f|

= 1.

We have
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a(Ti<T — r

12* = - p -
I
+ 49 - 6f - 6fS

(49 - 6f - 6r^)

= ^ 37 - 18i ^0^ + 6 ^
e«

,

t 2
<p = 2r^c^ cos

2 3

t 2
}j/ = sin

^ + g
cos

Equation (44.8), for the moment of inertia 7o, takes the form

where

4i 27 jy

/2 (<r) = 18 - 36<t - 177<t2 + 495<r3 - 220" - 128(r®

+ 36(r® + 12(7^

and hence

where

/o = fls

is the residue of the integrand at a = 0. Thus,

is the polar moment of inertia of the cross section.

Similarly, Eq. (44.7) yields

“•--if//#"-

/8(<r) = 2 + 3(r + (7* - 3(r® - 6(r‘ - + (T® + 3o-’ + 2<7’‘.
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Then

Do
27rc^

Hi —
2tc^ 1 d‘^

9 A\dff^
[/oW],

47rc*

3

The torsional rigidity D is

D = Ai(/o + Do) = 17juirc^.

The shearing stresses may be found either from Eq. (44.10) or

from the relation

^ = f + y^)-

We turn now to the determination of the harmonic flexure

function ^si, which takes the values

fii = + const. on C.
.

From

and Eq. (58.1), we get

and

with

a: = I
[5 + 6(1 — cos 6) cos B]

c(-3 4- 6cr + 4(r* + 6(7* - 3(7<)

6<r2

^ C»/4((7

216(7*

fM = -27 + 162(7 - 216(7* - 54(7* - 441<7* + 828(7*

+ 496(7* + 828(7* - 441(7* - 54(7* - 216(7“'

+ 162(7“ - 27(7'*.

The boundary condition becomes

^41 =
648(7*

on 7 ,
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and since is the real part of i (vn + ifn), we have by the
%

Schwarz integral (42.4)

or

^ (<(521 + f _A(v)_ ,

« 648 jy
—

f)
’

<521 + #21
tc*

(Ri + Rt),

where Rb and Rt are the residues of the integrand at <r = 0 and

(T = f, respectively. We have

and

Then

Rb
5! d(r* [v — fJ,_o

828 441 54 216

Rt
f*

162
,

27

~F^V’

n(*«

V21 + #21 = ^ (248 + 828r - 441f* - 54f» - 216f^

+ 162fs - 27f»).

With the help of the inverse transformation (58.3), we find

324
^21 = ( 500c® + 432r>2c^i« sin

^
+ 084 rc^ cos i

. Zt

^21 = 1(.
36 \

+ 162r>^c^ sin "2 + 189r*c cos 2t + 27r® cos Zt ).)
t Zt

cos
^
— 76rc“ sia t + 18r^c^2 cos

— 21r^c sin 2t — 3r® sin Zt)

Similarly, the function ^12 can be determined by noting that

(58.1) and the relations
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yield

_ c(l - 2<r + 2cr» - (r‘)

= i£. (1 _ 6<7 +- 12(r^ -2<r^ - 27<r^ + 36(7® - 36<r’'
8(7*

+ 27(7 * + 2(7
* - 12<7 ‘» + 6(

7*1 _ ^ 12
)

=

The condition on the function ^12 is

_ 1 ic^SM
on 7.

The Schwarz integral (42.4) affords the complex flexure function

3(f)

+ #12
ic^ f

<Pl2 -5cX
where

ft:
1 d* r

5!d(7* L

Hence

^12 + #13 = Y2 (30f - 27f* - 2f» + 12f* - 6f* + f*),

from which it follows that

^ (^rc^ sin I
— cos — — 3r®o sin 2t — sin 3t\

/ Zt \
<pi 2 = Y2 (

^ sin — 3r®c cos 21 — cos Ztj .

The boundary values of the function ai'o themselves given

in terms of a lino integral, which must first be evaluated. Prom

(58.1) we get

(9 - 3C)<7 + 12(7* + 12(7» + 100(7* + 12(7*
36(7

*

+ 12(7* - 36(7* + 9(7*),

dy = ^ (1 — ~

and

/
a-2 f/// =
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(vith

/e(ff) = -3 + l&r — 24<r’ + 6<r* - 139<7 '‘ + 284<r«
- 284(7'' + 139<r* - 6<r» + 24(ri“ - 18<r“ + Z<r^K

From (42.4) we get

where

and hence

<Pn + Ull =~ f J _ — C* /r> , T> ^

5 ! d<r' [o- - fJ,_o’
-^10 - -jr

'

+ iiAii = gg (284i- - 139f'* + - 24f<

+ 18f* - 3f»),
and

(58.7) ^11 = iM 42c» + 130rc* cos t + sin —
' 2

+ 21r2c cos 2t + 3r« cos Zt^.

The last flexure function 1^22 is found in a similar way. The
boundary values are calculated by observing that

and

y 4c2(l
^

dx == 2c(l — 2ix) diij

/4^3y^dx = ~
(6m - 12m^ + 8m* + 3m^ - 6m* + 2m*).

But M = )^((r + l/<r), and hence

- J y^dx = ^22

where

= _ c*/7(<r)

24 6
’

Ma) - 1 - 6<r + 12cr^ + 2(r» - 57<r^ + 132(7® - 136(7®
+ 132(7’' - 57(7* + 2cr® + 12(7“ - 6cr“ + (7“.
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The Schwarz formula (42.4) yields

= - ^ /
/7((r)

247r Jy
ip22 +

with

or

and

p _ 1 r jM 1 _ /7 (f)
-

5! L^l-o’
~ 7^’

P22 + i^22 = (136 - 132r + 57f*
- - 12f^

+ 6^“^ - r*),

(58.8) (Pit = ^ ^48r!'‘'‘c^= cos
^
+ 24rc“ sin i — lOr^d^ cos ^

— r* sin Si^— 3r^c sin 2t

Before the stresses can be found, the constants and Ky

must first be evaluated. From (52.21) v'e get, since Ix» = 0,

W,
K. =

Ely
A' -Z?" El'

Now

Jx = f V'
= ~y^ jc

y^

and from (58.1) we have

y = 2c sin ^ (1 — Oj dx = -“2c sin / (1 — 2 cos t) dt.

Integration of dx from / = 0 to / = 27r yields

2l7rc-'

''2 '

The moment of inertia ly is found with the aid of Eq. (58.4) to bo

55x6“' 21xc' _ 47xc‘'
ly - I i) lx -

^
-

~
2 G

The stresses can now be found from Eqs. (52.29).

The coordinates of the center of flexure will now be determined.

The first term in the expression for Xcs in (52.28) becomes, with

the help of Greenes Theorem and Eqs. (52.22),
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~ “^[(l + + <f<P2 i] dx.

This integral can be evaluated by noting that Eqs. (58.1) yield

a: = |(5H- 6cost - 6cos»«), dx = -2c(l - 2 cos <) sin t dt,

while the polar equation of the boundary C is r = 2c(l — cos <),
or

rH = 2c« sin L 0 s < S 2ir.

Substitution of these expressions in Eqs. (58.5) and (58.8)
yields the boundaiy values of the functions <pn and ^22 in terms
^ ^ ^ integration indicated above is now carried
out from i = 0 to < = 2t, with the result

IL

Similarly,

dy
~

ff)irc® 4-

_ (9 + ll(r)xc®

9

fJr^ dx ^y
j(,

®')»’22 + aripzi] dy

= (1 + <r)2TC^ +^ = (6 +
3 3

'

f js^y^ ^^dy = — j^xy^ dx = ttc®,

and finally, from Eq. (52.24),

-r . = _ + lo')

Vcf = 0 .

S ?
this section, it should be remarked that

by W. M. Shepherd

MnTf!' -t
by N. M. Mushtari. However,Mushtans work was published in two journals that are not
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readily obtainable, ‘ and not until after the appearance of Shep-
herd’s paper did Mushtari publish a summaiy of his earlier papers.
Mushtari considers the problems of torsion and flexure of beams
whose boundaries of cross sections have the forms

r = a -b 6(1 -f- cos 6)

and
)-2 = ^2 -|- 52 cog 20.

His method of solution consists essentially of assuming the com-
plex torsion and flexure functions to have certain forms that
involve integral and fractional powers of the complex variable z.

69. Bending of Circular Pipe. As an illustration of a simple
application of the theory of analytic functions in determining
the flexure function $ (Sec. 53), consider a beam whose cross

section is bounded by two concentric circles; that is, a pipe with
inner radius r,- and outer radius ro.

The complex flexure function F{i) = $ -f- being analytic

and single-valued in the circular ring r,- g r g ro, admits of an
expansion in a Laurent series, so that

QO

-b ^ (fl„ -b f6n)j”.

yj *= — QO

Setting I = we obtain

00

<l> + ^ r^{an +
— 00

DO

= X ibn) (cos nd + i sin n^),
-- 00

or, separating real and imaginary parts,

/

\ 'b = r’^iOn cos nd — 6„ sin nB),

(59.1)
j

I
'i' = ^ ’’“(on sin nB -b 6„ cos nB).

^ N. M. IVIusHTAin, Transactions of the Kazan Aviaiional Institute, no. 1

(1933), pp. 17-32, and Trans. KIIKS, no. 1 (1935), pp. 53-67. These ref-

erences are given by Mushtari in a paper published in Applied Mathematics
and Mechanics, new ser., vol. 1 (1938), pp. 427-440. See also D. Z.

Avazashvili, ‘*On the Application of Functions of a Complex Variable to

the Torsion and Flexure Problems,” Applied Mathematics and Mechanics,
vol. 4, no. 1 (1940), pp. 129-134 (in Russian).
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The constants a-n, bn may be determined either from the boundaiy

condition on the normal derivative of the function $ [Eq. (63.3)]

or from the boundary values of the function ^ [Eq. (53.4)].

That is, we may solve either a problem of Neumann for the

flexure function 4> or a Dirichlet problem for the conjugate

function The latter course will be followed, since the bound-

ary condition on 4^ has already been given for a circular bound-

ary [see Eq. (55.1)].

Rewriting Eq. (55.1) for the radii u and n and using Eq. (59. 1)

,

we get

eo

^ r?(an sin nd + bn cos nd) = — (M + sin d + sin 3^,

— ae

10

V rf(un sin nd -f- bn c6s nd) = — (M + sin d + sin S6.

Comparing the coefllcients of sin nd and cos nS gives a system of

equations for the determination of the constants On and bn-

We have

+ TiGi = -{% + H(T)rh

-ry^a-i + roCi = -(% + + rlas =
6n = 0 if n == i 1, + 2, ±3, • •

*
,

a„ = 0 if 71 = +2, +4, i5, + 6
,

• •
•

.

Sohdng these equations, we get

ai^ -(H + }i<r){ri + r?), = - (% + Mv)r?rg,

= }i, a_3 = 0,

while the coefficients ao and bo are undetermined, since the
boundary condition on 4^ involves an arbitrary constant.

Substituting these values in (59.1), we find that

(^* + ^)r + cos ^ -f- ir*cos3^ + const.,

i^i + rl)r-
j
sin e + i sin 36 + const.

The expressions for the stresses can be easily calculated with the
aid of Eqs. (53.2).

If n is set equal to zero, we get the flexure functions for the
solid circular beam discussed in Sec. 55.
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PROBLEM

Calculate the stresses in a circular pipe of thickness t, fixed at one end

and subjected to bending by an end load W, and show that the follow-

ing approximate formulas are valid;

-WQ-z)x
Tzz — r- }

Trrlt

W
^Of-

w

60. Stress Functions and Analogies; Beams of Equilateral

Triangular Section. We recall that in See. 52 the equilibrium

equations (52.6) led to the definition of the stress function

F(x, y), in terms of which the stresses Ta, and r,j, were expressed

in (52.7):

dF 1 dF 1

~ dy 2 'dx 2

The function F{x, y) was seen to be determined by the differential

equation (52.8)

V‘^F{x, y) = —2n(rKyX + 2y.(rKxy — 2fiay

and by the boundary condition (52.14)

Tzjc COS (x, v) + Tzy cos (?/, v) = 0.

In the course of the solution of the general flexure problem in

Sec. 52, it was found convenient to phrase it not as a boundary-

value problem for tlie determination of the function F{Xj y)

but rather in terms of the torsion function (p and the flexure

functions (^i, or v?ii, v?i 2 , ^21 , <^22 . In this section, the flexure

problem will be stated in terms of a new stress function ir(x, y),

which will l)e seen to be of value in certain problems.

We introduce the stress function T{x^ y) by defining

(60.1) T{x, y) = F{x, y) - j
Rix) dx - j Siy) dy.

The functions R{x) and S(y) may be so chosen as to yield either

a simple boundary (M)ndition or a simple differential equation for
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T{x, y). The stresses can be \vritten in terms of T(x, y), with the

aid of (52.7), as

(60.2)
\ dT 1

while (52.8) yields the following differential equation for y)

:

(60.3) y) = -2,^KyX -^ + 2y^K,y - - 2m«.

The insertion of Eqs. (60.2) in (52.14) yields the boundary

condition

where we make use of the relations

cos cos {y, ?/)
= — dx

ds

The functions fl(a;), S{y) may be prescribed arbitrai’ily. We
choose them now to be any functions satisfying the relations

(60.5) R{x) = -HEKyy\ S{y) = on C;

then the condition on T{x, y) becomes

on C.

Thus, the function T{x, y) is constant along the contour <7, and
since the choice of this constant cannot affect the stresses, we
shall take it equal to zero. With this choice of the functions
R{x) and S(y)j the stress function T{x, y') is determined by the
differential equation (60.3) and by the condition

(60*6) r = 0 on C.

It is to be noted that the function R{x) [or /S(2/)] may take any

value along a portion of the boundary where^ ^or vanishes.
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It should be recalled that the constant of integration a was
dci)

seen in Sec. 52 to be the mean value of the local twist ^ over the

section (or the value of the local twist at the centroid). As

noted in that section, the constant a is to be chosen equal to zero

if the load is applied at the center of flexure of the end section.

The stress function 2\x, y) can be given an interesting physical

interpretation. Comparison of the differential equations (60.3)

and (46.1) shows that T(x, y) may be thought of as the deflection

of an elastic membrane stretched, with tension over an opening

of contour C in a rigid plane plate and distorted by a nonuniform

load yix, y), where

- 2^.

When the general flexure problem considered above is special-

ized to the case of bending by a load {W 0, 0) along a pr-incipal

axis (Sec. 53), we have

K = 0" Ely
~

2m (1 +
The stress function T{x, y) is determined by the conditions

((50.7) V^Tix, v)
<r W,,

TIT' T y
I + <r ly

T = 0

dSjy)

dy
— 2ixa,

on C,

where S{y) is any function such that

(60.8)

except that S(y) may take any boundary value along a portion

of the contour where ^ is zero. The stresses are given by
(is

W
+ S(:y) -

dT
dx

(60.9)

3y

The position of the center of flexure can be found in terms of

the function T{z, y) by applying the definition given in Eq.
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(52.26) and using Eqs. (60.2). We have

x.fWy - = 1 ja;

[
_ g; _ R(^) _ 1 EKyy^^

-
2/ [^ + S{y) - i

j

dx dy

^ I Ib ^ [-^2’(^, 2/)
- xyS(y) + i

- ^ [2/^’(^, 2/) + xyR(x) + i
j j

dx dy

=
2 jj^T(x,y)dxdy

+ yTix, y) + xyR{x) + i EKyXy^'^ dx

+ ~^T{x, y) ^ xyS{y) + i
^^2/,

where Green’s Theorem was used in the last step. A reference
to the boundary conditions (60.3) shows that this can be written
as

(60.10) x„Wy - ycW^ =
2/) dx dy

- HE \jCy xy^ dx + K;, x^y dy],

wherein we are to set in the function T(x, y) the constant a equal
to zero. The coordinates x^f, y^t of the center of flexure are then
found by comparing the coefficients of and Wy For the
special c^e of bending by a load W, along a principal axis,
iiiq. (bO.lO) becomes

(60 . 11 )

^ an iUustration of the use of the stress function T{x, y)m the solution of the flexure problem, we consider the bending of
earn o e *ptical cross section with a contour given by the

equation a'/u' + „•/(,• . I. Since on the boundn?,. one L
~ - y^),
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one can, evidently, choose

From Eq. (60.7) it is seen that the function T(x, y) is subject

to the conditions

T(x, y) = 0 on

+ <r
+ y,

The differential equation and boundary condition suggest that we

seek a solution of the form

T(x, y) = ky

and it is readily found that

nx, y)
a^[(l + <r)a^ + ab^] Wx (x} . t/-

2(1 + (r)(3a2 + 62) 2/
V^“ o-

The stresses rzy can now be

found from Eqs. (60.9). This

method of solution should be

compared with that applied in

Sec. 56 to the same problem.

The stress function T{x, y) will

now be used to solve a special

case of the flexure problem for a

beam whose cross section is an

equilateral triangle (Fig. 46).

The boundary of the triangular

section can be written as Fig. 40.

{y - «

where the origin has been taken at the centroid of the section.

Along the side ?/ = a we have ^ hence no condition is

imposed on the boundary values of the function S{y) along this
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side, whereas we require that

SUj) = ^ = —
2Iy^ 2Iy

TFj (2a + y)^

2L 3
a: = +

Vs
Therefore we take

^(y) - ^ + 2/)^

and from (60.7) it follows that

V-i)

where we have set a: = 0 and are, accordingly, solving the prob-
lem of pure flexure by a load applied at the center of flexure.
The differential equation and boundary conditions on T{Xf y)

can be readily satisfied when Poisson^s ratio takes a particular
'

value, namely, o- = In this case, we have

T{x, 2/) = 0 on /
y = a

= 3^ (2a -|- yy.

T(z, y) = klx^ - i4(2a + yy]{y - a)

and find that the stress function is given by

(60.12) Tix, y) = ^x^ - i (2a + (y - a).

Equation (60 11) now yields the position of the center of
flexure. Straightforward calculations give

j. _ 3 Vs a*
"

2

x'vdy-l 1"'^’
,.(v^ 1 - 2a) V3dx.

0
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and therefore ycs = 0. Since the cross section is symmetrical

about the 2/-axis, we see that the center of flexure is at the origin,

and hence at the centroid of the section. Thus, the function

T{x, y), given above, furnishes the solution of the flexure prob-

lem for a beam of equilateral triangular section when the load

Wx is applied at the centroid and when Poisson’s ratio has the

value of one-half.

The flexure function T{x, y) was introduced, for the case of

bending by a load along a principal axis, by Timoshenko^ and

was used by him to solve the flexure problem for a number of

cross sections.

It will be recalled that when the functions R{x) and S{;y) were

introduced, it was remarked that they might be so chosen as to

yield either a simple boundary condition or a simple differential

equation for the function T{x, y). The first course led to

Timoshenko’s stress function T{x, y), discussed above, which

can be interpreted physically as representing the deflection of an

elastic membrane stretched over an opening of boundary C in a

plane plate and subjected to a nonuniform load. We follow now
the alternative course and choose ?2(a:) and S{y) to make T{x, y)

a harmonic function.

Ijet us define

(60.13)
R{x) = ^ficrKyX^ — iiaX,

S(y) = ixaKxy" - fxay.

We shall designate the function T{x, y) defined by Eqs, (60.3)

and (60.4) with this choice of R{x) and S{y) by m\x, y). Then

these equations become

(60.14) vm(x, y) = 0

and

ds
[ix{l -f (x)KxX'^ — iJLdKxij'^ -k ixay\

djl

(Is

dx
- [iu(l + (r)Kyy" - fiaKyXr - nax] on C.

^S. Timoshenko, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, ser. 2,

vol. 20 (1922), p. 398.

An account of this work will be found in S. Timoahenko, Theory of

Klasti(*.ity, Scc^m. 88-94.
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This boundary condition can be integrated in part to give

(60.15) M = + y^)

+ - (1+ <^) dy]

+ Ky — (! + <») + const, on C.

The stresses r**, r^y can be written from Eqs. (60.2) and (60.13) as

rzx=^ + — (1 + (r)x^] — ixay,

Tzy = — + fxKy[crx^ — (1 + <T)y-] + flax.

In the case of bending by a load Wx along a principal axis, the

formulas for the stresses become

'^ZZ —
m
dy

+ _ 0-2 _
^2/„Ll + <r^ J

Fay,

BM
,

while ilf(a;, y) is subject to the condition

(60.16)

•nr r (».!/)

+ f
2Iy j(:

‘ dy on C.
J (xo,2/o)

One can interpret the determination of the harmonic function
M(x, y), subject to the condition (60.15) or (60.16) on C, in
terms of a membrane analogy, as was done in connection with the
toraon problem in Sec. 46. Thus, the solution of the flexure
problem by means of the membrane function M{x, y) is mathe-
matic^y identical with the determination of the deflection of an
u oa elastic membrane stretched across a clo.sed .space curve
whose projwtion on the a:y-plane is the contour C, and whose
vanable height above the plane is given by the boundary values

1 the (.a.se in
J^^^hOTn^iary values are given by Eq. (60.16), has been

used by Gnffith and Taylor,^ among others, to obtain experi-

U^Borv Comminl
Technical Report of The NationalAd^^ Conrmaee on Aeromutics (Great Britain), vol. 3 (1917-1918),

theSperii^d
Elasticity, Sec. 95, for a .description ol
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mental solutions of the flexure problem for beams whose cross

sections are such that the problem does not yield readily to
mathematical treatment. Nem^nyi^ has derived both M(x, y)
and another flexure function Fi(x, y) as special cases of a more
general flexure function and has discussed these two formulations
of the flexure problem in the light of the membrane analogy
and of numerical solutions, respectively.

There exists a very close connection between the membrane
function M{x, y) and the canonical flexure functions ^n, <pu,

v>zi, (P22,
discussed in Sec. 52. A comparison of the boundary

condition (60.15) with the boundary values taken by the torsion

.

function ^ [Eq. (35.4)] and by the flexure functions if-i and 1^2

[Eqs. (52.17)] shows that

(60. 17) M (x, y) = ixoop{x, y) + y.K,^i{x, y) + ij.Ky\p2 {x, y) on C.

Since a harmonic function is uniquely determined by its boundary
values, it follows that Eq. (60.17) holds throughout the region R
of the cross section. If we define the conjugate membrane
function L{x, y) so that L + iM is analytic in R, then we can
write

L + iM = + i\p) + + iypi) + y.Ky{tp2 + iypt).

Eqs. (52.22) now furnish the following relation between the com-
plex membrane function L -H iM, on the one hand, and the
torsion function tp -|- i^ and the canonical flexure functions

<Pii + i^ii, • • on the other hand:

L iM =
-t- 4- nKxlil -f (r)i<pii -|- 2>n)

— cr(tpi 2 4” *V'l2)] 4“ Mf^»((l "I" 0'){<p22 4- ii^zz)

"h <r(ip2i 4“ *^21)]-

61. Technical Theory of the Bending of Beams. In the pre-

ceding sections of this chapter, we have considered the state of

stress in a beam fixed at one end and loaded at the other end by a
system of stresses equivalent to an arbitrary force and a couple;
the stresses over the two ends were assumed to be distributed

‘ P . Nem6iiyi, “Uber die Berechnung der Schubspannungen im gebogeneii
Balken,” Zeilschrift fur angewandle Malhematik und Mechanik, vol. 1 (1921)
pp. 89-96.
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in the particular manner prescribed by the solution of the prob-

lem, and»the sides of the beam were assumed to be free of external

force. The problem was seen to reduce to the task of solving a

boundary-value problem of Dirichlet or Neumann.
In practice, however, a beam is often used to carry loads

distributed over its sides; the beam may be supported at one or

both ends, as well as at intermediate points, or it may be carried

on a continuous elastic foundation, and the cross section is often

of such form as to be analytically intractable. Exact solutions

to such problems have been found in only a few cases. It is clear

that the engineer, faced with the necessity of dealing with

problems of beams, must make simplifying assumptions in order'

that solutions may be made readily available. Such assump-
tions and the resulting approximate theory of bending will now
be considered briefly.

In Sec. 32 the bending of a beam of arbitrary cross section

by end couples was studied. It was seen there that the curvature
1/R of the central line of the beam is related to the magnitude M
of the applied couple by the Bernoulli-Euler law,

where I is the moment of inertia of the cross section about an axis

through its centroid and perpendicular to the plane of the couple.
The same relation was found in Sec. 54 to hold for a beam of

arbitrary cross section fixed at one end and bent by an end load
directed along a principal axis. The technical theory of the
bending of beams assumes that the Bernoulli-Euler law is uni-
versally valid and may be applied to all problems involving
initially straight girders.

It wiU be convenient to choose the :r-axis to coincide with
the fine of centroids of the undeformed horizontal beam, and the
positive y-axis will be taken downward; then the deflection of the
central line of the beam after deformation is y. We shall con-
^der only beams whose cross sections have an axis of symmetry,
ihis will be taken as the 2/-axis, which is thus a principal axis of
the section The external loads will be assumed to act in the
x2/-plane. From symmetry it follows that this is also the plane of
ending. Since the deflection derivatives contemplated in the

linear theory of elasticity are small compared with unity (as are
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those that occur, for the most part, in practice), we can neglect

the square of the slope dy/dx appearing in the formula

so that

(61.2)

Consider now the portion of a beam to the right of section xx

(Fig. 47). This section is subject both to the external forces

(for example, weight of beams, external load, reactions due to

T

Y2/

Kiu. 47,

supports) and to the internal forces exerted by the material to the

left and transmitted across the section xx. These internal reac-

tions are equivalent to a force and to a couple. The couple will

be assumed to have a bending moment M about the 2-axis;

furthermore, we shall be concerned only with the y-component F
of the force. This bending moment (representing the action

of the material to the left of section xx on that to the right) will

be reckoned as positive^ if the stresses producing it deform the

central line of the beam so that it becomes concave upward
(Fig. 48). Since for this form of the central line the center of

curvature lies on the negative side of the ?/-axis (for positive M),

we have, from (61.1) and (61.2),

(61.3)
d,x^ El

The direction of positive shearing force F is as shown in Fig. 48.

^ It should bo noted that if the action of the material to the right of the

section on that to the l(;ft is under discussion, then the directions of positivt^

M and F are reversed. Sec the directions of M + AM and F + AF in

Fig. 48.
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The relations between load, shearing force, bending moment,

and deflection may be found from the equations of static equi-

librium as follows. Consider an element Ax of a beam (Fig. 47)

carrying a distributed load p(x), where pix) is the load per unit

length of the beam. This element is subject to the load p Ax,

the bending moments M, M + AM, and the shearing forces F,

Fig. 48.

F + AF (body forces are neglected). From the condition of

equilibrium of forces, we have

p Ax -h AF = 0,

or

(61.4) p(x) - -

From the vanishing of the resultant moment, we get

(F + AF) Aa: + Af - (M + AM) + p Ax • ^ = 0,

or

F =

and

(61.5)

m
dx’

P(x)_

Eliminating the bending momentM from Eqs. (61.3) and (61.5),
we find that
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If the cross section of the beam is UDiform (as we sball henceforth
assume), we have the equation

for the determination of the deflection y of the central line.

The bending moment M, shearing force F, and load p are

given in terms of the deflection y by the relations

(ai.6) M.-rag,

while in terms of the bending moment, one has

(61.7) V
dm
dx^-‘

The constants of integration that appear in the solution of

the above equations are determined by specifying the conditions

of fixity at the ends of the beam. We have at the ends the follow-

ing conditions

:

1. Clamped (built-in) end: y = known const., ~ = known

const.,

2. Simply supported (hinged) end: y = known const.,

dx^
= 0, (from ilf = 0),

3.

Free end carrying no load:

S = S = (fromJf =F = 0),

4. Free end carrying a load W
: ^ = 0, F = — = W,

5. Elastically clamped end (rigid support): y — known const.,

dx^ dx

When the load p includes concentrated forces, then the condi-

tion of equilibrium of the element Ax (Fig. 49) requires that
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^ ~ P- In other words, the magnitude of the shearing force F

^and hence of changes by the amount P as a concentrated

load P is passed. If graphs of shearing force and bending
moment are drawn as functions of position x, then at a concen-
trated load the shearing-force diagram will have an ordinary

discontinuity, while the bending-moment
diagram will have a discontinuous slope.

The normal stresses r^x that give rise to

the bending moment can be found from the

moment M by assuming a stress distribu-

tion over the cross section that varies

linearly with y. It will be recalled that in

the bending of a beam by end couples (Sec.

32), as well as in bending by an end load
along a principal axis (Sec, 53), the normal stress was found to
be given (in the notation of this section) by

P
•

< f

JikX

T
Fig. 49.

(61 .8)

This relation between bending stress and bending moment will be
assumed to hold for all beam problems and will be used to
determine the bending stress. The maximum stress is given by

(61 .9)
izjymax Z

where i/max is the distance from the centroid to the outermost
fiber, and Z = Iz/ymax is called the section modulus. The values
of both I

z

and Z for commonly used sections are given in engineer-
ing handbooks.

The shearing force F can be found from the bending moment M
[Eq. (61.7)], but the shearing stress cannot be determined
without further information or assumption as to the distribution
of stress across the section. The mean shearing stress F/A
(where A is the cross-sectional area) can be readily found but
may fall considerably short of the maximum shearing stress. In
practice, the shearing stress is often neglected, as being small in
comparison with the bending stress Txx- We shall return to these
points when we compare the approximate solution of the problem
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of a cantilever carrying an end load with the exact solution

found earlier.

As an illustration, we consider a beam carrying a uniform load

p per foot run. From (61.6) and successive integrations, one

finds

(61.10)

El
dx^

= Py

= -M = lpx"- + ax + b,

EI^ = + ^ax“- bx + c,

Ely = + cx + d.

The constants of integration a, b, c, d are to be determined from

the end conditions. We have for a

(61.11) clamped end (at rr = 0), c - d = 0,

and for a

(61.12) simply supported end (at a: = 0), h ^ d = 0.

The problem will now be specialized to that of a cantilever

built in at the origin and carrying, in addition to the distributed

load pi, a concentrated load W at the free end x - 1. The

boundary conditions at the free end are

(at X = Z),

from which it follows that

a = —{pl+ W), b = I'iKpl + 2W),

and we have

Ely = - Hipl + + mpl + ^W)xK

The deflection of a cantilever carrying only an end load W
can be found by sotting p = 0 in the last equation. This gives
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i

EIy = }4Wx\Zl - x),

F.-s/g.,r.

These results may also be obtained in the following manner.
From Eq. (61.7) it is seen that when the distributed load p(x)

vanishes, the bending moment
is a linear function of x. In
the present example, the mo-
ment vanishes at the free end,

while at the root x = 0 the
reaction of the support is seen
(from considerations of static

of equihbrium) to consist of a
couple of momentM = —Wl
and a vertical force W. The
bending moment is then given
by

M = -W(l - x)

and is shown in Fig. 50. The
sheanng force F is given by the slope of the moment diagram
(Fig. 50). The deflection of the beam may now be found by
integrating the relation

-M=W{l-x)
and using the boundary conditions y(0) = y'(0) = 0.

considered is an example of a statically
determinate system; that is, one in which the unknown reactions
at the support (horizontal and vertical components of force,
mommt) may be found from the three equations of plane static
eqmhbrium. Systems in which the number of reactive elements
IS greater than the number of equilibrium conditions are called
stat^lly indeterminate; in such systems, the elastic deflection
of the bar must be taken into account. An example of a stati-
cally indeterminate system will be considered below,

F=W

Fig. 50.
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From (61.13) it is seen that the maximum deflection in a

cantilever carrying an end load W occurs at the free end, where

= }4Wl\ (at X = 1),

and this agrees with the result found by the exact theory [Eqs.

(54.2)]. The maximum bending moment occurs at the fixed

end of the beam, where

Mmax = --WI, (at a: = 0).

From (61.9) it follows that the maximum bending stress is

(“Txx) n

Wl _ Wly,^
Z L

If the beam is of circular cross section, then Iz = ira^/A,

Z = TaV4, and

xx) max. «> ) (at X 1^)*
TTd

The mean shearing stress is given by

F _W
area ira^

The exact solution* (Sec. 55) gives

_3 + 2(TW^iW
(T^)n.« -

2(1 ^£,2 3

/N _l+2.rW^2W
= 2(H-a-)7ra“ 3 xa®'

The neglect of shear stress in the engineering theory of thin beams

is justified in this case, for we have

(7‘xj/)niax 3 “f* 2cr d 1 (Z

”
8(1 +cr)« " Sr

and the ratio of shearing stress to bending stress is seen to be

of the order of the ratio of the lateral to the longitudinal dimen-

sions of the beam.

^ Note that the axis of the beam is directed along the x-axis in this section

but along the a-axis in Sec. 55. The loading force is taken parallel to the

y-axis in this section, while it was parallel to the x-axis in the earlier section.
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The maximiun shearing stress is foundj in the technical theory
of beams, by making some assumptions as to the distribution of

shear across the section. 4. In the case of a beam of rectangular
cross section, for example, it is commonly assumed that the
shearing stress is parallel to the shearing force F (that is, that
Txz = 0) and is uniformly distributed across the width of the beam,

so that = 0.
dz

Some information about the state of stress in a thin rec-
tangular beam can be got by studying the results obtained
in Sec. 56 for a beam whose cross section is bounded by the
ellipse = 1. When one axis of the ellipse is much
smaller than the other, the beam resembles a bar of thin rec-
tangular section. If 6 <$C a, then the shape of the beam is

nearly that of a thin rectangular plank loaded in the direction
of its longer side. In this case, we have, from Sec. 56,

/ ^ - 4 F
KjxyJmas. —

g

( \ ^ 4 Tf fc .

g ^ V W/max,

and the assumption of the technical theory regarding the vanish-
ing of Txz is borne out. If, however, a <^h, then the load acts
along the shorter side of the section, and we have

1 + (T A 2 A

= 2 Wcrh
I + <r A a

~~ 2^ ^
Thus, in beams whose ratio of depth to width is small, the lateral
shearing stress r*., instead of vanishing, may exceed in magnitude
the vertical shear T:^. A numerical comparison of values of the
shearing stress as given by the exact and the technical theory for
rectangular beams of various ratios of depth to width is given by
Timoshenko. 1

The calculations made above were for a cantilever carrying an
end load W. The problem was seen to be statically determinate

;

1 S. Timoshenko, Theory of Elasticity, Sec. 92.
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that is, the three equations of plane static equilibrium were

sufiGicient to determine the three unknown reactive elements. As
an example of a statically indeterminate system, we consider now
the problem of a beam built in at the origin, simply supported

at the end x = I, and bearing a uniform load p per unit length.

In this case, the number of unknown reactive force components
and moments is greater than three, and the elastic deformation

of the bar must be considered. The boundary conditions at the

supported end are

y(i) = y'\i) = 0
,

and from Eqs. (61.10) and (61.11) we get

a = c = d = 0,

and hence

Ely(x) = + SIV)
= HsPX^Zl - 2x){l - x).

The deflection at the center, which is about 4 per cent less than

the maximum deflection, is given by

62. Some Further Developments in Problems on Beams. In

this section, we indicate briefly some directions in which the

developments of this chapter have been extended.

It is obvious that Saint-Venant^s theory of torsion and flexure

provides exact solutions of the problems of twisting and bending

only if the end stresses are distributed in a manner specified

by the solutions themselves. If the external forces are dis-

tributed over the ends of the beams in some different fashion,

then the actual state of stress will differ near the ends from that

given by Saint-Venant^s theory. - These local irregularities may
be expected, however, to be very small sufficiently far from the

points of application of the forces. This problem has been

reviewed by ,1. L. Synge. ^

We have assumed throughout that tlie sides of the cylinder are

free of e.xternal force. In practice, however, beams are com-

' J. L. Synqio, "The Problem of Saint Venant for a Cylinder with Frot^

Sides,” Quarterly of Applied Mathematics, vol. 2 (1945), pp. 307-317.
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monly used to carry distributed loads. Some special cases of

exact solution of the problem of bending by loads distributed

over the beam are contained in A. E. H. Love's A Treatise on the

Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, in Chaps. XVI and XVII.

As is to be expected, the problem of bending by distributed loads

is a difficult one, and it turns out that the length of the central

line of the beam, in general, is altered, and that the bending

moment is no longer proportional to the curvature of the central

line. In addition to the curvature 1/jB = M/El given by the

Bernoulli-Euler formula, there is a corrective term that is

the same for all cross sections of the beam. If the length of the

beam is large in comparison with the greatest linear dimension

of the cross section, this additional curvature is negligibly small.

In some cases, however, such as those of flexure of plate girders

in a suspension bridge, it becomes sufficiently important to be

taken into account.

The case of torsion of a beam by forces applied to its sides has

been treated by Riz and Zvolinskij.^

The general Saint-Venant problem of a bar having a small

natural twist has been considered in a series of papers by Riz and,

from a different standpoint, in an independent series by Lourie

and Janelidze.^

1 N. V. ZvoLiNSKij and P. M. Riz, '^Torsion eines zylindrischen Stabes

durch Krafte die auf seiner Seitenflache verteilt sind,^' Bulletin de Vacademic

des sciences de VU.R.S.S., dasse des sciences mathimatiques et naturelles,

no. 10 (1939), pp. 21-26. (In Russian with a German abstract.)

P. M. Riz, ‘‘Concerning the Torsion of a Prismatic Bar by Axial Forces

Distributed along its Side Surface,” Applied Mathematics and MechanicSy

new ser., vol. 4, no. 2 (1940), pp. 121-122. (In Russian with an English

abstract.)

P, M. Riz, “General Solution of Torsion Problem in Nonlinear Theory
of Elasticity,” Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, vol. 7 (1943), pp.
149-154. (In Russian with an English abstract.)

2P. Riz, “On the Deformations of Naturally Twisted Bars,” Comples
rendus de Vacadimie des sciences de VUM.S.S., new ser., vol. 23 (1929), pp.
17-20, 441-444, 765-767.

A. I, Lottrie, “Flexion and Stability of Naturally Torsioned Rectilineal

Rods,” Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, new ser., vol. 2 (1938), pp.
55-68 (in Russian with English summary).

A. Loubie and G. Janelidze, “On Saint Venant^s Problem for Naturally
Twisted Bars,” Comptes rendus de VacaMmie des sciences de VU.R.S.S.,
new ser., vol. 24 (1939), pp. 24-27, 227-228; vol. 25 (1939), pp. 577-579;
vol. 27 (1940), pp. 436-439.
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The rods considered in this chapter have been either cylinders,

with cross section defined, say, by the equation

Six, j^) = 0

or they have been bodies of revolution. Consider, now, the

surface defined by

f[x{l - kz), y(l - kz)] = 0,

where the parameter k is such that kz is small compared with

unity. This equation defines the surface of a rod that is almost

a cylinder. The torsion and bending of such rods have been

discussed by Panov and Ruchadze.^

A problem similar to that just mentioned is obtained by dealing

mth rods whose surface is defined by

fix, y + kz^) = 0,

where k is again a small parameter. The rod has thus a slightly

curved axis. The torsion and bending of such beams have been

treated by Riz and Ruchadze.^

Comprehensive reviews of the Saint-Venant torsion problem,

with extensive bibliographies, have been given by Poschl and

Higgins.®

1 D. Y. Panov, “Concerning the Torsion of Nearly Prismatic Rods,”

Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, new scr., vol. 2 (1938), pp. 159-180 (in

Russian with English summary)
;
Comples rendus de Vacad^mie des sciences de

rU.R.S.S., new ser., vol, 20 (1938), pp. 251-253.

A. K. Ruchadzb, “ Problem of Bending of Beams Near to Prismatical

Ones,” Mitteilungeyi der Georgischen AUeilung der Akademie der Wissetir-

schaften der U.S.S.R., vol. 1 (1940), pp. 577-582 (in Russian); Applied

Mathematics and Mechanics, vol. 6 (1942), pp. 123-138 (in Russian with

German summary).
2 P. Riz, “On Deformations of Bars with Slightly Curved Axis,” Comptes

rendus de Vacadhnie des sciences de RU.R.S.S., new scr., vol. 24 (1939), pp.

110-113, 229-232.

A. K. Ruchadzk, “On the Problem of Deformation of a Beam with

Slightly Curved Axis,” Mitteiiungen der Georgischen AUeilung der Akademie

der Wissenschaften der U.S.S.R., vol. 2 (1941), pp. 35-42 (in Russian).

®Th. P5schl, “Bisherige Ldsungen des Torsionsproblcms,” Zeitschrifl

fur angewandte Mathernatik and Mechanik, vol. 1 (1921), pp. 312-328.

T. J. Higgins, “A Comprehensive Review of Saint Venant’s Torsion

Problem,” American Journal of Physics, vol. 10 (1942), pp. 248-259.
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Compound beams composed of several elastic materials

(reinforced concrete) have been discussed by MuscheliSvili^

and by Ruchadze and Vekoiia.-

Lechnitzky* has recently considered the problems of tension,

torsion, pure bending, and flexure for anisotropic beams. The

most general anisotropy is assumed, the material being character-

ized by 21 elastic constants. Vantorin^ has used the Ritz

method to study the torsion of an anisotropic beam with a cross

section somewhat similar to that of an airplane propeller

[^2
— — a:;)

2
].

The work of Palermo® and Platrier® should also be mentioned.

N. Muschelisvili, “Sur le probl^me de torsion et de flexion des poutres

61astiques composers, Bulletin de Vacadimie des sciences de VU.R.S.S.,

ser. VII, no. 7 (1932), pp. 907-945 (in Russian).

2 A. Ruchadze, *‘Sur la flexion d’un cylindre circulaire arm6 d’une barrc

longitudinale par une force transversale,^^ Bulletin de Vacadimie des sciences

de VU.R.SM,, ser. VII, no. 9 (1933), pp. 1297-1308 (in Russian).

A. Roukhadze and I. Vekoua, ^‘Sur le probl^me de torsion et de flexion

par une force transversale d’une poutre compos6e de deux matdriaux 61as-

tiques limit4s par deux ellipses homofocales/^ Applied Mathematics and
MechanicSf vol. 1 (1933), pp. 167-178 (in Russian with French summary).

A. Ruchadze, ‘^Torsion und Verbiegung dlirch Querkrafte eines elas-

tischen Balkens, der aus zwei verschiedenen diirch Epitrochoiden abge-

grenzten Materialen besteht,” Travauxde Vinstitut math^tnatique de Tbilissi\

vol. 1 (1937), pp. 125-139. (In Georgian with Russian summary.)
A. K. Ruchadze, '^Zur Aufgabe der Biegung eines aus verschiedenen

Werkstoflen zusammengesetzten Balkens,’' MitteiJungen der Georgischen

Ahteilung der Akademie der Wissenschaften der U.S.S.R., vol. 1 (1940), pp.
107-114. (In Russian with German summary.)

3 S. G. Lechnitzky, “ Sur le probl4me d’dquilibre 41astique du cylindre

homogene avec Tanisotropie arbitraire,” Applied Mathematics and Mechanics^

new ser., vol. 2 (1939), pp. 345-368 (in Russian with French summary).
S. G. Lechnitzky, ^‘Equilibrium of an Anisotropic Cantilever Beam,”

Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, new ser., vol. 6 (1942), pp. 3-18 (in

Russian with English summary).
^ V. D. Vantorin, “Torsion of a Prism with a Cross-section Bounded by

the Curve = k^x(\ — a:)*,” Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, new ser.,

vol. 3 (1939), pp. 151-152 (in Russian with English summary).
® D. Paleeino, “Sulle dilatazioni superficiali dei solidi elastic!,” Aiii della

reale accademia nazionale dei Hncei, ser. 6, vol. 18 (1933), pp. 140-145.
® C. F. F. Platriee, “Generalisations du probl^me de Saint-Venant,

”

Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress for Applied Mechanics, 1939,
pp. 102-106.



CHAPTP]R V

VARIATIONAL METHODS

63. Introduction. The earlier chapters of this volume provide

an illustration of one general mode of approach to the boundary-

value problems of mathematical physics. It was based on the

formulation of differential equations, with appropriate boundary

conditions, and it has been used extensively in the preceding

sections, where the differential equations of equilibrium and of

compatibility have been set up and solved in certain special

cases.

An entirely different approach to the problems of elasticity is

provided by the methods of the calculus of variations. Varia-

tional procedures can serve two distinct purposes. One of these

is concerned with the derivation of certain general theorems on

potential energy of an elastic system and \with. conversion of the

variational problem into the problem of solving an equivalent

system of differential equations. The early sections of this

chapter provide an illustration of this particular use of the calcu-

lus of variations. Another important use of variational methods

is in obtaining approximate solutions of problems that are

otherwise intractable. This is illustrated in the latter half of

this chapter, where several procedures for deducing approximate

solutions of the boundary-value problems of mathematical

physics are outlined.

The torsion and flexure problems provide excellent illustrations

of the use of the calculus of variations in the solution of the

boundary-value problems of mathematical physics. In the

preceding chapter, it was shown that the solution of the problem

of a beam subjected to certain end stresses, statically equivalent

to an arbitrary force and couple, can be made to rest upon the

solution of one or more Dirichlet problems; that is, upon the

search for a function harmonic within the region of the cross

section of the cylinder, and assuming prescribed values on the

boundary. As was pointed out in the discussion of physical

analogues, many other physical problems can likewise be formu-

277
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lated in terms of the first boundary-value problem in Laplace's

equation. The exact analytical solutions of such problems, how-

ever, have been found in relatively few cases, since the general

methods developed in the preceding chapter presuppose the

knowledge of the analytical function that maps the cross section

of a beam conformally on the unit circle. In many problems of

technical importance, the mapping function is either unknown

or unmanageable, and one is obliged to turn to different methods

of obtaining approximate solutions. A discussion of several of

these alternative methods, followed by the illustration of their

application to the torsion problem for a beam of rectangular

cross section, is contained in the latter half of this chapter.

64. Minimum Potential Energy. In this section, a general

theorem on the potential energy of the internal strain and the

external load is established. This theorem is derived from a

comparison of the potential energy associated with the equi-

librium displacements Ui with the energy of other displacements

satisfying the given boundary conditions but not the equations

of equilibrium.

In Sec. 26, we defined the strain-energy density W and the

strain energy ?7 = j
TT dr of an elastic body occupying a region

T. The strain-energy density was given in terms of the stresses,

strains, and elastic coefficients Cy == Cji by the relations

[26.7] W = (^, j = 1, 2,
- •

•
, 6),

= (z, j = 1, 2, 3),

where the stresses and strains e,- are defined by the relations

[21 11 I

~ ~ ~ ~

I Cl = Cii, 62 = ^22, ^3 = ^33, 64 = 2623, ^5 = SCsi, 63 = 2612-

The stress components can be obtained by differentiating the

strain-energy density; that is,

[26.7] r,=^ = c,,6,, (z,i= 1, 2,
• •

• ,6).

Let us now compare the strain energy [/, associated with dis-

placements Ui that satisfy the equilibrium and boundary condi-

tions, with the strain energy [7 -f- AC/, corresponding to any
other set of displacements Ui + = Ui + Aui.
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From the equilibrium displacements uy, one calculates the

strains Ci and the strain-energy density W{e) = Sim-

ilarly, from the displacements Ui + one obtains

W + AW ^ y2Ci,iei + 69 (% + <•)

= W + ^Wj)‘

By interchanging the subscripts i, j in the term not-

ing that the coefficients are symmetric, one finds that

AW = + l^(e'),

where

W{e') =

is the strain-energy density calculated from the strains 6-.

From Hookers law, in the form (26.7), it is apparent that the

first term in the expression for the strain-energy function AW can

be written as

= -f

An interchange of the subscripts z, j in and the use of the

symmetry of the stress components nj gives

Since the displacements Ui lead to stresses that satisfy the equa-

tions of equilibrium njj + Fi = 0, the foregoing expression can

be written as

CijCiCj

The strain-energy difference AU can now be written as

A(7 =
j[
AW dr = jf dr + W{d) dr

= {Ti;Ui),idT + Fiu'idr + V{c'),

where

U{e.') = W{e/) dr = dr.

Using the Divergence Theorem, one can write

AU = da + Fi'a'idr -+ U{e'),
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where S is the surface of the region r. Inasmuch as the dis-

placements Ui yield stresses that satisfy the conditions of equi-

V

librium and the boundary conditions UjVj = Ti, it follows that
(64.1)

MJ - jTnii da + Fiu', dr + U(e’).

This equation expresses the difference AU in strain energy

between the energy associated with the displacements Wt, satis-

fying the equilibrium and boundary conditions, and the energy

of the displacements iCi + Aui ^ m + u'i; the displacements u'i

are quite arbitrary at this point in the argument. For every

choice of values for the functions s Am, there is obtained an
V

expression relating the applied forces T,-, Fi, the displacements

Aui^ and the change A 17 in strain energy.

The hitherto arbitrary functions wj = Aui are specialized by
the requirement that the displacements Ui + Ui satisfy the same
boundary conditions that the equilibrium displacements

satisfy. It is supposed that the displacements are prescribed
V

over the region of the surface S, while the surface forces Ti

are prescribed over the remainder Sy of the surface S. Then
the functions Ui must vanish on and Eq. (64.1) can be written

as

(64.2) AU — f TiAuid(T+ f Fi Am dr + i7(e')-
J 2r jT

Now in comparing the state characterized by displacements Uij

Avith associated strain energy [7, and the state corresponding to

displacements m + -with associated strain energy U + AU,
it is observed that the body force is the same in the two cases.

p

Similarly, the surface force Ti is the same on the region Xr, where
. the surface forces are prescribed. Hence one can write

AU = A
(1^

Trui da+ FiUi dr) + U(e'),

or

(64.3) a(u - TiUida - j^FiUfdr'j = Uie').

The potential energy V of the system is now defined as

(64.4) V ^ U - TiUida - FiUi dr,
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where it is understood that the integral T{Ui da is to be extended

only over that portion of the surface S on which the surface
V

forces Ti are prescribed. The potential energy V is thus the

sum of the strain energy of the body and the potential energy of

the external forces. Equation (64.3) can now be written as

(64.6) AF = U{e').

The displacements m,- + Awf are now further restricted to be
ndghloring displacements to the equilibrium displacements Ui.

The term neighboring displacements is used in the sense that the

functions Aiii and the strains 4 are required to be small com-
pared with the equilibrium displacements and strains. Then
U{e'), which can be written as

Uie') = ^
Wie') dr = dr

-
1 + )*-/ + ]

is of the second order in the small strains e[. Equation (26.9)

shows, furthermore, that U{e') takes only positive values pro-

vided the strains Ci are not all zero. Hence

(64.6) Ay = 0 + positive, second-order terms in e'^.

Equation (()4.()) expresses the Theorem of Minimum Potential

Energy.

Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy: Of all displace-

ments satisfying given boundary conditions^ those that satisfy the

equilibrium conditions m.ake the potential energy V a minimum.

According to the Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy, it is

necessary to select from the set of all functions satisfying the

boundary conditions those functions Ui that make the potential

energy a minimum. The methods of the calculus of variations^

may be applied to convert this variational problem into an

equivalent problem of solving a differential equation wdth the

prescribed boundary conditions. If the differential equation

together with the appropriate boundary conditions can be solved,

then the equilibrium displacements Ui can be determined exactly.

^ See Sec. 65.
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In many cases, however, the differential equation and boundary

oonditions are intractable. In this event, one may turn to a

method of obtaining an approximate representation of the state

of stress within the elastic body. Here the Theorem of Minimum

Potential Energy plays an important role. Instead of looking

for the minimal function Ui among the set of all functions that

satisfy the given boundary conditions, one may narrow the

choice to a smaller class of functions satisfying the boundary

conditions, and select from it the functions that yield a least

value for the potential energy F. In practice, it is assumed

that the displacements can be written as functions that satisfy

the boundary conditions and involve a number of parameters.

These parameters are then determined so as to make the poten-

tial energy of the system a minimum. As a simple example of

this approach, the problem of a cantilever beam under uniform

load is discussed from the energy standpoint in Sec. 66.

As an illustration, the potential energy of a twisted shaft will

now be calculated. It will be recalled (see Sec. 35) that the

stresses are given in terms of the stress function by

Tzy — — — ^3? — Txy 6
,

where is the shear modulus and a is the angle of twist per unit

length. The strain-energy density is then calculated to be

TF "{" Tgy€zy

and the strain energy takes the form

where R is the region of the cross section of the shaft. The
potential energy of the applied torque is given by the integral

iUi ^ f + '^zyv) dx dy

= / jjj,
- yrzx) dx dy.
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where the expression (34.2) for the displacements has been used

with z = L This last integral represents the applied torque

Mzi which can be written in terms of the unit twist a and the

torsional rigidity D as (34.11)

Mz = Dol-

The torsional rigidity D and the stress function ^ are connected,

according to Eq. (35.10), by the relation

dx dy.

Hence the potential energy of the applied torque can be Avritten as

— TiUi da- = — aHD

= -2fiaH dx dy.

The total potential energy of the system is then

(64.7) V = }iyiaH IL (V'^)^dxdy 2ixaH
//»

^ dx dy

= Lilian j
- 4'5'] dx dy,

Avhere

- (e)‘ +

The stress function 4' is to be detei’mined as that function

which minimizes the expression ((54.7) for the potential energy

of the twisted shaft and satisfies the condition

4' = 0 on the boundary C of li.

It will be recalled that this lAoundary condition expresses the

fact that no load is applied to the lateral faces of the cylinder.

This minimal problem is am|)lified in the next section, where some

elementary results from the (*.al(*.ulus of variations are considered.

From the Theorem of Minimum Potential Energj^, another

general energy theorem can be derived immediately. It is,

indeed, only a reformulation of the earlier result. Consider a
V

body in equilibrium under the applied surface forces Ti and body

forces F't, and with the equilibrium displacements Ui. Now let

the body undergo a small additional deformation Awi. The
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applied loads will do work, and there will be a change iB the
internal strain energy of the body. According^ to Eq. (64.2),

Alt* da + Fi Aim dr

+ second-order terms in the

increments of strain.

This equation expresses the Theorem of Virtual Work.
Theorem of Virtual Work: If a body is in eguilibriwn under

the action of prescribed body and surface forces, the worjc done by
these forces in a small additional displacement, the virtual displace-
ment Auf, is equal to the change in the internal strain energy,
second-order terms in the increments of strain being neglected.
The Theorem of Virtual Work and that of Minimum Potential

Energy are seen to be merely different ways of stating the same
principle.

The Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy was obtained by
comparing the strain energy U of the equilibrium state, char-
acterized by displacements U{ and strains e,-,-, with the strain
energy U -{• AU of a neighboring displacement state Ui -|- Am
(or shain state e^ -f- Aej,). A corresponding minimal principle
may be denved by varying the stresses Tj,- rather than the strains
e«. The calculation of the change At/ in the strain energy is
siD^r to that of the earlier case and will be outlined briefly.

Consider the equilibrium state mth stresses r,,-, strains e«,
displacements m, and strain-energy density W. The latter can
be ivntten in terms of the stresses alone as

W l-f-a a 1
2 -

2 [—g- 5.70
J

1 + O' (7

2E ~ ^
where 0 t,-<. Compare vith this equilibrium state a neighbor-
ing state with stresses r,, -h ^ -f . and hence with
strain-energy density given by

^ ^ ~ + <) - ^ (© + ©O'-

displacements Aw.- must be compatible

,

boundary conditions; that is, the displacements Au.^an,sh on the portion of the surface where the displacements are prescribed.
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The increment in the strain-energy density is then

285

AW = (2r,,4 -h r<,.r;.) - ^ (206' + 9'*)
2E

where

= Jee'-hTF(ry,

Wir'A = ^ — 0'2^yvxj) 2E 2E^

is the strain-energy density calculated from the additional stresses

T,y = Ari/. Using Hooke's law, write

= .^4 + TFCry
=
== + W{r^
= + TF(ry.

Consider now only such varied stress states as satisfy the

equations of equilibrium. That is,

(nj + + Pi — 0 ,

from which it follows that

= 0 .

The change ATF in the strain-energy density can now be written

as

AIF = + TF(ry,

and the increment in the total strain energy is

(64.8) AV = AW dr = jT dr + TT(t<,.) dr

= d<y-h I Wir',^ dr.

It has been assumed that the varied stresses tu + satisfy the

equations of equilibrium. Therefore, on that portion Sy of

V

the surface Z on which the surface forces Ti are prescribed, one
must have

(Ti/ + rj,)., = 1\
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as well as

and hence

p

'TijVj ^ 7. ij

TijVj = 0 on Sr.

On the remainder S,* of the surface, where it is assumed that the

displacements are prescribed, one has

^ ^Ti on S^,

V

where the functions ATi are the additional surface forces on the

surface Equation (64.8) can then be written as

(64.9) A?7= f^^UiATida+ I^W(r^i)dr,

or, since the displacements Ui are not varied on as

(64.10) a(U -
TF(t(,.) dr

= 0 + second-order terms in

the small stresses Arij.

Equation (64.10) expresses a minimal principle for stresses

that can be stated in the following way:

Of all stress states satisfying the conditions of equilibrium,

in the interior and on that portion of the surface where the surface

forces are prescribed
j
the actual state of stress is such as to

minimize the expression^

V* = U - f UiTida,
J Sw

The quantity F* is known as the complementary energy of the
elastic system.

The Theorem of Virtual Work, which was seen to be a reformu-
lation of the Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy, states that

(64.11) AU = TiAuid<x + J^Fi Am dr,

and Aui vanishes on where the displacements are prescribed.

^ It will be recalled that the displacements Ui and not the surface forces
V

T

i

are prescribed over the region
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Equation (64.9) is now seen to yield a parallel result:

(64.12) AU=.[ UiATidc.

V

In this expression, ATi = Au^v^ vanishes on Sy, where the

surface forces are prescribed, and Arn satisfy the equations of

equilibrium with zero body forces. In Eq. (64.11), the change

in strain energy associated with the given variation is given by
the integral of force multiplied by the increment of displace-

ment; in (64.12), it is expressed as the integral of displacement

multiplied by the increment of force.

PROBLEM

Consider the case in which there are no body forces and the displace-

ments Ui are prescribed over the entire surface 2. Show from Eq.

(64.1) that the increment A 1/ in strain energy is positive in this case and

that the equilibrium displacements yield a minimum value for the

strain energy V.

66, Variational Problem and Euler’s Equation. This section

is concerned with a brief treatment of the problem of determin-

ing the function ii{x, y) minimizing the integral

(65.1) I
f y, u,

g)
dx dy,

where F is a knowm function of the arguments x. y, u, and
' ^

' dx dy

possessing continuous first and second partial derivatives with

respect to these arguments. The unknown function u(x, y) is

likewise assumed to be continuous of class with values pre-

scribed on the boundary C of the simply connected region R.

Let us imagine the problem solved by the function u[Xj y)y

which thus minimizes the integral 7, and let us compare the

minimum value I{u) with the value of the integral I correspond-

ing to other functions. If the function w(x, y) in Eq. (65.1) is

replaced by u{xj y) + €>?(.t, ?/) where e is an arbitrary small param-
eter and r}(xy y) is any function that vanishes on the boundary C
[and satisfies the same conditions of continuity as does ti{x, y)],

the integral I becomes a fum^tion of the parameter € and has a
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minimum at « — 0. Henofi -

'

(66 .2)

But

dm
di «-o

m = //« Vi u + €7}, Ux + eijxj Uy + erjy) dx dy,

and hence

de 0
\PttV y ) “I” ^ uxVz PitvVy] dx dy 0,

where the subscript Ux in for example, denotes the partial

derivative of the function F(Xf y, Uj Uxy Uy) with respect to u*.

This equation can be rewritten as

BPu.

dx

and an application of Green's Theorem yields

/
j^v{-Fu,dx + F^.dy) = 0 .

Since n vanishes on the boimdary (7, the foregoing equation

becomes

and since the variation T]{Xy y) is an arbitrary function/ one
must have

(65.4) ^ = 0.
Bx By

^ This follows from the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variat ions,

namely,

Vi u)rj{Xyy) dxdy ^ 0 for all functions 97 (x, y) that vanish on

the boundary C of the region R and that are continuous together with their
first and second partial derivatives, and if is continuous, then the function
4>(x, y, u) vanishes identically.

See. R. Courant and D. Hilbert, Methoden der Mathematischen Physik,
vol. 1, Chap. IV, Sec. 3,
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The differential equation (65.4) is known as the Euler equation

for the variational problem defined by the integral (65.1), and
it provides a necessary condition for an extremum (minimum,
maximum, or stationary value) of the integral L The minimal

integral (65.1) and the associated Euler equation are written out

below for some important special cases.

In Sec. 64, it was shown that the potential energy of a twisted

shaft is given by the expression (64.7)

F = ^
fiaH

j
[(V’F)« - 4'F] dx dy

According to the Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy, the

function corresponding to the state of equilibrium is obtained by
minimizing the potential energy F, subject to the boundary

condition

= 0 on C,

where C is the contour of the region R of the cross section of the

shaft. The Euler equation (65.4) for this problem is seen to be

or

V2>ir = -2,

and this is precisely the differential equation for the stress

function found in Sec. 35 from the equations of equilibrium.

The Euler equation for the minimal problem characterized

by the integral

7 = /^ [(Vw)2 + 2ku] dx dy = minimum

is found in the same way to be

== fc.

If fc is set equal to zero, one obtains the Laplace equation

= 0
,
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whose sohition minimizes the integral

(66.5) / - /
(V„)=* [(!-“)• + (||)]

i,.

The Euler equation for the minimal problem defined by

is

(65.6)

minimum

If two independent variables enter into the integrand, as in

T f SOI

/ =
/

F{Xj y, Zj ?/', z') dx = minimum,
JXo

then the Euler equation must hold for each variable

:

F. - . 0.

F. - . 0.

If the minimal problem involves higher derivatives, as in

Vj y'i y"j •
•

,
dx = minimum,

then the Euler equation is

(66.7) K-If, + £.,F,- + (-l)*;^F„-0.

The Euler equation for the minimal problem

is

y, u, Ux, Uy, Uxx, Uxy, Uyy) dx dy = minimum

(65.8) —P a*
+ 2

dx dy
- 0.

It was shown above that the solution of Euler^s equation
(65.4), associated with the problem of minimizing the integi*al

(65.1), \Aill yield an extremal function u(x, y). The problem of
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determining the minimizing function u{x, y) may also be attacked
directly, if it is possible to represent u{x, y) by the expression

(65.9) u = ^ CiMx, y), (f = 1, 2,
• •

•
,
N),

1 = 1

where the functions fi(Xj y) satisfy the same boundary and
continuity conditions as u{Zf y) but are otherwise arbitrary.

Substitution of (65.9) into (65.1) makes I a function of the

coefficients Ci, C2,
* •

•
,

Cj^y and the N equations

g = 0, (i = 1, 2,
• •

,
JV),

may enable one to determine the constants c*.

If the assumed representation of the function u{Xy y) is impos-
sible, it may still be true that the procedure just indicated

would yield an approximate solution of the problem. Both of

these methods of determining the function w(x, y) are illustrated

in the following section, where a simple problem from the tech-

nical theory of beams is discussed.

PROBLEM
Show that a function that minimizes the integral

I = y /
dx dy = j j + 2u^^uyy + uly) dx dy

is a solution of the biharmonic equation

= Uxxxx “1” 2Uxxyy “H ‘^yyw “ 6.

66. An Application of the Theorem of Minimum Potential

Energy. This section contains an illustration of the application

of the Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy to the approxi-

mate determination of deflections and bending moments in a

cantilever beam carrying a uniformly distributed load p per unit

length. It will l)o recalled [cf. Eq. (61.10)] that the deflection of

such a beam is given by

(66.1) = 3^4iy(a^'* — 4Zx* + iSPx^).

The maximum deflection is

M - i g,
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and the maximum bending moment is

ikf(O) = -W'(0) =

Equation (66.1) gives the “exact” solution of the problem

exact, that is, within the limits of the technical theory of bea.ms.

The function y{x) satisfies the differential equation of equilibrium

(61.6)

and the boundary conditions

2/(0) = 2/'(0) = 0, y''il) = y'"il) = 0.

Consider now the formulation of the problem of a beam

bent by a distributed load p(x). According to the Theorem of

Minimum Potential Energy, we are to seek the function y(x) that

minimizes the potential energy V, where

F = 17 _ TiUi d<r- I FiUi dr,

or, in the present problem,^

(66.3) V ^U-
f^py

dx.

The strain energy U can be expressed in terms of the deflection

y{x). The bending stress is given by (61.8) as

Txx
_ My

and the bending strain is

Txx My
^”

jB
” El

The strain-energy density is then given by

TXT _ 1
^yv

2 2EP'

if one neglects the contribution of the shear stresses^ to the

1 The weight of the beam is neglected in this discussion. It is assumed
that the ends of the beam are clamped, hinged, or free, and hence that the

support forces do not contribute to the potential energy 7.
* See the discussion of the magnitude of shear stress in Sec. 61.
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strain energy. The strain energy per unit length is found by

integrating the energy density W over the cross section R to give

L ^

The total strain energy is then

(66.4) U = j^}iEI{y"rdx,

and the potential energy can be written as

y= [W,dx,

where, from (66.3) and (66.4),

(66.5) ^0 = }4EI{y"y - py.

According to the Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy, the

solution of the problem is given by that function yix) which

minimizes the potential energy V and satisfies the boundary

conditions on the displacement y(.'r).'

Either of two courses may now be followed. On the one

hand, the methods of the calculus of variations may be used to

find the differential equation satisfied by the deflection function

y{x). From Eq. (65.7), it is seen that the Euler equation for the

variational problem

V = Vo{x, y, y', y") dx = minimum

is

For the problem of a beam bent by a distributed load p{x) per

unit length, the Euler equation is found from (66.5) and (66.6)

to be

(66.7) ^,(W')-P = 0,

‘ See the discussion of geometric and dynamic boundary conditions in

Sec. 68.

AV-
/

2EP J,
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which is precisely the equation of equilibrium found in Sec. 61

by a different method. Energy methods may often be used to

advantage in this way in setting up the equations of equilibrium.^

Equation (66.7) together with the appropriate boundary

conditions gives necessary conditions for the determination of

that function which yields a minimum value for the potential

energy 7. >

Instead of the course outlined above, a more direct attack

may be chosen. Write

(66.8) y = ci/i(rc) + + • •
• + c^^fNix),

where the functions fj{x) are arbitrary, subject to the restriction

N
that

5) Cj‘fj‘(x) shall satisfy the boundary conditions and be

reasonably representative of the true deflection. The coeffi-

cients Cj are then chosen so as to make the potential energy a

minimum. That is, the N conditions

= 0, (j = 1, 2,
• •

•
,
N),

yield N equations for the coefficients Ci, C2,

* •
*

,
Thus,

instead of inspecting all functions to find the one that minimizes

the potential energy 7, we look only among the smaller class of

functions that can be represented according to (66.8) as a linear

combination of previously chosen functions/, (a:).

In the problem of a cantilever with no end load, the boundary
conditions are

2/(0) = 2/'(0) = 0, 2/"(Z) = 2/'"(Z) = 0.

A suitable approximate deflection function y{x) can be found by
writing

EIy'”{x) = c cos g,

which satisfies the end condition
2/"'(Z) = 0. By successive

integrations and application of the boundary conditions, one
obtains

^ See, for example, Chap. 2, Sec. VI, Anwendung der Minimalprinzipe
2ur Aufstellung der Differentialgleichungen in besonderen Fallen, in P].

TrefiPtz, Handbuch der Physik, vol. 6.
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Ely'ix) = - —
TV

EIy(x) = - —
TT

(i -C0.5)],

1 , 21/ 21 : txM

The potential energy in the case of a unifonnly distributed load p
per unit length, and con-esponding to this choice of deflection

y(x), is given by

F= \EI{y"y--py dx

EIw^

The minimizing condition

,
l\Zr - 8) pl\Tr^ - + 48)

^ T-j r I

dV
0

yields

c = —pi

dc

ir’ — 6ir® + 48

()jr(3ir — 8)

'rhe maximum deflection is found from (6(>.9) to be

2/(0
- - M [h" -?ifj -

irEI 12 Try TT )\

= + -18) (tt- - 4ir + 8)

El ()ir''(3x — 8)

pi'
0.12(103

El

which is 0.8 per cent greater than the exact value

/n 1 pl'
y{l) =

The maximum bending moment is

il/(0) = -Ely"(0) = 2cl

_ - Ott^ + 48)

37rH3ir - 8)

= -0.4fi9p/'-‘,
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which, is 6 per cent less than the exact value

MIG) = -HvV-.

The approximate solution just found does not satisfy the differ-

ential equation of equilibrium. In fact,

pr sin
trx

a

= 1.157p sin

D. Williams^ has compared the bending moment curves

obtained from various approximate deflection functions y(x) and

has illustrated the effect of failure to satisfy all of the boundary

conditions® as well as the effect of satisfying false boundary

conditions.

PROBLEMS

1. Solve the problem of a cantilever beam under uniform load y per

unit length by means of the Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy.

For the approximate displacement take EIy{x) == cx\^l — x), a func-

tion that satisfies all the boundary conditions except the vanishing of

the shear force at the free end x = 1. Find the value of the constant c,

the maximum displacement, and the maximum bending moment, and

compare wdth the exact results.

2. Illustrate the theorem of Eq. (26.12) by showing that the strain

energy stored in a cantilever beam of length I bent by a uniformly dis-

vH^
tributed load pi is

j
.? which is one-half the numerical value of the

potential energy of the external forces.

3. Show that the potential energy V associated with the exact solu-

tion of a minimal problem is always less than that corresponding to the

approximate solution of the same minimal problem. Verify this con-

clusion numerically in the case of a cantilever bent by a uniformly

distributed load pZ, and compare the exact potential energy V = —
4c.QEI

with that corresponding to the approximate solution found in Sec. 66.

^
^

The Use of the Principle of Minimum Potential Energy in Problems of
Static Equihbrium,” Aeronautical Research Committee (Great Britain),
Reports and Memoranda 1827 (1938).

" See problems at the end of this section.
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67. Theorems of Work and Reciprocity. We derive now a

very general reciprocal expression relating the equilibrium states

of a body under different applied loads.

Consider two equilibrium states of an elastic body: om with
V

displacements Vn due to the body forces Fi and surface forces Ti, and

the other with displacements u\ due to body forces F'^ and surface

V

forces TJ. Let us calculate the work that would be done by the

V

unprimed forces, jPt, Ti, if they acted through the primed dis-

placements u[. This work can be written, with the help of the

equations of equilibrium, as

Tiu[ dc -h dr = da- - dr

= y {'ri3Ui)^idT y
dr,

where the Divergence Theorem has been used. Can*ying out the

indicated differentiation leads to

(67.1) Tiu'i dcr + ^ Fiu'i dr = nju'ij dr

= j
{XSij4 2neii)u[,-dT (by Hooke’s law)

= ^ -h Uj,i)Ui,j] dr

= (KM' + + fiUi.iWij) dr.

With the exception of the last term, the integrand is obviously

symmetric in the primed and unprimed variables. But the last

term can be written, by interchange of i, j, as

and we see that the integral, and hence the original expression, is

symmetric with respect to the primed and unprimed states.

That is, Ave can write

(67.2) Tiu'i dff+ I Fiu'i dr = T',Ui d(r F'iUi dr.

This theorem can be expressed in words.

RnciPROCA.n Theorem of Betti and Rayleigh: If an elastic

body is subjected to two si/stems of body and surface forces^ then
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h Fi in acting
through the displacements u\ due to the second system of forces is

equal to the work that would be done by the second system T' F'.

the displacements m due to the first system of

The Reciprocal Theorem can be written in terms of the stresses
strmns by mo^fying Eq. (67.1). We observe that the

integrand on the nght-hand side of (67.1) can be written as

’tfM.-f = + m',) + J^(y/ . _ y/
.)J—

'TtAv + TiMr

teim vanishes^ on account of the skew symmetry
of the rotation components, = -a,;,. Hence we have merely

rijCfj,

and Eq. (67.1) takes the form

(67.3)

irith

/j, Tiu'i do- + ^ Fiu'i dr =
Ti,e'if dr

l^Adr = Ir'i^endr.

whTchirthn^;^^ ? alternative form of the Reciprocal Theorem,Inch IS thus seen to be a generalization of Eq. (26 12)

fnlW «an also be deduced by means of thefoUowing argument. First subject an elastic body to the force

work’d^'
The resulting displacements are denoted by

1*.. the work done, by t/,,. On the elastic body thus strained,

me?tTare fa
^ additional displace-

additinnal I
though force system I were absent. Theadchhonal work done_ consists of two parts, the work f7„„ doney ce system II acting through displacements II, and the work

^ This can be seen by interchanging i, j. Thus,

rijOJij. = '

2Tif(aij. s= 0,

or
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Uui done by force system I acting through displacements II.

The total work is thus given by

Ui,i + Uii,n +

If the force systems were applied in the reverse order, II and I,

then the total work would be

I 'll,II + ?/i.i +

But the final state of the body is independent of the order in

which the loads are applied.^ Hence we must have

Ui,i + + Ui,ii = + Ui,i + Uu,i

or

that is,

Tiu'i d<r + Fiu'i dr = 'hm da- + ^
dr.

The value of the Reciprocal Theorem lies in the fact that for

V

every choice of values for the variables of the primed state 3

V

Fi, Uij one obtains a theorem relating the applied forces Ti, Fi,

and displacements lu in an elastic body. This is exemplified in

the problems at the end of this section and in the theorems we now

proceed to derive as special cases of the Reciprocal Theorem.

We write out now an important specialization of the Reciprocal

Theorem to the case of a body deformed by concentrated forces.

For the sake of concreteness, we shall speak of a beam bent by

point loads. Assume that the body forces vanish, and write the

Reciprocal Theorem in the form

'hu'i da = T'iUi da.

Consider two equilibrium states of a beam, one with load p{x)

and deflection y(x)f and another with load p'(x) and correspond-

1 It should be noted that the Reciprocal Theorem depends only on the

linearity of the equations of equilibrium and hence on the principle of super-

V

position. We assume that the forces Fij Ti do not depend on the displace-

ments and that tlu^ displacements Ui do not affect the forces 7
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ing deflection y%x). By the Reciprocal Theorem, we have

(67 .4)
py' dx == p'y dx.

Let the beam be loaded only by concentrated forces Pi, P2, * ‘ *

applied at the points aJi,
* •

*
,
and denote by ai, the transverse

displacement at Xi due to a unit transverse force applied at Xj. We
choose for the load system p the concentrated force Pi; then the

corresponding displacements y at Xi and 0:2 are

2/1
= ojiiPi at 2/2

== 0L21P 1 at :r2.

Similarly, for the load p' in (67 .4), we take the force P2; the

associated displacements y' at the points Xi, X2 are

y[ = 0!i2P2 at Xi, 2/2
= 0f22P2 at X2.

According to the Reciprocal Theorem, we have

Piy'i = P2y 2 ,

or

PiaiJP2 = P 2a2iP 1;

that is,

(67 .5) ai2 = a2 i.

The quantity an is called the influence coefficient (designated so by
Maxwell) for transverse deflection at Xi due to a force applied at

Xj. The symmetry of the influence coefficients

an = aji

is seen to be a special case of the Reciprocal Theorem.^

Consider now the effect of varying a force Ti applied at a

point P on the surface of an elastic body. To this end, denote

by S' a portion of the surface S that includes the point P as an

inner point. The remainder of the surface S will be denoted by
S — S', In the Reciprocal Theorem, we choose

p;- = Fi.

.

_ j
T, on S - J',

[Ti + ATi on S',

^ For a discussion of the Maxwell influence coefficients and of determinants

with these coefficients as elements, see C. B. Biezeno and R. Grammel,
Technische Dynamik, Chap. II, Secs. 9-11.
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and get‘

(67.6) j Fiu'i dr + T^u'i da — dr

4- TiUi da- 4- {ATi)Ui da.

Now by (26.12), the strain enei-gy U associated with the original
V

load system Ti^ Fi is

2U — FiUi dr + Titii dcy

V

Avhile that corresponding to the varied state 7''-, is

217' = jT
F'^'i dr + T^u't da

= Fiu'i dr Tiu'i da 4" (Ar^Wj da.

Equation (67.6) can thus be written as

2U' - {ATMda = 2U + (ATi)uida,

or

2(1/' - U) = 2AU = {ATi){ui + u'd da.

When the region 2' is small, Ave have, approximately,

2AU = (A7y(M, + ^4)S'.

We denote the increment of force acting on the area 2' by

Then
ATi = (A7'.)2'.

A^U

A 7^' 2

and letting ATv approach zero, wc get

(6 /.7
) /77 ’.

Equation (67.7) expresses the Theorem of Castigliano.^

1 It is assumed that the body is rigidly supported and hence that the sup-

porting forces do no work.
^ For further discussion of this important theorem, see C. B, Biezono and

B. Orammel, Technischc Dynamik, Chap, IT, See. 8.
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The relations between the various energy theorems of elasticity

have been discussed by D. Williams and Th. Poschl.^

PROBLEMS

1.

Consider a beam loaded by concentrated forces Fi at Xi and P 2 at

jco, and let yj be the deflection at a;,*. Calculate the additional deflec-

tions dyj and the change dU in the strain energy corresponding to a

change dPi in the force Pi. Show that

d^U

dPidPi

and hence that

0L12 - (X.21.

2.

Show that the influence coefficients for a cantilever beam are

Ctu = ^21
1

f^

— xi{zx,-x~;),

Xi < X2 ,

Xi < Xi,

where a*-,- is the deflection at Xi due to a unit load at x^.

Show that the deflection of a cantilever beam bent by an end load P
is given by

y{x) = Pa^i = - x),

and from Eq. (66.4) verify that the strain energy stored in the beam is

^ QEI
^

2Z*
* ’

where 5 is the end deflection y(Z). Show that

dU(P)
= 5,

dU{d)
= P.

dP d8

3.

In the Reciprocal Theorem, take P,' == 0, rj,. = 8ij. Show that

Ti ^ '^ii 3, = ~
5i/, and Xi.

K

^ D. Williams, “The Relations between the Energy Theorems Applicable
in Structural Theory,” Philosophical Magazine, ser. 7, vol. 26 (1938), pp.
617-636.

Th. P6schl, “Uber die Minimalprinzipe der Elastizitatstheorie,''

Bauingenieur (1936), pp. 160-164.

See also A. J. S. Pippard, Strain Energy Methods of Stress Analysis.
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Insert these expressions in (67.2), and derive the following expression

for the change in volume AFo in an elastic body under the action of
V

surface forces Ti and body forces Fr.

AVo FiXi d<T “j-

4. Fill in the details of the following direct calculation of the change

in volume 41^o of an elastic body r under the action of surface forces Ti

and body forces FiZ

Tii dr

1 - 2o /
,= —^— j

riiXi,idr

= [(jiiX,),i+FiXi]dr

= ^

j
TiXi do + ^

FiCi dr

6. Show that the average value of a strain component en, say,
y

throughout an elastic body subjected to surface forces Ti and body forces

Ft-, can be found from the Reciprocal Theorem in the form (67.3) by

putting Tj! = 1, other = 0. Derive the formula

j
Cii dr = y j

(TjXi — (tT*2X2 — dcr

U+ (F]Xi — aFiXi — o-FnXii) dr.

6. Show that the average deflection of a cantilever beam due to a

concentrated load P applied at a point xq is equal to the deflection at Xq

produced by the load P distributed uniformly over the length of the

beam. Neglect the weight of the beam.

7. In the Reciprocal Theorem, take for the primed system of forces

and displacements those of the problem of a beam under tension by end

forces. That is, derive the expression
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J J
(ffXT,z + <ryT,„) dxdy + j j

{—axT,^ - (tj/t,, + It„) dx dy

Zm>0 z^l

- E
j j

wdxdy E j j
wdxdy^

2taQ S*“l

which is valid for the stress system in any beam free of body forces and

loaded at the ends. Verify the Reciprocal Theorem by taking the

longitudinal displacement w and the stresses rij to be those of the

problem of bending by end couples.

68. The Rayleigh-Ritz Method. It was demonstrated in Secs.

65 and 66 that functions minimizing certain integrals can be

obtained by solving the differentia! equations of Euler, and it

was also indicated how these minimizing functions might be

deduced by approaching the variational problem directly. One

of the direct methods of attack on the variational problems,

stemming from ideas developed by Lord Rayleigh and W. Ritz,^

is outlined below.

It will be recalled that the equilibrium displacements Ui were

characterized in Sec. 64 as those functions that minimize the

potential energy (64.4)

y s= 1/ ^ —
J

p.y^.

of the elastic system, and that are contained in a set of all func-

tions satisfying the boundary conditions on that portion of the

surface S where the displacements are prescribed. The region

Sr in Eq. (64.4) denotes the portion of the surface S on which
the external forces are specified, and hence need not be taken
into account in determining the set of admissible functions.

According to the Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy, the

exact solution of a problem is to be found by examining all

functions satisfying the boundary conditions on the portion of the
surface where the displacements are specified, and selecting

only those that minimize the potential energy F. Since this

procedure is, in general, very difl&cult, one might hope to obtain
an approximate solution by selecting from the set of all admis-
sible functions a certain subset. For example, one may assume

^ See W. Ritz, Journal fvr reine und angewandte Mathematik, vol. 135
(1909), pp. 1-61,
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that the equilibrium displacements % v, w can be represented with

sufficient accuracy by the approximate displacements

N ' N N
Us- = ^)) ~ ^ ciRi{x,y,z).

i-i i-i

The functions Pt, Qi, Ri are assumed to satisfy the same

boundary conditions as do the equilibrium displacements u, v, w
and the same continuity conditions but are otherwise unre-

stricted.^ If the approximate displacements are inserted in the

expression (64.4) for the potential energy V, the latter becomes

a function Vs of the parameters cuy h, Cu Since the strain-

energy density is a quadratic function of the strains Civ, which in

turn are linear functions of the derivatives of displacements, it is

clear that Vs is a quadratic function of the parameters (ji, hi, Ci.

The minimizing conditions

(68 . 1 )

dVs
dOi

= 0
,

dVs
dhi

0
,

dVs
dCi

0, (t = 1, 2,
• •

•
,
AT)

are therefore linear equations for the determination of the

unknown constants Ut, hi, d. The approximate displacements

Us, V\^, ws can thus be determined. The direct approach to

variational problems just outlined is known as the Rayleigh-

Ritz method.

The question of the convergence of the function us, Vs, Ws and

their derivatives to the equilibrium displacements and displace-

ment derivatives has been treated by E. Trefftz^ and others.

As an illustration of the application of the Rayleigh-Ritz

method, consider the problem of torsion of a cylindrical shaft.

It will be recalled (Secs. 35, 64) that the stresses in a twisted

shaft are given in terms of the stress function ^ by

lia -*
J

dy
fia

dx
'

— Tzz — Txy — 0
,

where m is the shear modulus, and a is the angle of twist per unit

length. The strain energy U can be written as

^ Alternatively, the required boundary conditions may be imposed on the

functions aiP\, biQ], CiR\, if the remaining functions Pi, Qi, Ri are so chosen

that they vanish on the region S„ where the displacements are prescribed.

* “Konvergenz und Fchlerabschfttzung beim Ritzschen Verfahren,”

Mathem-atische Annahn, vol. 100 (1928), p. 503.
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U
j

"i" '^zy^zy)

= }4^an
f f^iv^ydxdy,

where R is the region of the cross section of the shaft, and where

The potential energy of the applied torque is

- TiUi da = j Jr

= —2fxaH
J ^ ^ dx dy,

and the total potential energy of the system takes the form

(68.2) V = }/2ixaH j
[(V^)2 — 4^] dx dy.

The stress function satisfies the differential equation

= -2 in R,

together \vith the condition

^ = 0 on the boundary C of R,

which expresses the fact that no load is applied to the lateral

faces of the cylinder.

In applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method to obtain an approxi-

mate solution of the torsion problem, set up an approximate
torsion function

(68.3) 'S'y = X ‘^/••(*> V)^
t«l

with the stipulation that

/< (a:, 2/) = 0 on C.

For convenience, drop the constant yiiioiH in Eq. (68.2) and
minimize instead the ‘^energy integral”

j - mdxdy,(68.4)
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which is proportional to the potential energy of the system.

When (68.3) is inserted in (68.4), there is obtained

(68.5) In{ci, •
•

•
,
Cat) = j " ^^N\dxdy.

The minimizing conditions (68.1) can be written as

dCi
V

3Ci
dx dy — 4

and from (68.3) it follows that

jjn.vu dx dy =
2 fi. fi dx dy.

This equation can be written, with the help of Green ^s Theorem,^

in the form

(68.6) ^ rfs - j
dxdy =

2 j
jT /.• dx dy.

Since the functions /i(x, y) are assumed to vanish on the boundary

C, it follows that

(68.7) Ik dx dy = —2 Ik fi dx dy,

or, taking into account (68.3), one obtains

(68.8) ^ Cj
j

dx dy = -2 j j^fidxdy,

(i = 1, 2,
• •

•
,
N).

These N equations determine the N unknown coefficients Ci and

hence the approximate stress function and the approximate

energy integral In. In practice, the integral (68.5) is evaluated

in terms of the constants c,-, which are then determined from theN
relationvS

^ Recall that
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It is not difficult to show that the value 7,v just obtained
always exceeds the true value I. Define the error function
Sk{x, y) by the equation

y) = ^(x, y)
- <Yn{x, y),

whereupon Eq. (68.6) takes the form

~ j jn
~ ~ 4(^ — 5jv)} dx dy,

or

^ I Ir
- i^]dxdy - 2 j -VSk dx dy

+ 4
/ j^&xdxdy

J (Vd^y dx dy.

With the help of Green’s Theorem and Eq. (68.4), this can be
written as

Tv = 7 -
2^ rfs - a.v dx dy^

+ 4 j jj^Sirdxdy + j (V 5.v)“ dx dy.

But the error function bN vanishes on the boundary C, and
the true stress function satisfies the differential equation

=r ~
2; hence the value of the approximate energy integral is

+ //g
(V 5v)2 dx dy,

and thus,

(68.9) I,>L
The Ritz method will be illustrated by its application to the

problein of torsion of a beam of rectangular cross section formed
by the lines x =+

A

and y = +B. We take only a single term
in the approximating function [Eq. (68.3)], and write

= c{x^ - A^)(y^ - R2).

It is readily found that

(V’I'i)2 — 4^ =: 4c2[a;2(j,2 _ £2)2 4. (j.2 _ ^2)2y2J
- 4:c(x^ - A^)(y<‘

-

and

(68.10) Heh = %5C^A^B%A^ + B^) — ^cA^B^.
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rrom the minimizing condition
dc

0, it follows that

c = 4^2 + jB2

The torsional rigidity D is given by

iz) = 2 f f
M J JR

^ rfa: dy.

and the Rayleigh-Ritz method gives the approximate result

-Di = 2
(Way

,
‘ * 18 1 + (b/a)’

a^b.

The maximum shearing stress Tmax occurs at the midpoints

of the long side; that is, at x = ±Aj y = 0. We find^

and

- ^ - 2ca:(2/' B^),

1 , , _ 5 (b/ay^
,

“41 + (/>/a)2^-

The approximate and exact^ values of the torsional rigidity and

maximum shear stress are compared in the following table:

Appeox. ExA err Approx. Exact
0

1

1 /h 1 T) Error 1 frinax)] 1 Tmax Error
a

jLi ce'*b /i (I'H) 2fMX A 2fJux A

1 0.1389 0.1400 -1.2% 0.625 0.675 - 7.4%
10 0.275 0.312 -11.9% 1.238 1.000 +23.8%

^ We denote by (rmax)A^ value of the approximate .shoarinj? stress tn at

the point where the exact shearing*; stn\ss t takes its maximum value. Hence

(Tinaa)iv docs Hot noccssarily equal max tat.

® See S. Timoshenko’s Theory of Elasticity, Sec. 78, where the results

are given in terms of parameters k and ki. In our notation these are defined

by

-D = kia%
2^'^

Tmax — hA
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If greater accuracy is desired, further approximations may be
taken of the form

^ {x — 4^) (
2/2 — B^){ci + C2X^ + Czy^ + c^x^y- +••)•

For the torsion of a beam of a square section, one may take, for
example.

Then
" ^ ‘

^2 ~ ^ [(^^2)“^ — 4^2] dx dy

= 25-4 «(420^ 2^1 + 288^ 4^102

+ 176 .4

6

c| - 525ci - 21OA2C2).

The conditions g =
0,§; = Ogive

280^2^1 + 964 ^C2 = 175,

144.42ci + 1764^02 = 105,

from which one fiiiclH

42ci = 1295^216, 4«C2 = 52^432.
The second approximation to the torsional rigidity is given by

-t /* /»

[“ = 0.1404aS

while the exact value is D/^ = 0.1406a4 The second approxi-
gives, foi the maximum shearing stress, the value

J_ _ 1

2)Ua 2 \ '5* /z-A.

~ [a = 0.70284,

vhich IS T1 per cent greater than the true value 0.6754

.

tion one n?
<^*16 approximate stress func-

tion, one may ivnte, for example.

= c cos cos
a h

This choice of the approximate stress function <Sf^ leads to

(VfO- - «. . ,v (i sin=2 ^
J ^ iTX Try
4c COS — cos -~

a b
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dll
The minimizing condition = 0 yields

32

TT*' a2 +
from which it follows that

and

(Way
1 + (Way

a^bj

32 {b/ay

7r» 1 + {h/ay

In this case, the approximate and exact values of the torsional

rigidity and maximum shcuir stress are as follows:

1 J)_ 1 "riiiivx

h ju (I '6 2/lQf .1

(1

Approx. t]XA(T lOltUOIt Apiuk ).X. Mxact
1

I'lUUOR

1 0.1331 0.1 IOC) - 5.3% 0.510 0 . 075 -23.6%
10 0.2()4 0.312 -15.4% 1.022 1.000 + 2.2%

The Ritz imd-hod ])n)vi(les an upper bound It/ [see (64.6)]

to the value of the iritc'gral /. The matter of establishing the

convergence of /.v to / presents some difliculty. This conver-

gence, however, (hxss not gua-rantee the approach of to 'T or,

even less, the approjicli of the d(‘rivatives of to those of

Moreover, the l^itz method its(‘lf furnishes no information as to

the degree of api)roxiination at any stage of the process. These
questions of (X)nv(U'g(*nc(^, tlui inii)roveincat of convergence, and
practical consid(‘rations on tiu' choice of tlio functions fi(x, y)

are discussed by R. Courant,^ who also applies the Ritz method

Mb ('oirriANT, " VMriation.Ml M<‘tlu)(ls for tho Solution of Probloms of

Equilibrium aud Vihru.l iotis,” liullvUn of the American Mathernaiical Societi/,

vol. 49 (1943), pp. l-2:i.
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to the torsion of a shaft of multiply connected cross section. For
the particular case of the torsion problem, W. J. Duncan^ has
given an estimate of the error in

PROBLEMS

1. Consider a beam bent by a load and with potential energy

^ ~
Jo

— py] dx.

Introduce the approximate deflection

N
VN = ^ Cifi(x)y

1=1

where the functions fi(x) satisfy all the boundary conditions. Show
that if the ends of the beam are clamped, hinged, or free, then the
minimizing condition can be written in the form

dFjv ri

~
Jo

~ dx = 0.

2. In the problem of a cantilever bent by an end load P, take for the
assumed deflection curve the function

Plyix) = ax^ + bx\

which satisfies the geometrical boundary conditions

y(0) = y'(0) = 0 .

Determine the constants a, b from the Principle of Minimum Potential
nergy. Note that the dynamical boundary conditions are automati-

cally satisfied in the process of minimizing the potential energy, since
the assumed function y{x) is capable of representing the true deflection.

In the same problem, take for the assumed deflection the function

EIy(x) = P(- -I- + Ax + B),

which satisfies the dynamic boundary conditions, shear force F = P,
ending moment M = 0. Can the constants A and B be determined by

minimizing the potential energy?

‘ W. J. Duncan, “On the Torsion of
Proceedings of the Royal Society (London)

Cylinders of Symmetrical Section,”
, ser. A, vol. 136 (1932), pp. 95-113.
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69. Galerkin’s Method. In Sec. 65, the problem of minimizing

the integral^ (65.1)

“'S’ I)*''*'

was seen to lead to the equation

(69.1) //.
L{u)ri(x, y) dx dy = 0,

where

(69.2) Uu) . ^ . 0

is the Euler equation associated with the minimal problem and

ri{xj y) is an arbitrary function that vanishes on the boundary C
of the region 11, Equation (69.1) can be interpreted as stating

that the Euler expression L{u) is orthogonal to every variation

€77 (rr, y) that vanishes on the boundary C. Otherwise expressed,

the variation in I vanishes for an arbitrary variation €77 (0;, y)

in the function u{x^ y).

It is reasonable to assume that an approximate solution Un

can be obtained by choosing

N

(69.3) un(x, y) = X
i=l

where the functions fi(x, y) satisfy the boundary conditions

imposed on 'u{x, 7/). Equation (69.1) will, in general, no longer

be valid for an arbitrary variation e7}(x, y), since this would imply

that Un(x, y) satisfies the Euler equation (69.2) and hence is the

exact solution of the boundary-value problem. Although the

variation in I does not now vanish for an arbitrary variation

€77 (2;, y), yet the constants Ci in (69.3) can be so chosen that the

variation in I is zero for the N variations y). If, now, N
becomes inhnitc and the functions fi{Xj y) form a complete'*^

1 For tho H.'ikc* of foncrotonoss, this (liscussioii is plirasod in terms of the

problem of Kq. (05.1). Tho extension to other cases is inirnodiato.

2 A set of func,tions /i(.r), for (‘xnniplo, forms a complote system if any
N

piecewise continuous function u{x) (^a.ii ho approximated by a sum ^ Cifi{x)

1

in such a way that tlic mi'an square error / [/ ” ^ Cifi{x)Y dx can be made
•'

1

arbitrarily small by suitable choice! of N. See It. C'ourant and D. Hilbert,

Methoden d(T Mathomatis<dion IMiysik, vol. 1, (bap. II, Sec. 1.
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system of functions, then the set of all relations

(i = 1, 2, ,
N),

becomes equivalent to the arbitrary relation (G9.1).

The Euler expression L(u) vanishes when the function y)

is the exact solution of the problem. The magnitudci of the

expression L(un) therefore can be taken as a measure of the

error associated with the approximation we shall to

L{un) as the error function and write

eN(x, y) = L{un).

Equation (69.4) then states that the error function is orthogonal
to each of the N functions /, (a:, y). These N conditions tleter-

mine the N coefficients Ci and hence the approximate solution
It should be noted that the method outlined above proceeds
directly from the differential equation L{u) = 0 to Eqs. (,(>9.4),

for*the determination of the coefficients Ci. It is thus unneces-
sary to form the energy integral /, the approximate integral
and the N derivatives This method was propos<Kl by
Galerkin^ in 1915.

Galerkin s method ^vill now be illustrated by application to the
torsion problem. The method is, indeed, implicit in the develop-
ment of Sec. 68; it is necessary merely to rewrite Eq ((>8 7)
getting

'

(69.5) f + 2)/; dx dy = 0, (/ = i, 2
,

• •
•

,
;V),

The error function in this case is

e.v(x, y) = + 2.

^ physical interpretation l)y

^ generalised

EoSti^ rfiS
displacements.S wS T

vanishing of the associated

internretpH
»' ^ © membrane analogy for toraion, 'i' is

tion V? 4- s"" J
to the membrane d<dicc-tmn. V + 2 IS proportional to the unbalanced pressure applied

rium 0?-lgr^7piaS'"« Elastic rOcphlib-

«n Russian).
' ^nzhenerov, vol. 1 (1915), pp. 879-008
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to constrain the membrane to take the shape specified by
and Eq. (69.5) expresses the vanishing of the virtual work done

by the unbalanced load + 2 in the displacement y).

In the application of Galerkin’s method to the torsion of a

shaft of rectangular section, take, as in Sec. 64,

= c{x^ — — jB^).

Equation (69.5) becomes

I
12c[(a:* - A2) + (y^ - B^)] + 2](x^ - A>)(y^ - 2J*) dx dy = 0,

from which it follows that

_ 5 1

^ 4 + B-’

as was found by the Rayleigh-Ritz method.

Galerkin^s method has been applied by Duncan^ to a number

of problems including that of torsion.

A new method of obtaining approximate solutions of the

boundary-value problems, constituting a generalization of the

Ritz method, was pmposed in 1933 liy L. V'. Kantorovitch.^

The essence of Kantorovitch’s generalization consists in the

following. In obtaining an api)roximate solution of the eciuation

L(?/) = 0 in the form [see Eq. (68.3)]

N
n^ix, y) = ^ Cifi{:x., y),

1 = 1

the constants Ci are replaced by unknown functions of one vari-

able [say, Ci(.r)], and an application of the minimum principle

(see Sec. 68) leads to a system of ordinary differential equations

for the functions Ct(a:).

This method is intimately related to Oalerkin’s method,^ and

1 W. .1. Duncan, “Application of the Galorkiii Method to the Torsion

and Flexure of C-ylii^ders and Prisms,” Philosophical Magazine^ ser, 7, vol. 25

(1938), pp. 036-649.

®L. V. KANTOUOvrrcH, “One Direct Method of Approximate Solution

of the Problem of Miuiinurn of a Double Integral,” BtiUetin of the Academy

of Sciences^ U.S.S.R., no. 5 (1933). (In Russian.)

3 L. V. Kantorovitch, “Application of Galerkin’s Method to the So-called

Procedure of Reduction to Ordinary Differential Equations,” Applied

Mathematics and Mechanics^ vol. 6 (1942), pp. 31-40.
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has been used effectively by T. Tchepova and N. C. Arutinyan^

to obtain approximate solutions of the torsion problem for beams

of polygonal cross section.

70. The Error Function. The error function Cn was defined in

the preceding section by the relation

where

Bn — L(un),

L{u) = 0

is the differential equation for the solution u of the problem, and

where
N

to = ^ Cifi

t«l

is the approximate solution involving the unknown constants

Cl, C2 ,

• *
*

,
cn. In the torsion problem, for example,

L(^) = + 2,

and

Bn = + 2 .

In Galerkin^s method, the N coefficients Ci are determined

from the N conditions that the error function bn be orthogonal

to each of the functions fi, in terms of which the approximate

solution is expanded. That is, it is required that

(70.1) f
= 0, (i = 1, 2,

• •
•

,
N).

As N becomes infinite, the set of all conditions (70.1) becomes
equivalent to the condition that the error function Cjv = L{un) be

orthogonal to an arbitrary variation and hence that^ L{u) = 0.

The error function thus goes to zero as the approximate solution

approaches the exact one.

Instead of requiring that the error function be orthogonal to

each of the function A, we may impose on Bn some other set of N
conditions that ensure that Bn approaches zero as N becomes

^ T. Tchepova, '‘Approximate Solution of the Torsion Problem of Certain
Prismatic Pods,” Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, vol. 1 (1937),

pp. 254-261. N. C. Arutinyan, “Approximate Solution of the Problem
of Torsion of Bars Having a Polygonal Cross Section,” Applied Mathematics
and Mechanics, vol. 6 (1942), pp, 19-40.

2 Compare Eqs. (65.3) and (65.4).
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infinite. Several such methods of obtaining approximate solu-

tions will now bo considered.

The most obvious way of requiring that the error function

be small is to demand that it vanish at N points of the region.

In this procedure, called the collocation method, the error is

collocated or assigned at N stations, and the N equations for the

coefficients Ci are obtained directly without carrying out any
integrations.

The process of collocation will be illustrated by its application

to the torsion problem for a beam of square cross section. We
take as a first approximation

(70.2) - A^)

and find that

(70.3) edx, y) = + 2 = 24- 2ci[(a;^ ~ A^) + - ^ 2
)],

The condition ei(0, 0) == 0 yields

As a second approximation, take

= (x2 - A 2) (^2 ^ A 2)[ci 4- C2(x^ -b 2/2)],

and require that

e,(0, 0) = = 0.

Then

“ 2Tr^'

The approximate values of the torsional rigidity and shearing

stress calculated from these approximations are compared with

the exact values

:

= 0.1111,
1 (rmas) 1 = 0.500,

2iia A
1D2 = 0.1365,

1 (7’max)2 = 0.690,
M 0^ 2juto: A

1 D = 0.1406,
1 Tinttx __ 0.075.

2^iof A
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The collocation method minimizes the error function cy

by requiring that it vanish at N points of the region. In the

method of least squares, the constants Ci are found by requiring

that the mean square error be as small as possible. That is, the

condition

j e^d<r = minimum

or

(70.4) j da = 0, (i = 1, 2,
• •

•
,
N)

affords N equations for the determinations of the N constants Ci.

It will be instructive to apply the method of least squares

to the torsion problem for a beam of square cross section, and
choose the same approximating function [Eq. (70.2)] as was
used in illustrating the collocation method. Equation (70.4)

becomes, in this case,

|2 + 2ci[(a:* - 4^);+ (y\- A»)]12[(a* - A^) + (y* - ^1*)] dxdy = 0,

from which it is foimd that

_ 15 1

22 A^'

The exact values of the torsional rigidity and maximum shearing
stress are compared in the following table with the values found
as a first approximation by the method of least squares:

i^ = 0.1615, ^ = 0.682,
M 2iia A

~ = 0.1406, ^ = 0.675.
2iJia A

Another process for finding the approximate solution of a
boundary-value problem is suggested by the analogy between
the stress function for torsion '^(x, y) and the deflection z{x, y)
of a membrane under pressure p and tension T and stretched
over a plane closed curve C. We recall from Sec. 46 that the
stress function is determined as the solution of the boundary-
value problem (46.3, 46.4)

= - 2
,

^ = 0
,

in R,

on C,
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while the membrane deflection z{x, y) is found from the relations

(46.1)

= -
-I

in R,

z = Q on C,

We proceed to find an approximate stress function by

writing

(70.5)

Avith

N
Cifiix, y),

on C.

The approximate stress function ^at will not, in general, satisfy

the differential equation (46.3), and will equal not —2 but

some function^ Pn{x, y),

The function Pa^(x, y) can be interpreted, in terms of the

membrane analogy, as the nonuniform pressure necessary to

constrain the membrane to take the form defined by the function

2/)*

If the collocation method were applied to this problem, one

would demand that the ‘^approximate loading function” pn{Xj y)

equal the ‘
‘ true load ” of — 2 at iV points of the region R . Instead

of such local conditions, one may impose a different set of condi-

tions. The region R may be divided into N regions i?i, over

each of which it is required that the total approximate load

equal the total true load. That is, the N coefficients Ci of

Eq. (70.4) are to be determined from the N conditions

/ j^
VH'^dxdy = [ j^

V^<irdxdy, (f = 1, 2,
• •

•
,
N),

or

(70.6) ^
V-'i'N dx dy = — 2 • (area of region Ri).

' Since the error function es is defined, in this case, by

“h 2 = cn,

we see that the iipproxiinate loading function pn is given in terms ol the

error function by the relation

Pn *= e.v — 2.

V^^at = Vn{x, y).
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Thus, instead of starting with a prescribed pressure” -2

and solving for the deflection (or stress function), we have

inverted the problem. We start with an assumed stress func-

tion involving N arbitrary coefficients, and calculate the

corresponding approximate loading function piv(x, y). The

constants Ci are then so determined that the approximate and

true loading functions are equal in the mean over each of N
subregions jR,- of the section R.

In applying the method outlined above to the torsion of a

rectangular beam, choose, as a first approximation,

= ci(a;2 ~ ^2)(2,2 - B2)

and take the region Ri to be the entire region li of the rectangle.

Equation (70.6) becomes

2ci - B^) dxdy = -2AB,

from which it follows that

and -Di
y-

1
, ^ _ 3 {hfaY ,

2iia “ 2 r+ (6/aY ^
~ 0.75A, (square section),

as against the exact values of 0.1406a« and 0.675^, respectively
(for a square section).

As a further approximation, take (for a square section)

'J's = (x* - A^)(y^ - 42)[ci + Ci(x^ + 2/2) + csX^^.

From considerations of symmetry, it is clear that for the three
regions Rij one may take

0<y<^,

0<y<^,

<y <A.

0 < a: <
A

^ < a- < A,

2 — ^ — 4 )

2‘(A2 + B*)

_ 1 {b/aY~
3 1 -I- (b/aY ° ~ 0.1667a'‘, (square section).
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The three conditions

yield the equatioiiK

440d“ei - 186Ah!.. - 17A«Ci, = 240,

320A--‘c, + SOdA-ics + 19A“c3 = 240,

200.4 %•! + 594.4 + 235.4^3 = 240,

which are solved by

.4'C: = = 29^52, = 8^52.

The torsional rigidity is given approximately by

i /), = 2 j 'Pa da- dy = 0.1413a-'

and is 0.5 per cent greater than the exact value, 0.1406a^. The
maximum shearing stress is given approximately by

2^ (Tniax)3 = 0.671-4,

a value that is 0.0 per cent less than the exact result, O.GTSA.

The method of this section was introduced by Biezeno and

Koch,^ who have applied it to problems of thin plates and

elastically supported beams. Biezeno- has observed that this

procedure may l)e applied to the general problem of elastic

equilibrium.

^ 0. B. BiiazKNO and -J, J. Koch, “()v(^r eon iiieuwc methodt^ tor berekening

van vlakko platen mot. toepassing op onkele voor de techniek I'lelangrijke

fielastingsgovallen,” I)c Ingcnieurj vol. 38 (1923), pp. 25-36.

C. B. Bikzeno, "Ciraphu^al and Numerical MethodH for Solving Stress

Problems,’' Proceedings of ike First IfUernalional Congress of Applied

Mechanics, Delft, 1924, pp. 3-17.

C. B. Biezeno and B,. Gkammel, Teehnische Dvnamik, Chap. HI,

Sec. 9.

^ 0. B. Biezeno, “Over eon vereenvoudiging en over eon uitbreiding van

de methode van Bitz,” Christiaan Huygens Inl. Math. Tids., vol. 3 (1923),

pp. 69-75.

See also tlu^ preceding n-fercnce, (-hap. HI, Sec. 10.
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Courant has pointed out^ that both the method of Biezeno

and Koch, and that of Galerkin, are special eases of a more

general procedure for approximating the solution of a boundary-

value problem. In order to see this, we write Eq. (70.6) in

the form

/L
But + 2 is merely the error function cn = and if the

functions tj,* (a;, y) are defined by

f . _ I
1 in

y)
I Q ^ig^^vhere in jR,

then one can write^

J J^L(^y)r)idxdy = 0
, (^ = 1

,
2

,

• •
•

,
N).

In Galerkin’ s method, the constants c* are determined from the

N conditions

I
j^L(-<SrN)fidxdy = 0, (i = 1, 2,

• •
•

,
N),

where the functions fi are those in terms of which the approxi-

mate solution is expanded,

N

T=1

Now the solution ^ of the problem satisfies the relation [see

Eq. (69.1)]

(70.7) //.
L(^)t; dxdy ^ 0

for any function 7}{x, y) vanishing on C, and from this wo gcd

the differential equation of the problem

L{^) - 0 .

^ In the discussion of Biezeno’s paper, “Graphical and Numerical Methods
for solving Stress Problems,’^ Proceedings of the First International Congress
of Applied MechanicSj Delft, 1924, pp. 3-17.

® We retain the notation ^ used for the stress function for torsion. The
discussion, however, applies to boundary-value problems in general.
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That is the error function vanishes for the exact solution
Courant observed that the vanishing of the integral (70 7) fo •

an arbitrary variation y) can be replaced by the condition
that this integral vanish for each function ni{x, y) of a complete
set. Since the arbitrary vanation er,{z, y) may be expanded in
terms of the functions ruix, y), the two alternative conditions
are equiva ent. In Galerkin's method, the set of functions
,, IS taken to be the collection of functions/.-, in terms of which

is expanded In the procedure of Biezeno and Koch, each
fimction ^(x, y) vanishes over R except in the subregion R„
where it takes the value unity.

problem
Consider the problem of a cantilever beam under uniform load and

take for the approximate deflection y,{x), the function given in (66 9)
Define the error function ei(x) by

e,(x) - EI^
dx^

-p.

Compare the exact and approximate values of the maximum deflection
and moment when the constant Ci in the function yi is found by col-
locating the error at the center (6i(i/2) = 0] and at the end [edO = 0]

by setting the mean error equal to zero ei(x) dx = o] or by mini-

mizing the square of the error [/.' el dx = minimum

71. Estimates of Error in the Minimal Integral and the Stress
Function for Torsion. The methods of Ritz, Galerkin, and
Biezeno and Koch and the procedures of collocation and least
squares enable one to obtain expressions that, it is hoped,
approximate more or less closely to the solution of a boundary-
value problem. 'The problem of convergence of the approximat-
ing function and its derivatives to the exact solution has not
been discussed. Even if it were known that a method of approxi-
niate solution implied convergence, the success or failure of the
method would still depend upon the rapidity of convergence.
Indeed, if an estimate of error in the approximating function
its integral or its derivatives, is available, the corresponding
method of solution may be practically useful (provided the
eiTor is within the tolerance allowed), whether or not the approxi-
mate solution converges. In this section and the next, methods
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are considered that make possible the estimation of th<

in the approximate torsional rigidity Dn and in the appro:

stress function

The torsion problem has been formulated as one of mini
the integral

/(^) = j [(V^)2 — 4^] dx dy^

subject to the condition

^ = 0 on C.

The minimum value I of this integral is closely related
torsional rigidity (35.10)

D = 2ix J dx dy.

For, with the aid of Greenes Theorem, Eq. (68.4) can be v
as

j J^^Srdxd

or, since

ini?,
and

^ = 0 on C,

we have

I — —2
J dx dy.

Hence the torsional rigidity D and the minimum value I
energy integral are related by the expression

(71.2) D .
II WM Shown in Sec. 68 thnt the appronimntc value .

energy integral

=
J Jr

[(^’*’
1
^)=“ - 4:Str„] dx dy

always exceeds the. true minimum h, > /. Hence thtrwpon^g approximate torsional rigidity Dy = -p,Iy wi
short of the exact value. The Ritz method, however gi\
estimate of the error in Dy. la this section, an ingenious s<« .onnde«d whtweby the true nunimum’i, ap^^rched
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below rather than from above; the error in Du may therefore be

estimated and made as small as desired.

We begin by (jonsidering the following formal inequality

:

(71.3) (V'I')= - 4^1/ + {Vwy - ix— + + 4:-^ (xAf)

+ „ f a / a'4'\ a / a^\1 . „

Laa:\ ay/ ayva^/J” ’

dx dy
^

J dw
and “r- = — 7—*

dy dx

with the equality holding if, and only if, both

(71.4)

This follows immediately upon rewriting the inequality (71.3) as

(3J-aT + "*j + *"

The function is now taken to be the stress function of the

torsion problem. We integrate the inequality (71.3) over the

region R and observe that the last three terms of (71.3) drop

out upon integration, since

=
4 j^

xsirdy + 2 i“(
a^' ,

,
,

')

w = 0.

vanishes on the boundary C.) If the functional J{w) is

defined by

(71.5) J{w) = -
[

(Vwy - 4a:|| + 4x'‘j dxdy,

then the result of the integration can be written as

J(^) - ./(io) ^ 0,

or

(71.6) j{w) ^ m),
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and this inequality holds for any suitable w{x, y). If we take
for w{x, y) a function for which (71.4) is satisfied, then the
equality holds in (71.3), and

J{w) = I{^).

Hence the maximum of the integral J{w) is identical with the
minimum of the integral 7(4^), and the true minimum I can
readily be inclosed between an upper bound It, and a lower
bound Jn.

We apply the ideas outlined above to the torsion of a beam
of square section, and note that in this case Eq. (71.5) becomes

or

J{w) = L(w) —
where

(71.7) =

Thus, it is necessary only to maximize the integral L(w).
Since only bounds on the error in the integral J„ (or !„) arc

involved, and not in the approximating function

"Z y),
i-1

it

^
not necessaiy to inquire into the boundary conditions on the

funchons g,{x, y). The condition (71.6) will furnish an estimate
rror in h, whatever function Wn be substituted in (71.5)

pST’ciTs*?' variational

=: 0
,

ot STi. r iiiagtoary parteof (r + w)-. Now .t a term of tho tom w . k/y be aubati-
tuted in (71.7), it will be found that the oondition ^-0

- dkleads only to the vacuous result k = 0, unless both r JL are
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odd. Accordingly, we choose the functions gi{x, y) from among

the polynomials

xy, x^y — xy^, -|- 3xy®, • • • .

For a first approximation, we take

wi = hixy

and get

L(wi) = -
2A:i).

diL
The condition^ = 0 yields

fci = 1, Li = Vea', Ji = -Ha* = -0.1667o*.

As a second approximation, we choose

wt = kixy + ki{x^ — xy^)

and find

L{w,) = -^ [35(/f5 - 2ki) + UK9A%1 + Ik^)].

From

dki
= 0

,

dki
= 0,

we have

, 7 r _ 26 ,

ki - I, ki - Li
135

®'

Ji = 2^{35«‘ - = -0.1407a*.

se(!()nd aprn’oximation to I from above was found^ by

tll(^ Ritz method to be /» = ~ ~ —0.1404a*, while a

second aijproximation from below is now found to be

Ji = -0.1407a*.

Thus without knowledge of the exact value of D (0.1406^40*), it

is certain that it lies between 0.1404na* and 0.1407na* and that'

the error in either figure is at most ^ ^ or 0.2 per cent.

^ See problem discussed in See. 68.
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The idea of setting up an auxiliary integral whose maximum
is equal to the minimum of the original integral is due to Fried-

richs^ and was applied to the torsion problem by Basu,^ who
considered, as an example, a beam of square section.

W. J. Duncan® has given a method for estimating the error in

a method that may be applied to a boundary-value problem

involving a Poisson equation,

= p = const. in R,

^ = 0 on C.

Let be the approximate solution satisfying the boundary
condition

= 0 on C,

and define the error function e(rr, 2/), as in Sec. 65, by the relation

= p + e{x, y).

The maximum and minimum values in R of e{x, y) are denoted by
Cm and respectively. Then from

V2 ^ = Cm — c(x, y) > 0 in R,

and

^ = 0 on (7,

it follows^ that

(71.8) ^ < 0 in iJ.

^ K. Friedrichs, “Eiii Verfahren der Variationsrechnung des Minimum
eines Integral als das Maximum eines anderen Ausdruckes darzustellen,’^

Nachrichien von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, Mathematisch-
physikalischeKlasse (1929), pp. 13-20.

® N. M. Basu, ^‘On an Application of the New Methods of the Calculus of
Variations to Some Problems in the Theory of Elasticity,^' Philosophical
Magazine, ser. 7, vol. 10 (1930), pp. 886-896; “On the Torsion Problem of
the Theory of Elasticity," Philosophical Magazine, ser. 7, vol. 10 (1930), pp.
896-904.

^ W. J. Duncan, “On the Torsion of Cylinders of Symmetrical Section,"
Proceedings of the Royal Society, (London), ser. A, vol. 136 (1932), pp. 95-113;

Torsion and Flexure of Cylinders and Tubes," Aeronautical Research
Committee (Great Britain), Reports andMemoranda 1444 (1932).

* We use here the theorem that

= OonCjandifV^z ^Q(^Q)inR,thenz{x,y) ^ 0(^0) in R.
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and

it follows that

(71.9)

The inequalities (71.8) and (71.9) can be written as

(71.10) (l + y)
^ ^ S (l + 7)

^ i" «•

When applied to the torsion problem (where p = -2), Eq.

(71.10) furnishes the following estimate of the error in the

approximate stress function '^.v;

1 ^ ^ -
'J^.v ^ 1 „

2
"'" = '~~W~ =2

72. Relaxation of the Boundary Conditions. We recall that

the torsional rigidity D is given by 2> == -^7, where I is the

minimum value of the energy integral (08.4). bince the Ritz

(or Galerkin) method yields an approximation In that exceeds

the true value [see (68.9)], the corresponding value of the torsional

rigidity Dn = will fall below the exact value. In 1928

Trefftz^ suggested a procedure (inspired by the work of Courant)

that allows the value 7 to be approached from below and thus

furnishes bounds on the error in the torsional rigidity.

The torsion problem has been considered thus far as the

boundary-value problem of determining the function ^ such that

V‘“^ = -2 in R,

= 0 on C,

' Fj. Trkfftz, “ Konvergenz uud FchlerabschiUzunfj; beim Ritzschon

Verfahren," Matkernaiinche Annalen, vol. 100 (1928), pp. 503-521; “Ein

Gegenstiu^lc ziim Ritzshon Vc^rfahren,” Proceedings of the Second International

(>ongress for Applied, Mechniiicft, Zurich^ 1927, pp. 131—137.
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If one sets

(72.1) Hx, y) = y) + ^(x^ +

then the determination of the conjugate torsion function ^ is a

problem of Dirichlet, with

(72.2)
VV = 0 inR,

^ + 2/^) C'.

In each of the methods discussed thus far, the stress function

has been approximated by a finite sum of functions that satisfy

the boundary conditions but not the differential equation. We
follow now the alternative procedure of representing the approxi-

mate stress function by a sum of functions each of which satisfies

the differential equation but not the boundary conditions. The

function \l/(x, y) will accordingly be approximated by a sum of

harmonic functions

N
’/'W = X CiSiix, y)

i=l

with

y) = 0 in R,

Instead of requiring that Eqs. (72.2) be rigorously satisfied

(which is possible only if i/'at is the exact solution), the boundary

conditions are to be relaxed to some weaker conditions that can

also be satisfied by the function ^2\r(x, y). The precise boundary
conditions to be imposed are suggested by the formulation of the

problem as one in the calculus of variations.

A reference to Eq. (65.5) shows that the variational problem
associated with the Laplace equation of (72.2) is that of finding a
stationary value for the integral

subject to

If we put
i' = + V^) on C.

S = — in

K{S) = Ik (V5)2 dx dy,

and
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then we can write

KW = 11^
[V(fN + d)]^ dx dy

= Ki^Pn) + K(B) + 2 f f • V5 dx dy

= K(xp^) + K{d) + 2 j^S^ds-2 j
BV^^dxdy,

or

(72.3) m,) = m) - K{d) - 2 ^ ds.

Now notice that, since K{8) > 0, we can have

(72.4) m.) = KW - K{d)

and hence

(72.5) K{^PI4) < m),
provided that the last term in (72.3) is made to vanish. In

other words, the value of the minimal integi*al can be approached

from below, instead of from above as in the Ritz method. The

vanishing of the last term in (72.3), written in the form

N

1=1

can be ensured if we choose the N coefficients Ci to satisfy the N
conditions

L w - w K;
* - 0

or

(72.(i) 1 (a-'^ + ir)
- ^.v ds = 0, (,: = 1, 2.

• •

,
iV).

Inequations (72.()) (U)nstitute a weaker boundary condition

than the true oiu^

+ 7/2) - i/. = 0 on C,

for th(i (conditions (72. 0) are satisfied not only by the exact

solution xj/ but also by the approximate solution
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The Trefftz procedure may be looked upon as one either for

maximizing kIPn) or for minimizing K(5), since, by (72.4),

and —X(5) differ only by the value K{\l/) (constant for a

given problem). This property of Trefftz’s method of minimiz-
ing K{S) can be shown directly, and one could, in fact, take this

as the starting point of the development rather than the idea of

relaxing the boundary conditions. For one has

=
2 J

-A ^3- dy

~ I Is
~

= -2 ^ (f - + 2 j - '/'K)^-fi dx dy

and these are just the conditions imposed on the coefficients c,-

in (72.6).

The relation between K{\}/) and the torsional rigidity can be
found by using (72.1), (68.4), and Green’s Theorem. One has

Khp)
J ^ j

dx dij

^ I is
dxdy + J V<Sr • V(x- + y'^) dx dy

or

(72.7)

where

+ j
(.r- + y") dx dy

I I
(V'ir)^dxdy+ fd JR Jc dn

~ I Is + j + Z/'-) d->- dy

IJs ~ dxdy+
j (.^2 + y^) ax dy,

KW -
jo = /('*'),

^ f Ir
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is the polar moment of inertia of the section. From (72!5)

and (72.7), it is seen that as Kiyf/ii) approaches Kiyp) from below,

so K{ypN) — jo approaches I{^) from below. From (71.2) it

follows that

/x[jo — K{^|/N)] approaches D = — iu./(^) from above.

We apply the method outlined above to the torsion of a beam
of square section. For the functions fi{x, y), we choose the

harmonic polynomials obtained by taking the real and imaginary

parts of (x + iyy\ The first two polynomials that satisfy the

i*equirements of symmetry (even in x, symmetric in Xj y) are

/i = 1, /2 = - ^x^y^ +

accordingly, we take *

^2 = Cl 4- 02(x‘ — + 2/'*)-

The constant Ci is not determined by the condition (72.6). It

can be fixed by requiring that the mean error on the boundary
vanish; that is,

/p + y^) - fs] ds = 0.

This furnishes the equation

15ci - 12.4 ‘cs = 10.4“.

From (724)), wo hav''c

+ d')

(.(•' - Qx-y- + dy = 0,

or

'I’he approximate strc.ss function ^ can now be written as

'V = </'•. - }4{x"- + y^)

^
f) “ 72T“

~ ~ ^
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and the corresponding value of the torsional rigidity is

§73

i D* =
2 j

j^'^idxdy = a* = 0.1407aS

which is almost identical with the exact value 0.1406a^.

maximum shearing stress is given approximately by

The

2/xa
(Tma*)2

2 \dx / 36
694^4,

which is 2.8 per cent greater than the exact value, 0.675.4.

73. The Method of Finite Differences. The various methods

for solving boundary-value problems that have been outlined

in the preceding sections have a common origin in the variational

formulation of the problems. One objection to any such varia-

tional procedure is that the approach of the integral I('^n) to

7(^) does not, in general, ensure the convergence of and its

derivatives to the solution ^ and the corresponding derivatives.^

The foregoing methods are analytical and demand analytical

expressions for the boundary and the boundary values. These

methods are not applicable to problems involving highly irregular

regions or problems in which the boundary values are given

numerically. Moreover, it is often difficult to make a judicious

choice of the coordinate functions fi{x, y) in = 2) Ot/i, for

1

even the first approximation should be fairly good, and the

computation must not be too extensive.

In this section, an alternative procedure is discussed, which
replaces derivatives by finite differences and the continuous

region iJ by a set of net points. The differential equation is

replaced by a difference equation that may be solved by an
iterative procedure. If the mesh of the net is made sufficiently

fine, then it can be shown that not only does the solution of the
difference equation approach the solution of the original problem

,

but the difference quotients also converge to the corresponding
derivatives of the solution.

^ R. CoTJEANT, ‘‘Variational Methods for the Solution of Problems of
Equilibrium and Vibration,” Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society,

vol. 49 (1943), pp. 1-23.
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The method of finite differences will be illustrated by applying

it to the Dirichlet problem of determining the function y)

defined by

We lay down a square net over

the region R, assign known
values to the net points on the

boundary, and approximate

(guessed) values at interior

points. The differential equa-

tion of the system (73.1) is

replaced by a difference equa-

tion, which we proceed to

derive.

In the neighborhood of any
interior point of R (taken, for

the moment, as the origin of co

0 in jE,

' gis) on Cj

y

- ^ K >
1

W ^
1^0 if-i

'^4

Fia. 51.

rdinates), we can write

(73.2) i/'(ar, y) = + aioo: + oL^iy H- 0:20^^ + + ctnxy -f-
• • •

00 00

i-o y-0

The value of the fuiKrtion yp at the origin is precisely

V'((>, 0) = ^0 = ttoo,

while at the neighboring net points to the right and left one has

(Fig. 51)

00

ypi — \p(hj “ X + oiioh + a2oh^ + • *
'

7

i-o

Pi = — 0) = pi) — an)h -f a2oh- — • •
•

^

and

Pi Pi = 2pQ 4“ 2a2oh^ + 2(XAoh'^ + .

iSimilarly,

p2 + pA = 2p{) 4" 2oi{)2Jl‘^ 4" 2ao4^^ -b
* * ’ .

Since tlie value of the Laiilacian at the origin is

(V"t/^)o = 2a;2o 4” 2aaui
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one can write

(73.3)
(^1 + ^2 + h + ^4 ^ (vV)o + terms in

As the choice of the origin of coordinates is not essential to the

argument above, the foregoing expression relates at any

point to the value of
yl/ at that point and to the neighboring

values. We drop the terms in and replace the Laplace

differential equation = 0 by the Laplace difference equation

yp{x +hjy) + - h, y) A- y h) + y - h) - 4V^(a;, y) = 0,

or

(73.4) ^0 =
(^1 + ^2 + ^3 + ^4)

Expressed in words, the value of ^(o;, y) at any point is the mean

of its values at the four immediate neighboring points. This

difference equation is equivalent to a set of linear equations for

the values of \l/
at interior points in terms of the prescribed

boundary values. The number of variables is usually so large,

however, that direct solution

is out of the question. Instead,

we may resort to an iterative

procedure.

The simplest (but most labor-

ious) way of solving the Laplace

difference equation is to gueSvS

at the proper values for the

interior points of the network;

this guess is then corrected by
traversing the net, replacing each

interior value by the mean of its

four immediate neighbors. Re-

peated traverses of the net will give interior values that converge

to the values of the solution function y). The convergence,

however, is so slow as to require almost unlimited manpower
in order to secure sufficiently accurate results. Fortunately,

various procedures are available for improving the i-apidity of

convergence.
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Instead of expressing the value of f as the mean of the four
immediate neighbors, Eq. (73.4), the four diagonal neighbors
may be used' (Fig. 52). We have from (73.2)

^6 + ^6 + ^7 H- ^8 = 4^0 + 4(a2o + cio^h^ + terms in A^,

or, neglecting terms in A" compared with unity,

2(vV)i. = + ^8 ~

The Laplace difference equation can also be written, then, as

(73.5) ^0 = i^±lL+J^L±jtA.
4

If both the immediate and the diagonal neighbors are used,

then the formula

(73.6) 2i)\l/Q = 4{i^i + i/'2 + ^3 + ^ 4) + (tAs + ^6 + ^7 + ^s)

gives the value of \I/q for any seventh-order harmonic polynomial. 2

The slowness of convergence

of the original process [Eq.

(73.4)] is explained by the fact

that on any one traverse, an

interior value is made to depend
only on its immediate neigh-

bors, and the effect of the pre-

scribed boundary values moves
inland very slowly as succes-

sive traverses are made. ''rh<>

boundary values may be mach^

effective at a greater distance

by the following procedure,

which uses nine interior points i/ij and 16 boundary points AU,

Dij Ci (Fig. 53). 4^he value at the center is first found from®

(73.7) yj/oi] =
1 o[/>i + ])•> + -f Ds + £>6 + i)? + ^>8

+ 2(Mi + Af. + Ah -b M 4)].

'This follow.s from iiivjirianco witli r<^.spe<*t to rotation.

“ G. H. Short i.KY nml U. Wklij-ik, Journal of Applied Phi/sics^ vol. 9

(1938), p. 34f).

^ G. H. Shortlkv, It. Wki.lkr, and B. Fried, “ Num(‘rical Solution of

Laplace’s and Poi.sson’.s I'](iuati<»ns,” Ohio Stale Unhwrsily Studies, Engineer-
ing Ser. (1940), p. 11.

Fig. 53.
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The corner values, such as ^u, are obtained from the diagoiuil

neighbors, so that

(T^no + Ci+Mi + M2).
V'li 4

'

while values such as ^lo make use of the immediate neighbors

(t/'oo + Mi + ^l/l^ + lAi.-i)

i/'io
= 4 “

This same procedure may be applied, of course, to find the value

of V' on any block of nine points in terms of the surrounding

10,000 2500 0 2500 10,000

values Mi, Di, Ci, whether the latter lie on the boundary of th<'

region R or not.

The method of finite differences will now be applied to tlie

torsion problem for a beam of square cross section with side

length 2A. The conjugate torsion function yf/{x, y) is defined l)y

VV =0 in R,

yp = + 2/
2
) on C.

We introduce the variables X = x/A, Y ^ y/

A

and put

(73.8)
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Then the function Q is subject to the conditions

V2Q = 0 in i2,

I
onX = ±1,

(10^X2 onF=±L
A coarse net is now laid down over the square section (Fig. 54).

Equation (73.7) gives i^(0, 0) = 1250, while M) - 2812 is

derived from its diagonal

neighbors by (73.5) and
0) = 1718 from its im-

mediate neighbors by (73.4).

From symmetry considera-

tions, it is seen that only one

octant of the section need be

considered. The values of Q
in this octant are now improv-

ed by using Eq. (73.6) to give,

in order, 34) = 2250,

12(1^, 0) = 1572, and fl(0,

0) = 1708. Fig. 55 shows

these values as well as those

of the third approximation resulting from a further application

of Eq. (73.6) to the net values in the same order as before.

The values found above can be checked against those given

by the exact solution of the problem in Sec. 38. From (38.10)

and (73.8), it follows that

HX, Y) - 10-
[

1 + r- - X. -
8 ^ e» xxl,

ri-0

where N = (2// + I)7r/2. ^riie exact values at the net points

used above are found to be

m 0) = 1787 .4
, 12(0, H) = 1673 . 6

, 12(34, 34) = 2245.8,

and it is seen that the aj)proximate values are in error at most by
2 per cent.

The torsional rigidity is given by

i D =
2 ^ ^ rlx dy — 2

^ “ 5
+ 2/^)

j
dx dy

= -I - (I + lO-'H) dx dy -
I
A*,
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or

i- D = — +
ixa^ 12 ' 16

12:' r r
16 i-J-i

ildXdY.

The maxiiiaum shear stress occurs at a midpoint of the boundary

and is given by

2jxa'
‘T'oux

2 [dx ~ 4 L

To j&nd the approximate value of the shear stress at this point, we

pass a parabola through the points 12(1, 0) = 0, 12(1 — h, 0) ^ Hi,

and 12(1 — 2ft, 0) s lig, where ft is the mesh of the net in the X, Y
coordinates. The slope of the parabola at (1, 0) is given by

(;

and we have, approximately,

1 A
4

10~^
4fii)

The approximate values of 12 given in Fig. 56 yield 12 1 = 1634,

122 = 1750, ft ~ }4i

2/liq:

= 0 .6196:4
,

which is 8.1 per cent below the exact value 0.675A. The numer-
ical values of 12 can be obtained by Simpson^s rule to give

and

~D = 0.1391,

which is 1 per cent below the true value 0.1406.

If the exact solution of this problem were not known, it

would have been necessary to proceed with the iterative pro-
cedure until the net values remained sensibly constant. Before
continuing the process, however, we introduce a labor-saving
modification.
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Denote by QC’' an approximate solution and by ft the exact
solution of the difference equation at a given net point. Then
one can write

ato) = a + «co)^

where is the error at the net point in the solution of the
difference (not the differential) equation. A single traverse of

the net sdelds an improved value ft<^' and error :

Q(l) = Q + «(l).

We denote by the change in ft in one traveme; that is,

5(1) = J2(i) _ Q(o) = jd) _ j(o)

Now replace the original boundary-value problem of determining

the function ft with given boundary values by the problem of

determining the difference function S, which vanishes at the

boundary net points. In other words, the differences are

improved in tfie same way [for example, by Eq. (73.4)] as were
the original value.s ft, and successive traverses yield the improved
differences •

. The final values of ^ are obtained

by adding to 12^ the improved differences:

-

-f

For

5(2) = i^(2) _ Hit) ^ g(2) _ g(I)^

and, in general,

Then

5 ( w ) = i 2
(»*) — 12(»-0 = 6(») —

il<v 5(2) 5(a) 4- ... 4. gfn)

= 12 + - e^“^] + • •
• +

= 12 + 6^“^ = 12f"h

Tn the torsion problem under discussion, the differences 5^’’

can be found from the values of 12 calculated on the last two

traverses (Fig. 55). In Fig. 5(), these values of 12 are shown
in the left-hand (columns, while in the columns on the right are

entered the difference's 5^*^ obtained by applying

(73.0) to the differences in the order }4)j {}i, 0), (0, 0). Two
advantages of working with the diff’erenco function 5 ratlicr
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than with the original function 12 are immediately seen. Both

the zero boundary values and the smaller number of significant

figures in the differences 5 make for easier computation. A third

and more powerful advantage is that use of the difference func-

tion 5 makes possible the estimation of the effect of infinitely

many traverses of the network. That is, inspection of the

successive differences 8 ^^^ suggests that these and suc-

ceeding values may form a geometric progression of ratio one-half.

10,000

2214

.
2241

2263

2258

(2263)

[2263.6]

2500

1760 1634
1776 1660
1788 1672 A
1794 1678

u

(1800) (1684)

[1799.8] [1683.8]

56 .

We hazard a guess that this is indeed the case and sum each

infinite series of differences, getting, in this case,

^(6) + 5(6) ^ 5(7) + . . . = 25 ( 6) =

eo

The sum of the differences 8
^^' is then added to 12^^^ at each

2

net point to obtain an estimate of (see the third entry in

each column on the left in Fig. 56). The assumption that the

successive differences 5^"^ form a geometric progression can now
be tested by using (73.6) to improve the values of 12 just obtained

(see the last entry in the left-hand columns of Fig. 56).

Shortley, Weller, and Fried, in an investigation of the con-

vergence of the method of finite differences,^ have shown that

1 G. H. Shoetley, R. Welleb, and B. Feied, “Numerical Solution of

Laplace’s and Poisson^s Equations,” Ohio State University StudieSj Engineor-

ing Ser., (1940), p. 18.
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this extrapolation to the limiting net value by summing the

infinite geometric series of differences is possible in general.

The final net values in Fig. 66 satisfy the difference equation
(to within one unit) but not the differential equation. This is

shown by comparison with the exact ordinates given above, and
the disagreement arises from the fact that in setting up the

difference equation, terms of higher order in the net mesh were
neglected [see (73.3)]. We proceed, therefore, to decrease the

mesh of the net to one-half its original size.

In the process of interpolation leading to the values of tl

at the new net points, the difference equations (73.4) and (73.5)

10,000

Ji315 5625

2263 m2 2500

1857 1853 mi 625

1799 1799 1683 1226 0

Fici. 67.

are used to ensure tliat the interpolated values satisfy, at least

approximately, the differential equation V=*0 = 0. The mean
of the diagonal neighbors [Eq. (73.5)] furnishes the values of

%), ^(?'4 ) M), iind ilil'i,, ^). The immediate neighbors

are used [Eq. (73.4)] to get ft(M, 0) S2(%, 0), ff(M, H), and

H)- The resulting values are shown in Fig. 57. Without
any further improvement, these values give Oi = 1226, ^2 = 1683

[see Eq. (73.9)] and

= 0.66U,

which is 2 per cent below the exact value 0.675A. The integral
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of Q is foimd by Simpson's rule to be approximately 9292, and the

approximate torsional rigidity is found to be D/iixa"^) = 0.1414,

a value 0.6 per cent above the exact result of 0.1406.

Instead of traversing the lattice points in a fixed order and

extrapolating to the limiting net value, as above, one can correct

the lattice values in any way at all. Indeed, all that is required

is that one arrive at values 0 for which the difference equation is

satisfied—or, alternatively, for which the differences 8 are zero.

In this way, the experience and physical intuition of the com-

puter can be used to good advantage.

Another variation in the finite difference method consists

of replacing the lattice with square mesh, used above, by a lattice

formed of regular polygons.^

The torsion problem of a beam of square cross section, con-

sidered above, is a particularly simple one in that the square

cross section imposes no special complications at the boundary.

When the boundary is curved, the derivatives are replaced by
finite difference expressions involving unequal intervals. ^

While the finite difference method has been illustrated by its

application to the problem of Dirichlet,

= 0 in jffi,

0 given on C,

it can obviously be extended to a wide variety of problems in

engineering and mathematical physics. We mention as exam-
ples® the plasticity problem of torsion of a shaft strained beyond
the elastic limit and the problem of a two-dimensional magnetic
field containing a triangular prism of iron.

^See, for example, D. G. Christopherson and R. V. Southwell, “Relaxa-
tion Methods Applied to Engineering Problems. III. Problems Involving
Two Independent Y&rmhleiS/’ Proceedings of the Royal Society (London), ser.

A, vol. 168 (1938), pp. 317-350,

®For this and other details, both theoretical and practical, relating to
finite difference methods, see G. H. Shortley, R. Weller, and B. Fried,

“Numerical Solutions of Laplace's and Poisson’s Equations,” Ohio Stale
University Studies, Engineering Ser. (1940). ,

®D. G. Christopherson and R. V. Southwell, “Relaxation Methods
Applied to Engineering Problems. III. Problems Involving Two Independ-
ent Variables,” Proceedings of the Royal Society (London), ser. A, vol. 168
(1938), pp. 317-350.
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Tables given by D. Moskovitz^ can be used to obtain the exact

solution of the difference equation corresponding to the Poisson

equation

dW dW
dx^ at/2

= y\

when the I’egion R is assumed to be rectangular.

An extensive bibliography of approximate mathematical

methods of solving the problem of torsion has been given by

T. J. Higgins.®

^ “The Numerical Solution of Laplace’s and Poisson’s Equations,”

Quarterly of AppliedMaihemaUeSj vol. 2 (1944), pp. 148-163.
* “The Approximate Mathematical Methods of Applied Physics as

Exemplified by Application to Saint Venant’s Torsion Problem,” Journal

of Applied Physics, vol. 14 (1943), pp. 469-480,





APPENDIX

SUMMARY OF FORMULAS

The more important formulas of the text are included in this

summary. The numbers on the left of the equations are equa-

tion numbers as they occur in the text. The numbers on the

right are the numbers of the pages on which these equations

first appear.

cjhapit:r I

ANALYSIS OF STRAIN

The strains ca and the rotations co,/ are connected with the

displacements Ui by

(7.5) dj = mi = (p. 19)

The dilatation is

^ = Cii + f.^22 + ^33

du\ . duz
,

du^= —h T— = iii,i
dX\ dXz dxz

If we set :ri = x, Xz = ?/, = z, en = dxy (^12 = dxy,

denote the components of the displacement vector (w

by (u, t<;), the components of the strain tensor become

(p. 19)

etc., and

l, Uz, Liz)

(’tjt

I dv\

2\dy dz)

dw
dz

'

2 \dx du/

so that the dilatation d is

d = Cxx + (’uu + Cxx
du dv dw

dy dz'

The equations of coinpatilrility are

(10.9) + I'kl.iJ — dk,jl = 0,

347

(p. 20)

(p. 27)
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or, in unabridged notation,

( 10 . 10)

^ _ dCyg
,

dCzx
I

dfigyN

By dz " dx \ dx dy dz /

d^6yy ^
I

^

Bz ^ ^ \ ^2/ d2; dx /

B^6zz ^ ^
I

I

d6gx\

Bx By Bz\ dz dx dy /

d^6xy B^Cxx
I

d^Byy

Bx By By^ dx^
^

d^Byz B^Cyy
I

B^BzZ

By Bz Bz^ dy^
^

d^6zx B^Bzz
I

B^Cxx

Bz Bx Bx^ dz^
(p. 27)

If the Eulerian components of finite strains are denoted by vik

and the Lagrangian components by Cjky then

(11.4) 2rijk = W;.fc + Ukj - Ui,jU,,k,

and

(11.6) 2e/fc = Uj,k 4* Uh,i + Ui,jUi,j;.

In unabridged notation these become

Bu

(p. 30)

(p. 30)

~ dx

_ du
,

1

^ 2

(ST+CD’-^Gt)

9 _ ^ I

dv _ du
,

dv dv diy dw\
By Bx \dx By Bx dy dx dy /

2 = — dtf;\

^ Bh Ba \da Bb Ba Bb da Bb

)

CHAPTER II

(p. 31)

ANALYSIS OF STRESS
The components of body force are denoted by the com-

ponents of moments are Mi, the components of stress tensor are
^

i

Tij, the stress vector is T, and the components of exterior unit
normal are vi.
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The boundary conditions arc

3*3) Tt “(13.3)

or

(p.39)

Tx = Txx COS (a:, v) + Tj,i cos (y, v) + t,* cos (z, v)

V

Ty = Tjj; COS {x, v) + Tyy COS v) + COS (2, v)

V

T, = Txx COS {x, v) + Tyx cos {y, v) + t.. cos (z, v). (p. 40)

Equations of equilibrium are

(15.3) r,,.,. = -Fi, (p. 41)

or, when written out in full in the notation explained in Sec. 14,

b'TXX + dTyx + dTjx _ „

dx dy dz

dTxy
4.

dTyy
4- 1li

dx dy dz

dr^z + dTyx + dTzx
__ p

dx dy ~dz^ ^ +
-if

- (p-

In these equations,

(16.6) rij = Tii] (p. 43)

that is, the stress tensor is symmetric.

If the principal stresses are denoted by ti, t2 ,
ts, then the

invariants of the stress tensor are

/ 01 == Ti + T2 + Ts = Til + 7*22 + T33 = 0,

Tir2 + 7273 ~ T3T1

722 723 “ru T31 7ll Ti2

+ +
[723 7331 7*3

1 T33 712 7*22

03 — TiroTjt(17.11)

\ [tsi 73*2 r33! (p. 50)

The extremal shearing; strfisses are

(18.4) r = ±^(r2 — 73), 7 = ±H(^1
t=± ^(ti~T2), (p. 64)

T \\ 712 713

721 722 723

731 732 733
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and these act, respectively, on planes whose normals have the

direction cosines

1

^

ri = 0, P2 = ±4=’
V2

J's == ±
1

V2
’

’>'2=0,
.

1
Vs — ±

1

(18.5) ^

j

Vl =
x/2’ V3’

1
^

rs = 0, Vi = - “7"’
•

n/2
^2 = i (p.54)

CHAPTER HI

STKESS-STRAIN RELATIONS

Hookers law for a homogeneous isotropic body is

(22.3) ra = XM + 2jue</, (i, i = 1, 2, 3). (p. 66)

Equation (22.3) yields a simple relation connecting the invari-

ants d- = en and 0 = r«. Putting j = i in (22.3) and noting

that hii = 5ii + 522 + 533 = 3, one finds that

0 s Tii = 3X^

or

(22.4) 0 = (3X + (p. 66)

If one solves (22.3) for strains, one obtains

(22.5)
2m(3X + 2m)

^
2m

(p. 66)

The constants of Lame X and m are related to Young’s modulus
E and Poisson’s ratio o- by

(23.3)

(23.5) X =

X

2(X + m)

Ea

^ ^ m(3X + 2m)

X + M

E
(1 +<r)(l - 2<r)'

M =
2(1 +

(p. 68)

(p. 68)

The stress-strain relations (22.5), when written by making the
substitutions from (23.5), assume the simple form

(23.10) e.>
l+<r
E - ^ Siid, (p. 70)

where 6 = t«. If we recall the notation of Sec. 14, these rela-

tions can also be given in the following form;
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(23.11)

^xx — ^ b’xx <^(Tw “H 'T*®)],

^yy ~ ^ \jw <^{Tzz 4”

^ZZ ~ [^** ^iy^XX 4"

6jtz —
l±C
E

Tj/2,

14-0-
^ZX

jp
Z',

Oxy =
1

E

The equilibrium equations of Navier are

+ (?^ + m) “ + Pi = 0,

(p. 70)

(p. 74)(24.7)

where
I? = e« = %.< = div u.

The Beltrami-Michell compatibility equations are

(24.14) V%- + e.tf = - 5,7 div F - (F.-^ + Fj,,-).

(p. 77)

Equations (24.14), when written out in unabridged notation,

yield the following six equations of compatibility;

(24.15)

VV,, +

H-

I

V^T,.. +

-t-

V-r.. +

1 d-e

r+ cdx^

1 a 20

1 +
1

r+ <T dZ^

1 020

r + tr dy dz

1 3=0

T + <r dz dx

1 020

r + <r dx dy

div F — 2
dx1 — <r

a
. - div F -2^,

1 - (T dy

<r , r, n 9F,

I — 0- dz

(dFy
,

dFA=
yTz +

~w)'

L = _ (iP- +
Lr \dx dz /

(p. 77)

or

If the field of body force F is coaservative, so that

F = V<p

Fi = <P.!,
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then

div F s Fj,} = ‘PS = VV,
and

so that (24.14) can be written as

(24.16) VVy + Bs = - — a,yVV - (P- 78)
1 -f- 1 — (T

If F is constant, then ^ is a linear function. In this case

the right-hand member of (24.16) vanishes, and we obtain the

equations of Beltrami,

(24.17) V%. + e.,-,- = 0. (p. 78)
i “T (T

Prom (24.13) it follows that in this case

= 0
,

so that 0 =? Tii is a harmonic function. Equation (22.4) shows
that the strain invariant d- == eu is also harmonic; that is,

- 0

whenever 0 is harmonic. From (24.17) it is seen that if the t,v

are of class the components of stress satisfy the biharmonic

equation

^ V%. = 0,

and since the strain components e,/ are linear functions of the r,/,

we have
= 0. (p. 79)

Dynamical equations for an isotropic elastic solid are

-h (X + m) + Fi = pii,. (p. 82)

If the strain-energy density function is denoted by W, then

i

W = y^CiiCiei = yiTiei, (i, j = 1, 2,
• •

• ,6),
= (^,y =1,2,3),
“ MC'^iiCii + T22C22 + TssCsa + 2T23623 + 2731631

+ 2r12^12),
dJV

=
air J = 1, 2,

• •

, 6),

Cii = Ch, {i, j = 1, 2, 3), (p. 88)
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(26.9) W = V2X(<'ii + C22 + ess)®

+ M(e?i + e^2 + e?5 + 2c|, + 24i + 2cf2), (p. 89)

and

(26.10) W = ^ (rii + Tas + Tss)^ + (tii + rfa + r^s)

+ (rfa + r|s + r|i). (p. 89)

If a body is in equilibrium, then

(26 . 12
) ^ FiUi dr + TiUi d<r = 2 j^W dr. (p. 90 )

CHAP'l'ER IV

EXTENSION, TORSION, AND FLEXURE OF HOMOGENEOUS BEAMS

PROBLEMS OF SaINT-VeNANT

The complete problem of equilibrium of an elastic beam can be

formulated in the following w'ay. Determine the components

of stress nj and the displacements w,- that, in the region r occupied

by the beam, satisfy the systems of equations

(29.1)

(29.2)

-4- 4- P
dF dy Hz

^

4- 4- — 7/

(9.r dy ~dz

:x 1 zff ,
BTxz __

dx ^ dy dz
^

^ [TxX O-ijyy + Tsz)]f

UP I
f

oil
“ A’

^(tzs "f* Txx)]|

ii [rsj <^(txx d" ^i/v)]r
dz ^

“ '

do
,
du 2(1 + <r)

I

to E
dw

,
dv _ 2(1 + or)

'^'^dz~ E
to

, ^ _ 2Cl_+^(r)

dz dx E

(p. 98)

(p. 98)
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and the boundary conditions

Tzxi Tzz, prescribed functions of x and

y on the bases z = 0, z — I, (p. 98)
'

TxxVx + TxyVy = 0,

TyxVx + ryyVy = 0, on the lateral sur-

rzxVx + TxyVy = 0, face of the cylinder, (p. 98)

The functions Tiy, naturally, must satisfy the Beltrami-Michell

compatibility equations (24.15).

Extension of Beams by Longitudinal Forces

If we assume

(29.3)

(29.4)

Tzz P, Txx Tyy Tgy Tyz 0,

throughout the cylinder, then

u=-^x, v^-^y, w=£z. (p. 102)

If the beam is extended by its own weight, then

T« = pgz, = r„, = = Ty: = = 0, (p. 104)
and

(31 .5) u=-’fzx,

« = ^ (2" + + <ry^- - l^). (p. 100 )

Bending op Beams by Terminal Couple M
The stresses and displacements are given by

(32.2)

Txx = Tyy = Txy = Tyz = T^x = 0, (p. 112)

~ wi ~

ilf

M
(32.10)

(p. 114)
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The curvature of a beam is related to the bending moment M
by the Bemoulli-Euler law:

(32.1) R
(p. no)

Torsion of Cylinders

If the shaft is circular and is twisted so that a is the twist
per unit length of the shaft, then

(33>2) Tjj, flOtXj Tzx —
Txx = ryy = Tzx = = 0, (p. 120)

and

(33.1) u = —azy, V = azx, u; = 0. (p. 120)

If the shaft is cylindrical and its cross section is bounded by a
curve C, then

(34.3) u = -oczy, v = azx, w = a<p{x, y), (p. 122)

(34.4)
I

+ 4 "''“(S' 4
I Tx,, = Txx = Tyy - Txx = 0, (p. 122)

where (p{x, y) satisfies the oiiuation

(34.5) ^ ^ drf
(p. 122)

throughout the croKfs .section of the cylinder,

and

(34.6) 2/ (‘f, v) - X cos (y, v) on C. (p. 123)

The torsional rigidity D is given by

(34.10) D = 1
^ j + V“ -‘f dx dy, (p. 125)

and the twisting nionunit M is

(34.11) M = Da, (p. 125)

The conjugate harmonic torsion function \[/ is related to the

torsion function (p(.r, ?/) by the Cauchy-Riemann equations,
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namely,

(35.1) ^ d\{f d(p

dx dy’ By
(p. 127)

and satisfies the boundary condition

(35.3) rp = 34(a;2 + y^) + const. on C. (p. 128)

The stress function "ir is defined by

(35.5) ^ = ,p(x, y)
- K(a;» + y-). (p. 129)

It satisfies the Poisson equation

(35.7) ^ = -2 in R, (p. 129)

and on the boundary C of the region R assumes the value

^ = const.

The stresses can be calculated from

(35.6) Ta* = Try - (p. 129)

The torsional rigidity D can be computed from

(35.10) D = 2fi f dx dy. (p. 132)

{For particular cross sections see Secs. 36-38 and Secs. 45-47.)

Complex Form of Fourier Series

(p. 132)

f(0) ~ Co + 2) ^ C-frC'"*

= V
(p. 152)

where

1
(39.4) ^ f{t)e-'-‘dt, (n = 0, ±1, ±2, • •

•). (p. 152)

The Formula of Schwarz

(42.6) +
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and tho integral of Poiason is given by

(42.7) (Rii’(f) ^ «(?, ^) = ± r jl - P^)/(g) dd
^TTjo 1 — 2p COS (e — tp) -j. pi

(p. 165)

The Genbr.vl Solution of Torsion Problem

The general solution of the torsion problem can be obtained
by evaliiatinj;*

(44.5) Ml) +

where j
= ta{^) is a function that maps the region 7? on a unit

circle y.

CURVILINE.\R COORDIN.M’KS

The e.xprcssions for the components of strain in general ortho-
gonal curvilinear coordinates a,- are

(48.7)

(48.9) nj

(p. 199)

if i ^ j.

The stress-strain relations ar<'

(l). 200)

1

f Tii — -j- 2;ur,',- or
1

(48.10) <

]
Ecr

S A- ®
4.

1

(l+o-)(l- 2a)'^

+

1

r.v = 2p<’.ii or r,v =
( 1 ~T CF

if i 5^ j

where) tho invariant d cu + (*22 + Cn, Solvinp; the system
(48.10) for the eoinj)<)nont.s of strain yields

(48.11)
1 “j- (T or

<'ii
- -g- TiJ -

J,
Si,Pi, (p. 200 )

where the invariant (-) = m -f- -f tj,.
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The equations of equilibrium are

(48.1'2) 2^ 1 V
, Y \

2 gjf doi ^ aa, \v'g.^g^J

+ Fc (7
= 0, (i = 1, 2, 3), (p. 201)

where g = Vffngs^, and the F,- are the components, in the

directions of the coordinate axes, of the body force F.

Inserting in Eqs. (48.7)-(48.12), the proper values of metric

coefficients ga one gets the basic equations in

a. Polar Coordinates

(48.13)

e-re

dUr

Ir'

Vl
T

= _
2r \ de

err ==

1 dUt
“

r ^ +

Ue + r
dwA
dT)’

while the equations of equilibrium (48.12) become

(48.14)

+ r + -
"

+ Fr = 0,
dr r dd

^ larw 2
, r. _ n

dr ^r dd + - 0-

h. Cylindrical Coordinates

(48.15)

/ dUr

I
dr

I 1 dug Ur

\ dUz

/ dz

\ o (l dUr . due u\
J^'^-2[7dd +77 “7/
/ p 1

I
dUr\

I
+

\ e. - ^ ^

(p. 202)
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and the equations of equilibrium

_L. i t rr f\
’T” « nfl "l” 'vJ' I

•

“t“ — U,

(48.16)

dr r as ' dz

4- i 4_ 2̂1?
dr r dd dz

dr
4- 1 4- 4- i T 4- — n

dr ^ r dd ^ dz ^ r
- 1^-

c. Spherical Coordinates

dUr

dr'

1 due

Crr —

y, _ _1_
- Tie +7

(48.17)

1 dUa + Ur + Uo
cot d

r sin 6 da r r

Vr« -
2 1

( 1 dUr

\r sin d da
Ua ^ dUc\

dr /’

1
1

( 1 dUr Uo + duA
c,« = 2 1

~dd r dr )

1 1( 1 dUa Ua cot 6 . 1II

dd r
T-

r sin

and the equations of oquilihriiun arc

(p. 202)

203)

(48.18)

drn .

1
dTr« I dVrO

dr r sin d da r dd

' dr

+

I dTa,

TOO H” TjO cot 6
+ Fr = 0,

+
dr r sm d da

1 dT„0
. 3Tr« + 2n-a9 COt 6

rW **”
r

+ K = 0 .

^TrO . 1 ^nO
,

1 dzoO

dr r sin d da r dd

+ Ji'li + F, _ 0. (p, 203)

Flexukk of Bkams

Bending by a Load. Wr along a Primipal .Axis

In terms of the harmonic function <I>(.r, t/), the stimsCvS can be
wT-itien as
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— Tay — Tyy — 0,

Ttt = — Z)X,
A V

w
2(1 +

F* [5$
<r)Iy .2(1 + ,r)Iy Idy

+ (2 + <r)xy • (p. 229,1

The harmonic function # must satisfy the condition

COS (a:, v)

— (2 + cr)xy cos (t/, v) on C. (p. 229j

The displacements are given by

Zfl
"!

ElyU
u = -ayz + -ail - z){x^ - y^\

(64.2) J
V axz + - z)xy,

w = a<(>{x, y)

-
Jj*

$(x, y) + xy^ + (^Iz - ~ z^ x . (p. 231)

If the beam is circular,

(3 + 2<r)F

l («' - i -
.

2xa^(l + 0") \

^ ra*{l + <r)

- r? ^

3 + 2<r'

(p. 236)

(For other cross sections see Secs. 50 60.)
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CHAPTER V

VARIATIONAL METHODS

Potential Eneugy

The potential (energy V of the system is defined as

y = u - Tiiiida - I FiUidr, (p. 280)

where it is undiirstood that the integral T<«,- da is to be extended

only over that portion of the surface S on which the surface

forces Ti are prescribed, and

U = Iw dr, (p. 86)

where W is the strain-energy density.

Of all displacennuits satisfying given boundary conditions,

those that satisfy tlu* wiuilibrium equations make the potential

energy a miniinuin.

Variational Problems

The problem <tf (h^termining the function u(.t, y) minimizing

the integral
• / . \

(65.1) /
- j I)

(P-287)

du 1 du

whei-e is a known I'uiiet.ion of the arguments x, y, u, ana

nossessing (a.ntinuons lirst and second partial derivatives with

respect, to these arguments c.an lie reduced to the solution of

Fuller’s equation,
a/'’,,, _ SI<\ _ 0 (p. 288)

(65.1) K. -
-fl-,

'

Tlui Filler (siiiation for the minimal problem characterized by

the integral

/ I
l(Vi/)- + 2ku\ (Lv dy = minimum (p. 289)

is found to be
V-it = k.

If k is set equal tn zm-o. one olitains the Laplace equation

V-it = 0,
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whose solution minimizes the integral

15.5) J = //.
(^VuYdxdy

The Euler equation for the minimal problem defined by

/ dy\ ,1=1 F Vi = minimum

F«-i^v-=0. (p. 290)

If two independent variables enter into the integrand, as in

I =
/ y, y'j z') dx — minimum,
Jxo

then the Euler equation must hold for each variable:

f.-If.-o,

f.-If,.o.

If the minimal problem involves higher derivatives, as in

^ ~
2/j y'i y"y * *

‘ dx = minimum,

then the Euler equation is

(65.7) +

+ (-1)* = 0. (p. 290.)

The Euler equation for the minimal problem

^ ~ j Jb Win/) dx dy = minimum

(65.8) F^-'i-F^ - —F A-~Fdx * dy

+ + = (p. 200)
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Theokems of Work and Reciprocity

Reciprocal Theorem of Betti and Rayleigh:

(67.2) d(r + FiU^i dr

~
/r It

(67.3) Tiiii dcr + FiUi dr = TijC^j dr (p. 298)

with

i TijCij^ dr

Equation (67.3) is an altei'native form of the Reciprocal Theorem,

Theorem of Castigliano:

(67.7) ^ = It.-. (p. 301)

Galerkin’s Method

The problem of minimizing the integral

^ / /r
^

leads to the equation

(69.1) //« L(«.)v(.r, y) dx dy = 0,

where

(69.2) L(a) = b\ - = 0

is the Euler equation associated with the minimal problem and

y) an arbitrary function that vanishes on the boundary C
on the region R.

An approximate solution Us may be obtained by choosing

N

(69.3) un(:x, y) = ^ Cifi{x, y), (p. 313)

where the functions /t(x, y) satisfy the boundary conditions

imposed on u{x^ y). The constants Ci are determined from

(69.4) j j^
L{us)Udxdy =0, (i = 1, 2,

• •
•

,
AT), (p. 314)
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SUBJECT INDEX
.V

Affine transformation, 2, 5, 18

Analysis, of strain, 1-34

of stress, 35-36

Anisotropic media, 61, 212, 217,

274, 276

11

Hearns, anisotropic, 212, 217, 276

bent by couples, 106

bent by distributcMl loads, 274

bent by terminal loads, 217, 228

cantilever, 269, 282, 291, 296, 302,

312, 323

conipound, 276

curved, 275

extension, torsion, and Ilexure of,

97-276

flexures of, (airdioid, 242

circular, 235, 253

(Jliptical, 237, 25S

reetanpiular, 21(), 272

trianpiular, 252, 255

flexural ripjidity of, 1 1

1

initially twistcal, 274

t(M4inical lln'orv of, 263

torsion of, anisotropic;, 212, 274

cardioid, 245

circular, 119

compound, 276

conical, 208

<*urved, 275

(‘lliptical, 134, 196

hollow, 191, 191, 196

initially twisbal, 27-1

polyp;onal, ISO, 1S7, 275, 316

rec.tanpiular, 143, 308, 317, 318,

320, 333, 338

s('ini<*ircular, 181

Beams, torsion of, triangular, 139,

143

torsional rigidity of, 125, 141, 175,

189

of variable cross section, 275

(See also Extension; Flexure;

Torsion)

Beltrami-Michell equations, 78

Bending of beams (see Beams;
Flexure)

Bending-moment diagram, 268

liernoulli-Eiiler law, 110, 115, 233,

264, 274

Betti and Rayleigh Theorem, 297

Biharmonic function, 79

Boundary-value problems in elas-

ticity, 73

dyna.mical, 83

existence of solution of, 92

mixed, 93

uniqueness of solution of, 92

C

Cantilever beam, 269, 282, 291, 296,

302, 312, 323

(’artesian tensors, 13

Castigliano’s Theorem, 301

(’au(;hy, integral formula of, 156

Integral ThtKjrem of, 155

Cauchy’s quadri(i, II, 40

Cauchy-Riomanu equations, 127

Center of flexure, 224, 227

( ’entral line of a beam, 108

curvature of, 110, 233

CJircular pipe, bending of, 253

torsion of, 196

( ’ollocation method, 317

application, to torsion problem,

317

(estimates of errors in, 323

369
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Compatibility, equations of, 24, 27,

34, 77

Complete systems of functions, 313

Complex variable theory, 154

Conformal mapping, 165

applications of, 176

Riemann's theorem on, 168

Continuity of class 18

Curvilinear coordinates, 197

cylindrical, 202

plane polar, 201

spherical,* 203

D

D’Alembert, Principle of, 82

Deformation, 1

Eulerian components of, 29

finite, 28

homogeneous, 4, 8

infinitesimal, 5, 18, 28

Lagrangian components of, 29

nonhomogeneous, 19

plane, 22

pure, 2, 8, 19

quadric of, 11

Dilatation, 17, 19, 20, 32, 117

strain energy of, 118

uniform, 21

Dirichlet, conditions of, 151

problem of, 128

for a circle, 133, 163

method of finite differences for,

335

Poisson’s formula for, 165

Schwartz’s formula for, 165

Displacement, components of, 18

Displacements, continuity of, 27

neighboring, 281

Divergence, 20

Dynamical equations, 82

E

Elastic coefficients, 60, 65, 67

symmetry of, 63

Elastic limit, 58

Elastic moduli, 67

Elastic moduli, interpretation of,

68

relations among, 71, 72

Energy, complementary, 286

of deformation, 90, 278

minimum principle of, 278, 313

potential, 90, 280, 282, 306

of strain, 83, 87, 284

Equations, of Beltrami-Michell, 78

of Cauchy-Riemann, 127

of compatibility, 24, 27, 34, 77

of elasticity, in curvilinear coor-

dinates, 201

of equilibrium, 41, 72, 201

Equilibrium equations, 41, 72

in curvilinear coordinates, 201

Error functions, 314, 316, 323

Eulerian strain components, 30, 63

Euler’s equation, 287, 289

Extension, 8, 12, 31

of beams, 101, 104

E

Finite deformations and strains, 28,

89

Finite differences, application of,

to torsion, 338

method of, 334

use of, in Poisson’s equation, 345

Flexural rigidity. 111

.

Flexure, of beams, anisotropic, 274

cardioid, 242

circular, 235

compound, 276

curved, 275

elliptical, 237, 258

hollow, 253

initially twisted, 274

rectangular, 240, 272

{See also Beams)

center of, 224, 227, 230, 258

function of, 221, 225, 229, 231,

263

Forces, body, 35, 73

surface, 35

Fourier series, 150
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G

Galerkin’s method, 313, 322
application of, to torsion, 315
estimates of errors in, 323
modification of, 315

Gauss' Theorem, 20

Generalized Hooke's law, 59, 88
Generalized Kronecker delta, 10

Gradient, 20

Green-Gauss Theorem, 20

Grooves, effect of, 139, 191

li

Harmonic function, 79

Harnack’s Theorem, 100

Holder's condition, 104

Homogeneous media, 60, 65
Homogeneous strain, 4, 8, 33

Hooke's law, 57

connection of, with energy, 83

in curvilinear coordinates, 200

generalized, 59, 88

for isotropic bodies, 70, 200

symmetry of (H)efricient-s in, 88

I

Infinitesimal dc^formation, 5, 18, 28
Influence (^oeflicients, 300, 302
Invariants, 13, 17, 50, 90, 117

equations satisfied by, 79
Isotropic media, 60, 64, 65

K

Kronecker delta, 2, 10

I.

Lagrangian strain compoiKmts, 29,

30, 63

Lamp's constants, ()7

Laurent's seriiis, 157

Least-squares rniMhod, 318

application of, to torsion, 318
Lipschitz condition, 16*1

Load, point of, 217
plane of, 232

I^cal effects, 209, 273

M

Maxwell’s influence coefficients, 300
Membrane analogy, 131, 132, 187,

255, 257, 261, 314, 318
Membrane deflection, 188
Membrane function, 262

connection of, with flexure and
torsion, 263

Minimum potential energy, theorem
on, 281, 304

application of, 291, 312
Minimum principle of stress, 286
Moduli of elasticity, 67

bulk, 70

compression, 70

determination of. 111

Poisson’s, 68

relations among, 71, 72
rigidity, 69

shear, 69

values of, 71

Young's, 68

N

Navior’s equations, 74
Neumann's problem, 123, 163
Neutral plane, 111, 115

Nonhomogeneous deformation, 19

Normal stresses, 52

O

Orthogonal transformation, 12

Orthotroj)i(^ medium, 62, 64

V

Plane, of bending, 115, 232

of load, 232

neutral, 111, 115, 232
Plane deformation, 22

Plane strain, 22
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Plane stress, 56

Poisson, integral of, 165

Poisson’s ratio, 68

measurement of, 111

Potential energy, 90, 280
minimum principle of, 278, 313
of twisted shaft, 282

Principal strain, 13, 15

axes of, 67

Principle, of D’Alembert, 82
of minimum energy, 278, 312
of minimum stress, 286
of Saint-Venant, 95
of superposition, 5, 28, 79

Proportional limit, 58
Pure deformation, 2, 18, 19
Pure shear, 11

Q

Quadric, of deformation, 11

of stress, 46

R

Rayleigh-Betti Theorem, 297
Rayleigh-Ritz method, 304

applications of, 305, 308
estimates of error in, 324

Reciprocal theorems, 297, 302, 303
Relaxation of boundary conditions

329

Residues, 157

Riemann’s theorem, 168
Rigid body motion, 2, 5, 19

conditions for, 6
Rigidity, flexural. 111

modulus of, 69

torsional, 125

Ritz’s method, 304

applications of, 305, 308
estimates of errors in, 324

Rotation, components of, 7, 19, 20
21, 23

S

Saint-Venant, principle of, 95, 99
209

semi-inverse method of, 100

Schwarz-Christoffel transfonnation

,

169

Schwarz’s formula, 163, 165
Section modulus, 268
Shear, 10, 38
maximum, 52, 54
modulus of, 69

Shearing, force, 266
lines of, 130

strain, 22

stress, 10, 38, 52, 54
Simply connected regions, 25
Skew symmetry, 6
Statically determinate systems, 270,

273

Strain, analysis of, 1-34

components of, 20, 29, 30
description of, 29

deviations in, 117
finite, 28, 89

homogeneous, 4, 8, 33
infinitesimal, 28

invariants of, 17

notations for, 23
plane, 22

principal, 13

quadric of, 11

shearing, 21, 200
tensor, 8, 19, 20, 31, 199

Strain energy, 83, 87, 278, 284
in a bent beam, 118, 292
of deviation, 117
of dilatation, 118
of distortion, 118
of twisted beam, 282

Stress, actual, 57
analysis of, 35-56
concentration of, 189, 191
deviations in, 117
examples of, 54
function in torsion, 127, 129
invariants of, 45, 50
maximum, 52, 54
nominal, 57
normal, 38, 52, 55
notations for, 40
plane, 56

principal, 49
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Stress, quadric of, 46

shearing, 38, 55

tensor, 37, 50

symmetry of, 43

transformation of, 44

ultimate, 58

units for, 49

Stress-strain relations, 57-96

for isotropic bodies, 70, 72, 191

Subharmonic functions, 130

Superposition, 5, 28, 79

T

Tension, 55

Tensors, alternating, 36

cartesian, 13

strain, 8, 31

stress, 37, 50

transformation of, 44, 45

Torsion, of anisotropic beams, 274

of beams with variable cross sec-

tion, 205, 212, 275

of cardioicl, 1 76, 245

of circular beams, 119

with grooves, 1 11

of compound beams, 276

of conical shafts, 20S

of curved l)ea,ins, 275

of c>4in(lers, 121, 305, 312, 328

of ellipti(‘al h(\'ims, 134, 196

of hollow beams, 191, 194, 196

of initially twisted beams, 274

of inverse of an ellipsis, 1S3

of lemniscab^, 178

of nonisotropi(’ l)t*a.ms, 212, 217,

27‘1

of polygonal h(‘:vms, 1S6, IS/, 275,

316

of rectangular Ix'ams, 143, 3t)S,

317, 318, 320, 333, 338

of regions boumh'd l>y cinnilar

axes, 177, ISO, ISl

of semicircular b(*ain, ISl

of triangular beams, 139, 143

Tordon analogies, 131, 132, 187, 191,

195

Torsion problem, solution by, collo-

cation method, 317

conformal mapping, 170

electrical analogies, 191

Galerkin’s method, 308, 315

hydrodynamic analogies, 191

least-squares method, 318

membrane analogies, 131, 132,

187, 195

Rita’s method, 305

Trefftz’s method, 333

(i8ee also Beams)

Torsional rigidity, 125, 141, 176, 189

Trefftz’s method, 329

application of, to torsion problem,

333

Twist, angle of, 119

local, 220, 257

TJ

Ultimate stress, 58

Uniqueness of solution, 79, 92

V

Variational methods, 277-345

of Galerkin, 313

of Kantorovitch, 315

of Rayleigh, 304

of Rita, 304

of Treffta, 329

Virtual work, theorems on, 284, 314

W

Work, rn,te of doing, 83, 90

virtual, 284, 314

Work and reeiprocity theor/mis, 207

Y

Yield point, 58

Y’oung’s modulus, 68, 111






